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Abstract
This thesis discusses the sustainability of contemporary and traditional music from
'Are'are, an area in the Solomon Islands. It examines the environmental influences and
the acoustemology of music through local, national and global contexts. This entails
analysis of how music, and the material used to make musical instruments, reflects
environmental resources, responds to, and is inspired by environmental conditions. It
explains the ecological significance of musical structure and function, and how music
may exemplify core ecological concepts, for example flows, pulses, dynamic balance
(dynamism), development, networks, nested systems and cycles. This thesis looks at
how music may exemplify these concepts, amplify and reanimate them to affect music's
role in shaping our understanding of the environment. This research demonstrates that
understanding function and structure in music can be useful for understanding the
structures and functions of ecosystems and of the environment. To look at examples of
the relationship between nature and music, this thesis focuses mainly on the music of
'Are'are, from where a relationship with the surrounding ecosystem stems.
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This thesis discusses the contemporary and traditional music of 'Are'are, a region on the
island of Malaita in the Solomon Islands by looking at acoustemology, environmental
influences and sustainability. In examining influences on 'Are'are’s acoustic ecology, this
research looks at music and the materials used to make musical instruments that are
part of a system of environmental influences and acoustic ecology. It examines cases
where nature has provided inspiration, as well as resources, for music and where the
environmental dynamics of a musical system can be observed through a sustainable
relationship with an ecosystem.
The music of 'Are'are can be intimately linked with 'Are'are notions of environmental
sustainability and this suggests that, on a grand scale, music endures through the
environment and is based on impressions and reflections of the local 'Are'are worldview
and cosmology, which differentiates it from abstraction. I argue that music can be a
recapitulation and systemic aspect of environmental behaviour and that this aspect of
music is not restricted to just the influence of dynamic auditory concepts. Musicians’
inspirations may vary from acoustic and bio-acoustic sources and from a variety of other
non-auditory cues with ecological significance.
Both nature and music have in them embedded, “nested structures” (McGilchrist 2009:
9), cycles, rhythms and pulse; they also network, interact, are dynamic and flow.
Segregated streams of music are embedded in an overall integrated flow in much the
same way that individual members of an ecosystem can be factored in as parts of the
whole. Musical concepts that recapitulate core ecological concepts may help us to
understand the world and our place in it (Copland 1952: 17, Mels 2004: 4). While
acknowledging that not all music of 'Are'are is dependent on a relationship with the
environment, this research considers how perceptions of music may emerge with
ecological parallels within its structure.
Acoustemology is the means of knowing a place through sound (Feld 1996: 97). Each
sound tells us about a place; in the same way, a place can tell us about a sound. Later
Steven Feld defined acoustemology as a compound of acoustics and epistemology, or
"an exploration of sonic sensibilities, specifically of ways in which sound is central to
making sense, to knowing, to experiential truth" (Feld 1996: 97). In this thesis, I use this
concept in the context of a dynamic acoustic ecology, which incorporates traditional
(music as part of a dynamic balance that resonates with the greater scheme of acoustic
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influences. Acoustemology may also be contextualised knowledge of physical concepts,
for example, friction through strings, impact through percussion, and wind through
blown instruments. Similarly, core ecological concepts of dynamic balance, flows,
pulses and cycles can also be exemplified through music.
Studying the music of 'Are'are may contribute to an understanding of environmental
influences, acoustemology and sustainable practices. This is relevant where inspiration
is taken from the environment and the material culture of music signifies geographical
location, topography, climate and the use of natural resources. As such, a number of
different conceptual approaches to ecological and indeed ethno-ecological research
have been used (Turner 2003-2005). Throughout this thesis, theories have linked the
ecological significance, acoustemology and psychological significance of music.
The biomes of Earth are large naturally occurring zones of flora and fauna dependent on
climate and disturbance. A biome is largely a geocentric notion. Biomes are usually
described in terms of biogeography and bioclimatology. Biogeography is the branch of
biology that deals with the geographic distribution of plants and animals. Bioclimatology
is the branch of climatology that looks at the effects of the physical environment on living
organisms and the influence of climate on physiological processes, dwellings and urban
centres. Examples of the biomes of Earth include: tropical forest, desert, savannah,
broadleaf temperate forest, conifer forest, temperate grassland and tundra.
Features of 'Are'are music are consistent with bioclimatic and biogeographic
characteristics of tropical rainforest, for example, the use of bamboo that is prolific in the
tropics. This research seeks to understand how, for the people of 'Are'are, musical
content is meaningful by asking in what way does music communicate the conditions of
the environment that have a direct influence on the products and inspiration of that
music. 'Are'are music is a local, national and global phenomenon. This thesis asks how
'Are'are music is subject to environmental influences of local, national and global
significance and how these influences are incorporated into sustainable practices.
1.1 Background to the Research
The term ethnomusicology is used to describe the cultural study of musical contexts. In
the broader sense, the term ethnomusicology encompasses folk music (Dylan, B 2005:
55) as well as conceptual issues, musical change, the origins of music, music as a
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symbol, universal ideas in music, the function of music in a social sense, diverse musical
systems and the biological impulse behind music and dance. Ethnomusicology tends
toward the study of oral and living musical systems. Consequently, rather than simply
spanning the topic of comparative study of musical cultures, ethnomusicology is the art
or science of interpreting music. Early ethnomusicology looked at musical behaviours in
a comparative context (Thomas 2008: 155). Because of their ubiquitous involvement
within an environmental context, like tropical rainforest, stereotyped musical behaviours
were sometimes assumed.
Deductions based on simplified accounts of complex societies were subject to
comparative stereotypes that are realised today through metaphors that occasionally fail
to acknowledge that local relationships with other worldviews have always existed. For
example, local narratives have always retained a capacity to relate with each other
through their dynamic relationship with the world.
The music at the centre of this study exists as a part of 'nature's genius'. It exists as a
system of representation that is implicit in understanding warato'o – a conceptualisation
of the 'Are'are worldview. Describing and understanding how a range of concepts is
identifiable across examples in music and in nature develops this association into
conscious awareness and discovery. The implicit patterns (or inner processes) present
in ecosystems, and exemplified in music, may ultimately be interesting and yet go
unidentified. How we decide or invent the criteria from which music emerges relates very
much to our musical environment. For example, there is energy implicit in all forms of
music. Energy is also discussed as a musical concept when describing volume
(amplification). When analysing music's energy it is possible to discuss amplification as
an example of energy existing and explore musical energy qualitatively and
quantitatively.
Some of the more specific concepts in music, song for example, may be apparent only
to human consciousness, interest and intellect. Other concepts, such as dynamic
balance or rhythm have parallels throughout ecosystems and may be eco-centrically
important across many domains of life. Detecting whether or not there is a rhythm in a
system does not necessarily rely on a specific understanding, or on an interpretation,
arrived at through human consciousness. Studying the ecological significance of music
calls for a readjustment of the perceptual components brought together to form music
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within ecological boundaries. Until the distinction can be drawn between music and other
basic acoustic information, constant readjustment is called for in ethnomusicology
studies for them to remain flexible and sensitive to the way acoustic information is
integrated (Sprecher 2012: 5). Ethnomusicology consists of both musicological findings
and

ethnographic

findings

and

interpreting

related

musicological

and

related

ethnographic fields that contain their own basis for analysis. It is useful to consider how
this music's journey began – as sound, movement, energy, consciousness and habit – in
order to have some idea of how it will develop.
1.1.1 Relevant Background to Ethnographic Research
A comparative ethnography can lead to incremental conclusions when a subject is seen
to develop incrementally since a previous encounter. An example of this would be if this
thesis' results were compared to those of Hugo Zemp's ethnography of 'Are'are music
with out acknowledging the co-perceived objective background on which both studies
are based.

Figure 1.1 Left: incremental observations. Right: incremental observations within a persistent
environment and objective background, a time domain (t) to which each set of observations may
be related.

In the above figure, phases of cultural, social and material variables are presented
incrementally on the left and presented as part of a time domain representation on the
right. On the left hand side of Figure 1.1, each phase of incremental observations is
directly connected with the next phase (symbolically shown here as the three shapes).
The right hand side of Figure 1.1 incorporates our ordinary perceptive ability to utilise
solid three-dimensional geometry. Depicted in a co-perceived objective time domain the
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phases not only have three spatial dimensions but also one temporal dimension (Bordes
2011: 90). On the right, the diagram can be interpreted as having space between the
phases of observation (symbolically shown here as shapes at different depths on a timedomain grid) and part of a narrative of “ethnography with time and transformation built in
to it” (Hviding 2000: 6).
In Figure 1.1 the difference between the depiction on the left and the depiction on the
right is that, on the left, each phase is seen to lead incrementally into the next; on the
right, the objective scene depicts ethnographic observations as events in fluid time. This
allows the absorption of each phase into a greater schematic setting. However, to record
behaviour on an “isometric grid”, representing space and time is only an opening to the
possibilities of experienced space and time (Mels 2004: 4). “Neither geodesic space nor
clock/ calendar time is appropriate for the measurement of experience . . . experience
could be described as the orchestration of various time-space rhythms” (Mels 2004: 4).
This time-domain grid represents the co-perceived objective background and ubiquitous
involvement, in this example of 'Are'are music within the tropical rainforest biome.
Historically significant phases of acoustic patterns in 'Are'are music may be studied as a
result of changes in the instruments of music, as well as in performance, song and
ceremony. Knowledge that spans more than one phase provides perspective on the
compatibility of terms and ideas. For example, if each of these phases were a scientific
paradigm, that is, a particular way a scientific community conceives and refers to certain
concepts, we would find that scientific terms used respectively in each phase might not
refer to the same concept. This is because scientific terms are considered “through a
network of meaning” (Swan 2010: 343). The term “mass” for example, used by
physicists in the earlier Newtonian sense where “mass is conserved” is not the same as
the term “mass” in a later theory of Einstein’s where mass is “convertible with energy”
(Swan 2010: 343). Knowledge of historical paradigms is significant for the interpretation
of experience through acoustemology. For example a village in 'Are'are now uses a log
drum to signal the call to Christian church services, where in the past the same sound
was used to call people to feasts and other rituals.
Acoustemology is the epistemology of acoustic relationships between historical phases
(Yamada 2001). In other words, places can be analysed by environmental and psychotemporal sounds and their causes, thus providing a number of different conceptual
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approaches as to how events and trends are made up of a number of constituent parts.
An understanding of acoustemology and the psychoacoustic concepts of segregating
and integrating sound streams by auditory scene analysis has contributed to the
effectiveness of this research, particularly through insights into environmental influences.
A contextual knowledge of a particular instrument can be obtained by taking account of
its conceptual use, be it musical, communication, signalling, emulation, ornamental, or
simply

sound

producing,

in

any

one

psychoacoustic

environment.

Common

environmental sounds can be grouped according to the qualities of their production,
rasping, tinkling, grating, clanking and so on (Bregman 1990: 698). Theories of sound
allocation in a psychoacoustic and acoustemological context provide depth regarding the
perception of a sound's exclusive or lateral meanings, that is, whether or not it is
possible to decide if fusion of meanings is the default condition of the spectrum.
1.1.2 Relevant Background to Eco-musicology
The Grove Dictionary of American Music (forthcoming October 2013 from Oxford
University Press) defines “ecomusicology” (or “ecocritical musicology”) as “ . . . the study
of music, culture and nature in all the complexities of those terms. Ecomusicology
considers musical and sonic issues, textual and performative, related to ecology and the
natural environment” (Allen 2013).
Traditionally in 'Are'are's environment and relevant to its acoustic ecology 'Au (bamboo)
is and has always been revered as a staple fibre of 'Are'are life and as resource from
which to make musical instruments. The high status afforded bamboo as a cultural icon
and utility is associated with femininity and relates to the respect for the leadership role
women play in social and religious life and to sacred music, properly called 'au'apu or
sacred bamboo (Naitoro 1993).
Before discussing the bamboo plant with people in 'Are'are, I was curious to learn that
certain varieties of bamboo may flower only once every hundred years. Before
establishing whether or not the bamboo used to make 'Are'are instruments is one of
these varieties, I asked whether if, by studying reciprocal relationships with the biome
and environment, interdependency could be observed within the practices of a musical
system which works to evoke symbiosis connecting people with the environment.
Through discussions with people in 'Are'are I established that the 'Are'are bamboo
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varieties are not the type to flower every hundred years, and my sources in ‘Are’are were
not aware of their bamboo as a flowering variety at all. Nevertheless, the 'Are'are
bamboo has its own cultural value in 'au music and rituals representing a significant
appreciation and respect for the value bamboo gives to the overall functioning of the
ecosystem.
Significantly, because the word for bamboo is also 'au, this suggests the value
associated with the services to the ecosystem, that bamboo provides in plant form,
extend to bamboo as a musical instrument. This foundation sees the integrity of
bamboo, in its role in the ecosystem, regenerated into a role in the culture and uses of
instruments in 'Are'are.
Bamboo instruments, drums and conch shells, have for a long time been used as a
means of communicating signals over the landscape. This communication occurs both at
the everyday level of instruments being used to relay messages between individuals and
villages and for communicating the capacity and limitations, value and scarcity of
environmental resources. Investigating the role that climate, biome, geography or
ecosystem play in styles of music from around the world can help us to understand
human responses to the bio-climatic and ecological inflections (varieties) of respective
societies; to understand the parts of culture that are defined by climate or environment
that broadly speaking are reflective of a cultural framework between different locations.
Generally, multiple sites within close proximity of each other may constitute a local
ethnographic area. These sites may be characterised by differences between larger and
smaller settlements, or between different climatic, environmental or economic properties.
Cultural identity between areas with, for example, different prevailing winds, regularity of
lightning, mountainous terrain, endemic birds or traditional trading routes can be
communicated through intellectual (non-physical) drivers like music. This allows people
to go beyond knowledge of their local environment. Islands in particular, as relatively
insular environments, are often found to contain endemic populations of birds and
insects. Local environmental influences continue to be reflected in music in different
geographic locations after those influences have ceased as an immediate source of
inspiration.
The influence of past climatic conditions on the development and distribution of plants
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and animals, including humans, is a factor in the development of the instruments and
songs that are a product of this synthesis of bio-climate, plants and animals. Endemic
populations of a species may have triggered a particular response in people to unique
circumstances, while other people in the same cultural environment have not been
influenced in the same way. In the context of music analysis, such differences in
acoustic ecology can manifest as differences in instruments, compositions, or simply
phrases inspired by a common melodic interval, such as two notes found within a
composition that may occur frequently in the song of a local bird population. On the
island of Malaita for instance, the 'Are'are region in the southern half of the island has
the greatest variety of pipes and yet lacks the shell rattles of the northern regions (Zemp
1971: 5). Other islands of the Solomons have fewer indigenous pipes in comparison to
'Are'are, or none at all, as in Tikopia for example (Brown, Terry June 2010 Personal
Communication). On the island of Isabel, one is more likely to find modern pipes that are
influenced by a national identity associated with nationwide pipe-orientated crosscultural enculturation, than traditional pipes.
When asking which species are considered important influences in the engineering of
the soundscape, it is useful to identify species that build on the diversity of music and
ascertain whether they are classified according to nomenclature with the criteria of their
sounds in mind, for instance hummingbirds and warblers are named onomatopoeically
for their sonic signatures.
The classification of an influential sound producing force within a soundscape may relate
to how its producer is perceived holistically – as a pest or a ‘musician’. If a sound is
pleasant to hear but its source is a point of controversy, then that sound then carries an
associated meaning. For example, a louder than necessary stereo system for dances
could occasionally be heard above the relative peace and quiet near the Kakabona
village, where I resided outside of Honiara. The music from the stereo system was
clearly attractive to some people, but for others it displaced and reduced the awareness
of the traditional nocturnal sounds. In the same vein, a sound may be persistent,
unrelenting and even annoying, yet its source is genuinely useful – a rooster’s call for
example – and is tolerated as a constant contributor to the soundscape. In contrast,
dogs that bark throughout the night might not be particularly harmful or aggressive, but
their neglect can be seen as environmental neglect, so their barking is harder to tolerate
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(Nathanson 2012). In context, a stereo played loudly to compete with the sounds of dogs
or roosters may have less musical merit socially than an effective dog control to maintain
and restore peace to the neighbourhood.
Roald Dahl describes an analogous example to that discussed above in the children’s
story James and the Giant Peach. “The Old-Green-Grasshopper turned his huge black
eyes on the Centipede and gave him a withering look”. “Young fellow”, he said, speaking
in a deep, slow, scornful voice, “I have never been a pest in my life. I am a musician”
(Dahl 1961: 45). Anecdotally, the grasshopper's sound producing qualities are
associated with a musicality, an allusion to the relationship between a grasshopper's
behaviour and the musical language used to describe these “insect drummers”
(Ossiannilsson 1949: front cover).

Figure 1.2 First published by Frej Ossiannilsson in Insect Drummers (1949: front cover)

In an essay by George Griffiths on The Nature of Music (2009), one is reminded of a
fable involving another grasshopper. In this story, The Ant and the Grasshopper, the
Grasshopper, after busily singing all summer, finds winter has arrived and he has run out
of food. He asks the Ant for some food. The Ant replies:
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'What have you been doing with your time?'
'Why,' the Grasshopper replied, 'I sang and kept you amused.'
'Ah well,' said the Ant, 'now you can dance.' (Griffiths 2009: 3)
The Ant reminds the Grasshopper that it must live like all the other competing biota. With
that Griffiths exposes a significant paradox: reminding us as people that music may at
once be nothing more than sentimental, a capacity, flight of fancy of human beings,
while also being something which represents implicit processes like rhythm and dynamic
balance that are sustained and permeate throughout the ecosystem (Griffiths 2009: 3).
Figuratively, these stories serve to demonstrate that animal, vegetable or mineral
aspects of the natural environment and biota may be influential musically especially if
conducive of concepts that lend themselves to musical cognition. Where a sound of
environmental origin is found within the natural amphitheatre of life there is a dance
between aspects of the music and eco-systems.
Influential

environmental

sounds

may

be

worthy

of

transposing

for

musical

recapitulation. For example, flautists make use of a technique for playing that has a
similar sound to that of the flutter of a very fast wing beat (see tremolo Appendix 1). This
is achieved through the fibrillation of the tongue. The implicit natural world can also be
interpreted and inspire playful and behavioural recapitulation through the haptic actions
(i.e. the touch) of music. Musical examples may transpose activity and concepts
associated with nature. The ‘volante’ agility of a swooping sea bird, rather than a phrase
or a melodic motif from a particular songbird, may also be a source for musical
interpretation.1 Accelerando, volante and other processes may be observed and enacted
musically, exemplifying the music's contribution to the transmission of traditional
ecological knowledge (see Appendix 1).
Percussion instruments, which on occasion in ‘Are’are are used for both signalling and
rhythmic accompaniment, are, in their own way, an information communication
technology (ICT). In cities and inter-cultural urban centres the function of these
percussion instruments changes from that of their beginnings, where they have a
symbolic relationship to the land.
A collection of ‘Are’are log drums, ‘o’o, is on display in the National Museum of the
1

Volante is a term to describe music that is played in a flying manner (Hoffnung 1983).
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Solomon Islands in Honiara, Guadalcanal. In urban centres the 'o'o are no longer as
widely used for communicating within the ecosystem as they once were. How people
have substituted this functional communication role of the 'o'o tells us something about
what role the current generation of information communications technologies will need to
emulate, in order to become substitutes for ‘o’o in 'Are'are and Solomon Island societies.
Mobile phones, for example, quickly advanced past the point of working as a one-on-one
communication device, and now facilitate distributed information systems and even
entire university courses in some parts of the world (Reddi 2011: 72). Mobile phones can
be given character by customising ring tones; and telecommunications have played an
important part in adaptations people have made to living in urban centres in recent
years.
Other adaptations to national and global cultural influences in the Solomon Islands have
maintained a connection to traditions. For a time the national Solomon Islands
newspaper was called The Solomons News Drum. The role of a “news” drum might be
similar to, but is not replaced by, a newspaper. The ‘o’o raises the attention of many
people at once and so could be thought of more like a church bell. The presence of a
message in the rhythms of drums in the sonic environment is simultaneously both
networking and syndicating within the environment. The analogy of portable educational
resource material distributed to community radio hubs or to groups of mobile phone
users, where media can be sent to multiple recipients at once, is perhaps closer to the
function of the log drum than that of one-on-one telephone connections. Regarding the
adoption of new technologies, individual communities may face their own unique series
of challenges, as resources that were previously pooled into 'o'o, or radio service
messages, are prioritised to the advantage of information transmission.
The nature of 'o'o communications relies on the absence of noise in the frequencies
associated with sound in the electromagnetic spectrum. This phenomenon of resonance
– of sound travelling through transitional media – helps enhance a perception of
transparency. Sound, and the sense of hearing, provides a unique dimension of
perception. A sense of hearing enables us to listen through visual impedance (through
walls), and identify sounds through cultural acoustemology (through knowledge and
recognition, deduction and cognition). This is relevant to a study of 'Are'are music and
acoustemology because of the low visibility and conspicuousness of sound in the
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rainforest biome, characteristic of 'Are'are and other tropical climes. In contrast to
wooded rainforest areas, the chaparral biome, which has typically less vertical presence
and consists of mostly shrubs and bushes, may have very little “voice”. Bunkse
comments that in chaparral, where there is “no perceptible rhythmic texture” in the wind,
it can be hard to connect on an emotional level to these voiceless areas, especially if we
are from areas where the wind in the trees provides this sense of atmosphere and
rhythm (Bunkse 2004: 83). This is not to say that sound does not travel well in low forest
areas. The fact that sound travels less in high-forest however, means that the birds and
insects must make more sound to communicate across equivalent distances (Michelsen
1978).
The factors that affect musical instruments and performance, particularly those of
environmental origin, enable us to understand music. Features of musical instruments
and practices have paradigmatic relationships with our worldviews and are examples of
the theories and methods that underlie these worldviews.
When we listen to music, we do not just listen to sound through our ears; “It often
happens that we feel sounds through skin sensation”, or feel “the visual image through
sounds. It is essentially impossible to separate the aural sense from other such
sensations. Therefore, we should recognise that it is somewhat unbalanced to
overemphasise the importance of the aural sense from the viewpoint of acoustemology”
(Yamada 2001: 104). All of the senses can be taken into account when attempting to
decipher the motivations and bias of sensory reactions to the stimuli of sound and music
(Gibson 1966). Hence, the experience of listening to music is often a holistic mind-body
and environmental relationship. Investigating the environment to assemble real life
situations that hold “ecological validity” is complimentary to the mental processes that
have evolved in humans and animals that have made them psycho-physically consistent
with the structure of the surrounding world (Martyn 2006: 17, Shepard 1981).
Musical analysis, listening within music and the perception of music as something that is
distinct from other sounds, aurally distinguishes between a tendency to hear parts of the
music from the ability to hear the whole music and, furthermore, the whole music from
the whole group of acoustic components, or environment, in which that music exists.
Segregation within the aural sense, of sound from music, and within music, is a
perceptive quality that is assisted by multimodal perception. Listening within music is
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assisted if the sound is accompanied by a highly sympathetic visual stimulus such as
watching a musician perform, or watching a dancer. Similarly, it is easier to segregate
the sounds musicians make if their hands and instruments are visible. These multimodal
perceptions can help us to know that music is itself consistent and integral. If in listening
for music, we discover this perception and begin to recognise it through exposure to a
sufficient quantity or quality, then effectively by being present with music the process of
understanding its conceptual framework is in place alongside the experience of sensing.
In some oceanic areas, the close links between the spirit and the flora and fauna does
more than supplement the lessons presented through music and dance. One timeless,
recognisable symbol contained within certain songs of the Pacific is that of the frigate
bird. The frigate bird, also known as a hurricane bird (or kaura in 'Are'are), is well known
for its aerobatic agility in flying, an attribute that is correspondingly held in high esteem in
dance and music. Where dance and music are part of ecology, land, movement, rhythm
and ritual symbolically act as a reminder of the ecological basis of art and music.
Understanding the frigate bird example is significant because of the orientation in this
research project around an appreciation of the ways music interacts with the
environment.
Discovering how music of other cultures is significant to its people can help us relate to
the many ways people operate within ethnically diverse societies. Understanding how
people live with one another is also a basis for targeted research that can help facilitate
an exchange in music, culture and science. With New Zealand as a starting point,
research in the Pacific region is immediately relevant to regional community building.
Specifically, one of the advantages of basing a study in the Pacific region, especially one
that involves fieldwork in the Solomon Islands, is that there are many people in New
Zealand involved in the region.
When analysing the foundations of musical culture, one must take into consideration the
transplantation of a people and their artefacts and the change in their environment.
Musical communities in migrant situations could expect to see changes in the way their
music is conceived and reflected. The change may have an impact on musical
production and performance by way of significant political, stratigraphical or ecological
affect. In the process of affirming its identity, a musical culture may change the face of its
creative output while confirming its methodology. Inversely, after a sociological change,
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music may adopt a new basis for performing traditional works, re-affirming cultural
products to a new effect, such as through a performance of 'o'o log drums at the
National Museum of the Solomon Islands. The degree to which music is transplanted
emphasises the juxtaposition of its journey thus far.

1.2 Research Methods
This investigation relates the music of 'Are'are to a written account by employing and
balancing the following methodologies: interviews, biography, sound recordings,
photography, questionnaires, music transcription, text transcriptions, archival research
and organology (the study of musical instruments).
Prior studies have been used as guides and lexicons. Ethnographer Helen Reeves
Lawrence's 1989 article “Guidelines for Researchers in the Pacific”, has many relevant
points regarding the procedural steps to implementing research in the Pacific area.
Lawrence’s article recommends contacting the National Library of the relevant island
nation. In the Solomon Islands, it is the Solomon Islands Broadcasting Corporation and
the National Museum of the Solomon Islands that have international, collaborative
archives of musical, oral and historical reference material, which was donated by
researchers such as David Akin, Ben Burt, Christine Jourdan, Roger Keesing and Hugo
Zemp.
Internet technology has been used to speed up communications between contributors of
this research. The Internet and email communications have been utilised as a means to
ensure that the author was anticipated on arrival in the Solomon Islands, and to maintain
ongoing consultation with community members.
A Zoom H4 Handy Recorder with built in condenser microphones has been used for the
recordings referred to throughout this research. This device was borrowed from the
University of Otago’s Music Department. The Zoom H4 is capable of capturing high
quality sound on a compact storage medium. It uses two AA (standard size) batteries,
making it practical when recording in places where recharging a battery cell is not
convenient.
Conclusions and case studies about this subject have been arrived at through field
research and information obtained through face-to-face discussion and email
correspondence with individual participants. This intentional reciprocity built into the
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research method has involved holding discussions with individuals as a method of
establishing the interdisciplinary significance and potential contribution music can make
to an inter-connected and inter-relational understanding of music’s place in the world
(East 2011).
The research participants were encouraged to return their own perspectives throughout
the research. The methodology employed throughout this study has involved the author
consolidating the information provided from research participants, who were engaged as
consultants and who contributed their expertise. These participants were in some cases
members and employees of universities, government departments and local and nonlocal organisations. Because the topic of environmental influences in music relates to
healthy communities, land use, culture, peace, prosperity and education, people working
across all these fields were consulted in this research.
Past studies of the genre of ‘Are’are music have focused more on musical knowledge
passed down the generations through cultural traditions. These customs are significant
in a cultural context. However, it can be shown that not all influences in the music of
'Are'are can be accounted for by retention of traditional values and inherited ideas. This
study is about environmental influences rather than pedagogical inheritance. In this
respect, this research is not an inherently historical account. While relevant literature
exists, this study has intentionally focussed on the unpublished perspectives of people
who are currently actively involved in the music of ‘Are’are.
Other methods used throughout this thesis for ensuring the quality and reliability of
material obtained include multi-sited ethnography, which can inform and qualify the
roles, strengths and weaknesses of individuals as sources of information. Knowledge of
the type of musical scale used by members of the Narasirato Panpipers group (who
come from the West coast of ‘Are’are) can be considered in contrast to the knowledge of
other groups and individuals at multiple sites, for example John Anioa's testimony from
the East coast. !
The geographic distance between individuals, and an individual's distinct perspective,
have provided many sources of information. These sources have been further supported
by obtaining data from a variety of media (e.g. print, literature, radio and television). A
review of available and relevant literature has also been utilised to provide further depth
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to the research questions.
After researching with individuals and communities who are actively involved in the
music of ‘Are’are, the Solomon Islands and the broader Pacific region, my impressions
of these encounters were consolidated by reflecting in a daily journal. The value of
reflection on these daily impressions was significant in forming an action plan for my
thesis. Dwight D. Eisenhower, former President of the U.S., once described an
analogous action plan in a remark about warfare when he said: "In preparing for battle, I
have found that planning is essential, but plans are useless" (Shubin 2008: 4). This
captures the essence of field research comprehensively. The entire field plan may be
reviewed, but we can design research to answer specific questions by using a few
simple ideas that can be used to predict, for example, where to look for music that will
reflect environmental origins.

1.3 Reciprocity as a Guiding Ethical Principle
This sub-section of the introduction is intended to expand on the previous sub-section on
research methods. A relatively broad discussion follows and details of the background
and methods of this thesis are included, as well as of some of the isolated particulars
that were encountered that are unique to this thesis.
Having an ethnographic component to the research opens influences up to ethnoscience. However, concerning indigenous epistemologies, and the pressures that
research inquiries can bring to them, the ethnographic thesis in itself can place undue
scrutiny on individual contributors. Ethnographic accounts may therefore be contrary to
the way thoughts about a subject a normally transmitted, or the way it is more common
for individuals to have an aspectual understanding of a subject. This research is not
intended as a study of either popular or traditional music. While both forms are featured,
any music that demonstrates a belonging, is embedded, or is networked, within a greater
continuum of creativity, and can be thought of as an aspect of human imagination and
therefore acoustic ecology. The 'Are'are music that helps us understand the environment
can be targeted as part of an acoustic specificity, which it would serve well to highlight,
for the purposes of establishing how environmental influences are part of this music.
A balance in the ecosystem is an attribute that may feature more often in music of a
predominantly rhythmic-spatial society. That is, where a non-rhythmic-spatial presence
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presupposes a musical event, people are informed about it asynchronously and across a
landscape greater than the event's rhythmic-spatial social impact.
It may be that a popular music event has taken the place of a traditional one, or that the
two have become one through a juxtaposing of qualities, or, but more importantly,
through a revitalisation of purpose. If popular music or traditional music has changed
radically within the acoustic ecology, these changes in environmental psychoacoustics
may in turn affect how people reflect on the sound of music.
A traditional dual function of 'Are'are musical instruments is to create signals and
messages. Some circumstances in which these instruments are found could represent a
compromised acoustic ecology, a dispersed community or a radically different
acoustemology (i.e. psycho-acoustic environment). The log drum that calls a
congregation to a Christian service indicates an exploration of how the relationship to
one's surroundings might relate to the practices of instruments. Percussion instruments
used as a method of signalling for villages are unable to signal within large urban
centres as they represent a compromised acoustic ecology and dispersed community. In
such cases where instruments are still used, but in non-traditional ways, the cultural
momentum and symbolic status of these instruments affect the practices that replace
these traditions, the Solomons News Drum newspaper for example.
Throughout this thesis, the implications of living in modern urban settlements and using
technological musical exchange (internet, radio etc.) as a teaching resource are also
considered. In the Solomon Islands during the formative days of independence in the
1970s, the most widely distributed newspaper was The Solomons News Drum. This
harks back to traditional drumming as a way of assembling information for people, and
extends through metaphor to the title of this newspaper. This metaphor may help
contextualise the new media as a communication tool using the context of drumming as
a form of communication (Solomons News Drum, 15 October 1976).
In 2009, a local newspaper, the 'Are'are Totorawara Araha' ('Are'are Community News
and Tribal News) was introduced, reportedly the first ethnic language newspaper in the
Solomon Islands. In Su'u village, in 'Are'are, I discussed the concept of news drums and
newspapers with my hosts Morris Anioa and his brother Samson Maehia. Totorawara
means spreading news by beating drums. The publication of the Totorawara Araha has
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been met with limited success, perhaps because even in the short space of time
between 2009 and 2012 the news media’s role has been superseded to a certain extent
by social media, mobile phones, smart phones and access to alternative news centres
on the Internet.
The type of news communicated by drums includes houra announcing the start of a
feast or the death of someone. Different rhythms convey different messages; a general
message with a general meaning would be followed by an identifying signature rhythm.
Tomaha, another rhythm is an invitation for people to come and be entertained. After the
tomoha, the 'au tahana (the oldest and most salient tradition of 'au) may be played
(Anioa 2010 Personal Communication). These days in the coastal Eastern 'Are'are
village of Su'u, the drum is used to announce a church service.

Figure 1.3 Needs Diagram (Borner 2010: 68

Highland areas have always been better suited to log drum communications, as sound
travels best inland and especially in thinner alpine ground cover. In coastal areas, mobile
phones have coverage, while in the nearby highland areas traditional uses of drums are
still employed where mobile phone cover and intrusions to ambient noise are both less
prominent. In coastal villages such as Su’u, the mobile phone now works where the log
drum was once more prominent.
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For the ethnographer, the knowledge that a rhythm from 'o'o log drums could
communicate information might appear somewhere near the top of the triangle in Figure
1.3. In contrast, for people born and raised in 'Are'are, knowledge of the same 'o'o
rhythm may be part of their basic survival and safety strategy.
This thesis includes strategies for furthering the role of music in community
development and effectively sustaining environmental sources of musical inspiration. A
focus on sustainable futures broadly encompasses issues such as the implementation
of technology and the role of music in encouraging the use of different types of
sustainable resources.
Along with the observations initially sought, of patterns inspired by nature and
represented through songs, other aspects of this research could not have been
obtained without the help of the local people who volunteered information. Introspection
of research criteria has occurred as a result of consultation with participants and how
they see their community developing, with the environment and the role music plays in
these developments.
As music emerges as something that is perceived to have ecological significance, it is
discussed throughout this thesis in relation to core ecological concepts: flows, pulses,
dynamic balance (dynamism), networks, nested systems and cycles. This may mean a
degree of “criteria introspection” (see Figure 1.4 below) in conceptualising music's
constituent parts (e.g. pitch, rhythm, tempo, contour, timbre, loudness and spatial
location (Levitin 2000: 34).
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Figure 1.4 Criteria Introspection

Traditional music might fall within a broader mandate for community development,
media projects or other fundamental initiatives to communicate information regarding
health, education or the environment. These are broad focus ideas that can be
advocated through song and discussion surrounding traditional musical practices.
Sustainability and economics can also be reflected in the values surrounding traditional
environmental musical resources.
A musical instrument is a powerful and lasting way to bestow value upon scarce
resources. These associations have much more power if the resource and product are
contained in a single ecosystem; because, as was said by Aldo Leopold, American
environmentalist and ecologist: “We can be ethical only in relation to something we can
see, feel, understand, love, or otherwise have faith in” (Leopold 1968: 214). In this way,
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the products of musical endeavour are not for the sake of humankind, and a music that
is part of an ecosystem provides a bio-utilitarian service to the ecosystem by way of
organising human beings into groups who understand the scarcity of resources. This is
akin to putting back fish that are too small when out fishing; the same can be said of
woods that have not grown enough to be made into musical instruments of culturally
specific dimensions.
An ecosystem service is a service provided to people by the environment that would be
difficult to replace, examples of such services are provided later in Chapter Three in
referring to specific cultural keystone species. In balance with a valuation of ecosystem
services, this music communicates as part of a social, economic and natural system. In
discussing music of ecological significance, for a musical practice to provide an
ecosystem service, it must make humans better members of the biotic community and
lead to behaviours that enable us to support the biota and its perpetuation rather than
its destruction.
In the story of Earth's Blanket, ethnobotanist, Nancy Turner from the Pacific North West
coast of Canada, suggests that the earth is alive but needs a blanket, essentially
meaning the protection of the trees and foliage. Without a “blanket”, the Earth cries.
This story motivates people to reflect on what we consider is of value from the earth’s
resources and what is of value to the earth, and to link human action to the important
possessions – flora and fauna – essential to planetary wellbeing (Turner 2005: 28). This
metaphor is helpful as far as this thesis is concerned with an ecocentric approach to
something most often conceived as human phenomena, namely music-culture. An
ecocentric theme, or environmentally orientated reflection, emerges as issues arise
surrounding how traditional music, relevant to local education, is transmitted given the
nationalistic or global implications of modern schooling and religious institutions.
Alongside information communications technologies these institutions may now serve
as ways to maintain communications in a number of areas where local pedagogical
education has been disturbed.
A broad environmental framework to ethnomusicology can also consider research into
distinct topics such as ''Are'are’s Sustainable Futures and Musical Ecologies', or
'Community Development and Musical Ecosystems'. It should be emphasised here that
community development is the particular quality of a sustainable future that is of
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concern to this research. Themes that reoccur throughout a variety of geographical and
contextual examples help identify key issues and outline common elements and
pertinent or recurring issues that consistently stand out. According to the Brazilian
sociologist Maria Edy Ferreira (in an unpublished work), “thematic investigation is only
justified to the extent that it returns to the people what truly belongs to them; to the
extent that it represents, not an attempt to learn about the people, but to come to know
with them the reality which challenges them” (Freire 2007: 91). Education theorist Paulo
Freire suggests that research themes emerge at first as codifications of the
environment, as simple (visual, pictorial, tactile and auditory) and compound
(simultaneous, generative and causal) (Freire 2007: 121). In this study, themes reflect
influences of an ecosystem on people, and peoples’ effect on that system, as part of
that system, and the resulting cultural reflection. In recent years, the theme of
environmental recapitulation in music-culture reflects a greater level of cross-cultural
influence, where historically this subject is positioned by its indigenous epistemology.
Keeping with the theme of information sharing, enabled through networking, it is hoped
that motivation for sustainable development can be quantified as community
development. In his book, Metaphors for Environmental Sustainability, Brendon Larson
discusses the idea that all too often sustainability studies are focussed on getting
“there”, or a means of “getting to” sustainability without considerable reflection on the
purpose of striving towards these goals (Larson 2011: 49). Ideas presented in this
thesis serve to report and review sustainable development in the context of 'Are'are
music and its environment, and to do so through participating and observing with a
community.
A fundamental question should be considered, one that addresses how music is able to
demonstrate patterns of nature: can music inspired and resourced by non-linear
environmental influences (of bio-geographic origin) keep time with social stratification
that is conceived in linear time? Music that is traditionally part of the pulse of an
ecosystem changes if it integrates with 'social stratification conceived in linear time', that
is hour-by-hour time keeping.
Biological organisms use non-linear scaling, in that the quantities, scales, stages or
steps between various organisms are not always directly proportional to each other.
Certain elements of music similarly reflect and are inspired by bio-geographic influences
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limited by the availability of non-linear aspects of the ecosystem as resources. One
example of music depending on the dynamics (and the non-linear system of resources)
determined by the environment is the availability of various quantities and qualities of
materials used to make instruments, for example appropriate bamboo resources in
'Are'are that are scaled down throughout the tuning process.
Another example is where music depends on the dynamics of a non-linear pattern of
population distribution. Biological organisms, generally speaking, across multiple
domains, use specialized, but non-linear scaling (Hamilton 2007, Wentworth-Thompson
1942). Non-linear scaling across biological domains exists in human groups in the
relationship of population size to area use per-individual. “With important exceptions,
such as the seasons and the phases of the moon, the physical seems overall to be
more linear than the biological which appears almost entirely governed by cycles” (Sack
2004: 249). This would suggest that musical events that are reinforced by biological
cycles – of the human heart, respiration, growth and decay, of birth and death – could
be expected to co-occur with this non-linear relationship of population to land use. This
is not to say that all musical events relate to biological cycles. It is proposed in this
thesis that many ecological concepts, including, but not limited to, biological cycles of
the ecosystem, can be useful in describing the relationships between music and the
environment. Conversely, the concepts used to describe music can also be useful to
describe aspects of the ecosystem – rhythm or dynamic balance.
Many animals also lend supportive evidence to the notion that linear scaling does not
apply to all aspects of biomechanical metabolism, ecosystem functioning or the
proportions between species.2 Studies of ant colonies have concluded that there is no
linear rhythm to the activity and frequency of their activities until, under sometimesartificial conditions of increased population density, a regular periodicity may begin to
emerge in the activity and frequency of the ant's movements (Goodwin 1994: 73).
A drum rhythm that is played at a certain hour each day, which indicates that a daily
church ceremony occurs at a scheduled time, is deeply embedded in a linear
procession of time. In contrast, a drum rhythm that signifies a funeral or wedding
2

New Zealand wood pigeons, also known as fruit pigeons or Kereru, swallow whole plums that are
disproportionately large in relation to their bodies, while blue whales focus mostly on tiny krill.
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ceremony happens at non-linear intervals that have no temporal regularity outside of its
own rhythmic devices. Rhythm occurs at various temporal scales, “because elements of
each layer of rhythm are simultaneously constitutive of other layers of rhythm” (Clark
2004: 155).
Challenges exist in programming community radio schedules to be sensitive to rural
event-time orientated community activities. Previously, communities had time-related
ideas of how long things take when measured in relation to local events as opposed to a
globally consistent scale of hours and minutes. Different cultural systems reflect a
balance between experiential and abstract measures of time. This suggests that social
markers of time may not be as important as natural ones such as: something is three
days after, half a day's walk, coming back after the sun goes down, or timed to occur
when “the shadow cast by a person's body exceeds the body's length” (Raybeck 1992:
329).
By linear programming, a shift occurs from the event orientated 'when Willy returns from
the garden we visit Papa Apu' or 'when the Pora (doves) are away we know it is wet
season' to the scheduled 'Papa Apu's programmes are on the Radio at 7.00pm', or 'it is
July therefore it is 'Are'are's wet season'. “No matter how humans try to predict a
coming season”, or influence it through rituals, “a season comes in its own inevitable,
unpredictable way” (Bunkse 2004: 74). However, despite this, spring, in New Zealand
always begins on the 1st of September. This is an example (in a non-Solomon Islands
context) of this shift towards the linear and programmatic.
Through a process of entrainment, where one cyclic process becomes captured by and
set to oscillate in rhythm with another process, time or rhythm can serve to interrelate or
“groove with” sociocultural, psychological and physiological behaviours (Raybeck 1992:
324, Keil 1994). The closer people live to the equator, the more continuity they
experience in the length of sunlight and darkness per day, and the more consistently
orientated in the present people can be. In regions closer to the poles, changing
daylight hours influence significant planning for winter (Diamond 1998: 22). The closer
people live with their local ecosystem, as opposed to the global biosphere, the more
likely they are to acquire time specific knowledge in the course of their day (Daily 1997:
307).
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In the tropics where biodiversity is often abundant compared to more temperate zones,
many creatures have found a niche and so the challenges faced by humans are often
biological. That is, the challenges a creature faces are likely to come from another
creature in the same proximity. By contrast, in temperate zones challenges are usually
caused by cold winters, late frosts and a lack of adequate warmth in Summer, meaning
that in temperate zones the natural pressures of survival are physical, caused by the
elements (Tudge 2006: 306).
Another scenario, where the adjustment to scheduled time would have an impact on a
community would be where an opportunity for two people to meet by chance in the
course of their day is altered by a regular appointment. Such chance meetings could
have given these people the opportunity to hold discussions. If one of those people
acquires a regular appointment, for example, a ‘seven o'clock’ church service, or
meeting the regular ‘five o'clock’ supply ship, the element of chance, which previously
defined their meetings, is gone. In the words of Steven Johnson, author of Where Good
Ideas Come From, “chance favours the connected mind” (Johnson S., 2010).
Activities involving the world of schedules, calendars and other measurements of time –
visiting the supply ship, attending a regular church service or listening to a community
radio programme – are adopted at the cost of a non-linear flow of time. The introduction
of personal artefacts, like a 'time saving' flint for lighting fires is less likely to shift the
activity suddenly out of non-linear time. Accoutrements that reduce the time needed to
perform everyday activities, for example, firelighters in contrast to conventional friction
methods, or metal axes in contrast to stone tools, merely alter the time perception of an
event. An individual might have more time as a result of adopting these time saving
devices, but these implements only accrue social influence slowly the more they are
used. In contrast, changes to a scheduled interpersonal community activity have
immediate tangible repercussions on the collective perception of time.
One morning in Su'u village in eastern 'Are'are, after eating breakfast cooked on a motu
(which is an oven made from a pile of well-heated potato sized stones), I talked with my
hosts about the various ways to light a fire. I produced a fire lighting flint that emits a
spark. This led to a philosophical discussion on the amount of time that could be saved
by using this piece of equipment.
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Image 1.1 Su'u Village: This 'O'o drum housed at the church alongside a bell was made with a
stone axe 83 years ago over a period of one month by a man called Paraerae (Source: Morris
Anioa). This drum is now played daily before a church service. The occasions for the original
purposes of log drums have a non-linear relationship to performance (Personal photograph by
author July 2010).

A metal axe might make it possible to build a canoe or 'o'o drum (such as the drum
featured in Image 1.1) in a matter of days, but that does not mean that a metal axe
places a limit on how long it takes to finish a canoe or 'o'o. However, if a supply boat is
picking up a crop then that crop must be harvested and packaged and be ready at a
certain time. Harvesting and preparation, which is exacting and time intensive,
necessitates a wide range of knowledge and skills, including understanding weather
patterns, tides, currents and an appreciation of the growth and usable life stages of
crops. In places where early explorers, missionaries and traders introduced days and
weeks, as we know them, people adapted to patterns of time organisation that provided
functionality for international interaction and engagement.
Civilisations, until they break down to form nations, have means of trading within
geographical boundaries; at which point a form of universal currency is needed to
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maintain trade across newly formed political boundaries. The appearance of divisions,
or nations, within a civilisation is a sign of “partial dissolution due to the loss of the
element which constituted its basic unity” (Guenon 1945: 73). A trading-ship at an
appointed time offers the chance for people to exchange crops for money; villages
engaged with this type of trade are not only compelled to adjust to this time schedule
but also to negotiate within the bounds of monetary trade. These adjustments require of
people that they find ways to commoditise resources that were previously exchanged as
part of a relationship with the ecosystem.
Where community development, sustainable futures and traditional music are
concerned, the effort to balance trade or to involve indigenous terms, is confounded by
a need to trade and the synchronisation required of people when their commercial
activities expand beyond those of the local area. The Solomon Islands and its people,
although having been "discovered” numerous times in the last half millennia, have
largely retained links with traditional subsistence lifestyles. Still to this day, a large
proportion of the Solomon Islands (approximately 90%) population live subsistence rural
lifestyles.
The more people trade, the more they come to depend on a currency. Their society
then becomes dependent on that currency, which is the norm for most of the world.
“Biosphere” people typically live in urban, industrially linked societies and are not
dependent on local ecosystems for their basic needs. “Ecosystem” people, who are
mostly forest dwellers, herders and fishermen, are an integral part of the natural
community. Being a good neighbour within the ecosystem does not just mean getting on
well with other people, but with the entire natural ecosystem, hence the requirement for
musical practices which are conducive of this ecocentric mode of behaviour (Daily 1997:
295).
It is apparent that for the development of sustainable environmental trade, knowledge of
and access to, information communication theories and technology could be the
difference between a sudden demise in communications and relationships – and their
continued presence. In the Solomon Islands, rural forest areas sustain over six hundred
non-timber forest products that people depend on for their livelihoods (WWF SI 2010).
In 'Are'are and across the Solomon Islands, by introducing simple communication
devices the people could avoid the catastrophe of deforestation and the loss of non-
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timber forest resources.
A lack of knowledge about community activity can occur when the communication
between people and the rhythm of their traditional day is interrupted; the need to attend
to a supply ship at a certain time or adhere to other regular activities could lead to the
loss of opportunity to hear about community activity. This could be avoided by the use
of organic community radio, mobile phones or ICT learning networks that raise an
awareness of the activities of others and provide people with an opportunity to
communicate (Mels 2004: 7).

1.4 Thesis Structure
The overall focus of this thesis is to look at the characteristics of environmental
influences on the music of 'Are'are. Chapter One introduced this thesis and some of the
concepts that are discussed throughout the remaining chapters. As the introductory
chapter, the purpose of Chapter One was also to discuss the research method, both
within the section entitled Research Methods and throughout the remainder of the
chapter. One of the methodological practices used to produce this thesis, has been to
ensure its ethical integrity with respect to reciprocity. The desire to create an exchange
of information for mutual benefit has been a constant throughout data collection stages,
and has granted participants the ability to shape the topic of enquiry in which they are
taking part, and consequently the ability to influence the results of the enquiry. The
section ‘Reciprocity as a Guiding Ethical Principle’ can therefor be treated as an
extension of the section on research methods.
Chapter Two looks in more detail at the present literature on the subject area. It begins
by looking at Hugo Zemp's work in 'Are'are in the latter half of the 20th century. Zemp's
work includes pioneering techniques in film, a legacy of sound recordings and a history
of transactions with the National Museum of the Solomon Islands and with the Paris
based Musée du Quai Branley. Because this thesis looks at environmental influences of
musical characteristics, further literature has been examined to provide insights into the
links between human ecology, traditional ecological knowledge and music making.
Chapter Three draws on information provided by people who are actively involved in
music at the local level. This includes their ideas regarding how the prominent sources of
sound, resources and inspiration for music are drawn from the natural environment, and
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how the recent trend in parts of 'Are'are, towards the commoditization of time and
resources, is affecting contemporary local music.
Chapter Four considers how factors of identity are evolving for the music of the Solomon
Islands archipelago nation. Case studies are drawn from the capital, Honiara, and the
broader Solomon Islands, to consider how ideologies and behaviors relating to
traditional ecological knowledge have changed over time, and the implications of these
changes for ‘Are’are music and Solomon Islands music more generally.
Chapter Five reflects the expanding horizon of music from 'Are'are and develops a
global perspective. Where 'Are'are music has had new beginnings, Chapter Five
examines how, with this contemporary balance, music from 'Are'are has managed to
retain traditional and environmental influences. Throughout the thesis, significant
national and global influences, concepts of migration, modernity and cultural exchange
are discussed within the context of regional links and international partnerships.
Chapter Six looks at how a sustainable future for this music can be achieved, especially
given opportunities provided by modern information communications technologies and
the Internet. Chapter Six looks at how information communication technology (ICT)
enabled networking may benefit the development of indigenous music foundations and
how this is linked to 'Are'are acoustemology by way of acknowledging today's
environmental influences and the need for information.
Chapter Seven, the concluding chapter, serves to summarize the key conclusions of
significance and the potential for further research stemming from this body of work.
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2.1 Introduction
This literature review addresses the environmental influences on the music and musical
instruments of ‘Are'are. A collection of available resource material reveals evidence of
the role played by the sound producing instruments the 'au and 'o'o (bamboo
instruments and hard wood slit drums), in promoting ecological awareness. This chapter
examines how relevant print and media depict 'Are'are in literature, to see how
environmental influences from local, national and global contexts are applicable to the
music and instruments of 'Are'are. The literature review included in this thesis is the
result of a broader literature review instigated in the early stages of this research. To
take the form of a chapter, the broader scope of literature reviewed throughout the data
collection stages of research have been condensed into that which is relevant to the
resulting thesis. The review material in, the broader sense, investigated literature with
assumed relevance to ‘Are’are, which drew from a range of subjects, these included:
The Solomon Islands and Pacific region, studies in human and social ecology,
geography and ethnomusicology.
The literature review in this thesis relies substantially on the work of Hugo Zemp. The
works cited in this section discuss the relationships between humans, the ecosystem
and the materials for traditional musical instruments that have been made available
through the ecosystem. This chapter also seeks to discuss the changes that have taken
place in 'Are'are music since the time of Hugo Zemp's ethnographic research and the
changes to the 'Are'are ecosystem and rainforest from which 'Are'are music draws
inspiration.
Stories which relate aspects of the environment, such as the trade winds or local birds,
to the original instruments of 'Are'are musical practices are found in Daniel de Coppet
and Hugo Zemp (de Coppet 1978: 12). It is apparent after a review of material related to
the music of 'Are'are that an understanding of the environmental inspiration and
resources behind this music is possible. There is evidence that 'Are'are musical theory
may present insights into the surrounding environment and into how this music is
derived from that environment.
Many of the sources used to find this information relied on the facilities of the University
of Otago library. Insomuch as this excludes readers without the information retrieval
privileges of this library access, to follow references more generally available, Internet
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search engines have also been utilised, as well as the National Library of New Zealand
Catalogue, Te Puna Matauranga O Aotearoa. Searching The Internet will for the most
part provide a start for anyone wanting to trace the referenced sources back to their
origins.
Article databases show that Hugo Zemp contributes the greatest amount of resource
material on 'Are'are music. A good proportion of the available resources relating directly
to 'Are'are music are either Zemp's or reviews of Zemp's work. Zemp's three articles
published in Ethnomusicology over 1978, 1979 and 1981 are comprehensive and are
referred to in more detail later in this chapter. Zemp's film work was a radical contribution
to world music resources. It has enjoyed a recent re-release through the organisation,
Documentary Educational Resources (www.der.org). Work recorded on disc by Zemp in
the early 1970s is not readily available online.
Although it is some time now since Hugo Zemp's study was conducted, his work
provides a useful insight into the music and culture of Malaita and of the 'Are'are people.
Apart from film, audio and literature, a comprehensive catalogue of the 'au group of
pipes collected by Zemp can be found at Musée du Quai Branley in Paris. The Daniel de
Coppet collection, of Malaitan artefacts held at Musée du Quai Branley, contains no
musical instruments (Le Clair, Madeline Musée du Quai Branley 09/2009 Personal
Communication) but and it is Zemp and not de Coppet that this review is more
concerned with. Both authors' work provides useful linguistic points of reference to the
'Are'are language. The geographical distribution of instruments is given some attention
in Zemp's Musical instruments of Malaita II (1972). Zemp also enters into a discussion
on etymology which can be referenced against the findings of Peter Geerts who, among
people who have written about 'Are'are, is one of the most qualified, having spent over
twenty years working with 'Are'are communities (Geerts 1970: 17).
The New Grove and Garland encyclopaedias contain multiple references to the Solomon
Islands. These sources were used in initial literature reviews on 'Are'are music along
with Hugo Zemp's material and a number of other texts. Hans Fischer's organology in
Oceania, for example, has a number of references to the Solomon Islands and useful
pictures of the types of instruments involved in 'Are'are music (Fischer 1983). The
cataloguing of instruments by Richard Moyle (Moyle 1989) also provides useful crossreferences.
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Instrument types structure Fischer’s book, Moyle's is structured by region. Common to
both of these organologies is a preference for the term “sound producing instruments”.
Both works discuss the connotations of the term “musical instrument”. It is maintained
that until 'musical instruments' are defined as such by the culture they come from,
organologies can remain objective if, by definition, a musical instrument produces
sounds which of themselves are considered to be 'music' (Moyle 1989: 1). This definition
should hold, however the word for music is defined by a local culture; the term “musical
instrument” can become unclear when there is a radically different conceptualisation of
performance culture.
Because sounds are always changing, any one definition does not usually explain them
– they are polysemous (Schafer 1992: 17). If musical performance is not the apotheosis
of all situations involving an instrument, the term 'sound-producing instrument' helps to
avoid the suggestion that ‘musical performance’ is the ultimate signifier of the
instrument. A percussion instrument is used for sending messages in one situation and
as a dance accompaniment in another. Differentiation is then needed between code and
rhythm, as well as in naming and purpose.
The intention behind use has an impact on whether we call the sound produced by an
instrument, music. That is, do sound-producing instruments, which continue to sound
like music while they are functioning to produce signals, also require definition? To the
uninitiated ear an 'o'o (log drum) could be thought of as sending a signal or providing an
accompanying rhythm for dance. Knowledge of each context suggests that the terms
‘sound-producing instrument’ and ‘musical instrument’ carry their own connotations that
are less than appropriate for describing all situations in which we might find 'o'o.

2.2 Background to the Literature Review
The most significant change since Zemp conducted his research is that a more worldly
musical rapport can now be found in 'Are'are. Zemp expresses disappointment that
traditional music may have lost currency since his study (Zemp, Hugo 10/01/2010
Personal Communication). However, a change could equally be encouraging and an
affinity with the intercultural understanding of other contexts of music is logical given
cultural change over time. Zemp's work provides a strong foundation for this research,
providing a geographic perspective and scholarly discourse of how this music has been
reflected on previously.
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After communicating with Zemp and informing him of my intentions regarding the study
of 'Are'are music and its environment, he noted that, in his opinion, the social momentum
for traditional 'Are'are music has been diminished. Individuals may perceive cultural
momentum as a relative force. That is to say, cultural momentum has a relative force
depending on a range of available perspectives. For Zemp, a cassette sent to him some
years ago from the Narasirato Panpipers (Narasirato in 'Are'are means crying for
sunshine) had none of the definitive characteristics he had identified previously in his
fieldwork in 'Are'are. “Many years ago I received an audio cassette from Narasirato with
Pan Pacific Pop. No specific musical characteristic of 'Are'are music had been
preserved. I was very disappointed. I don't know if since then, they went back to what
makes the value and originality of 'Are'are music” (Zemp, Hugo 10/01/2010 Personal
Communication).
A lack of congruence between earlier and later recordings may simply indicate that each
recording has its own intended outcome and reasons for being, by which musical
content may be influenced. The motivation for a recording can clearly effect what it will
contain. Zemp's disappointment that the Narasirato tape he received did not pay
testimony to the traditions he had documented could be explained by the different
motivation behind making the recordings, as well as by the dissolution of traditional
values in the time since the first recordings were made. The Narasirato Panpipers are
presently intent on preserving their cultural heritage and although strictly speaking their
music might not be traditional in the historic sense, they are keen to be seen as
ambassadors of 'Are'are culture.
Zemp suggested that directing some research at the transformations, which the
Narasirato group have undergone, would help to shed light on influences and changes in
the time since the 1960s and 1970s and now. A number of other interested parties who
have cited the value of the Narasirato case study supported this suggestion. One such
suggestion from Jari Kupiainen (Principal Lecturer at the North Karelia University of
Applied Sciences, Centre for Creative Industries) involved building a project around
them. Details of this case study are referred to throughout the thesis, more specifically in
Chapter Three. The suggestion to include The Narasirato Panpipers in this study stems
from them being a fascinating phenomenon that links a variety of issues: tradition and its
modernisation; the emerging ‘culture-business’ in the Solomons, nationalism versus
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ethnicity, and how the group itself has become a national export to festivals and events,
with their own unique methods of music production and organisation.
Zemp has also suggested that the currency of his knowledge may have ceased.
Believing that the musicians he worked with are no longer living, he offers no further
insights into whether or not people are still making traditional music in 'Are'are (Zemp,
H., Personal Communication 10 Jan 2010). Where the currency of his field study is
measured against a standard or discipline determined by media or literature, we might
still look at Zemp's data from 'Are'are as a successful exercise in ethnomusicological
fieldwork. Indeed, films Zemp produced about 'Are'are music were published by
Documentary Education Resources in 2011. However, the community Zemp researched
may have other notions on the present day relevance of his study. Zemp's study may still
stand up to the test of good ethnography, but we are uncertain that this work represents
'Are'are music as it stands today as his subject was 'Are'are music in the 1970s and
1980s.
There is a danger that research can fall into the trap of trying to compare past results
with the results of the present and that by comparing the results of past surveys to those
of the present, there may be a tendency to perpetuate poorly formulated questions (Mac
Lane 2005: 275, Lanchester 2010: 142). Historical research is not necessarily a
comparative analysis of perspectives and discovery. It involves a significant element of
original thinking on the part of the researcher. Paradigm shifts since earlier studies may
also limit the value of comparative research. Communication issues between different
prevailing scientific ideas may amplify the need for independent testing (See Chapter
One, Figure 1.1) (Hull 1999: 498). Inferences, especially taken from artefacts concerning
activities from the past can be risky because of a tendency to attribute to the past our
modern thoughts and knowledge (Joseph 1991: 56). Looking at the original practical
concern of how 'Are'are music may communicate conditions of environmental influence
will limit how useful the analysis of Zemp's work can be up to the point that comparisons
are useful within this context.
Significant changes can be considered to the sound environment that has affected the
auditory scene since the time of Zemp's fieldwork. The relative detachment between the
inspiration for music and where it is recorded is influential in determining the most
appropriate type of recording (for example field recording or studio recording). It is
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possible that the level of noise and frequency of "artificial" sounds (e.g. aeroplanes,
powerboats, saws, generators), as they relate to the concepts of 'Are'are music in the
forests and villages, have an effect on the reflective qualities of the contemporary music
(i.e. how historical environmental influences are of significance today).
Some recordings might be most at home in the modern studio, while field recordings
might be more appropriate if the sound environment is ‘meant to be captured’ with the
music. At different points in time ambient noise from environmental influences such as
the birds’ calls, weather and flowing rivers have been a source of inspiration for
compositions. Some compositions are a product of, and reflect different periods in
history, each experience forming a signature impression of the sound environment.
A synthesis of cultural backgrounds to ensure impartiality in the expectations of a study's
outcomes can be achieved by moving from metro-centric research methods to
incorporating indigenous epistemology and island-based methodologies (Gegeo 2008,
Gegeo 2010). For example, in hindsight we might wonder whether the Zemp collection
at Musée Du Quai Branley is today empathic with 'Are'are social structure. On Zemp's
return to France from Malaita, he took with him over sixty bamboo instruments destined,
not to be played or used for tuition, but for display at a museum. To consider doing this
today, the scarcity of the appropriate bamboo resource material in 'Are'are would need
to be gauged. Contemporary sources (referred to in Chapter Three) suggest that due to
the scarcity of 'Are'are bamboo suitable for making musical instruments, Zemp's volume
of collected material would be less viable today.
It is not in the scope of this study to enter into a discussion about repatriation of 'Are'are
cultural artefacts (Foanaota 1987). However, the time that has elapsed since Zemp's
study, may have given the relevant 'Are'are communities enough time to reflect on
whether their instruments still serve the purpose they were intended for at the Musée du
Quai Branley; or would better serve people if they were housed at the National Museum
of the Solomon Islands.
The relocation of these instruments could also alter how they are valued, in relation to
their use, that is, whether the instruments are being transported for individual use or
study, for group observation, as a social utility, or as a teaching resource or model. In
'Are'are a hierarchy exists that values instruments designed for group use more highly
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than instruments made for solo purposes. Upon entry into the museum, instruments may
retain the status of collectively owned instruments. The placement of the instruments in
the museum may cause them to lose all connection to performance. Taken in isolation
artefacts such as the 'au no longer identify with their location and can lose cultural
nuance. For example, the au’s association to femininity – a significant social symbol in
their indigenous setting – might be lost (Naitoro 1993).
If local resources are destined to make musical instruments that are to play a part in
musical productions and cultural promotion, rather than for instruments that will end up
in storage or on display in museums, then the scarcity of resources could have an effect
on the availability of bamboo for making of new instruments.
In 'Are'are, individuals’ knowledge of traditional music can be comprehensive, aspectual,
specialised and generalised, and it is the sum of these individuals’ knowledge that
creates the larger picture of 'Are'are traditional music. Comprehensive ethnography of
traditional music may have created a new type of individual within 'Are'are society, one
who collates information and materials in a way that has not been done previously (Brin
2012: 257). It is perhaps prudent that we treat Zemp's research as just one aspect of
'Are'are music and remind ourselves, regardless of how inclusive his work may seem,
that Zemp contributes a finite amount of knowledge to this subject.
Three recordings produced by Hugo Zemp in 1973, entitled Melanesian Panpipes
'Are'are (I,II,III), are devoted to ‘Are’are’s traditional form of music. In Zemp's notes, he
claims, “these three recordings offer a complete inventory of all the recognised (by the
musicians themselves) types of music in a small homogeneous society” (Zemp 1971: 2).
However, it is not clear whether the recordings themselves are part of the inventory, of
which he writes.
Music recorded in ‘Are’are could be included in addition to Zemp’s original inventory.
However, unless these recordings are available to today’s musicians they cannot
become part of an ‘Are’are musician's inventory, and instead are archived. Zemp's
influence (and organising effect) over these recordings may co-exist with the “complete
inventory” he identified, but how these recordings are received determines their integrity.
If the musicians cannot access the recordings as part of their inventory, they may not be
representative of present performance practice at all. A more accurate claim from Zemp
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would have been that ‘these three recordings offer a complete inventory at the time they
were made’.
2.2.1 Literature
Zemp categorises instruments into three types according to the musical practices of the
instruments. The first category is identified as rhythmic accompaniment. The second and
third are instrumental categories relating to solo or group performance respectively. In
the context of this research, these categories, for instruments' usage, fall onto a
spectrum from survival to social and entertainment. Linus' Law, according to Linus
Torvalds, is a principle that could help reveal how sound producing instruments were
tools of survival, instruments of sociability and instruments of music: "Linus' Law says
that all of our motivations fall into three basic categories: which in order of importance
are 'survival', 'social life' and 'entertainment'" (Hinanen 2001: prologue). Motivation may
pass through these categories as phases in a process of evolution, for example where
the 'o'o can be played for formal communications and entertaining, rhythmic
accompaniment.
Within Zemp's first category, he highlights sounds made with the body or with work
objects and the sounds made with specific sound-producing implements, for example a
rhythmic water slapping game which is played sometimes while washing. Work objects
hold a place among rhythmic instruments and vice versa; rhythm increases the
productivity of work objects. Zemp provides an example involving paddles struck along
the side of a canoe. This rhythmic action generally accompanies singing. These songs
are called mani hote or paddle piece (mani 'piece', hote 'paddle').
Pounding songs, sung during the preparation of food in a mortar are called raparapa in
'Are'are (Zemp 1971: 3). Not only is this a result of needing symbiotic rhythm for
teamwork, but singing, song and rhythm also enable quickly increased oxygenation,
needed during urgent or hard labour (Griffiths 2009: 3). In Unorthodox Thoughts on the
Nature of Music, Griffiths (2009) looks at the basis for musical origins in people,
suggesting that music is first experienced in the womb. He attributes this experience to
the rhythm that exists between the ratio of a mother’s heartbeats and her breaths.
Why music and rhythm can soothe adults and children alike and create social bonds is
cognition of this early pre-natal experience of entrainment. Griffiths goes further
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suggesting that the various qualities of this synchronisation are as important as the
quantity or numerical ratio. "Music is any sequence of sounds, generally tonal, which
engages the interest and attention of the listener and is marked by the presence of a
beat and a flow which, even in their widest variety, are consonant with, or reminiscent of
the two most prominent bio-rhythms in the human body – the beat of the heart and the
rise and fall of human breathing”. “One must emphasise, however, that the correlation is
not so much with the actual timed rhythm of breathing, but with the characteristics of
breathing - continuity, rise-and-fall, upper and lower limits" (Griffiths 2009: 7).
In 'Are'are one environmentally determined implement for rhythm is halved coconut
shells clapped together. In dances surrounding the 'au taka'iori panpipe ensemble,
dancers sometimes hold in one hand a bundle of leaves, roughly 5cm thick, and strike
this bundle (which is disposed of after use) with the remaining hand. Although these
examples are common throughout Malaita, it is claimed in the case of rattles that
'Are'are is the exception to the rule in that there are no nutshell rattles in evidence (Zemp
1971: 5). In 'Are'are, bamboo is purported to be the most important material from which
to make instruments of music, with the size of a bamboo instrument dependent very
much on the length of the inter-nodal section of bamboo chosen.
Four primary supports of environmentally determined cultural form are topography,
climate, geographic location and natural resources (Rambo 1983: 4). Instruments that
have retained a natural connection with environmental determinants may be considered
as evidence that these instruments are physically consonant with the environment and
are not as segregated from it as some cultures’ instruments. Frequencies produced on
these instruments may serve a naturally symbiotic function that resonates with the
ambient noise consistent with the metabolic energy of the biota.
'Are'are language is akin to its biogeographic settings. The 'Are'are word ererei (Geerts
1970), which is an exclusive reference to the top of a tree, is an example of the type of
ecologically specialized vocabulary (both musical and lexical) that has started to
disappear from more industrialised or globalised cultures.
Zemp's articles in Ethnomusicology (1978, 1979), signify a move from the island of
Malaita, as the basis of his study, to the region and specific population of 'Are'are.
Written in six sections, Zemp (1978) looks at the four principle ways to categorize music:
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'au, 'o'o, nuhaa and kiroha. Zemp's article is a useful example of postcolonial
ethnomusicology that does not overly try to satisfy the criteria of western concepts
(Kartomi 2001: 28).
According to Zemp, 'Are'are people have twenty types of music stemming from four
categories. Zemp writes that while there is no term in ‘Are’are for ‘music’ these four
categories are expanded on to describe a variety of ensembles or contexts. The most
important is the 'au, a lexeme used to describe a number of semantic fields. 'Au
signifies: bamboo, musical instruments made from bamboo and subsequently all musical
instruments that produce melody (which at the time of the 1978 article included other
introduced instruments like the ukulele). The word 'Au is also used to describe the
instrumental music made with bamboo instruments and more specifically the music of
panpipe ensembles. Mani 'au (mani meaning “piece of”) means piece of music.
The word 'o'o is used less and refers to a slit drum, but not the material from which it is
made. Mani 'o'o means a piece for a slit drum. The difference between solo slit drums
and group performances relates to the motivation for playing and falls into the categories
of survival value, social value and entertainment value. The solo 'o'o (log drum) is used
to send messages of survival value. Ensemble playing is primarily musical and of social
entertainment value (Zemp 1978: 53). A third (lexical) category, Nuuha, means song and
is a compound of nuu (to sing) and -ha, which is nominalising (making a noun from a
verb). A fourth category, kiroha, is primarily the sound of hands beating on water – or the
movement of hands under water. It is a characteristically deep sound and is sometimes
used to describe other deep sounds like that of the large pipes in the 'au kiro (group of
instruments).
The following information is taken from Zemp's (1979) “Aspects of 'Are'are Musical
Theory”, and is a detailed account describing many significant concepts of the music of
'Are'are.
1. Aahoa (Interval). Zemp's description includes the gap between two spaces but
highlights that the 'Are'are musician will point to the physical differences between two
adjacent pipes in a panpipe instrument. Generally, instruments are copied from older
models and tuned to correspond with a song. However, the few musicians who possess
knowledge of the original method making panpipes suggest that the pipes are tuned by
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a finger's width difference in length between two adjacent pipes. Remarks concerning
interval denominations (e.g. Rapi 'au, the equiheptaphonic second – an octave divided
in to seven steps – and the basic interval of 'Are'are ensemble panpipes) suggest that
the octave and the equiheptaphonic second are complemented by an interval of a third
(hoa ni 'au) and of a major second (hari 'au). Eighty eight per cent of 'au tahana deviated
less than 20 cents (1 cent equals 1/100th of a semitone) from the equiheptaphonic
second of 171 cents (Zemp 1981). In his 1981 article, Zemp finds that in contrast to
ensemble 'au, for solo 'au the intervals are not only sometimes arranged in an irregular
order, but the tuning is not precise. Less value is afforded the solo 'au because they are
played solo and are not required to be tuned precisely.
2. Ro'u Mani 'Au (Melodic Segment) means a join in a piece of music. Ro'u means a fold
or join in something, for example in a finger joint or a joined piece of string. Hence, ro'u
mani 'o'o means a join in a piece for slit drums, and ro'u mani nuuha, means a join in a
piece of music. Uuhi Ta'a Po'o is interpreted as ostinato (a continually repeated musical
phrase or rhythm) and haimaaniha as sequence and transposition. The prefix hai- can
mean to mimic or imitate and the term haimaaniha means a repetition at a different
pitch. Zemp suggests that haimaaniha (in a melodic context) also means, “assemble by
mutually pursuing each other” (Zemp 1979: 31). Remarks on the “Denomination of
Melodic Movements” by Zemp (1979: 18) serve as a useful introduction to the idea that
'Are'are music translates movements from the physical world. Zemp refers to three
examples where a piece entitled Rawauuruuru (spider) depicts the swaying movements
of a spider. Another piece called Ereroaa'i (suspended), is meant to convey the
pendulum movement of a shell necklace, while a piece entitled Huu (fruit of the tree) is
an imitation of a piece of fruit that has fallen into the sea and is being tossed by the
waves (Zemp 1979: 21).
Zemp cites lullabies from the Solomon Islands as an example of Oceanic polyphonic
music. These lullabies are incomplete unless performed by at least two singers in
polyphony (Zemp 1981: 383). The multi-part panpipe music ensemble is a case study of
preference for polyphonic harmonies. Zemp aims to describe how “Solo Polyphony” is
achieved amongst the pan pipers of the 'Are'are people. Zemp's study presents
polyphony as an objective mathematical analysis. Further interpretations of polyphony
can also draw more figurative and perhaps more appropriate analogies such as braiding
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a rope or a binding friendship. The introduction to this article (Zemp 1981) is punctuated
with a myth containing a theory, which further introduces the reader to the ecological
origin of 'Are'are music. Within this myth we are told that the first 'au were called, The
Trade Wind's Bamboo, and that the first musical instrument, The Transverse Flute, was
invented to imitate a bird's cries. These first panpipes – the Trade Wind’s Bamboo –
were so called because they were mostly played during the trade wind's season. We will
return to this idea in Chapter Three.
2.2.2 Audio and Visual Sources
One of the restrictions of film that balances popular art, a public viewing document and
ethnographic analysis, is how to overcome the limits any one of these genres might
impose. Zemp managed to complete a production by himself in his field study that
rivalled the well-funded, instantly appealing cinematographic expeditions that used film
crews and state of the art technology. He did this by a combination of invention and
creativity. His films are fabricated by using different angles and a considerable number
of takes. The impression created is that many cameras have filmed a single event, when
the reality is that a single camera has recorded many takes of these events from
different vantage points, to be later edited together to create a continuous film. This is
indicative of the mosaic-like relationship of the musical performances to one another. In
these scenes, the continuity of the film depends on the musicians’ regular sense of
tempo.
In a review of Zemp's 'Are'are film work, Robert Garfias (1996) suggests that good filmmaking technique is as unobtrusive as possible during the filming process, but presents
the subject as clearly as possible. Whatever its motivation, a film creates a particular
type of record. In contrast, some of the ephemeral and adaptable nature of song is lost
in using the medium of film to create a record. Films of initiation ceremonies strengthen
a feeling that what we are witnessing is an event in time, but the film may lack
surrounding contextual information about the event. This contextual information is
desirable if the music and ceremony are to appear procedural as well as eventual.
Films allow the viewer to be part of a sequence of events, conveying the scene through
amplification of the culture by the means of film. However, the broader awareness of
acoustic ecology can be overly simplified by recorded and amplified sound. By replaying
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the uniqueness of a ceremony, filmmakers need to be careful not to create a stereotype
out of an example. In the context of environmentally inspired music, often the very
reason traditional ceremonies are held is to maximise the experience of the
environment.
In a musical event that has a social element, members of that social system work out an
order to create a coordinated activity of patterns, also known as a music network
(Koskoff 1982). Each member of the social system is a modulator and within the system
will show some sort of concordance with the coordinated activity of patterns. Over time,
the many independent actions of the system become characterised by dynamics
between the patterns, rather than by a single pattern, that unifies all the members of the
system; Clayton (2004: 11) calls this entrainment.
Crucially, for a transmitted or transplanted form, be it cultural, social or musical, human
memory serves a purpose for transforming and selecting. In the words of sociologist
Edward Shils “it is not concrete acts that are transmitted; these disappear once enacted”
(Shils 1981: 13). Rather, it is the patterns or images of actions and hence their
interpretation, that brings the past to the present making tradition “a sequence of
variations on received and transmitted themes” (Shils 1981: 13). New representation of
traditional form as in the early Narasirato tape from 'Are'are did not impress Hugo Zemp.
Former National Museum director, Lawrence Foanaota, provided some information on
fusion in contemporary panpipe music (Foanaota 2006). Regarding the subject of
cultural synthesis, it is relevant to highlight the embedded pedagogy in the technological
means of producing films and recordings. A CD or a video is like a virtual performance
and makes use of a virtual template, that of the recorded medium. A mix of different
traditional elements from varying places may not have been mixed in this way before. A
contemporary compromise is an arrangement between how virtual the performance is,
and how neutral the technology is (i.e. how embedded pedagogy is within technology).
The K.V.U. group is an example of such a mix, with players coming from the Koviloko,
Vavarenitu and U'uri provinces of Santa Isabel Island. The K.V.U. group has converted
an awareness of community needs into action, having helped build a clinic, school and
church and founded a musical ensemble. These organisational abilities are guaranteeing
the group is in demand nationally and globally. Project leader Foana'ota, concludes that
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groups like this one (and The Narasirato Panpipers) have served as an intergenerational
bridge between the diverse islands of the Solomon Archipelago during recent years,
especially in the face of political instability and nation building. Foana'ota's
supplementary notes for the compact disc include a theory of origin for the panpipes,
which supports discussions held in Su'u between village members and myself. This
theory is related to the original Trade Wind’s Bamboo myth found in Zemp (1981), which
states that the instrument originated when a pleasant sound was heard coming from a
bamboo patch. A severed piece of bamboo was resonating in the trade winds producing
sounds that eventually lead to a musical scale by cutting bamboo to different lengths.
The recordings of the K.V.U. on Santa Isabel were made with the help of the Honolulu
based East-West Centre's Arts Programme. In the early stages of this research, a
concert programme was made available to me. With the notes of the album came an
appeal to live audiences to respect the group's wishes during performances:
No Flash Photography
No audio or video recording
Turn off pagers, cell phones and wristwatch alarms
Do not permit children to disturb others.
(Foanaota 2006)
Exactly why these guidelines are expressly communicated is not made clear. Part of the
reason may be to avoid distracting the performers. However another reason put forward
could be to respect cultural systems of representation, suggesting that the dances and
performances are meant to be in themselves complete, and that some of the natural
potential of the performances might be “ossified” by use of unsanctioned media
(Hayward 2005: 3, Nabhan 2003: 37).
A number of interesting points can be made regarding bodily movement as a significant
aspect of ethno-musicological inquiry. K.V.U. asks that their audience understand how
the live performance is also a resource in itself. The request signifies the notion that
there is a system of representation that can only be conveyed by performance that,
perhaps, cannot be expressed in words or other media.
Jackson suggests that: “ritual meanings are often not verbalised and perhaps cannot be
because they surpass and confound language" (Jackson 1983: 331). Determined to be
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"faithful to at least one aspect of the ritual form . . . [and] its non-lineal, mosaic-like
character", an interpretive approach to describing ritual can be borrowed from the
structural study of myth. Simply put, the documentation of initiations could be seen as a
myth, staged and not spoken, acted out rather than voiced (Jackson 1983: 331),
admitting that language is often redundant or misleading in the face of ritual and action.
In hindsight, the procedure of paraphrasing ritual movements into words or film may be a
failure to accept performances for their ephemeral nature, which often is exactly the
reason performances are given – to have everyone present take part (Jackson 1983:
332). Action oriented understanding can cultivate valuable insight. The action-orientated
approach may be the best way to grasp the sense of an activity and as a way to reflect
upon the habit of seeking disembodied concepts and decontextualized sayings.
In some cases, biomimetic transpositions may be the cause of actions where remarkable
features of other organisms in the same habitat are assumed or mimicked. Human
beings have their own peculiarities, and there is no doubt that natural mimicry of animals'
particular developmental traits contains some survival value; and so initiation rituals
require a concentrated application of information from "throughout the environment"
(Jackson 1983: 334).
Initiation rituals aim to maximize the information available within the environment to
accomplish the task of preparing younger generations. Jackson emphasises that no
notion of copying can explain the naturalness by which mimetic features appear. Mime, it
seems, is a behaviour generated by an innate and embodied principle that requires
environmental involvement (Jackson 1983: 334). That is to say, that film documents the
ritual, while participants are expected to mime that which forms the basis for the ritual.
The distinction between mime and documentation is a subtle one, but exists in the same
way that a performance reflects society; a sound recording captures a live performance.
It is sometimes thrown into question as to whether unsanctioned recordings may
document society and represent the pedagogy on which the performance is based.
Films and sound recordings may serve the culture industry as much as they do the
culture of 'Are'are music. The cultural industry and “cultural products comply with
rigorous formulae [sic] designed to ensure that one item is more or less the same as and
hence exchangeable with another” (Williams 1997: 7-8). Each recording needs,
therefore, to be assessed on its own merits as to whether it is an authentic
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representation of a performance, given that the existing performance context is in itself a
representation of the environment and culture. Film, by documenting the performance,
potentially makes the performance’s message about ephemerality and impermanence
weaker. With respect to the notice issued by the K.V.U. Panpipers for performances,
audience members who take photos at panpipers’ performances effectively throw the
performance into question: why the dancer is trying to convey something about the
environment and culture through dance, if photos can convey the same information. As
far as culture is representation, or more intimately a mime of the natural world and
environment, the initiation ritual is helpful while it provides a mimetic intensity, a
representation of the environment as a cultural form.

2.3 Representation of Environmental Metaphors
A logical argument can be constructed that suggests any innate principle of mimetic
capacity, in the performance context, is in fact not one single innate faculty, or single
mimetic principle. That is to say, in speaking of the innate, it could be argued that the
behaviour of mimetic action is symptomatic of a more basic foundation, shared
throughout the ecosystem (from Greek oikos, meaning ecosystem or home), rather than
just throughout the performance. That basic foundation is manifest in the principle of
metaphor, in which the ecosystem has roles that need to be played out, and are
performed by the species that are available and most appropriate at any given time.
Various organisms within the ecosystem are replaceable, with respect to the overall
functioning of the ecosystem; organisms can be substituted for by another species that
may take over by providing a similar service to the ecosystem. Mime is one-way human
beings take part in, provide services to and shape the ecosystem, metaphorically
substituting the roles of other species and inanimate aspects systematised by the
ecosystem.
In the early 1980s, Ellen Koskoff proposed a theory to describe variation between
concepts relating to music, and how an individual's own ideals of these concepts may
not be reducible to a single thought. She called this theory a “Music Network” (Koskoff
1982). Koskoff defines a music network as that which describes individuals of a
collective identity (an ethnicity or kin), who have very similar and hence compatible
notions of musical concepts, despite there being slight differences in how each individual
idealises that particular musical concept.
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Koskoff borrows this idea from neuroscientist Nikolai Amosov, who applies a similar
theory to the inner working of the brain, suggesting that as with collective notions,
individuals also have a variety of representational (but not necessarily reducible to a
single point) ways of thinking about certain concepts. Amosov thus suggests that the
‘idea unit’ in its most basic form is a neural cluster, or network of information (Koskoff
1982: 353). The performance context is a good example of multiple perspectives and
angles of observation and where there are metaphorical relations with environmental
influences, the music network can be extended to include those (often action orientated)
metaphors of the environment, which constitute part of the functioning of the ecosystem.
2.3.1 Music and Traditional Ecological Knowledge
On the topic of environmental influences on (music's) social organisation, calamities,
considered as reversals of fortune, can be mitigated by the manipulation of traditional
roles, correlating to domains of natural ecology. Patterns of body use are in a sense
neutral, in that they are not necessarily the result of “obedience to rules or conscious
intentions” (Jackson 1983). Rather, behavioural modernity can be looked at as a
consequence of the way people are “informed by” the “habits” of an environment
(Jackson 1983). Habitus, a setting out of socially learnt dispositions, involves
transposition throughout an ecosystem – throughout a series of transposable
dispositions – that arise in an environment impacted on by disturbance or calamity –
such as wind or rain. The concept of ecological keystones that will be returned to in
Chapter Three, explain why species fill niche roles within their own ecosystem.
An ecosystem is subject to physical laws and chemistry and these constraints limit its
functions. The bodily functions of humans that are part of an ecosystem can reinforce
patterns of behaviour that will remain constant as long as the environment is stable. Any
given 'set' of habitual relations between, or patterns of behaviour, may be broken,
fractured or incomplete. Thus, according to Jackson new patterns of body use may
provoke new ideas resulting in mental clarity (equanimity) with emotional and
environmental turmoil inducing corresponding changes in bodily attitude. A steadying of
the breath can induce tranquillity of mind; a balanced pose and sense of equanimity;
depression may cause people to slump, while grief can lead to a loss of muscle tone
(Jackson 1983: 334).
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Disruption to ecosystem stability can trigger changes in the disposition of the human
body’s, mental and physical environment. To consider the initiation ceremony as an
apparatus for environmental analysis, it is relevant that an initiation ceremony can
communicate how the habitat is being disrupted as opposed to how it is functioning.
Furthermore, considering the remarkable transpositions of consistent behaviours
throughout nature, organisms that mimic the features of other organisms in the same
habitat rigorously defend the overall functioning of the ecosystem. Consequently, we see
the parallels between the environment testing organisms, and human initiation rituals,
that test young initiates with an accustomed dance of social and environmental
cooperation. An initiation ceremony's primary momentum, therefore, may relate not just
to rules within human society, but also to that society's dependence on, the services of
and responsibilities to, functions of the ecosystem.
Music can communicate something of environmental resources, services, behaviours
and functions within an ecosystem. Where concepts borrowed by music are definitive
and derived from natural, phenomena it could be suggested that music, which helps
exemplify our concepts of the world, can contain an element of traditional ecological
experience and that this knowledge can be incorporated into society today (Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1 Incorporating para-ecologies and a cross-cultural cycle of invention and reflection

Across the world the role of music can be applied in the context of natural resources
and traditional ecological knowledge and the importance and manifold benefits of
spending time in nature for wellbeing, healthy communities, peace and prosperity or
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education.
The remaining chapters of this study ask how the products and inspiration for music can
exemplify different environmental influences. This approach, of studying how music may
contribute to an understanding of the animate and inanimate dynamics of an
ecosystem, is appropriate, given that inspiration for music is taken from the environment
and the material culture of the music is significant to the geographic climate and
resources.
2.3.2 Scientific Concepts of the Rainforest
Focussing on the concepts of music inspired by the environment, it is natural that, in a
study of music from 'Are'are, some ideas will be specific to the tropical rainforest biome.
Some characteristics of rainforest are alluded to in the remainder of this chapter.
Generally, annual rainfall in tropical rainforests is relatively constant, about 200-400 cm
a year. In tropical dry forests, precipitation is highly seasonal, about 150-200 cm a year
with a six to seven month dry season. Temperatures are high year round, averaging 2529°C, with little seasonal variation. Because plants in tropical forests are vertically
layered, the competition for light is intense. Even in non-forest biomes like deserts,
vertical layering is an important feature. Layers in rainforests include emergent trees that
grow above a closed canopy of trees, shrub and herb layers. There are generally fewer
layers in dry tropical forests. Broadleaf evergreen trees are dominant in tropical
rainforests, whereas tropical dry forests drop their leaves during the dry season.
Epiphytes and orchids generally cover tropical forest trees. Thorny shrubs and succulent
plants are common in some tropical dry forests (Reece 2010: 1168).
Earth's tropical forests are home to millions of species, including an estimated 5-30
million still to be described species of insects, spiders and arthropods. In fact, animal
diversity is higher in tropical forests than in any other terrestrial biome, hence the term
megaversity sometimes reserved for these parts of the world. The animals, including
amphibians, birds, reptiles, mammals and arthropods have adapted to the vertically
layered environment and are often inconspicuous. Humans established thriving
communities in tropical forests. Rapid growth leading to development has already
destroyed some tropical forests. Humans have altered much of the Earth's surface,
replacing the original biomes with urban and agricultural ones.
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The biological world is constantly changing and the tropical forest of 'Are'are is no
exception to this. Biomes are dynamic and disturbance, rather than stability, tends to be
the rule. The structure and distribution of terrestrial biomes are controlled by climate and
disturbance or calamity (e.g. storms, fires or human activity). All disturbances share the
common attribute that they alter resource availability. In many biomes, the dominant
plants depend on a periodic disturbance, for example wild fires. However, human
disturbance is often the most significant player in the total amount of energy available in
the ecosystem (Daily 1998: 147, Reece 2010).
The area where biomes merge is called an ecotone. An ecotone can be wide or narrow,
ecological or cultural and as will be discussed in Chapter Three, also musical and sonic.
An ecotone represents a region of transition between two bioclimatic communities.
Climate is especially important in determining why a biome is found in a certain area.
Latitudinal patterns of climate also correspond to latitudinal patterns of biome
distribution. Patterns of biome distribution may go against latitudinal climatic trends
depending on other environmental characteristics such as chemical content and nutrient
structure of bedrock.
The distribution of organisms depends on abiotic and biotic features. Examples of
convergent evolution are found where similar regions of different isolated continents
exhibit similar traits. As a human-adaptation to a particular environment, the panpipes
are also a case of convergent evolution, given the instrument evolved at different times
in different parts of the world, without cross-cultural trading of their information.
Generally speaking, cases of convergent evolution in nature can provide cases where
what is true for the tropical forests of 'Are'are is true of tropical forests elsewhere. In the
following chapter, the discussion begins to look at the acoustemological influences of
'Are'are's tropical island conditions, which are important as impressions and reflections
of ‘Are’are’s sound and music.
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3.1 Introduction
This chapter explores local foundations of 'Are'are music and instruments and how
these communicate the dynamics of nature and conditions of environmental influence. A
number of 'Are'are cultural music-sites highlight values relating music to environmental
influences. In each site a range of approaches are appropriate, this can mean looking at
‘Are’are music as an aspect of culture, in relation to sustainability, technology or
communications,

ICT

development

strategies,

learning

networks,

ecosystems,

community development, more versatile and independent traditions, or through the
revitalisation of music through empowerment and ecotourism.
Each of the aforementioned aspects can be applicable to how music occupies or has an
influence in different areas. The argument follows that understanding 'Are'are music,
specifically as it is embedded within its tropical island environmental influences and
conditions, is most relevant where those conditions contribute most to the way people
live. The rural hillside and coastal villages of 'Are'are provide a broader set of conditions
that underlie the musical influences and resources of a tropical biome area.
Most of 'Are'are has been tropical forest. The National Forest Resources Inventory
Project of the Solomon Islands has identified six basic forest types relevant to 'Are'are
resources: saline swamp forest, freshwater swamp and riverine forest, lowland forests
(on nearly level lands), hill forests and montane forest (Bennett 2000: 8). Not all 'Are'are
music is dependent on a relationship to the inventory of the tropical biome. A number of
locations demonstrate how music can reflect tropical environmental influences. 'Are'are
is an appropriate location, given the prominence of music with respect to the presence
of ecological phenomena, on which to base this thesis.

3.2 Acoustemology
In parts of 'Are'are an established tradition of music that originates from local forest
resources and environmental influences exists. In the context of local music, we might
look to this tradition in music as a resource and part of the acoustemology –
epistemology that is connected to (or derived from) acoustic influences (Yamada 2001,
Feld 1996: 97, Brenneis 2004). As well as their own unique conception of music, people
in 'Are'are have shown an aptitude for adapting parochial patterns of music to musical
opportunities, social contexts and sonic influences, external to 'Are'are. This music has
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played a part in recent global trends of reflecting an exposure to world music systems.
The stability of a music system displays a positive correlation to the stability of the
ecosystem within which it is housed. The ecological influences inherent in the music
system can also be symptomatic and reflect previous states of the environment. The
impact of commoditisation – the globally orientated flow of crops destined for
commercial export and globally sourced seeds for these crops – and any diminishment
of place specific native plants or birds, will likely coincide with more globally orientated
procedures in music making. Krause observes this trend in the Ba'Aka people of the
Central African Republic where contact with cash economies has contributed to a break
down in endemic forms of resource extraction (Krause 2012: 134). That is not a
generalised statement about Central Africa but is an example of how totally unrelated
genres of music evolve similar morphology to cope with comparable conditions in
different areas or continents. Krause’s example comes from Africa and although they
are totally unrelated, ‘Are’are has evolved similar structures to cope with the demands
of change.
One illustration of where this pattern of behaviour can be seen is in examples of the
gradual change of specific harmonics in some musical instruments from parts of
Western 'Are'are, now relatively well connected to the rest of the world – in contrast to
the Eastern side of 'Are'are. The 'au roko au, a type of panpipe explained later in this
chapter, is an example of a pattern that, to date, has occurred infrequently in the
panpipes of Eastern 'Are'are – on the Pacific facing side of 'Are'are's mountainous
interior.
An area of unique environmental influence can inspire original or inimitable music.
Sound can be loosely grouped into three main phonological sources. 'Bio' refers to life
or living things. 'Phon' refers to the Greek word for voice. The two elements fit together
to form bio-phony – the voice of living things birds, insects, frogs, creatures in their
habitats, plants moving in the wind; and geo-phony – the land, water, rivers, waterfalls
and seas (Krause 2002: 51). Defining sounds as geo-phonic clarifies that they are not
sounds that can be directly attributed to any living organism. Anthro-phony refers to
sounds of daily life; culture, festivities, industry, transportation and the effects people
have on the world of sound. Specific vocabulary is needed to describe non-biological
and non-human sounds – the sounds of water, wind, thunder, rain, and the ‘singing’ of
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sand dunes. Geo-phony is thus a perfect term for these specific natural sounds. The
origins of the prefix “geo” are from the Greek word “Gaia”, meaning Earth. A further
category of sound relating to music that is stereo-phonic and amplified can be added to
the terms referenced above.
The following model of soundscape analysis has been proposed by Julian Treasure,
author of Sound Business (2010), which notes that music is a powerful soundscape in
itself because it is easy to recognise and often also easy to associate with.
Phonological Drivers

Time, Pitch
Density, Texture
Dynamics

Phonological Filters

Function
Environment
People

Sound Outcomes

Physiological
Cognitive and Psychological
Behavioural

In this model, Treasure has analysed the importance of staying in touch with sounds that
instinctively reassure and excite people. He argues that the reason birdsongs are
influential and composers have often sought to emulate them, or at least draw from their
inspiration, is that over hundreds of thousands of years of listening we have learned that
when the birds are singing we feel safe. When they stop singing, there may be cause for
concern – warning of approaching predators or worsening climatic conditions (Treasure
2010 b).
Music that recapitulates this environmental song may also serve as a presence that is
generally reassuring to humanity. The signal that such music has diminished or been
silenced may constitute enough of a debasing force to destabilise social confidence.
In recent years, and during a period of political instability, a generation of musicians from
'Are'are have managed to learn from their local environmental influences. The many
composite parts of their music connect resources, inspire and recapitulate aspects of the
bio-phony and geo-phony.
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Image 3.1 Su'u Village is now Weapons Free (Personal photograph by author July 2010)

This continued presence, reassuringly for the idea that such reflections constitute a
survival mechanism, is embodied within traditional ecological knowledge. Through this
continuity, traditional art and musical forms have shown an ability to adapt. For example,
a revitalization of the 'o'o in recent years has included these log drums in Christian
ceremonies. By calling people to services, the 'o'o perform a ritual action in the same
way they were used to call people to pagan ceremonies, only now this ritual signifies a
connection with religious church services.
In Su'u Village, in Eastern 'Are'are, a drum sounds at approximately 6am alerting people
there will soon be a church service. The sound of the drum lasts for four or five seconds
and a loud bell precedes the service itself. The church bell in Su'u is virtually identical to
one found in neighbouring Manawai village. Both of these bells are disused gas
cylinders, relics from World War Two. Made from metal, the sound of these bells is
anthro-phonic and highly distinguishable from natural sounds.
Explanations of musical sound reflect changes in the environment from which they
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come. One way they do this is by the reflection of an infrastructure that depends on a
greater network of relationships than that which can be reached by traditional means.
Some elements of village life have remained unchanged for hundreds of year.
Innovations drawing upon resources that are made available for example through
shipping – in Eastern 'Are'are where there are no roads – provide an added dimension
to peoples’ lifestyles. The Su'u village church, for example, is a modern style building
built in 2007. The surrounding houses, however, still draw mostly on the cultural
keystone species of the sago palm and coconut tree for the building materials for the
walls and roofing, while bamboo is mainly used in the structure. Dressed timber is now
used for the stilts, flooring and additional structure; a switch to metal roofs has been
made by a small proportion of the village. Cultural keystone species are mostly the
same as they have been for generations.
Contemporary developments to the existing locations of traditional music, such as
where log drums are now found around Christian churches, reflect the presence of
international and religious identities. A debate in 'Are'are is motivating a revised strategy
for how and where music is transmitted. Specifically, it is being discussed, whether, to
cater to these changing environmental influences, dedicated information centres and
research centres are now necessary to preserve 'Are'are music.
'Are'are culture has changed relatively quickly over recent decades from a unique island
system of values, to a system influenced by Christian values with a centralised place of
worship. Musical practice may be associated with spiritual worship and the transition to
creating centres for musical engagement may reflect the centralising influence of
spiritual practice. In time traditional music will need dedicated customhouses – purpose
built for musical instruments and cultural artefacts.
The significance of this strategy is that, as a conscious adaptation, it represents a
survival instinct. It is also a reflection of peoples’ patterns of movement, where school,
church and offshore trade focus their movements. Proactive steps to facilitate traditional
music within information centres and dialogue houses, are a response to a music which
is resourced and inspired by a persistent bio-cultural motivation, now with contemporary
factors contributing to its shaping and conceptualisation.
The Human Dignity and Humiliation Studies Group are promoting the international
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concept of “A Dialogue House” as a space for replenishment and to learn "peace within"
(Lindner 2011). In 'Are'are the discussion surrounding the establishment of facilities for
music is embedded amidst a greater discussion around peace and prosperity, healthy
communities, education opportunities and environmental co-management.

3.3 A Nested (Embedded) System
The structure and function of the human brain helps link experiences and memories to
one another and to the structure and functions of the environment. This thesis links
temporal-spatial, auditory-prosodic, tactile-gestural, bio-geographic, bio-mechanical,
climatic and bio-rhythmic experience to music, all of which help us make sense of our
environmental influences.
When we recapitulate or make use of concepts in music that are found in the physical
characteristics of nature (accelerando, for example, is a musical phrase for getting
faster) we participate in a dialogue on the essence of being: “Without dialogue there is
no communication and without communication there can be no true education” (Paulo
Freire cited in Pringle 2010). When we see a bird landing or taking off over water – in
'Are'are there is a wild duck known as A'Arana – perhaps also to hear it swooping or
diving – our senses tell us that the bird is acting in a way we expect it to according to
our knowledge of natural and physical laws. If the bird is accelerating, we see and hear
this acceleration. When observing the bird we may empathise with the bird’s
movements if we have personally experienced acceleration, for example when swinging
from side to side in a hammock, or observing a pendulum swinging.
Seeing, hearing and feeling acceleration require different anatomical features. We
experience the physical acceleration of our bodies by interpreting the effects of
gravitational dynamics on the fluid contained in small semi-circular canals in our ears,
which respond acutely to gravitational forces (Shubin 2008: 167). When we hear
something accelerating, our ears respond to the pressure waves of sound moving
through the air. Our senses do not interpret these forces directly; they simply react and
give our brains information to process. If we can relate these reactions to some other
experience, then we begin to recognise an embedded or implicit concept in a familiar
experience, such as observing the accelerating bird.
Zemp observed an 'Are'are performance characteristic: the slowing down at the end of
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musical pieces for 'au tahana, 'au paina and 'au keto panpipe ensembles. This is
observed in all the recordings related to this research made during a 2010 recording
session in 'Are'are, as well as in Zemp's records. The effect is a calming of the rhythm
and is similar to the effect achieved by an amplification fade out. “Ethnomusicologists
who listened to my recordings were very surprised about it” (Zemp, Hugo August 25
2011 Personal Communication). Yet in the context of environmental inspiration, maybe
the relationship is simple – as the duck lands on the water, so too may the song slow
down.
Citing environmental influences, the recapitulation of nature in music may complement
the inherited particulars of cultural transmission. The symbolism of light passing at the
end of the day is reflected in music slowing down gradually at the end of a piece. Music
recapitulates environmental influences, not only of sounds in the local environment, but
also of concepts that are found (Ratio Legis) underlying the principles of the natural
world. The mathematician Henri Poincare said: “Originality of the human mind is not
making up new configurations by arbitrary rearrangement of the myriad of known facts
and concepts, but discerning among the nearly infinite number of possibilities those few
combinations that are especially meaningful, useful or beautiful” (cited in Callahan 1977:
181). On the basis that individual occurrences featuring plants and animals and
geographical features unique to certain areas contain examples of these ideas,
individual cultures reflect unique circumstances and combinations of physical ideas to
structure their understanding of the world.
Through seemingly simple processes, such as acceleration, resonance or even just a
pause, patterns of music can be observed. This is because music observes space-time.
Jared Diamond discusses the accelerando (acceleration) concept through birdsong in
his 2002 paper “Dispersal, Mimicry and Geographic Variation in Northern Melanesian
Birds”. This article also discusses just how similar birdsong is to music, not the simple
chatter and twitter of meaningless notes and phrases, but that “The song is faint and
consists of various three-note or four-note patterns within a small pitch range, delivered
in an unpredictably varying tempo as in a Chopin waltz played [with] rubato” (Diamond
2002: 12).
Similarities exist between the structure and function of human song and the
interpretation of song in bird society; namely, that song provides a means of
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communication. In relation to the aesthetic appeal of song as a means of entertainment
in human society, Diamond suggests that birdsong is characterised by a temporary
disregarding of strict tempo (rubato). A sharp or quick attack opens up the possibility of
a temporary elasticity of time allowing expression, without altering the overall rhythm
and ictus (how a rhythm is stressed). In some cases, the reason behind the functionality
of birdsong may extend to a functionality of human music, signifying an equivalent
interpretation of the environment.
A pause, either social or micro structural, which in musical terminology, may be referred
to as fermata may occur as individual observers notice events relative to each
observers’ position. Consider what might happen when approaching a pond full of frogs
(ko'e in 'Are'are). With each step the croaking stops incrementally, the frogs each
becoming aware of their neighbour’s silence and the approaching footsteps. Eventually
at the water’s edge, if one stands still for long enough, the croaking sound regathers
momentum (Walkowiak 1982: 251).
Similarly, a story can be related about a wedding ceremony during which there was an
earthquake (not in 'Are'are), at which point there was a pause in the proceedings. The
proceedings lost their momentum. People looked about to check everything was okay
and one by one the congregation regathered their composure and switched their
attention back to the occasion for which they had gathered. Fermata in a musical
arrangement can also be the anticipation of a recently inspired change of momentum or
rhythm, as can the deliberate pause in the wedding ceremony, when a significant
silence is actually intended.
4'33” (Four Minutes Thirty Three Seconds) is a conceptual work by composer John
Cage. “Composed” in 1953 it consists of three parts, famously and controversially, of
silence! The first movement is thirty seconds, the second two minutes and twenty-three
seconds and the third one minute and forty seconds. However, there is nothing about
the performance to distinguish each part because of the continuing silence (Kostelanetz
2003: 4). The piece is claimed to consist purely of the sounds of the environment that
the listeners hear while it is “performed”. The significance of 4'33” relates to a desire
among certain composers of western art music to produce music which can be
separated from social connections and interpretive limitations. The more people live in
environments that only afford music as a socially sanctioned activity – listened “to” in
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contrast to an environment where music is 'let be' and listened “for” – the more 4'33”
naturally expresses the space which represents the service of music in nature. Griffiths
observes: “When a pianist is just ready to play, or a conductor lifts his baton to
commence the beat, one tends to halt one's breathing for a few seconds – then to
resume again with the music. If Cage's audience did that [before 4'33''] the uncertainty
and discomfort caused by the unscheduled delay in their breathing would certainly have
fuelled whatever anger they felt on realising they had been duped" (Griffiths 2009: 7).
The pause is one of the principal ideas in music. Pauses literally allow time to stand still
and for a sense of place to take hold (Tuan 2004).

3.3.1 Acoustic Specificity and Auditory Scene Analysis
The Destruction of Acoustic Specificity is a phenomenon described in a paper written by
Ray Gallon. Working in the city of Barcelona, Gallon recorded the preparations for
Mercé 2000 – the annual city holiday – in the Plaça Sant Jaume, the heart of the old city.
“On the morning in question, sound technicians were testing the amplification system for
the stage set up in the square. The loudspeakers blared out a popular music selection,
seemingly of U.S. origin” (Gallon 2003: 3). In Gallon's recording, the sounds of a great
public square are completely wiped out until the moment when the technician lowers the
volume, at which point the voices and ambient sounds of the square re-enter the field of
perception. Sounds, that give us a better appreciation of the nature of the space and its
specific acoustic qualities help us understand where we are.
In Gallon's example, a break in an acoustic environment has disrupted a sense of
cultural continuity. Gallon alludes to the “heart of an old city” and “sounds of a great
public square”, describing the square as though it is both culturally significant and in part
defined by its sound qualities. In the square, the popular music of “seemingly U.S. origin”
is symbolically an arbitrary threat to the inhabitants of the square whose unique identity
in the present moment is in part defined by their location and that location's architectural
sound environment.
Auditory scene analysis looks at the processes involved in decoding sound in complex
environments. It is also about “auditory streams” which are the perceptual grouping of
parts of the soundscape. From the standpoint of auditory scene analysis, musical sound
is described as emerging from perceptual integration of acoustic components. The goal
of scene analysis is the recovery of separate descriptions of each separate thing in the
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environment (Bregman 1990: 9). The process of auditory scene analysis can be
governed by innate and learned constraints. Our initial approach toward scene analysis
is ruled by 'primitive' notions, after which we may apply schema-based constraints and
analysis based on knowledge of context – the similar and the familiar (Bregman 1990:
38, 700, 701).
Some sounds lend themselves more to acoustic specificity; such sounds tell us
something about the unique attributes of the 'Are'are environment, others lend
themselves to the destruction of acoustic specificity. The destruction of acoustic
specificity might also refer to the stereophonic repurposing of music, in which the loss of
specificity applies to the people in an audience perceiving where sounds are coming
from. In an amplified stage setting, a certain acoustic specificity is lost when most of the
sound is coming from two speaker locations and the individuals in the band between
these speakers do not project any sound in comparison. In such a scenario the stage
positioning and choreographic configuration is not important as to where the sound is
coming from, disconnecting musicians' actions from the specific sounds they are
producing.
Another type of harmonic acoustic specificity loss is found when music is adapted to
reflect world-music-concerts with speakers, stages and microphones. The unifying
themes of concerts and festivals shape individual bands' values accordingly. Appealing
to a large socially and culturally diverse audience can require of the music a similar
degree of change – particularly if many instruments from different parts of the world are
combined in a single song or improvisation. An example of standardised musical
instruments with respect to a general setting and universal audience is where frets are
placed on the necks of traditional un-fretted, string instruments for ease of compatibility
(i.e. to provide the constant harmonic intervals of fretted instruments). This example of
harmonic conformation has also been adopted in the stage performances of panpipe
groups. These groups have discarded some of the traditional instruments inspired by,
and unique to, the places they come from for more recently innovated instruments,
namely the 'au roko au panpipes, which are harmonically consonant with Western
tunings of guitars and keyboards.
Bregman deconstructs an 'old-plus-new' heuristic by stating, “If you can plausibly
interpret any part of a current group of acoustic components as a continuation of a
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sound that just occurred, do so and remove it from the mixture. Then take the difference
between the current sound and the previous sound as the new group to be analysed”
(Bregman 1990: 222). Continuity illusions can also be investigated in order to describe
the phenomena of phoneme restoration. This occurs when a sound, ‘A’ is interrupted for
a moment by another sound, ‘B’. When ‘A’ is resumed, it can be called ‘A2’. In the case
of speech, when a sentence is interrupted by a sudden noise, the brain of the listener
will sometimes restore the missing phoneme so that the partially deleted word or
sentence seems complete. In musical contexts, similar phenomenon may occur if the
musical pattern that is interrupted is part of a learned system (Bregman 1990: 262, 345).
For the continuity of words and musical scales to flow, prior knowledge of the patterns of
a learned communication system needs to be understood. The accuracy and experience
of phonemic restoration is facilitated by the level of appropriate knowledge (Bregman
1990: 375, Boulenger 2011).
A continuity illusion might also span longer periods of time and generations. Naturally
occurring phonemic restoration will not always be perfect. The inclusion of musical
instruments at church and in school provides a different social function. If in cases of
restoration music can still be created after a period of culture change, this can be related
to whether eco-system wide patterns of behaviour, which inspired and equipped the
music-culture from the beginning, are intact. If the music-culture is built on strategies
evolved over a long time then it can withstand and correspond to major social changes.
'Are'are music has shown resilience which, in itself, should not be overlooked as an
aspect of the musical recapitulation of nature, as resilience is a cornerstone of ecological
functioning. The adaptations of conventional instruments, which led to the 'au roko au
panpipe, can be thought of as the resolution of a continuity illusion – ‘an A2’ of an ‘A-BA2’ relationship. This is to say that the early versions of the panpipes are ‘A’ and ‘B’ is
the change in ‘Are’are music leading up to the point when in the 1960s the 'au roko au
were first created. Inventor Isaac Houmawai saw the need to create a cultural instrument
that would be compatible with, and not overridden by, the influx of instruments inspired
from overseas. This is a response to the Solomon Islands' growing interdependency with
global trade and human networks.
"Kaekae ni hero" is a piece of music named after the movement of wind flowing through
plants – the movement of wind and the musical entrainment of plants and leaves. While
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music may represent the world around us, songs are also products of entrainment and
resilience. “Kaekae ni hero” is inspired by the movement of trees caused by wind and
can be associated with the genesis (creation) of wind (aeolian) instruments.
The first panpipes in 'Are'are are said to have been inspired by bamboo left standing
with snapped open ends after a cyclone. This bamboo is known as 'au waa or open
bamboo. Cyclones are not uncommon in ‘Are’are. The last cyclone to hit Eastern
‘Are’are was named Namu and occurred in 1996. During cyclones, the wind blows
through this area with a force strong enough to snap bamboo in its grove.
In the aftermath of a cyclone, light winds (nana kore) blowing through the still standing
bamboo can be heard above the sound of the wind, resonating as an open pipe does
when it is blown across. As the environment recovers and the people regroup, the wind
instruments resulting from the natural event of a cyclone are kept as a reminder in a
‘song-cycle’. “Kaekae ni hero” tells us that music is born from the wind moving through
plants and the song is made more significant with the memory of the extreme wind. The
panpipe symbolises the “healing sounds of the rainforest” (Roseman 1993: 62), where
the

sound

it

produces becomes

synonymous

with

resilience

and

recovery.

Environmental resources are symbolically and materially transformed into a vibrant
continuous relationship with language and music. The adaptation of the au' waa (open
bamboo) into instruments can be seen as “a series of choices from and responses to
the natural and social environment” (Roseman 1993: 62) where environmental
resources are in turn symbolically and materially transformed into language and music.
The senses experience tactile, visual and auditory input and concepts of strategic
importance to form memories. To remain appropriate tools of description language and
music, which is environmentally determined, needs to be continually affirmed by the
presence of the strategic events that constitute experiences. To relate 'Are'are musical
vocabulary to concepts or processes which appear in descriptions of western music
highlights some universal concepts and some interesting challenges. This is in part
because where environments are unlike each other they inspire different vocabularies
and repertoires of words and song respectively. Differences in vocabulary, leading to a
lack of translatability also occur because of the cultural evolution involved. Over time,
language evolves and renders sounds into words and conversely renders some words
into abstract sounds. In relation to the meanings and origins of words, today's
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environment may have changed significantly since the words were conceived.
Searching for examples in nature where the musical concepts of rubato, fermata or
accelerando fit with the musical words and concepts of 'Are'are environmental
influences, or the greater world of musical influences, also presents a challenge. Some
terms in the vocabulary of musicology represent a purely descriptive, in contrast to an
applied, musicology. In some cases, to give an example of an ecosystem's 'higher'
musical behaviour it might require a lifetime of insight and knowledge into the
interconnectivity of the web of life. The Oxford online dictionary defines timbre as tonecolour, distinguishing the quality of a tone or voice of one instrument from another. In
discussion with 'Are'are musicians, the idea that a tone (timbre) has ‘colour’ was not
commonly understood. Timbre can also be described using the six characteristics of
vibrations, “duration, direction, amplitude, waveform, frequency and meaning” (Koen
2009:197).
This tendency to describe other sense perceptions using language that borrows from
visually descriptive terms may in turn be a consequence of a visual bias in behaviour, a
pattern stemming from exposure to very high sound levels. This is reflected in society
as a loss of work habits that are assisted by hearing, and perceiving the rhythm of what
our co-workers are doing (Krause 2002, Schafer 1992: 9). The experience of finding the
right word is described in Wild Soundtracks, by Bernie Krause (2002), who, as a
producer of audio tracks, writes about being confounded by film directors. Krause
wishes they could describe what they want in acoustic or musical terms instead of the
habit of asking for music that is light or dark, or that helps 'shape the scene' in a certain
way.
Concepts of and processes used in musicology that relate to (real world) applied
contexts are more easily recognised than abstractions like timbre (described as tone
colour). On one occasion I sat with my hosts in 'Are'are trying to communicate the
notion of accelerando. We established that ‘going faster’ was something that does
happen musically and we tried to think about things that happen in the natural
landscape and the environmental influences of 'Are'are which could supply this quality
as inspiration in a song. We decided on A'Arana a wild duck which takes off and lands
over water, and opened up a catalogue of actions which we could relate to: a'kau
rawahia, “getting ready to go fast”; hote rawahia, “paddle fast”; oro rawahia, “run fast”. A
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number of animals and their habits opened up still more imaginative stimulus where the
process of acceleration and inspiration for music is embedded in the inspiration for
music.
These examples were indicative of the world beyond the village, relating to the ridgelines, peaks and valleys – where hata eagles dive to their prey, flying faster (e'ere
rawahia); where kaura (the frigate bird), the most agile sea bird, found throughout the
tropical latitudes of the world, swoops fastest of all (oto ra'i rawahia) to stay on top of
the wind (iru); where the hoasimaa falcons – hoa meaning worship and simaa meaning
snake and pora (dove) also dive to catch prey. People also learn to look quickly (rio
rawahia) and get up fast (ta'e rawahia), if they are to glean advantage and
understanding of the accelerated environment. Na'a rawahia (to speak quickly) may
increasingly involve the use of information communications technologies, in the same
way that 'o'o log drums, used to communicate messages across the valley, sped up
communications.
The people of ‘Are’are hold these animals in high esteem. The hata eagles that look
down on the mountains are respected for their cool advantage and calm flight in
elevation above the mountains and humid rainforest. “I still believe in the power of the
eagle . . . To our people, in the long past, birds were magic because of their flight, their
music” (Kinsella 1985: 53). Kinsella writes about the eagles of North America. This
quote from Moccasin Telegraph, a collection of short stories, remind us that not just
song birds have had a role in inspiring music, that other birds are able to inspire music
in people, through their actions and movements.
3.3.2 Local Perspectives
A perspective on 'Are'are music has been offered by Mr Smith Masika, a school teacher
in the central highlands of 'Are'are. Smith attended the Solomon Islands College of
Higher Education (SICHE) and completed teacher training there. Part of SICHE's music
training includes the only accredited higher education training available in music of the
Solomon Islands in the Solomon Islands. The SICHE music modules are a standard
part of the teacher-training syllabus, where teachers are taught enough to develop
lessons for singing and elementary music theory. In the final year of the teacher-training
course, a vocational module of self-directed study is followed; candidates are expected
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to direct their study toward an area in which they have an interest and that will be
helpful for their careers and practical for their placement. An 'Are'are man himself,
Smith's study took him to Tariuna to uncover information about music from the remote
central 'Are'are highlands where the primary school he now teaches at is located. Along
with examples mentioned earlier from West and East 'Are'are, Smith argued for the
creation of a 'higher education' facility in central (highland) 'Are'are to cater for the
lasting internal dynamics of the music.
Smith alluded to different types of 'Are'are music, each for correspondingly unique
scenarios which can be cross referenced with other sources, including the research by
Hugo Zemp. This music mostly refers to panpipe or wooden drums. Each type of music
is designated a certain event and is restricted to this for practical reasons. For example,
a chief may hold a feast which is exclusively signalled by the 'o'o. Each village has its
own patterned rhythms – which are perpetuated through generations. All chiefs will
learn the rhythms and many adults would be expected to understand. Children are less
likely to know the rhythms these days unless they have had lessons with the village
chiefs. These patterns are a fractal of historical detail – fractals being patterns that have
detailed structure on all scales of magnification. One such rhythmic pattern is used in
the highlands to call pigs. Within walking distance from Su'u, in the approximate
direction of Tariuna, a hut exists where a rhythm is sometimes played on a trunk or
branch. Pigs have learned this behaviour and approach expecting food despite knowing
the risk that one of their numbers might be slaughtered. This method of farming pigs is
still very sustainable, however the commercial incentive of farming pigs combined with
human population growth means that pigs are seen less as a sustainable resource.
Also described by Smith is a type of music known as ware'ware. This music is only
heard in the morning and knowledge of it is typically limited to those with an awareness
of local history, which includes laments and historical stories. Songs may have a lyrical
aspect. The literal translation of the word ware'ware is 'smaller quiet sound', or inducer
of deep sleep. It is played in the early morning and is symbolic of the morning birdsong.
A famous chief called Tanimae possessed a great grasp of this music, which is played
on traditional, bio-musically inspired panpipes. Detailed knowledge of this music is more
common in the highlands and is passed down by men to sons and grandsons.
A further type of music known as taka'iori, according to discussion with Smith Masika,
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literally means happy times, moods and atmosphere. During times of feasting and
especially after weddings, the taka'iori is accompanied by dancing. Knowledge of
taka’iori song form within 'Are'are is limited with only certain people knowing how it is
constructed. Playing musical instruments carries a sense of importance and implies
qualification and approval from elders. In 'Are'are today, because weddings take place
in church, the taka'iori has a reduced role. Taka'iori does not play a part in religious
proceedings, and according to Smith, the people of the highland areas hold onto this
song form exclusively. Nowadays, the collective identity bias in 'Are'are is loosely
'Christian on the coast' and 'Heathen in the highlands'.
The 'o'o ensemble is more highly valued than a single 'o'o slit drum – an attribute that is
present in other communally orientated cultures (Kartomi 1990: 260). “By emphasising
social norms that increase harmony and encourage the giving of social support to
others, collectivistic cultures likely serve an anti-psychopathology function by creating
an ecological niche that lowers the prevalence of chronic life stress, protecting
genetically susceptible individuals from environmental pathogens known to trigger
negative emotion and psychopathology” (Chiao 2012: 295). One study (Sprecher 2012:
7) suggests neuropsychological evidence that complex pattern detection may engage
linguistic, memory, action and, interestingly, immune systems.
Among a catalogue of solo instruments less well esteemed than the groups of panpipes,
yet environmentally consistent in maintaining e nono rete (consonant sound), is
suku'suku'au (also known as 'au waa). The suku'suku is a more delicate sound than the
panpipe, as the player blows over the tops of the pipes without creating a fully sonorous
tone, as heard when playing with a practiced embouchure used in flute or panpipe
playing. The pipes are loosely tied together or held in a bundle and the configuration is
variable. The word suku’suku is the general word for the open tube bundle panpipe.
According to Zemp during the 1960s, the name mostly used in 'Are'are was 'au waa,
"open bamboo" (Zemp, H., 2011 August, Personal Communication).
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Image 3.2 Suku'suku 'au Su'u village Manawai harbour, the pipe lengths are 63,53,47.5,44,30
(c), 40,35 cm (Personal photograph by author July 2010).

The pipes are arranged to suit the composition. For example, in the diagram below,
each tube is assigned a number, then working from right to left, the composition might
start with 3,1,2 then leap to the centre (c) and then back out to the 4, or interchange
between the centre and the other pipes, as in the sequence 3,c,1,c,2,c,4 etc. This is
similar to the way a bee flutters around the stamen of a flower. Pipes are blown
individually and prominent pipes in a composition might be raised above the average
level to help achieve a certain arrangement.

Figure 3.1 Top view (bird’s eye view) of suku'suku 'au (7) and suku'suku 'au (12)

Pipes are not typically arranged in a scale and patterns or tunes move from the inside
out to create appoggiatura patterns (a certain melody of notes moving quickly from one
to another, or above and below a commonly produced tone). In the translation I was
provided, suku'suku means a jump in sound. From discussions with my hosts Morris
Anioa and the Anioa family in Eastern 'Are'are, another type of music, no'o rawahia,
was described which means fast song inspired by birds. There is a parallel here with the
meaning of appoggiatura: certain notes of a melody rapidly moving either below or
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above the most commonly produced note (See Appoggiatura Appendix 1).
Krause's work in collecting soundscapes provides a bio-acoustic precedent for this type
of sound pattern, in the calls of frogs and birds and sometimes whales and dolphins,
who “embellish their vocalisations” this way (Krause 2002: 53). Other techniques for
playing suku'suku, which can in some instances emulate natural sounds, include an
extremely rapid fluttering technique achieved by fibrillation or rolling the tongue while
blowing over the tops of the instrument. In 'Are'are this emulation is commonly thought
to be inspired by a flying black beetle known as aparuru. In other environments,
different species with similar high frequency wing beats may provide a very similar
inspiration (e.g. the humming bird). That the technique corresponds to other (air-reed)
wind instruments throughout the world is reason to support the hypothesis that natural
inspiration for music is indeed a factor in shaping the methods and products of musical
modes of expression. Without negating the influence of cross cultural assimilation and
traditional inheritance, we can see that parallels with naturally occurring eco-systemic
phenomena are evidence that music can reflect environmental observations and
possibilities, with relation to particular social and individual contexts.
The suku'suku 'au is played by men, women and children. It is an encouraged pastime
for all, perhaps because of the subtlety of the sound. A suku'suku set might be found in
the rafters at the entrance to a house. They are placed there for visitors to play or
amuse themselves if waiting for the homeowners to return. As well as suku'suku the
smaller and in many respects egalitarian musical instruments include an instrument
called we'wete (Masika, Smith, 07/2010 Personal Communication). We'wete is not
made from bamboo – the term simply implies 'sound'. This instrument is in fact a
seedpod rattle. Tied together and constructed with a handle, the pods rattle together
and the seeds rattle inside the pods. This is an embedded nested system. Up to 200
pods of roughly 3cm diameter might be used. This seedpod rattle is used while dancing;
every dancer has a rattle that they use as part of the experience. The rattles mask the
sound of the feet on the ground.
Discussion with Smith also highlighted a musical device known as pipinu – another nonbamboo instrument. The meaning of pipinu is similar to ‘a parcel’, where pinu means to
bury. Held in one hand, the accumulated parcel of folded leaves is used while clapping
and dancing. Accompanied by panpipes, the significance of the pipinu in ceremonies
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denotes the death of a particularly important person. Pipinu might be played with the 'au
taka'iori panpipe (Zemp 1971: 38).
During Smith's training at SICHE, he spent several weeks with a community from the
central 'Are'are highlands before taking his position at Tariuna school as a registered
teacher. The community were consulted for their specialist knowledge and Smith’s
findings can be attributed to these sources: Ishamael Iristapae for his knowledge of
'Are'are culture; Okamae Oriainamo as a founder of panpipes; and Isiwae as an
exponent of wooden drums. Smith was encouraged by the idea of a central 'Are'are
information centre, as an appendage to the Tariuna school. The same sentiment is
echoed by others in 'Are'are who feel the need for more training centres in the province
that are able to deal with a wider scope of local knowledge. The Tariuna village school
appendage would work as an ecotourism museum facility where people could stay and
learn in the central highlands. The facility would also serve to extend the current school
syllabus, which includes maths, English, social studies, community studies and a music
module. It would also contain a religious element facilitating Bahai, Anglican and South
Sea Evangelical Church (SSEC) denominations.
Currently access to Tariuna and the central ‘Are’are highlands is by foot only; during the
2010 lead up to the national election, local candidate for parliament Andrew Manipora
campaigned partly on the promise of developing roads into the highlands. Tariuna can
be reached from Manawai or Su'u by foot in a few days. Tariuna School has
approximately one hundred students and five teachers. Organisers of the Puritoro
information centre, who mentioned the facilitation of these elders’ knowledge as their
motivation, also cited these access issues.
Advocates of the Puritoro Information Centre have engaged with James Keniasina who
runs IT Solutions, a computer-skills school in Honiara. IT Solutions is somewhere
people can enrol and work through courses in order to become more computer literate.
James Keniasina has been asked to establish a web presence for the Puritoro Centre
via a web page and to investigate the possibility of web access at the proposed centre.
These centres would seek to address issues of access to information in 'Are'are.
3.3.3 Sound Symbolism
Each set of panpipes within a family of panpipes is named according to its size. Each
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instrument is commonly referred to as a raft (further discussion of the derivation of the
term raft can be found in section 4.2.2). Within any one family of rafts ('au tahana, or
takaiori, for example), the ari poi is the biggest of up to eight rafts and has various
meanings, including the effort required to blow the panpipes. The panpipes within each
family type of 'au tend to overlap in harmonic and dynamic range. The next biggest
panpipe in the family groups is the rara ni hero. The rara ni hero cannot extend beyond
the ari poi in pitch, yet there is an overlap in the dynamic and tonal ranges of the rara ni
hero and ari poi. In other words, the relationship between rara ni hero and ari poi is like
big and bigger respectively. Some of the discrepancy between sources in how these
terms are used and how generic they are, reveals the complexity of confluent linguistic
patterns within 'Are'are. This is typified by the level of diversity found and expected
throughout Melanesia (Geerts, 1970, Ouou 1980). Bearing in mind that the Solomon
Islands has a population of little over 500,000 with 80 common languages, differences
within parts of 'Are'are are to be expected and can are noticed even in a slight regional
change (i.e. being caused by communities separated by a matter of ridges or valleys).
Information from sources on the eastern coast village of Su'u also provided descriptions
of panpipe sizes from another family of instruments known as 'au kiro. Smith's ari poi
example from the central highlands can be compared with an example provided by
Morris and John Anioa of Su'u Village in Manawai Harbour. They suggested of the 'au
kiro, that ari poi could also be designated as a soprano panpipe which is consistent with
the following description; a full set of 'au kiro has eight rafts, two of each of the four size
designations: bass, baritone, soprano and alto. Between the two sets of four (bass,
baritone, soprano and alto), one set is slightly bigger. In other words, the pipes can be
seen as a slightly bigger and smaller version of each of the four dynamic ranges,
namely: two sopranos, known as ki'i; two alto, known as komeo; tenors, known as rara
ni hero (which fits with Smith's description of being big but not the biggest); and the
bass, known as ari poi. In addition, ari poi ki'i could refer to the larger soprano pipe of
the two sets of four. For example, the two tenor rafts, or two rara ni hero of the 'au kiro
panpipe type are harmonically compatible, although one is slightly bigger than the other.
This harmonic detuning creates a subtle resonance and warmth, where two sounds
oscillate at slightly different frequencies and the peaks and troughs of each wave stand
out from each other through microtonal detuning (Jeans 1956: 2279). Additionally a
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master set is created and derivatives could then follow from this original. If the master
pipes are tuned by ear and the secondary set are copied from their dimensions, some
discrepancy in pitch could be expected from this method of construction.
The above findings, based on discussions with Smith Masika, are in many ways
complimentary to discussions held and insights gained with Morris Anioa and his family.
A special mention is warranted for the experience of being in a new place and
discovering sounds and sights of ecological significance in that environment. It was
possible to treat these discussions as developing a consciousness of the environment in
which the discussions were held. Our conversation occurred within the ‘Are’are
environment. Environmental influences were brought to the front of our collective
imagination by both a desire to understand these factors and the factors occurring while
we were conscious of them, making the context of the topic especially relevant to our
investigation. While in 'Are'are, the discussion centred mostly around ecosystem
inspired phenomena and elements of music, based on my host's experience of music in
its experiential and educational environment.
The information provided by Morris Anioa, from coastal Su'u, lends itself to another
explanation and clarification of this terminology, which can further serve to support the
background provided by Smith Masika. Further qualities of the 'au kiro family of
panpipes are revealed by the overlap between biggest and loudest.
The two sets of four ‘au kiro according to harmonic range, courtesy of Morris Anioa, are:
soprano : ari poi / ki'i (the big soprano)
alto : komeo
tenor : rara ni hero
bass : ari poi
soprano : ki'i
alto : komeo
tenor : rara ni hero
bass : ari poi
'o'o wooden drums named by Morris Anioa are:
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bass : nu nu ha
tenor bass : tori
tenor : suta
alto : wara mou
'conductor' : riki riki
General Classifications of volume by Morris Anioa are:
pp : maemaekoa
piano : maemae (e.g. Suku'suku'au)
pf : maemaekoa paina (e.g. 'au taka'iori dancing with clapping)
forte : Paina (like thunder)
In the following table (3.1) four different 'au tahana, of two sizes, can be compared:
Rara ni hero
36cm
32cm
29.5cm
26.1cm
23.6cm
21.3cm
19.4cm
17.7cm
15.7cm
14.5cm
13cm
12cm
11cm
10cm

Rara ni hero
35cm
31.7cm
28.9cm
26cm
23.5cm
21.2cm
19.4cm
17.6cm
15.9cm
14.5cm
13.1cm
11.8cm
10.8cm
10cm

Komeo
18cm
16.2cm
14.4cm
13.3cm
12.3cm
11.2cm
9.9cm
8.9cm
8cm
7.4cm
6.8cm
6.3cm
5.8cm
n/a

Komeo
18cm
16.3cm
14.5cm
13.5cm
12cm
10.9cm
9.7cm
8.6cm
7.8cm
7.2cm
6.6cm
6cm
5.6cm
5.1cm

Table 3.1 In this table two sizes of 'au tahana pipe length are compared to their sibling pipe of the
same set. According to Zemp 88% of 'au tahana deviate less than twenty cents from the
equiheptaphonic interval of 171 cents (Zemp 1981).

Other explanations assume that ki'i is the correct denotation of soprano and ari poi
means bass. According to data from both Smith Masika and Morris Anioa, further
evidence that the ki'i is logically a 'higher' sound made by a smaller panpipe is
highlighted by the names of other types of panpipe which are played as solo pipes. Solo
pipes do not carry the auspices of group pipes and are used for light entertainment or
individual enjoyment. There are a number of individually named solo panpipes in
'Are'are. One such panpipe, made from two small pipes, is known as 'au kiki, lending
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support to the allocation of the term ki'i meaning a smaller pipe. A further positive
correlation between a short [ i ] sound to describe something 'little' sounding, is a small
bird found in ‘Are’are – a woodpecker known as an i'i. These three examples – the 'au
kiki, ki'i and i'i – provide some evidence to support the theory that a deep ecological
structure exists within linguistic contexts (Jacobson 2005). “In establishing a harmony
between a thing and its name we conform to a psychic habit as old as humanity” (Berlin
1992: 232-259, Jacobson 2005).
Further evidence regarding ari poi and ki’i sound symbolism is found in the instrument
listing on the Wasikananara Panpipers’ album, Totraha Mani Kana. This band from
West 'Are’are describe their recorded ensemble as having four ari poe parts which play
the ‘second bass’ role, while a kiki’i part takes the ‘lead’.
A preliminary scoping of early experiments in sound symbolism highlight that
onomatopoeia (a word that imitates a sound, or suggests meaning through the sound of
the word) can often guide the 'rules’ for linguistic phenomena (Berlin 1992: 239). With
onomatopoeia in mind, the ari poi can be thought of as a term that designates a deep
breathy sound (e.g. [ b ] – as in bass – or [ p ] – as in poi).
Words, consonants and vowel sounds used for different species, families or classes of
animals can be shown to favour either high or low acoustic frequencies. This may relate
quickness to the first syllable of a bird name. Words for 'quick' also show a deeper
cross-cultural tendency for short [ i ] sounds (Berlin 1992: 239). In Hawaiian, quick is
wiki, while in Swedish kvick is synonymous with witty and quick.
Ornithology and ecology scientist, Jared Diamond, in a 1974 field trip to Choiseul in the
Western province of the Solomon archipelago, supports this notion through an example
of the bird species of Sasa-monga village. Identified and described in the field in 1974,
one bird was named the “ki” (Diamond 2001: 3). Diamond described this bird as, “similar
to, but a different species from, the “peyonga” (= Bush-hen, Amaurornis olivaceus);
unmarked dark body; bill about 4cm long; lives on the ground; calls 'ki-ki-ki-ki-. . . runs
very quickly; and either does not fly at all or else flies along the ground if pursued by
dogs” (Diamond 2001: 3).
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Figure 3.2 Length of vowel/consonant sound in relation to size of species

This may be a case of universal sound symbolism and onomatopoeia, or linguistic
evidence that certain words (e.g. for movement, size or texture) are 'echoic words'
which designate meaning through sound. Of all associations between sound and
meaning, size–sound symbolism is perhaps the best established. A steam train rumbles
down the tracks while its relatively small braking system whistles and shrieks at high
frequencies and a relatively louder volume, representing how the mass of the train is
absorbed by the comparatively small braking system. Words denoting, or with the
connotation of, smallness tend to exhibit a disproportionate number of vowels (and or
consonants) of high acoustic frequencies (tweet tweet is a good example of this 'rule', at
least for small birds). The smaller vocal organ of birds is known as a syrinx and is
another example of this 'rule'. It is the avian equivalent of a larynx, which is the typically
bigger vocal organ in mammals (Berlin 1992: 242). Onomatopoeia of stereotypical 'calls'
or words for sounds, actions or bodies may bear no resemblance to name or comprise a
fragment of the name. Semantically, this suggests a scale between opaque and
transparent naming.
If the name resemblance does not relate to the call, it may instead relate to the actions.
Linguistic theories (often accredited to the Swiss linguist Ferdinand de Saussure),
without conflicting origins as to where language arose, state that the sound symbolism
of signs, words and language no longer relate to our grasp of the world. These theories
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suggest that because of the significant course of evolution that each language takes,
“They are collective products of social interaction, essential instruments through which
human beings constitute and articulate their world” (Harris 1988). The evidence
presented here of ari poi and ki'i, with designations at either end of the low-high
frequency scale, supports an opposite theory of language that suggests such words are
not arbitrary when taken simply as sounds (Berlin 1992: 239, Diamond 2001: 3, Maffi
2005, McGilchrist 2009: 119).
This phenomenon is correspondingly known as a “kiki/bouba” effect, where ”kiki”
suggests something sharp and spiky and “bouba” something softly rounded. The effect
extends beyond concrete nouns into syntax, the [ratio legis] – phrasing of words to
create well-formed sentences (McGilchrist 2009: 119). There are innate ideas,
sometimes referred to as underlying concepts, which determine “the form of acquired
knowledge in what may be a rather restricted and highly organised way” (Chomsky
1965: 48). Further evidence from Norwegian ethnomusicologist Ola Kai Ledang,
suggests a native, probably onomatopoetic term, for short flutes in the Norwegian
language as “pip”. Ledang argues that the roots of the word pip (as in panpipe) may be
explained by the different early bone flutes used among hunters to attract game,
including wild birds (Ledang 1990: 112, Kartomi 1990: 260).
These independent and supportable descriptions of short, high frequency vowel sounds
denoting quickness and smallness, are useful to avoid any confusion that might arise in
light of Zemp's suggestion that, “In the sixties, the four sizes of the 'au paina ensemble
were called (from the largest to the smallest), kii (with a long [ i ] and without a glottal
stop), aaripoe, raranihero, kikimeo” (Zemp, H., 25/08/2012 Personal Communication).
Zemp puts kii first, suggesting it is pronounced without a glottal stop using a long [ i ]
sound, then aripoe, raranihero and kikimeo (Zemp 1979: 12). Two familiar terms aripoe
and raranihero, denote bigger and big. A new term Kikimeo, supports the generalist
theory of small, short, high frequency [ i ] sounds describing smaller pipes. However, the
use of kii by Zemp – without a glottal stop – using a long [ i ] sound, suggests a subtle
alternative where a similar word makes a long sound (Zemp 1972: 12). This might be
explained by the variations within 'Are'are of language across individual villages,
sources and sites.
Zemp adds, “the etymology of the names of certain musical instruments is easy to find,
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especially if the term reflects the external appearance or the playing technique of the
instrument. In other cases . . . the origin of the many names however remains
mysterious” (Zemp 1972: 22). According to Zemp, this mystery may partly be due to
names given to instruments no longer referring to anything other than the instruments
themselves. The instrument name may no longer have meaning outside of a musical
context or refer to anything that exists in the environment or “semantic field” (Zemp
1972: 25).
Other bird names in 'Are'are lend themselves to further symbolism. Zemp asks whether
'au ni hata, a bamboo panpipe, meaning “Bamboo of the Eagle”, is named according to
the relatively high register of this instrument, and relates to the cry of the eagle and its
habitat (i.e. the hata, the ridge line soaring eagle who looks down from on high) (Zemp
1972: 25). “In these various ways the names for living things pulse with the life of the
world of nature to which they have been and continue to be, symbolically assigned
(Berlin 1992: 242). Ultimately, it is not the complexity of human language that shocks us
as we grow to learn about its deeply interconnected weblike characteristics and matrix
of relations, but the perceptual world whose wild complexity, emergent creativity and
“participatory logic ramifies and elaborates itself in language” (Abram 1997: 84, 279).
'O'o, a potentially echoic onomatopoeic term for the wooden log drums of 'Are'are, are
used most where the echoes are strongest. The echoic term in this case has twin
meaning: firstly, the sound that the drum makes is reflected by the syllables 'o'o and,
secondly, the second ‘o’ of ‘o’o is an echo of the first. Echoes are not generally heard at
the coast and the effect becomes more significant the more elevated you are, up to the
region of the mountain forest ecotone – the edge between large wild forest trees and
smaller mountain species. It is interesting that echoes are best heard in this
environmental ecotone between eco-systems. This place is known for both cultural and
ecological diversity the conditions for diversity of life extend to a diversity of sounds in
this space.
Charles Darwin suggests (in Daily 1997: 105) that a diversity of species leads to a
greater number of channels through which energy might flow. This can also be true of
sound at the ecotone. Biodiversity has an influence on the functioning of ecosystems.
The more diversified the habits and structures of species are, the greater the number of
habitats becomes available. The greater the number of interactions between species, or
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degree of ecosystem diversity, the more resistant ecosystems may be. This is a result
of the alternative channels and pathways for the flow of energy and internal cycling of
nutrients (Daily 1997: 105, Salatin 2009).
In highland areas, where sound travels between villages, the drums have not yet been
replaced for communicating information. A strong echo can be produced by the 'o'o log
drum and a weaker echo can be made by the human voice singing in a deforested area
such as a garden. 'O'o are typically used in areas where hardwood forest trees are
found, the native and commercially viable timber from the vasa tree, for example.
Consequently, on lowland atolls where there is no vasa or equivalent wood this
technique is not employed, although bamboo has been planted on atolls and used as a
substitute. Conch shells ('u'u) and 'o'o are used more frequently in the highlands where
there is generally less noise than in coastal areas.
3.3.4 Stratigraphy of Resources
Ethnographer, Sydney Mead, refers to a drum message system of “talking drums” in
relation to a set of slit gongs (known in ‘Are’are as ‘o’o) from the Star Harbour region of
Makira (formally San Cristobal), a nearby island southeast of 'Are'are and Malaita (Mead
1973: 27). Using one large drum gong called a maramara, with two smaller slit drums
called agoogoo, a dialogue is entered into between the little gongs and the big gong. A
noteworthy feature of these gongs is a vibrating tongue, or susuna, which projects from
one side of the gong to the other. At the time Mead writes there is reputedly another set
of gongs in the nearby village of Naana, which had been deserted due to an unexplained
epidemic. These are supposed to be the only two sets in the Star Harbour region. This
distribution, of hard wood slit drums extending to the island of Makira, is a reflection of
the unique resources of the islands of the archipelago. Mead refers to the gongs
travelling to Owaraha (formally Santa Ana) and Owa Riki (formally Santa Catalina),
where resources have had to be imported from the mainland (Makira) for an initiation
ceremony (Mead 1972).
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Figure 3.3 Cross Section of resources and influences in music in relation to greater stratification

In Figure 3.3, the large island on the left represents Malaita and Makira. These large
islands have seven major ecological zones stretching from the coast to the
mountaintops. At the water’s edge are mangroves, shadowed by villages and coconut
groves, typically followed in ascending order by gardens, nut groves, and wild and
mountain forest. These layers of ecology represent strata and layers of polyphonic
sound. The island on the right is more like an Owaraha (Santa Ana) at approximately 12
sq. km, or the slightly smaller Owa Riki (Santa Catalina), with a smaller set of
resources. The layers of environmental influences of music, from ocean floor to
mountain top, to weather and knowledge of the stars, can be accounted for within an
acoustic stratigraphy that contains many similarities but is a broader spectrum than the
acoustic ecology of place. Roseman (1993: 73) suggests that a highly stratified social
fabric lies at the opposite end of the spectrum to an egalitarian society. An acoustic
stratigraphy may also be appropriately applied within acoustic ecology given the vertical
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layering of biomes, especially within rainforests.
With the people of 'Are'are further utilising connections with the outside world, island
stratigraphy has changed in that developments have increasingly utilised resources
emanating from offshore trade, while communications have also begun evolve
technologically. In Su'u village, technology included solar lighting, cell phone coverage
and short wave radio. Mobile phones themselves are still uncommon despite their being
billions of these devices in the world – approximately 70% of those are in the developing
world (Murthy 2011: 1). In appreciation of his help in 'Are'are, while we were in Auki on
our way back to Honiara, I bought a mobile phone for Morris to enable us to stay in
touch when we got back to Honiara and for Morris to make the most of his village's
phone coverage.
It is now generally accepted that communities benefit from access to ICTs. Cheap and
easy to use technologies such as cell phones help increase the speed of
communications and financial transfers. These technologies reduce transaction costs
and integrate local and global markets, thereby expanding human capital accumulation
and building capacity around empowering people (Ian Thomson, March 24 2011, Sent
to Pacific Islands Chapter of the Internet Society Discussion List <picisoc@picisoc.org>,
reporting on a draft UN report about global trends and their impacts on education).
By covering a broader range than the locally derived resources of the ecosystem,
today's resources reflect that trade and mineral exploitation have opened up new
possibilities. With many communities now trading internationally, the differences
between the resources of various villages has changed in relation to various islands'
original stratification types (as discussed above). In the past, people on small low-lying
islands have had access to a comparatively small range of resources, due to the limited
scale and diversity of the environment. The shift that has occurred upon acquisition of
resources, based on more far reaching trade, could potentially narrow or widen this gap
with respect to the capacity for trade. This changing environment, with a new internal
and external dynamic flow of ideas and networking between communities, will be
incorporated into cycles of resource use that have in the past had an influence on
traditional music. This will be telling as to whether music is exclusively dependent on
human cultural transmission, or whether it is inspiration and symbiotic recapitulation
from the environment that originally choreographed and resourced this music.
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Smith Masika's research of the 'Are'are highlands, reveals a musical category known as
'au nimako – where nimako means ground or of the ground. The 'au nimako shares a
similarly restricted status to the ware'ware. It requires a flat stone to stop the tubes
slipping as they are struck, end on, perpendicular to the surface of the stone. Smith's
take on the musical performances was that in addition to the form being a culturally
restricted one, patterns are typically played from memory and inspired by nature.
Friction sounds, known in 'Are'are as aiawa reo, can be produced as a bi-product of
playing 'au nimako. In addition, an aeolian effect is also alluded to during performance
by allowing an air stream to pass over the tops of the tubes as the musicians are
stamping, thus taming the wind for acoustic purposes (Bandt 2003). The 'au nimako, in
concordance with Roseman's analysis of Temiar bamboo stamping tubes from
Malaysia, produce a plain song through the stamping action. A more subtle song is
achieved by listening for the sounds made by a feature of the 'au nimako's design that
parallels the 'au waa/sukusuku'au. The open tube in conjunction with the air makes a
sound that alludes to the sound of other open pipes with historic-social significance ('au
waa - see “Catalogue of Instruments”) (Roseman 1993: 67).
Aiawa reo is a concept in 'Are'are which is significant in helping to explain elements of
the recapitulation of nature in the sounds of music. Essentially, aiawa reo is the sound
of friction. It can also be thought of as inspiring voice in a place where the dialogue
between humans and the world is continuously negotiated. Along with breath and
percussion, friction accounts for a large proportion of the ways sounds are produced on
musical instruments (Abram 1997: 256).
'Are'are instruments such as the mouth bow, a long bamboo length bent and tied in
torsion with a string to make a bow shape, is then plucked using the friction from the
fingers and string. One end of the bow is held in the mouth to provide a resonant
chamber amplifying the sound. According to stories told a long time ago, people ‘heard’
individual trees in the forest and noticed that there were birds and beasts also listening.
One of the sounds the forest was emitting was aiawa reo. Aiawa reo could be heard
when tree branches rubbed together and when people the climbed trees, exerting
pressure on their branches. Riko (parrots) were also aware of aiawa reo among all the
other clicks, chirps, whistles of the forest and, as talented mimics, they began to copy
the sounds of bark rubbing against bark and branch against branch, vocalising aiawa
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reo, the sounds of friction. Noticing this ability of parrots to mimic what they had heard,
people encouraged them to make more sounds. Noticing that scraping aiawa reo
sounds was one of the sounds that the parrots would copy, people encouraged the
parrot into thinking the sound was a source of food (this is something the parrots may
have done by themselves anyway). By scraping pulp from the bark of a tree and mixing
it with water, humans fed the parrots and, based on this proximity to humans, parrots
began to copy human sounds.

Image 3.3 This talking parrot is a tamed Yellow Billed Lory (Lorius chlorocercus) (Diamond,
Jared 2011, Photographic Identification, Personal Communication). It speaks 'Are'are (Manawai
Village, Manawai Harbour) (Personal photograph by author July 2010).

The parrots’ ability to mimic all it hears has enhanced the knowledge humans have of
the flora and fauna of the unseen forest canopy. This ability is similar to the harnessing
of technology. For example, Bernie Krause describes using a specially pitched
microphone to listen to the sounds of bats ('Are'are: kaukaurana, musurua, rawako,
rawaro [Geerts 1970: 144]) – a sound that is above the range of human hearing. During
this process, he inadvertently discovered resonant frequencies produced by trees that
are within the hearing range of small insects.
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3.3.4.1 Ecological Resources
An ecological basis, or focus, of a composition and ceremony that centres on a tree, is
said to exist in the piece of music from 'Are'are, “Pisi Ni Tootora” played by the 'au
tahana panpipe ensemble. “The pisi bush has the power to draw a large number of
people, a large quantity of food and a large quantity of shell money” (Zemp 1973).
Significantly, the song “Pisi Ni Tootora” is written with the same effect in mind as the pisi
bush and is performed during the important tootora ceremony – a feast where boys give
shell money to girls as a sign of their commitment (Geerts 1970: 130). Cultural
significance is paired with the ecological significance of the tree in the time and place
that the ceremony is observed. The tree's association with the social gathering is also
related to certain conditions of the environment that humans observe indirectly.
The sonic relationship between tree, insect and bird is an example of indirect
observation. This is demonstrated by recording artist Bernie Krause, who noticed that
humans perceive sounds and activities of birds and some insects while another
population of insects exists that cannot easily be seen or heard but are detectable to
birds, through sensitivity to a higher range of frequencies. Krause observed that the
insects are also detecting their environment and are in fact aware of vibrations (that
slowed down many times become a sound frequency) emitted by the trees, which
corresponds to the process of tree-cells popping, generating gasses, oils and resins
while absorbing water and sunlight. These vibrations give the insects an indication of
the readiness of a tree to sustain or host life (Krause 2003).
Insects (“Opuscula Entomologica”) are less interested in the airborne components of
their vibrational sounds than they are in detecting substratum vibration using plants or
the ground (rather than the air) as a transmission channel (Michelsen 1982: 279,
Ossiannilsson 1949: 136). The same insects have ears and antenna, often tuned to
notice a single wavelength of sound emitted by their predators, such as that emitted by
bats (Michelsen 1979). Ossiannilsson also notes that the entire insect exoskeleton is
constructed to be sensitive to vibrations in the air, hence the need for a specialised
hearing organ is reduced. Substratum vibration is also a technique humans make use of
for communicating when dancing.
Whether Krause's example explains the ecological basis of the “Pisi Ni Tootora”
gathering is speculative. However, his ultra-high frequency recordings of trees can be
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held up as reasonable evidence that studying the ecological basis of songs and songceremonies can serve as a catalyst for studying the environment from which they are a
part.
3.3.4.1.1 Protection Roles of NGO and Government
To protect traditional environmental resources, the World Wildlife Fund (WWF) has a
forest programme in the Solomon Islands. The Solomon Islands rainforest is one of the
two hundred most important eco-regions in the world and one of the top ten most
endangered. The rainforest is part of the third largest tropical rainforest area in the world
after the Amazon Rainforest and Congo Basin. As an area of diversity, approximately
four thousand five hundred species of plants, including palms, orchids and climbing
pandanus, live alongside the most uniquely restricted range of bird species, by area,
compared to any other area of the planet. Seventy-two of the one hundred and sixty two
land birds in the Solomons are only found in neighbouring islands. Most provinces have
at least one endemic bird. The preservation value of the Solomon Islands' forests can
be considered on these facts alone.
Currently there is no one overseer of forest protection orders in the Solomon Islands. A
number of NGOs are implementing strategies for different parts of the archipelago;
however, emphasis is often on marine areas. Currently around 2.8% of terrestrial
ecosystems are protected by legislation in the Solomon Islands, which is a low
percentage compared to other South Pacific countries and the rest of the world. In 2011
Prime Minister, Danny Philip, led the Solomon Islands government toward establishing
a conservation estate, officially dedicating the 20,000 ha of Kolombangara Island in the
Western province (Solomon Star 23 June 2011). The new conservation estate is a
significant step in the midst of logging and environmental exploitation. The resolution to
maintain a conservation area of relevance, to the bio-diversity important to maintaining
traditional livelihoods, will also enable long-term scientific research and bring rewards
through the potential for eco-tourism.
Where music is closely inspired and influenced by natural features contained in a forest,
pressures are placed on individuals and cultural values when the perceived need for
cash and crops is integrated with natural resources and subsistence living. That the
Narasirato group performed at festivals in Europe and Glastonbury as “rural subsistence
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people and managed to do the best they could for the country” (Maneniaru, John 13
July 2011 Personal Communication), shows that it is possible for Solomon Islanders to
assimilate contemporary influences, exploit their full potential and create a reputation as
ethical ambassadors.
In Oceania, where most countries and major islands have their own endemic birds and
where the ecological basis of art and music can be closely interrelated, birds featured in
song through unique reflections have the capacity to act as cultural identifiers of
resilience portraying the relationship between spirit, flora and fauna. “I collected
hundreds of panpipe titles, about 40% are about birdsongs if I remember well” (Zemp,
Hugo August 2011 Personal Communication). Western, Eastern and central 'Are'are
musical instruments are good examples of non-timber forest products. The harmony
and identity that is pieced together with musical practices are another non-timber
resource. In parts of the Solomon Islands, rapidly increasing logging practices are
ensuring the rates of extinctions of endangered species are set to rise. These are
reminders that impacts on the ecosystem are felt throughout the system, whether they
are terrestrial or marine.
The Solomon Islands’ Ministry of Forests deals mostly with the logging operations.
Although they have responsibility for reforestation, they do not oversee the
management of the forest as individual tribes are responsible for small areas.
Nationally, set harvesting rates have had little success in ensuring that logging
operations comply with basic environmental responsibilities. “Basically, the logging
company does what it has to do to get the logs out which sometimes means cutting
down mangroves for log ponds, resulting in an increase in run off into rivers and
lagoons” (Alan Smith 02/2011 World Wildlife Foundation Solomon Islands Forest
Programme Coordinator, Personal Communication).
Historically there has been little attention paid to the oversight of Solomon Islands forest
protection orders, and a number of NGOs have been commissioned to implement
strategies in various areas of the archipelago. WWF SI, following a major grant from the
European Union to develop a programme, established a forest strategy for the Solomon
Islands over a five-year period from 2006-2010.
This programme aimed to concentrate on three broad areas of work:
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1. Ecologically represent a network of sustainable, viable and protected areas
2. Draft legislation to establish protected areas
3. Promote management alternatives for better forest governance
In 2010, the Ministry of Environment passed the Protected Areas Act. As for protecting
the forest, however, it is thought the Act will have minimal impact because of the
national government's limited authority in these traditionally tribal lands. Individual cases
are set to use the Environment Court to stop the logging operations on a case-by-case
basis. In Kolombanagara, for example, the Environment Act was implemented to stop a
logging operation. The case was initiated and pursued in court, but if the land belongs to
the people government bodies are restricted in their involvement. Committed individuals
will form their own organisations and thereby drive forest protection, with some
assistance from outsiders. An example of this assistance is the World Heritage
Committee in East Rennell and Tetepare and the Natural Resources Development
Foundation (NRDF) from Gizo (http://www.nrdf.info/).
It is in the best interests of each tribe to be aware of the logging activities of their
neighbours. Previous logging arrangements have caused communication channels
between wider areas to break down, by approaching negotiations with individual areas
in isolation. This strategy works to the advantage of the logging contractor as they may
negotiate prices arbitrarily.
Where trade is founded like this, necessary communications between all the interested
parties, which trade within this system, have to be even-handed so as to not adversely
favour any one partner. A report by Dursin (2012) on Radio Ruyuk, a community radio
station in Indonesia that specialises in environmental issues, claimed that: "Thanks to
Radio Ruyuk (meaning scrubland), the people of Mandalamekar have adopted a
campaign to replant deforested areas and conserve forests around the village."
Spokesperson Irman Meilandi, “unhesitatingly attributes the return of birds, wildlife and
the forests around his hilly village of Mandalamekar in West Java province to
conservation advice streaming in over community radio” (Dursin 2012). A case study
from the islands of Isabel province in the Solomon Islands, where there is an extensive
community radio network, could be considered to lie within the scope of future studies to
explore whether the rates of exploitation there are the same as those elsewhere in
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Solomon Island communities.
One of the main undertakings of the forest protection programme drafted by the WWF
involves the establishment of community based protected areas. The key to this
strategy is that community based protected areas are better attuned to the sensibilities
of individual areas than policy made remotely. This strategy aims to achieve similar
goals to those made possible by the community based, locally orientated content on
community radio networks, which can be aided by other ICTs, for example web
terminals, creating a variety of media, improving communications and levels of local
content. Further activities for the protection of forests include investigations into the
potential for non-timber forest products to provide alternative opportunities for Solomon
Islanders based on both subsistence and enterprise livelihoods.
The playing of musical instruments and the resulting music is a point at which assorted
agendas can combine as part of the non-timber, forest resource inventory and as a
vehicle to generate interest by delivering a lively and active content programme. The
affinity between people created through musical aptitude can help promote awareness
about change in the climate of scarcity and the potential for web and radio
communications to work as a natural follow-on effect, adjacent to and possibly a counter
balance to building commercial capacity. It is likely that logging pressure will increase as
the sector is the major industrial export of the nation. This is a case of an expanding
economy dependent on a shrinking ecology. With the alarm now raised over the need to
protect biodiversity, the ecological and sociological values of the forests are becoming
urgent.
3.3.4.2 Keystone Species
Definitive keystone species are identified as forest assets, non-commercial or
commercial timber products, non-timber products or as commodities rural 'Are'are
villages could not do without. Cultural keystone species are critical to forging social
behaviours and livelihoods in 'Are'are. The niu (coconut) is a wonderful example of the
concept of a “Cultural Keystone Species” (Turner 2003) as a cultural, ecological and
vegetable resource. Of the keystone species of plants identified within 'Are'are, the
coconut has very little, if any, musical credentials as a material for making musical
instruments. An instrument that might be constructed, in 'Are'are, that does make use of
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resources from the coconut, involves taking two flat pieces of bamboo and pressing a
coconut leaf between them and blowing through this like a reed. This sound however is
sometimes discouraged and Smith Masika's reason for this was that it is believed to
encourage rain. The sound of this reed instrument is considered dissonant (e ma nono
rete).
A similar double reed aerophone is discussed by Norwegian ethnomusicologist Ola
Ledang, in his 1990 paper Magic Means and Meaning. Ledang found that older people
in Norway got angry with children for playing frivolous instruments such as these reed
instruments. Through Ledang’s interpretation, we can read into Smith’s metaphor that it
is not the playing itself which brings rain, but that playing frivolous instruments,
especially “as long as Spring work lasted”, leads to a lack of preparedness for when the
rains do fall (Ledang 1990: 117). In tropical ‘Are’are, where soil is fertile and where
vegetation grows all year round, many creatures have found a biological niche. The
concern expressed by the elders in Norway may not be directly applicable in such an
environment, given that the pressures for survival that one creature feels are likely to
come from another creature within its proximity. In contrast, survival problems in
temperate zones are caused by cold winters, late frosts and lack of adequate warmth in
summer, and so pressures are physical or caused by the elements (Tudge 2006: 306).
The 'Are'are equivalent of the saying “as long as Spring work lasted”, might simply be
“as long as work lasted” given there is no spring in 'Are'are in the way that there is in
Norway. Nevertheless, the playing of frivolous instruments with dissonant sounds might
be reflected on in a similar way.
E nono rete in 'Are'are means consonance; e ma nono rete, dissonance. These two
terms were supplied by Morris and his brother Samson when describing music using
'Are'are terminology. They noted that the harmonies between instruments have either of
these qualities. These terms are used to describe, for instance, the harmony between
contemporary panpipes and contemporary stage music, or the subtle dissonance
between the contemporary pipes and traditional pipes. E ma nono rete (dissonance) for
example, is the reason 'au roko au from parts of Western 'Are'are and the traditional 'au
instruments (which are still predominantly found in the East) are not often played
together.
Indispensable keystone products are so important that a cultural narrative accompanies
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them. Turner (2003) defines cultural keystone species as those salient species that help
people forge identity by providing fundamental roles in diet, materials, medicine and
spiritual practices. Musical uses of cultural keystone species can contribute to the
quality of life, defined by standards of living that are resourced through cultural keystone
species. In this respect, resources of material value make possible those of metaphysical construction – the conditions of peace, happiness and wellbeing that sustain a
musical environment.
Ecological keystone species provide particularly important ecosystem services – a set
of services (for example pollination, nitrogen fixing) that are limited by the number of
interaction types within an ecosystem. In this ecosystem model, if one species is
removed, another can often take its place and provide a similar function to the former.
Certain services must be provided for the functioning of the complex ecosystem; these
govern the actions of the individual species within it, rather than each species defining
its own function and purpose. The stability and diversity debate was given greater
mathematical sophistication by the realisation that as increased diversity stabilises the
functioning of the total ecosystem, the same diversity can destabilise the dynamics
(trophic cascade) of individual species. In context, stability is further defined as
resistance to disturbance through the measure of change in magnitude, and resilience
is defined by the measure of recovery from disturbance or perturbation (Daily 1997:
105).
The ecosystem responds to a variety of interactions and species do not always hold the
same value throughout the different zones of the system. For culturally defined
keystone species, this can represent a different set of values from different communities
in their own areas. Turner (2003) observes that through changes to the biodiversity of
any one place, cultural keystone species may push other species towards keystone
roles. The evolution of a variety of popular potato is an example of this. If sweet potato
is introduced and taro is no longer the staple food, sweet potato's score as a keystone
is now related as to how hard it is to replace taro. Cultural keystone species are fluid
and may change between individual communities and in response to changes in
biodiversity. Value is added to a keystone species in relation to a community's ability to
utilize it and produce it continuously. Further value can be considered if there are ways
to use the species’ resources for material or technology, or as the subject of a narrative
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in storytelling or spiritual practices. We might imagine bird whose regular nest is in a tall
hardwood tree perched high in the canopy. Human uses of this tree could be substituted
by other similar trees. However, on the basis that it contains a nest of an important bird,
whose presence might be indicative of changes in climate or seasons, it becomes an
important feature in stories. The tree has gained in significance as it is woven into a
cultural narrative, and features in stories that are predominantly about its avian
inhabitants.
For the villagers of Su'u in the Manawai Harbour the coconut plant is highly rated, as
they are able to use most of the plant. In consultation with my hosts, Morris Anioa and
family, we gauged that approximately 95% of the coconut plant is used, compared to
sago palm and bamboo, of which 60% and 75% of the total biomass are used
respectively. We also defined sago and bamboo as being culturally among the most
important species in the area. Coconuts are the single most important, and hardest to
replace, resource for material and food in Su'u. Products made from coconut come from
the roots, trunk, husks, nut and palm leaves. Timber from the coconut tree has a
desirable wood grain and yields include: wood-carvings, masks, plates, bowls, baskets,
firewood, medicine and oil.
Another keystone species identified in the Manawai harbour area is the vasa tree,
known to be a durable hard wood. Vasa (also known as hata – the hata eagle nests in
its branches) is used for carvings and masks and is used to make wooden 'o'o drums.
The timber is durable and has been used to build wharfs in the sea.
Sago Palm, or rao, is increasingly being replaced with timber weatherboards and iron
roofing. Traditionally it is used as a material to build walls and roofs. Food parcels
cooked in a motu (stone oven) are wrapped in sago leaves and a food source can be
obtained from the trunk of the sago plant.
Wood from bamboo, called 'au in ‘Are’are, is used in the making of musical instruments
(also called ‘au), for building structures, containers (e.g. water bottles), bamboo mats for
walls and implements such as tongs. Before the common 'vault' shaped canoe, rafts
were also made from bamboo. Today PVC pipe, timber plywood and particleboard has
become a substitute in places where bamboo is now scarce. Prior to my arrival in the
Solomon Islands my guide Morris asked me if there was something I could bring him
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from New Zealand that he would have difficulty obtaining in the Solomon Islands. As he
was training to be a builder, we arranged that I would bring him a circular power saw
used for cutting timber and particleboards. His indication that this would be useful
reflects the increasing demand for more modern, building materials and tools.
Eastern 'Are'are is a stable grower of the banana plant, which in 'Are'are is known as
husi. Uses for this plant include the fruit as a food source, the leaves – placed over the
motu to increase the steam, umbrellas made from the leaves, and clothes used for
custom dances are sometimes made from the fibre. Banana products can also be used
to make paper.
The 'milky pine' tree, known throughout 'Are'are as Tapaka, Tapa'a and Tokara, is a
softwood used to make canoes, coffins and notably the ukulele. Another smaller tree
known as a roho is sometimes used as a milky pine substitute. Described in Edvard
Hviding's analysis of potential commercial timber, roho is a substitute for milky pine and
milky pine is sometimes used as a substitute for vasa (Hviding 2000: 170). In areas
where the milky pine has become scarce (as is the case in parts of the western
Solomon Islands), the Kapok tree is also used to provide wood for ukuleles. Staff of the
conjoint organisations, Environmental Concerns Action Network Solomon Islands
(ECANSI) and Islands Knowledge Institute (IKI), raised discussion about alternative
wood for making ukuleles.3
Further investigation into cultural keystone species in this area reveals varying degrees
of interaction between the roles they play, which define them as culturally important.
The species that are currently identified as culturally important can be shown on
temporal, spatial and social axes. Some species play a role over a finite time; others, in
a limited space, and others play a role in a broader social context. Identifications of
keystone species include ways they interact with each other and the collective impact of
two or three species together. For example, Coconut, Sago and Bamboo, are all
needed to build houses. Although the entire house could probably be built from the
coconut tree, the walls and rooves are stronger when made out of the more readily

3

At the Islands Knowledge Institute, as a point of interest, Morgan Wairiu, Kellington Simeon and Piorick
Jonah, mentioned the Solomon Islands Broadcasting Corporation’s service signal. The daily signal at 6am
indicates broadcasting is resuming for the day and features the sound of an 'Are'are panpipe.
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available sago palm leaf. The bamboo wood adds structural integrity to the building.
Five indicators of cultural influence (ICI), attributed by Professor Nancy Turner in her
work with indigenous communities in Canada, for culturally (salient) keystone species
are:
1.

How intense is the use of the plant and how many different applications for the

plant are there?
2.

Is the vocabulary surrounding the species important? To determine this the

number of words which relate to it can be quantified, as well as whether the same
describing words are used all year round, or if seasonal and phenological identifiers
exist.
3.

What is its role in narratives and is this valuable information about the

characteristics of the area, passed on through the generations?
4.

How persistent is the use of the species in relationship to cultural change?

5.

To what extent can a species be replaced?

To further qualify the elements that make a cultural keystone, a total ICI rating can be
added (Turner 2003). The following table (3.2) was calculated in collaboration with
Morris Anioa and relates specifically to Su'u village.
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ICI Rating
(1-5)

Niu,
Coconut

'Au,
Bamboo

Rao,
Sago

Husi
Banana

4

Vasa,
Solomons
Vitex
5

2

4

Tabaka
Milky
pine
2

Intensity,
types and
multiplicity of
uses
Is the species
used routinely
in large
quantities?
Extended
vocabulary
surrounding
species
Specific
vocabulary in
narratives

5

5

3

2

5

3

0

2.5

5

5

2.5

2

3

5

5

3

2

4

3

Persistence of
use in
relationship to
cultural
change, use as
crest, totem or
symbol?
Extent to
which its
cultural role
can be
replaced and
how
ubiquitous it is
in cultural
consciousness
Extent to
which its
species can be
replaced?
Use as trade
item
TOTAL (ICI)
Rating /35

5

4

2

2

4

3

5

5

2

5

2

2

5

2

3

4

1

0

5

n/a

4

n/a

n/a

n/a

32.5

28

27

22.5

20

13

Table 3.2 Indicators of Cultural Influence on Keystone Species

The knowledge “and use of biodiversity by Pacific Island peoples is almost
incomprehensible to the ordinary urban planner or scientist who has lost touch with the
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natural world and subsistence living systems” (Thaman 2008: 56). Thaman adds that:
cultural-use analysis shows there are 75 different categories for purpose/use of coastal
plants, 1,024 uses for 140 plants and an average of 7.3 use categories per plant,
ranging from no reported uses for only two species to as many as 125 for the coconut
(Thaman 2008: 56). This correlates with Morris Anioa's 'irreplaceable' categorisation that
he conferred on the coconut: if distinct uses within categories (e.g. tools with distinct
functions) are counted, another seventeen species have twenty or more reported uses
and twenty-nine species have at least seven uses each (Thaman 2008). “However, the
list does not include the more strictly ecological functions of coastal plants, e.g. shade,
protection from wind, sand and salt spray, erosion and flood control, coastal reclamation,
animal and plant habitats and soil improvement, which are important to Pacific societies”
(Thaman 2008: 56).
Thaman emphasises other specific widespread uses of plants for, “general construction,
body ornamentation, fuel wood, ceremony and ritual, cultivation or ornamentation plants,
tool-making, food, boat or canoe making, dyes or pigments, magic and sorcery, fishing
equipment, cordage and fibre, games or toys, perfumes and scents for coconut oil,
fertiliser and mulching, woodcarving, weapons or traps, food wrapping, subjects of
legends, mythology, songs, riddles and proverbs, domesticated and wild animal feed,
handicrafts, cooking equipment, clothing, fish poisons, items for export of local sale,
adhesives or caulking and musical instruments, all of which were reported for at least
eleven species” (Thaman 2008 : 56). This analysis is based on traditional uses, many of
which have lapsed or are only employed in emergencies as modern technologies have
replaced them.

3.4 Symbiotic Commoditisation
Symbiosis, thought of as “protracted physical associations among organisms of different
species without respect to outcome”, can be found in the legacy of musical instruments
and resources and from the inspiration that can be gained from conditions and
disturbances of the environment and biota (Larson 2011: 86). There may be a lasting
symbiotic relationship of this sort retained in music. In recent years symbiosis has also
often been defined in relation to the economy, as “a widespread biological phenomenon
that preceded by eons the human world and the invention of money” and as “mutually
helpful relationships . . . implying social contract or cost-benefit analysis by the partners”
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(Larson 2011). The sorts of transformations that musical groups like the Narasirato
Panpipers from Western 'Are'are have undergone – the changes in their instruments,
resources and products – reflect that in this part of 'Are'are musicians are discovering a
new motivation. The symbiotic criterion for making music has changed from the moral
obligation of protecting local, internal and environmental dynamics.
New reasons for making music involve the commoditisation of time, commercial
interests and the ability to appeal to larger audiences. “Music is no longer merely an
international language, it is an international commodity” (Copland 1952: 18).
Commercial interests in music are a reflection of an increase in commercial activities
and behaviours from a subsistence model to a more modern model of the economy.
Musical practices co-exist, reflecting subsistent and capitalist motivations. For example,
growth in musical commoditisation may parallel developments in technology, such as in
the 1980s when the portability and versatility of the cassette tape superseded the
limitations of vinyl records.
The Narasirato players are something of a new phenomenon. They are professional full
time 'Are'are musicians. A positive correlation may be shown qualitatively between the
dynamic balance of retaining tradition and exploring commercial options. This occurs
when people are faced with the dilemma of whether to maintain their traditional
livelihoods and rights to land, or whether to sell the products of the land and establish a
commercial enterprise. This balance, for Narasirato, means the group has begun to
exist in a social time scale that is increasingly distinct from the biorhythms of the village.
This effects the “rhythmology” (Mels 2004) of the group, the theoretical act of,
“descending from the great rhythms forced upon us by the universe to the finer rhythms
that play upon man's [sic] most exquisite sensibilities” (Mels 2004: 24).
I first heard of the Narasirato Panpipers after contacting the British Museum to inquire
about their “Melanesia project”, which aims to identify relationships between art objects,
narrative and ownership. I contacted Ben Burt who directed me to David Akin, a
Solomon Islands researcher and Managing Editor at the University of Michigan's
Journal of Comparative Studies in Society and History International Quarterly. David
provided details of a Panpipe group with links in 'Are'are who are actively promoting
their music to a world audience. This group, the Narasirato Panpipers, are an interesting
representative of current 'Are'are musical practice.
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The Narasirato Panpipers come from a village in the remote southern end of Malaita.
Matthew Houaisuta M.B.E. started the group as a way to give street kids “something to
do besides hang around” (Gravelle 1995: 9). The group aims to revive and maintain
'Are'are cultural heritage. In their home village of Oterama they pursue a traditional
subsistence lifestyle while developing their passion for music, song and dance. The
group is extending its repertoire of traditional music and have taken the sound of the
panpipes to many different parts of the world. Narasirato tribal ancestry comprises a
number of families who live in the 'Are'are region. A people who live close to the sounds
of nature, their culture is embedded in the sounds of the insects, animals, water and the
environment around them.
In addition to their touring schedule, the Narasirato Panpipers have in the past offered a
cultural exchange programme as part of an education and ecotourism initiative. I
contacted Peter Keelan, the group's former manager, to obtain information about the
exchange opportunity and using it as a potential case study and way to include an
applied method in this thesis. I registered my interest in all the workshops outlined in the
details for the cultural exchange:

•

Traditional 'Are'are dance

•

Traditional 'Are'are panpipe construction and playing techniques

•

Music overview, including traditional tapping tubes, log drumming, thong-ophones, conch shells, mouth-bow

•

'Are'are traditional culture, including their subsistence gardens, fishing, canoe
paddling, traditional ovens, language, history, food collection and other practices.

In his response, Mr Keelan informed me that it would be possible to study with
Narasirato in Oterama Village. He also noted the likelihood that this would also be an
excellent starting point of contact with other proponents of 'Are'are music, dance and
customs, as the neighbouring village has a traditional log drum ensemble. Musical
practices may sometimes be best related to through other musical practices, rather than
through aspects of culture. The Narasirato cultural exchange opportunity offers a
chance for specialised music study and consequently less need to impose ethnological
analysis to obtain musical findings.
Engaging with the Narasirato group could generate further interest if, for example, as a
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direct result of training with the Narasirato group, an 'Are'are music module in world
music papers could be included university courses. Promoting a relationship between
Narasirato and a consistent body of students could have a positive result for the future
of Solomon Islands higher education as well as diversifying the options available to
current students. Further networking in the region will be needed to establish contacts
with more communication via the Internet to implement the goal of developing
institutional resources.
It should be noted that the opportunities that I had to engage with the music of 'Are'are
could be considered highly fortuitous. Dr Alice Aruhe'eta Pollard, of the communications
bureau 'Leadership Solomons', a native of 'Are'are, stressed that the local managers of
the Narasirato group are standout individuals for their level of involvement in traditional
items. Studying traditional 'Are'are items is challenging because of the period of relative
instability since colonial government, where these practices were affected by outside
influences. This serves as a reminder of the significant effect the colonial era had on
tradition. Dr Pollard suggested that it would be useful to maintain contact with individuals
who have a Narasirato association. John Maneniaru comes from “the area that panpipe
is being played” (Pollard, Alice Aruhe'eta, 07/04/2010 Personal Communication). These
comments can be taken to suggest that some areas of 'Are'are may have lost links with
this music, as is broadly the case with parts of the Solomon Islands.

3.5 The Narasirato Panpipers and 'Au Roko au
The Narasirato example also serves to highlight the 'au roko au type of panpipe rafts
mentioned earlier in this chapter. According to Solomon Islands based Narasirato group
manager John Maneniaru, the 'au roko au type of panpipe is the outcome of research
conducted by 'Are'are resident Isaac Houmawai in the mid 1960s.
In the last thirty to forty years a new type of panpipe has entered into the catalogue of
‘Are’are musical instruments. This signals that changes have occurred in the area that
have pitched the course of these instruments and songs toward a different audience,
as a result their physical properties have begun to change. Most of the 'Are'are
panpipes have not changed markedly in recent years. Traditional songs are memorised
and traditional instruments are created specifically to match songs.
In light of this changing environment, one question to ask is whether the instruments
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have changed as a result of the availability and quality of bamboo from which panpipes
are made. John Maneniaru's view, in relation to his and Narasirato's home village of
Oterama and the surrounding area, is that the 'Are'are pipes have not changed for this
reason, and traditional pipes have not changed at all. This is not to say that the scarcity
of bamboo is not an issue, but over use and commercial forest activities have begun to
limit the availability of bamboo with the correct node length and dimensions.
John Maneniaru's own impression of the health and state of bamboo resources around
his village was that places where the desirable bamboo with appropriate node lengths
are found have changed. Slade Rurumae, an employee of the Solomon Islands
Meteorological Service and contemporary of Morris Anioa, both from the Eastern
'Are'are village Su'u, thinks that the total biomass of bamboo in 'Are'are might have
changed over the last forty years and it is also likely that time taken travelling to harvest
bamboo has increased (Rurumae, Slade July 2010 Personal Communication). The
value of the bamboo is affected by the relative cost of travelling time (Wratten 2011).
If we note that Su'u village itself is only forty to fifty years old (Anioa, Morris July 2010
Personal Communication), it is likely that the bamboo around the village has diminished
and places that were once inhabited have had a chance to rejuvenate.4 Bamboo is
harvested from wild and cultivated plants. Loss to forest fires is not a problem in
'Are'are, unlike areas in Guadalcanal where disused coconut plantations have been
allowed to grow back as long grass thereby creating a fire problem. As there are now
more villages in ‘Are’are, water use has increased and more streams are in use.

4

Available in Wealth of the Solomons: A history of a Pacific Archipelago, 1800-1978, and Pacific Forest by
J. A. Bennett
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Image 3.4 Bamboo building supplies taken from the inland gardens to the coastal village of Su'u,
in Manawai Harbour, East 'Are'are (Personal photograph by author July 2010)

Image 3.5 Shaded Green Bamboo Grove, Su'u Village Gardens East 'Are'are (Personal
photograph by author July 2010)
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Image 3.6 Image 3.6 John Anioa, lashing together 'au tahana
(Personal photograph by author July 2010)

Bamboo plantations will often contain two distinct colours of bamboo stem, green or
yellow. Green bamboo and yellow bamboo are favoured for different uses, but green
bamboo is dependent on yellow bamboo for shade. Green bamboo can be used for
musical instruments (I witnessed John Anioa, of Su'u in East 'Are'are, building a set of
'au tahana from freshly cut green bamboo). Yellow bamboo is desired for building
materials. Because of catering to the needs of builders, green bamboo can be relatively
scarce despite not having been over-harvested. Valuing these two colours of bamboo
for their distinct uses is a step toward ensuring the cultural safety of 'Are'are traditional
musical instruments and preserving the complexity of the non-timber forest resources.
The effects of canopy removal are pronounced and are advantageous to the strength of
the bamboo as green bamboo that has grown in shade is less strong than hard yellow,
which is optimally grown in full sun.
John Anioa does not make 'au roko au, the 'Western 'Are'are' inspired panpipe used by
the Narasirato Panpipers. His panpipes are tuned by ear and do not conform precisely
to western tone divisions of scale. Whereas the 'au roko au are an invention of the last
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fifty years, the 'au tahana have been in circulation for approximately one thousand
(Anioa, M. & J., Personal Communication June 2010). For preservation, panpipes are
either heated and fired or simply left in the sun. The older pipes in John Anioa's
collection are all fired. A thirty year old set of 'au kiro is shown in Image 3.7.

Image 3.7 Left to right: Newly made 'au tahana, sukusuku and two sets of 'au kiro. Everything
about these instruments, including the twine used to bind them, is a natural product of the
surrounding environment (Personal photograph by author July 2010).

The 'au tahana that were made during my stay remained green for the first six weeks,
after which they changed colour in the sun. Using the sun to dry the panpipes is only
possible in the dry season and after several weeks I witnessed the green bamboo turn
yellow. During firing, the colour of the pipes changes to a dark brown. The processes of
firing and sun drying are known as ha'anara-a, according to Geerts (1970: 21) this
means to expose to the sun for drying. This process can also be described as ha'ara
mo’a, meaning 'cause to make strong'.
Each length of bamboo is cut until the note, or frequency it makes, corresponds to the
frequencies of the pitches remembered by the instrument's maker. In this way, the
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instruments are also a temporary record of the more lasting songs. 'Au roko au, in
contrast, which are tuned to be played with western guitars and keyboards, are
standardised, formulated and tuned to equal temperament tuning. This has increasingly
been the case for modern western instruments over past centuries. The Narasirato's
use of 'au roko au represents a fascinating example of adaption.
3.6 From Internal to External Environmental Influences
Since the early 1990s, the Narasirato management have endeavoured to attend major
world music festivals like WOMAD and WOMEX. The Narasirato management has been
semi-professional and supported by the band members' community. Narasirato’s stage
choreography is an aspect of their performance that John Maneniaru believes is
currently inspired by the group’s members, but that their stage presence could be
assisted by professional direction in choreography. In the Solomon Islands, possibly the
most encouraging option for a potential theatre training institute presently exists in
Honiara and the facilities are provided by the Solomon Islands Development Trust.
Theatre programmes that incorporate social messages are currently run at SIDT.
Choreography is a different art form needing different facilities. The SIDT's ambition is
to expand into a broader based media community that could potentially incorporate the
study of choreography, with the effective transmission of cultural messages as a focus.
Some technical recording and engineering concepts and aspects of theatre procedures
are offered at SIDT in its capacity as a multi-banded NGO with the ambitious goals of
creating local media and developing community.
Some groups who are unable to communicate their actions in the limited format of an
album use film. DVD videos exist for the Wasikananara Cultural Panpipers, another
panpipe group from 'Are'are, and are effective in communicating specific images,
whereas albums leave the listener to imagine the actions that accompany the music.
Peter Keelan, founder of The Pan People Project and director of The Pan People, a
documentary film looking at the traditions of panpipes from around the globe
(http://panpeople.com.au),

has

retired

from

managing

Narasirato.

The

new

management of the group looked inward and drew on the good management practices
and knowledge from people like John Maneniaru and others in the community.
According to John Maneiaru, if there is a Narasirato archive of recorded material Peter
Keelan holds onto this for the time being. In recent years Narasirato management and
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their international profile has been taken over by Jason Mayall and the Joe Strummer
Foundation (Cornwell 2012).
The Narasirato Panpipers group model has recently been scaled down from around
twenty players to nearer twelve or eight, to accommodate for the economic and
organisational realities of touring internationally. In the early 1990s performances in the
Solomon Islands could feature twenty plus pipers. John Maneniaru stated that a request
for twenty plus players today “would be lovely” and deliver “a real pow!” The
arrangement of twenty or more players would feature a minimum of: four alto, four tenor
and two bass panpipes and percussion. The streamlined international tour group of
eight to twelve is approximately: four tenor panpipes and one bass panpipe, and three
percussion instruments. In the small ensemble, a percussive 'keyboard' takes the place
of the bass section, and in the full ensemble two keyboards “interlock” creating
polyrhythms.
In light of the non-traditional nature of the instruments the Narasirato are using, and the
relative lack of repertoire for these instruments, in comparison to the more traditional
'Are'are panpipe forms, composition of songs is done by band members. What inspires
and motivates the Narasirato musicians who play 'au roko au is different to that which
inspires the playing of traditional panpipes such as the 'au keto, 'au kiro or 'au tahana.
There is an 'au for every occasion and the contemporary 'au roko au is no exception.
The inspiration for 'au roko au may be related to a desire to succeed in making music
professionally in 21st century Western 'Are'are. 'Au roko au is therefore not just related
to the playability between guitar and panpipe, but also a reflection of the changing
environmental influences commodity driven resource management brings. Narasirato's
drive is becoming increasingly professional, John reflects. Narasirato have formed part
of the line-up in the 2009 Australasian World Music Expo and in 2010 played at the both
‘The Dreaming Festival’ and ‘Fuji Rock Festival’.
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Image 3.8 Narasirato at the Australasian World Music Expo Image Source: Simon Raynor
(Director) Terrasphere Productions, Australasian World Music Expo.

In 2011, Narasirato played at Britain’s major Glastonbury festival and in 2012 achieved
their goal of reaching WOMAD (World of Music and Dance). In a personal
correspondence, John Maneniaru indicated that this international touring schedule is the
preferred course of action for the Narasirato Panpipers at present.
If a more general appeal required for rock festival audiences is to be fostered, the band
might experience a dilution of the cultural significance of the music and choreographed
actions. Following their performance at the 2010 Dreaming Festival, one reviewer in
anticipation of the group's performance at the Fuji Rock Festival in Niigata, Japan,
wrote:
The Narasirato Pan Pipers are not your typical Fujirock
band, to be sure and certainly the easiest act to spot in a
crowd, but when they take to the stage at Orange Court
next month, the promoters at Smash can proudly check off
the “World Music” box from their to-do list. Dressed in
traditional clothing and body paint, the Pipers will certainly
draw a crowd and when they play, feet will definitely start
moving. But hopefully those in attendance will also be
reminded of what the word “tribal” truly meant before it was
co-opted

by

the

club

scene

and

tattoo

parlours.

(http://www.fujirock.com/2010/06/jungle-boogie-thenarasirato-pan-pipers/ cited 24/2/2011)
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I had the privilege of seeing the Narasirato Panpipers play while attending and
volunteering at the Dreaming Festival near Brisbane, Australia. The Dreaming Festival
was a very positive experience for the Panpipers and everyone who attended.
Volunteering as an usher, I was given access to backstage areas and it was possible to
discuss some features of the performance with the players before and after their show.
Three panpipers from Narasirato introduced themselves to me at the Dreaming festival:
Andy Manero'u, a drummer, Charlie Wakioiu, bass pipe player and Willy Aitakara, bass
thong-o-phone/drummer and vocalist. It was useful to have some engagement with the
group and to establish with them that I was interested in the cultural exchange
programme run from Oterama as an ecotourism venture. In these discussions, we were
able to confirm that, on arrival in Honiara, John Maneniaru was the correct person to
seek out if further arrangements and discussions were desired.
Narasirato and John Maneniaru are ambitious to see the development of an 'Are'are
Indigenous Knowledge Centre (Gravelle 1994) – a culture-house building project – as
an initiative of the next government. The culture-house project was also discussed by
Smith Masika, as a possibility for the Tariuna School. Three 'Are'are men to whom I was
introduced by my guide Morris Anioa: Benidict Paurara, Michael Houisuta and David
Koka'e, wanted to establish an indigenous knowledge centre in East 'Are'are at a site
called Puritoro. Morris's father John Anioa also raised a similar idea for the area of
Manawai and Su'u. I mentioned this to John Maneniaru, who was elected as Member of
Parliament for West 'Are'are in 2010, in case he was not aware that similar desires were
held in other parts of 'Are'are.
How the organisers of these various project initiatives communicate between
themselves could of significance if they are to receive syndicated support from national
or provincial government. The impression that cultural research 'houses' or 'centres' are
notionally supported facilities within the 'Are'are community is furthermore in evidence
and given credit through a background organisation of the central 'Are'are youth
association and the Nukuuruwara panpipers. An 'Are'are Cultural Research Association
is referenced in the Nukuuruwara album Warato'o, released by Indigenous Media and
recorded at Trio Sound Recording.
John Anioa's idea for a knowledge centre involved building a custom-house to use as a
teaching room. This would house: 'au tahana, 'au kiro and other traditional bamboo
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instruments including, 'au takaiori (eight panpipe rafts), 'au suku'suku (one bundle), 'au
ni'mako (stone and bamboo stamping tubes), 'au ware (one bow), 'au tahana, kiro'au
(eight panpipe rafts), apaapai (one panpipe raft) and 'au keto (six panpipe rafts).
Appreciation of these instruments could possibly disappear in time as younger
generations have less inclination to comprehend their significance. There is therefore
good reason to look at these potential learning centres and ask that the current
generation, who possess understanding of these instruments, be encouraged to
preserve this knowledge and that they themselves be honoured as “living human
treasures”. This notion is outlined by the United Nations’ definition of “Intangible Cultural
Heritage”.
As a result of Isaac Houmawai's research, the 'au roko au can be treasured for some
time yet, as a model for another generation of innovative instruments that reflect natural
inflections of traditional instruments, and original impressions and sources of inspiration.
Young people are clearly welcome to express themselves with relatively modern
instruments, such as the 'au roko au. Nevertheless, the traditional forms of panpipes are
important for the empirical foundation they represent.
Narasirato played three times during The Dreaming Festival, and were seen improvising
on stage with the Sunshine Reggae Band from Ikunji, Haasts Bluff. The SRB were
described in the festival information booklet as: “They sing in both Luritja and English, of
the old ways, their home land and the lives they lead. Accomplished musicians, they
carve out solid desert reggae grooves and pump out pulsing middle-of-the-dirt-road
music” (Dreaming Festival 2010). Making use of the Narasirato's well-tempered 'au roko
au, the overall symbiosis with the Sunshine Reggae Band was well received and no
less inspired by the tropics of 'Are'are, as by the contrasting climate of Central Australia.
During their Dreaming Sets Narasirato used four now relatively seasoned 'au roko au
panpipes and some contemporary stage instruments. The ‘au roko au instruments
made up the front section and the contemporary ones made up the rear; the players
stood on stage in two rows of four. Some of the more contemporary instruments
included the 'thong-o-phones', played by striking the open end of several large pieces of
bamboo arranged in rows with rubber jandals (also known as thongs or flip-flops). The
thong-o-phone is sometimes also struck with coconut husks. Coconut husks were once
the predominant implements to use, but have been replaced by jandals because of their
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abundance in society. This type of innovation and human ingenuity of adjacent
possibilities is threaded throughout history (Johnson S., 2010: 29).
The two different podiums that Narasirato played on at The Dreaming Festival were
known as Dancestry and Blak Dramatics. Their first performance was in a large
marquee at the Blak Dramatics on a raised stage; it was in the late evening immediately
after the band had arrived in Australia. The larger Dancestry stage was a site where the
performers were under shelter but the audience was not. Both the stages were set up to
enhance music that featured a lively demonstration of dance and body language to
convey meaning.

Image 3.9 Narasirato Panpipers at the Dancestry stage, The Dreaming Festival 2010 (Personal
photograph by author July 2010)

In 2010, The Dreaming Festival site included a theatre, a welcome and information
area, ceremonial grounds, galleries, workshops and forum spaces. The Dreaming is an
experience that strives to incorporate a sense of community among the Australian
Aboriginal custodians of the sacred site. People visit The Dreaming site, gathering
through a mutual interest in the music of the greater region – including Australia, New
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Zealand and the Pacific. This could be felt especially during opening and closing
ceremonies that recounted anecdotes from the history of the Jinibari people and the
Jinibari country, drawing from music and “dancestry” which was adapted for the festival
audience.
In a 2007 Album, Naratana Hiona, Cry of the Ancestors The Narasirato Panpipers
achieved a balance of songs that describe the meaningful relationships they have with
their culture, ancestry and environment by means of traditional and contemporary
recording techniques and instruments. The 'au roko au is a genealogical synthesis of
many panpipes and its intended harmonic compatibility with western instruments is the
product of both Isaac Houmawai's research in the 1960s and the ongoing support of his
many students (Edward Waiwaimae and Eddie Hoasihata, Personal Communication
July 2010). Roko au means “compatible with”, 'au roko au – “the compatible au
(panpipe)”. From the late 20th Century to date, the Narasirato Panpipers have
incorporated the 'au roko au as a traditional element of their performances along with
more recent innovations in bamboo musical instruments: keyboards, thong-o-phones
and drums.
Performances by Narasirato and the use of the 'au roko au in a setting such as The
Dreaming could constitute a destruction of acoustic specificity by amplified sound
(Gallon 2003). Defined harmonically, the 'au roko au are less harmonically
distinguishable from other instruments of the world than their predecessors. Defined in
the context of their performance environment, however, they represent 'Are'are and
particularly Oterama and West 'Are'are very well. The question of acoustic specificity
can be a complex one which applies to the axes of social and physical variables.
Originally, a panpipe ensemble within 'Are'are could identify the players and
performance from a single village. Narasirato still identify with a single village and as
their audience is internationally complex the identity derived from their instruments and
performance is perhaps more specific than when they play in 'Are'are.
From the album, Cry of the Ancestors (Narasirato 2007), cultural and environmental
influences with respect to track titles are as follows:
1.

Hote (Paddling)

2.

Ao (The White Heron)

3.

Auni Totoraha ni 'Are'are (Panpipe culture of 'Are'are)
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Araha Ni Mane (Chief for the People)

5.

Mato 'Are' Inau (Land is My Property)

6.

Wawasitani (Whistling Natural Sounds of Nature)

7.

Warato'o (Prophetic Word)

8.

Naratana Hiona (Cry of the Ancestors)

9.

Te'etou (Side Step with Toes)

10.

Nikia (My Mother)

11.

Naratana Papa (Grandmother's Lament)

12.

Haiorisiha Iraona 'Are'are (Changes in 'Are'are Society)

13.

Mairao (Being Impatient)

14.

Totoraha (Culture)

15.

Manunuasi (Birds of the Sea)

16.

Totoraha Inau Ne Maurihaku (My Culture is My Life)

17.

Inamae (Orphan Child)
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From this list, tracks 1,2,4,6,7,8,9,10,11,13 and 15 can be identified with Narasirato's
unique heritage, specific to 'Are'are. While tracks 3,5,12,14,16 and 17 relate more to
issues that have arisen since Narasirato took on the role of representing 'Are'are as
ambassadors of culture to the world. In comparison we can look at track titles from a set
performed in 2010 in East 'Are'are by John Anioa and his brother on the more traditional
'au tahana and 'au kiro instruments:
Performance Data:
Where: Su'u Village Kitchen
Players: John Anioa, Charles Suemaoa
How: Recorded during field research with a ZOOM H4 handheld device.
Performers' Background: John and Charles were trained by their fathers, George Waitoi
and Charles Hoawauri respectively.
Recordings 1-5 on 'au tahana
1.

Eta (Opening Piece - this piece is as old as the 'au tahana itself)

2.

Amamta (Mourning)

3.

Kae Kae ni hero (The Movement of Plants Blowing in the Wind)

4.

Po'o (Hungry Pig)

5.

Rawarawa ni pora/kaura (The Younger Birds, Dove/Frigate Bird)
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Parts 6-9 on the 'au kiro including Samson Maehia third part on panpipe
6.

Suru au (First Meal e.g. Breakfast, Also Indicates a Feast will Follow the Playing)

7.

Sisi oro (Sparrow's Cry in the Morning Chorus)

8.

Porowera (A Baby Cries and a Mother Soothes them)

9.

Sisi ho (Wind Sounds)

These nine field-recording tracks made in East 'Are'are, seem to better represent
environmental influences from 'Are'are than songs representing culture that feature in
some of the Narasirato tracks. Similar, local, environmental inspiration can be found in
Hugo Zemp's recordings from the 1970s (Zemp 1973). Tai (1997) suggests that the
music of 'Are'are often depicts the sounds of animals, birds, the trees and other aspects
of the ecology. The musical performances skilfully depict daily life and the environment
and each piece has a Sisihora – a story of origin.
The recording quality on the ZOOM H4 and the breakthrough in technology that it
represents - solid state data storage, huge capacity and compact design - generated its
own considerable interest from people in 'Are'are. The performers John and Charles
were impressed by the fidelity and quality of playback through headphones immediately
following their performances. These recordings of 'au tahana and 'au kiro are of
incomplete

ensembles

and

can

be

found

at

http://soundcloud.com/siimf-

soundcloud/sets. In the case of the 'au tahana, the recordings are of just two panpipes.
A double of each instrument that would usually make up the ensemble is missing that
would usually make up the ensemble. For the 'au kiro three instruments are in use and
John and Charles are joined by Samson. A full ‘au tahana ensemble according to Anioa
would involve eight instruments (two sets of four instruments). These conditions were
noted at the time of the recording as being unusual for these performances. The
recordings of these smaller, ensembles published to Sound Cloud, are not a full
representation of the traditional ensembles of 'au tahana and 'au kiro, but may be useful
as an alternative media format to CD's and LP's.

3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the concepts of how sound is a communicative action and how sounds
communicate deeply felt sentiments, have been looked with regard to the 'Are'are
environment. Many of the concepts discussed in this chapter, especially of music
inspired by the environment, aptly exemplify their conceptual setting. A concept derived
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from nature and employed in music may be used as part of understanding the natural
world. This chapter discussed how concepts that are examples of environmental
influences, through ideas such as accelerando and acceleration, can be recapitulated
musically and can thus serve to signify the structure and function of core ecological
concepts.
Environmental influences in the music of 'Are'are are shown to extend beyond local
horizons and in the following chapters national and global influences that have an
impact on the sound of 'Are'are music will be discussed.

Chapter Four: National
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4.1 Introduction
This chapter moves from the local environment, which was predominantly the focus of
Chapter Three, to focus on how characteristics of music are retained in a nationwide
context. Environmental influences, related to a Solomon Islands nationwide context,
have an impact on the music of 'Are'are and in turn the music of 'Are'are contributes to
this national identity shaping. Chapter Four will discuss how music conceived in Honiara
and the Solomon Islands is of consequence to music in 'Are'are.
Aspects of 'Are'are music have become incorporated into the lifestyles of people in
urban environments, mainly Honiara. For example, lullabies have been printed into
songbooks, drums have become museum pieces and music has become the subject of
course material in educational institutions. Community members have attended
workshops and networking at these events has offered ways of empowering themselves
via music.
Chapter Four will focus on how ‘Are’are music has moved on from its nested and
environmental origins and what it means to craft music outside of where resources, and
inspiration for that music, are embedded. A new location involves looking at a
manufactured environment and examining how music that is recognisably connected to
a former location takes on new forms, roles and energy.

4.2 Collective Empathic Response
Music that is widely known produces a degree of collective empathy whether in a
unique, environmental context, or in a translocated and engineered context. Regula
Qureshi calls this quality 're-signification' (Qureshi 2000). That is, the ability of a number
of people to empathise with the experience that the music assembles.
Nature motivates and inspires behavioural patterns through musical means. These
patterns have been discussed up to now as core ecological concepts, which are also
manifested through the explicit products and the implicit structure and function of music's
flows, cycles, rhythms and nested or embedded systems. These structures, functions
and environmental influences are recognisable in the products, adjacent possibilities and
processes of music making. These include the concepts of: resonance, dynamic
balance, entrainment and groove, velocity and acceleration, tempo, echo, reverberation
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and rafts (as in a rafts of panpipes). All of these occur in nature as both structural
components of music and core ecological concepts.
Musical expression involves many unsolved enigmas. However, any expressions of
emotion made by simple sounds can also apply to more developed expressions of
emotion in song. This may be one of the primary purposes of all music. The emotional
effect of a song can depend on the way it is performed. For instance, passion often
depends on a degree of vocal power; such that a song of passionate character requires
a voice of sufficient power and range, that enough power is delivered without noticeable
exertion. Biologist Charles Darwin suggests that the “effect is thus seen to depend not
merely on the actual sounds, but also in part on the nature of the action which produces
the sounds” (Darwin 1965: 89).
The interpretation of a song, its tempo, smoothness of flow, dynamic balance and so on,
is also an expression of the muscular actions that produce the sound. In this way, a
dancer can be the primary means, or vehicle, of expression for the emotive content of
music, especially if the musicians are unseen and cannot offer their own visual gestures
to the audience. The interpretations of these gestures go on to create empathy and can
be attributed to the mirror neurons and the close link between recognising and
performing a gesture or a facial expression (McGilchrist 2009). Perception of
accelerando, by analogy, to use a musical example, may relate to whether we are at
once seeing, hearing or feeling acceleration. It is possible to recognise a common
concept throughout these various experiences, which are both direct (music
accelerating) and interpretive (music depicting acceleration).
Certain sounds have physiological effects, “indeed, in some way or other, be connected
with the well-known arithmetical relations between the rates of vibration of the sounds
which form a musical scale” and with “the greater or lesser mechanical facility with which
the vibrating apparatus of the human larynx passes from one state of vibration to
another” (Darwin 1965: 90). Equally, it is thought that readiness to hear sound, whether
through advanced warning or cultural conditioning, is connected with the ability to react.
In the context of music therapy: “if patients are not ready for the power of sound, they
might be harmed psychologically” (Koen 2009: 47).
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When a loud-speaker is subjected to a great amplitude of sound, it can act as a (less
than effective) microphone in an electrical circuit. Musical experience, in proportion to
the amount of vibrational energy produced and absorbed by the vocal organ, may be
related to other dimensions and other features of human anatomy, for example, the skin
(Yamada 2001, Gillespie 1999). This gives rise to “chills”, “pleasure states resulting from
increased sympathetic arousal” and “thrills” (Pessin 2012: 358, Sprecher 2012: 1).
Hearing is not the only way one can respond to, or perceive, music. The larynx and other
physiological features such as skin, can also aid perception. According to music
physiologist Herman von Helmholtz, the ear is, however, a particularly well-shaped
cavity to make strong impressions of high notes. The connection between music and the
emotions can signal that vibrations of music catalyse within the body, stimulating
electrochemical flow and reactions in brain chemistry. This occurs while the body is
poised to respond through its intrinsic instincts motivated by healing.
The human body is constantly purifying blood, removing toxins, fighting off germs,
metabolising, taking in oxygen and performing countless other bio-physiological
processes. When enough of these processes are in a dysfunctional state, healing
ceases and a process of imbalance or disease begins (Koen 2009: 197). This is a
complex dynamic supported by a variety of non-linear fluids and hormonal responses.
These respond in different ways to the vibrations of certain resonant frequencies, which
create variable pressures resulting in liquefaction of body fluids. Correspondingly,
through resonant frequencies socially interpreted as music, sound prediction and
anticipation stimulates endorphins, dopamine and regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF),
as well as fluid in the inner ear, larynx and endocrine systems triggering music's capacity
to move people physiologically and emotionally (Darwin 1965: 217, Limb 2006, Peretz
2006: 23, Sprecher 2012: 38).
Studies have shown that acute listening skills have been important enough to have an
impact on the evolution of cranial bone structure. The migration of jaw bones in humans
(and other mammals), that once provided structural support to the jaw, now form part of
the middle ear, where they are no longer structural, but function in the acute process of
listening (Fitch 2006).
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Traditional music that is in tune with the vibrations of an ecosystem can be thought of as
a companion to health, sustainability and education, because of the entrainment of life
cycles with human rhythms, networks and systems. A reduction of this role can lead to
societal health problems and dissonant behavioural symptoms that are not temporally,
and harmonically consonant, or resonant, with the connection to nature that manifested
itself in music originally (Clayton 2004). Social psychologist Robert Levine suggests: “the
pace of an environment affects people differently . . . This leads to the most critical art of
all – achieving a healthy fit between yourself and your environment” (Levine 1997: 215).

Image 4.1 “Ash Box” Art works by Derek Smith of Sheffield, Great Britain. (Image reproduced with
permission of the artist 14/03/2011)

Image 4.1 shows two boxes; the wood's grain represents a non-linear resonance
showing inter-seasonal oscillations in Earth's atmosphere. They are examples of
resources and inspiration from the environment that represent the same implicit order,
underlying concepts and attributes of nature, which can be ascribed to a set of core
ecological concepts which are also inspiration for music. These wooden boxes are an
example of the same non-linear resonance that feature in the modulations of music.
They make good examples of how the concept of resonance can also be utilised for
aesthetic visual appeal.
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4.2.1 Metabolic Music
Traditional music that is resourced and inspired by an ecosystem, that provides
sustenance, may provide the function of relating an individual's sense of rhythm to an
environment's metabolism. The environmentally influenced lullaby, for example, has
been employed successfully “because of the natural ratio of energy consumption”
intrinsic to survival, “which is consistent with the amount of energy used by all organisms
– a metabolic range of energy conversion which is remarkably consistent across all life
forms” (Reich 2008). Examples of music that have managed to combine ecological
sustainability, social fairness and allocative efficiency are evident simply because
behaving in a sustainable fashion has been necessary for their survival – and we only
know about traditional music that has survived. “In these societies patterns of coevolutionary adaptation between social systems and natural systems must have been
the norm" (Daily 1997: 55, Hardin 1968).
Basal, mass-specific metabolic rates are strikingly similar across life’s major habitats,
evidence of a metabolic constant. The traditional music that works with this constant is
able to connect the activities of humans to a level of energy conversion that is consistent
with the balance of life in an ecosystem. This definition of metabolic music is consistent
with relationships between biological and cultural survival. Traditional music may be an
example of not just that which we can observe in our environment, but within its
underlying energy. The mean mass-specific rate of energy consumption across life
forms, from bacteria to large mammals and from algae to sapling trees, is 0.3 – 9 W/Kg.
This means that the most energy consumed is 9 watts per kilogram and the least is thirty
times less at 0.3 W/Kg. This 30 fold difference in energy consumption is a remarkably
narrow range compared with the range in mass across the same sample, where
organisms can be as much as 65,000 times larger or smaller than one another (Reich
2008, Nagy 1999).
Music that only draws on the natural resources surrounding the village (for example, the
bamboo harvested for making the 'Are'are panpipes) may be a procedure that exists
within this same range of energy consumption. With time, a metabolic resource
regenerates, renewing life. The type of activity needed for the lifecycle to reset itself is
naturally, but deterministically, nonlinear, like noise. This is to say that rest is the
absence of maintaining order. However, across a dynamic system such as a natural
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ecosystem, where one element might rest while another is in action, 'noise', or 'rest' can
in fact be very difficult to produce. While the individuals of the ecosystem may rest, the
system itself seldom rests. An example of stochastic noise in a state of rest can be
observed through the active anatomical apparatus a rabbit uses to sense smell. The
electroencephalogram (EEG) of the olfactory bulb of a rabbit that is awake, but
essentially at rest and not smelling anything in particular, looks like random noise. When
the same rabbit actively smells something and is interested in what it can smell, an EEG
showing electrochemical impulses across the olfactory bulb displays patterned bursts of
activity with regular periodicity (Goodwin 1994: 67). In a dynamic system where an
excitable medium is capable of producing ordered patterns, noise can in fact be harder
to produce than ordered patterns. Music can be considered metaphorically or biologically
as part of an active medium in that it exists as part of a systemic but nonlinear dynamic
balance. Because this system is capable of producing patterns and very seldom rests
entirely, this tends towards behaviours with regular pulses, rest states and rhythms or
other patterns of behaviour and interaction of the syndication of cycles and flows.
Within a metabolic range of energy consumption, greater biodiversity leads to a greater
number of channels through which energy might flow. This concept was addressed in
Chapter Three (section 3.3.3) where at the ecotone a positive correlation was shown to
exist between bio-diversity and an eco-system's stability (Daily 1997: 105). Hence, the
potential for sound specific music practices to also depend on eco-system stability.
Stability can be defined as resistance to disturbance through a measure of change in
magnitude and resilience can be defined as a measure of recovery from disturbance or
perturbation. These link the passing of time in music with metabolism. Musical patterns
may be metabolic, ultra-radian (cycle within one day) and infra-radian (cycles of greater
than one day duration). “It has been established that numerous physiological processes,
from photosynthesis in plants to motor activity in mammals, have an autonomous moreor-less 24-hour cycle which can be synchronised with the diurnal light-dark cycle by
entrainment” (Robertson 1975). Metabolic music may be called this if, for example, it is
related to a seasonal feast cycle, or with the experience of waking and being lulled to
sleep (Roroweara).
Preferences in adulthood verses preferences for listening experiences during infancy
(which may typically be exclusive to a mother's voice) still rely on multimodal senses at
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play. A tape-recording, a living breathing voice, the physical presence of another person
or close touch, are quite different. This is akin to a dancer's movements interpreting
music for an audience. One example of multimodal sense perception is demonstrated by
infants, as young as one month, who are able to recognise by sight an object, which they
have previously held in their mouths but never seen (Feldman 2010:126). Whether the
lullaby is a product of the infant's environment, or whether it is a product of cultural
history, the difference is a metabolism contained in the music, which is in keeping with
the metabolism of the surrounding ecosystem and sustenance (and entrainment) of
environmental determinants and the finite metabolic range discussed above. For
simplicity's sake, we can define a metabolic music as one that is interdependent on the
sustainability of its environmental resources and inspiration. While metabolism can be
demonstrated to occur within a finite band of energy consumption across all species of
life, on translocation cultural lullabies may become engineered and repurposed.
4.2.2 Engineered Contexts of Music
Most recorded music today relies on some form of engineering to aid the end product.
Rafts of panpipes, for example, utilise the engineering concept of lashing, common to
most man-made rafts. Central to the construction of a panpipe, is the concept that rafts
may have been inspired by rafts of seaweed. When seeking a natural precedent for a
‘raft of panpipes’, or a ‘musical bridge’, it is expedient to think about how these
prototypes were originally conceived and invoked in concepts of (especially ecological)
engineering (Jones 1994). Rafts of seaweed have been called rafts because they
sometimes transport other species long distances (Waters 2011). Rafts of panpipes and
rafts of seaweed are related because of a shared idea of the function of a raft; it can be
said that the panpipe is a natural artefact that has taken the people of 'Are'are places.
Inspired by an ecosystem, likewise, it can be said that a 'raft' of notes (a non-technical
term) may serve as an example in notation of the practical ramifications for music of biomimicry or the recapitulation of nature.
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Image 4.1 ‘Musical Rafts’

Life forms exist within similar ranges of metabolic energy consumption; while music
making often exceeds the metabolic rate of energy consumption. One example of
energy in excess of the mean metabolic rate behind bio-phonic song forms, can be
shown through 'Are'are panpipe examples, where materials and inspiration are drawn
from powerful geo-phonic forces of cyclones that have inspired the open pipes ('au waa).
What we recognise as human adaptation is also multimodal, learned from infancy and
potentially demonstrable by music, which is definitive of the environment. Multimodal
awareness is demonstrated by the notion of affordances, and perceptual growth is aided
by the discovery of affordances. For example, when infants learn that they might fall
when walking down a ramp, the ramp then affords the possibility of falling. When people
learn that their environment affords the possibility of spontaneous musical discovery,
then their environment also affords the possibility of listening for music. The music does
not ‘drown the environment out’ and the environment affords the possibility of music
making, thus promoting reciprocal and constant awareness of the surroundings through
music. As it is with the example of infants walking on the ramp, who crucially acquire
experience of the ramp, a musical environment that enables people to listen for music
also enables them to listen to music. How music changes to better suit its new
environment can be a matter of asking, ‘in what way do we listen’, for music, rather than
how we listen to music.
4.3 'Are'are Music in Honiara
Through music, community members may be present with, and yet physically distant
from, their stories’ origins. Through traditional music, communities participate in a
dialogue with nature by the use of environmental resources. Through the stories that
survive translocation (Kupiainen 2006), different aspects of peoples’ lifestyles bring
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After music has been translocated, it is no longer in the setting from which it originally
evolved. Initiation rituals highlight potentially important recurring ecological events and
maximise awareness of environmental surroundings. Music that had a role in
communicating conditions of the environment still has the opportunity to communicate
conditions of diverse environments in new settings. Music that has been active in
opportunities to create collective identity can also create collective experiences in new
environments.
Collective experience is a grouping together of occurrences that helps form an
understanding of a concept and empathy among people. Referring to music in this role,
emphasis is needed to show the depth and value of all musical experiences including,
but not limited to, performance. All other concepts and contexts concerning an
instrument can be seen in relation to the primary performance setting, including the
value of musical content and environmental resources, which arise in social contexts
(Johnson 1995: 263). Another way for music to transcend the space in which it was
conceived, is to carry with it inherited messages passed down through generations. In
this sense, the purpose of music may remain constant while the content changes
radically, or the purpose may change while the content remains the same. For example,
a song that was originally an environmental reflection may become a cultural tradition
and need not continue to signify environmental connections to maintain its relevance to
people.
An extended geographic area in which to consider the music of 'Are'are includes the
capital city of the Solomon Islands on the neighbouring island of Guadalcanal. Honiara
provides a wider context on which 'Are'are music can be focussed, in order to consider a
wider set of influences. Other than being a useful way of gauging influences throughout
a larger geographic area, a broader focus can establish a referential terrain where, in the
surrounding areas, 'Are'are music has an impact. In turn, the influences, constraints,
limits, opportunities and impositions of places nearby 'Are'are can also be factored on
this scale. One of the big impacts Honiara has on 'Are'are music can be seen as Honiara
grows as a capital city and develops as an urban centre. The following table (4.1)
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proposed by Ozer Yetkin (2004: 224) compares rural and urban musical values as they
relate to urbanised, modernised or transcultural settings (Yetkin 2004: 224):
Rural

Urban

Sound ideal (instrumental)

Acoustic

Electric/hybridised

Sound ideal (musical)

Authentic

Standardised

Performance mode

Social gatherings

Concerting

Education

Apprenticeship

Schooling, tutoring

Repertoire

Inherited

Composition permitted

Table 4.1 Rural and Urban Musical Values

The expansion of the commercial aspect of the Solomon Islands has had a direct impact
on traditional subsistence living and the materials used to make instruments.
Commercial fishing, for instance, often over-indulges large predator species like tuna.
These intensive methods of fishing are insensitive to the flow on effect of over-using any
one resource disturbing the balance that song and ceremony were a part of, as a means
of traditional ecological knowledge transmission (Manepasege 1989).
Biologically, within the framework of trophic cascade, pressures are exhibited all along
the food chain. An unusually abundant occurrence of a particular species may inhibit the
growth of the species on which it ordinarily preys. In the Mediterranean Sea during the
First World War, people observed this phenomenon in the fish and the shark
populations. Because the fishermen were inhibited by the activities of the War, the shark
population was able to feed abundantly on the unusual excess of fish. The result was the
paradox of reduced fishing resulting in fewer fish in the sea (Stewart 2006: 51).
Marine resource management in the Solomon Islands has been exemplified by a
common property arrangement that has evolved by distinguishing the characteristic
values of the ecosystem. In 2003, the Canadian based environmental research
associates group LGL contributed toward a resource management project of marine
resources in the Solomon Islands. This is a sign that people are forming international
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partnerships, helping to understand the mutual issues currently faced for the sustainable
management, conservation, development and reciprocal regulation of marine resources
(MacKay 2003).
Taking a broad approach to the geographic context of 'Are'are music can help to develop
a view of the elements of this music that people have retained, as they moved on to new
places. These elements tell us something about the parts of the music that are forged
out of inner psychological experience and the parts that are based on an immediate
relationship with our surroundings.
Providing that “traditional instrumental performance is influenced by a cultural response
to the environment” (Whalley 2005), a range of settings and scenes helps uncover how
geography and environmental resources contribute to the transmission of music in
different surroundings. For example, music, in its natural or original setting – music that
moves with a migrant community through festivals concerts and other commercial
enterprises – and extending to “the ontology of virtual performance” (Kim-Boyle 1995
Foellmer 2005). Music can be directly dependent on the bio-geophonic context in which
it is conceived, or can be historical and cultural, with features that were once
environmentally relevant and now refer to earlier conditions. In this sense, the phonic
aspects of music become morphic and so form an elaborate syntax, by which sounds
are conceived and combined to create deeper meaning.
Song content becomes a cultural reference when it is no longer a cyclical environmental
reflection. When a migrant community sing about a bird that is no longer part of their
daily life, they carry the memory of that bird with them through their song. When singing
that song in a new place, where the bird is now just a memory, the song is no longer a
cyclical environmental reflection.
The Solomon Islands College of Higher Education (SICHE) offers a Diploma in
Secondary Teaching. This course has a Creative Arts and Music module. A fishing song,
Kaurai Tei (Manepasege 1989a: 18) from South Malaita ('Are'are), is one example of a
song that is learnt by teachers for use in the classroom. A teaching resource suggests
splitting the class into two so that a two-part harmony can be sung. The song used in the
music lesson describes traditional fishing techniques, which prior to the adoption of
mainstream commercial fishing, was actually a lesson about fishing. The original context
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in which the song existed has changed in response to societal changes, namely
commercial fishing techniques and is now an educational core curricula resource.
4.3.1 A New Beginning for Roroweara (Lullaby music)
In his 2009 essay Some Unorthodox Thoughts On the Nature of Music, George Griffiths,
honorary research fellow at the University of Otago, suggests that music is present in the
womb. This he attributes to the rhythm that is the ratio of a mother's heartbeat to her
breathing pattern. This might explain why rhythm and music can be soothing for children
and create social bonds. "Music is any sequence of sounds, generally tonal, which
engages the interest and attention of the listener and is marked by the presence of a
beat and a flow which, even in their widest variety, are consonant with, or reminiscent of
the two most prominent bio-rhythms in the human body – the beat of the heart and the
rise and fall of human breathing" (Griffiths 2009). According to Griffith's ratio, the
association of music with the ecosystem has been with us since our first experiences of
this relationship in the womb.
The purpose of the lullaby is to soothe a crying baby, or to relax a child into sleep; the
important characteristic being the lullaby's soothing ability. Studies show that babies are
able to hear prenatally (Feldman 2010:122). Even in the womb, fetal responses to
sounds indicate preference for particular sound combinations. Consequently, newborn
babies have some practice at hearing before they are born and can have quite good
auditory perception from a very young age. Infants can hear very high frequencies and
during the first two years of life, this ability actually increases (Feldman 2010:122).
Adults, on the other hand, are more likely to notice middle frequency sounds, those
somewhere in the mid-range of human hearing. It is not entirely clear why there is an
increase in sensitivity in detecting high frequencies during the first stages of life (and in
the middle range as we move from childhood into adulthood). It may be related to an
“innate propensity” (Peretz 2006: 18, 22) of the nervous system in relation to the
conduction of sound through bone; and the effects of myelination, after repeated electrochemical transduction of discrete frequencies, common to the influences of environment
(Limb 2002: 99, Hannon 2007, Franz 2007: 5).
The lullaby is part of the process of learning how to hear effectively and listen with skill.
As infants acquire the ability to decipher sound this skill combines with the other abilities
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of listening, for example how to locate sound sources. Sound localisation allows children
and adults to pinpoint the direction and distance from where a sound is being produced.
Through the translocation of music, both content and purpose can be changed. In the
case of a lullaby, content may change but the purpose might be thought of as selfdefining. In other words, the content of a lullaby is changeable, but the purpose (to
soothe a child) is not. Songs might also change in other ways; the content remains the
same but the purpose changes. For instance the fishing song referred to, that once
served as a lesson in fishing and had an ecological role in promoting ideas about the
environment, has been radically re-purposed for use in a class-room in a lesson about
two part harmony and music.
An 'Are'are lullaby is included in the core content of the teacher-training curriculum at
SICHE. The classroom guidelines for teaching this song suggest that the lullaby may be
sung in a “Custom” style, a “Pacific” style, a “Church” style or in a “Modern Jazz” style.
Regardless of the style, the teacher chooses to adopt by reproducing the song for the
classroom it is reframed from its original purpose as a lullaby. This particular song is
called Kokobiri Pa Ruma Keji. The words, translated into English, mean “Playing in the
garden house. The wooden drum is beating. What are you thinking of my baby? Put your
clothes on and come home” (Manepasege 1989b: 18). The incorporation of modern
styles such as church and jazz music, and the repurposing of this piece of music to
serve as part of a classroom lesson, decontextualises the actual lyrical relevance or
presence of the “garden house” and “wooden drum”. Today these lyrical references are
not apparent in the environment in which the song is being reproduced. This song's
value has shifted from a soothing lullaby to an educational resource.
Another 'Are'are lullaby refers to “The Hornbill that makes a whistling noise” (Crocombe
1980). A child listening to this lullaby either knows the whistling noise being referred to or
has to have it explained. This suggests that sound localisation is a constant feedback
mechanism that contributes to language relevance and the lyrical relevance of a song.
We might expect, then, that song lyrics as with conversational language retain a certain
level of utility to remain current – “utility music” being “music for the particular moment”
(Copland 1952: 18). A generation on, children who had to have the whistling noise
explained, are less likely to sing this lullaby to their own children, unless of course they
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appreciate the cultural value of keeping their ancestors' environmental impressions alive
as a reflection of their own culture.
Abram (1997:181) suggests that stories hold layers of narrative knowledge accumulated
by our ancestors and in this way, being able to recall such stories, is an evolutionary
understanding or mana (in 'Are'are “mana” means “because of”) (Geerts 1970: 60). To
hear a story told and retold in one's childhood and to recount that tale, “now inflected by
the patterns of one's own experience and the rhythms of one's own voice”, is to actively
preserve (Neuenfeldt 1998, Schafer 1994: 47, 161). An expression system, “particularly
one that is transplanted under conditions of great disruption, is similarly not automatically
isomorphous with its prior content system” (Schramm 1986: 99).
4.3.1.1 Sound Segregation
In learning sounds, and indeed learning lullabies through acoustemology, adults and
children have two key advantages over infants in sound localisation. Firstly, practice will
have helped a lot. Secondly, infants are at a slight disadvantage because the task of
mentally measuring and calculating the difference in the times at which a sound reaches
the two ears happens more quickly in infant brains while their heads are smaller. The
lack of practice combined with having to make this advanced calculation faster could
potentially lead to some skill shortage. However, for most infants sound localisation is
thought to be good (Peretz 2006: 18, Feldman 2010). A variance might be encountered
if the degree of separation between two objects is small and the sounds are similar, for
example, the segregation required for listening to two adjacent panpipes, combined with
the integration of listening to their combined music. Played acoustically and side by side,
this would require practice in streaming and segregation for adults, too. Studies confirm
that infants are able to reach adult levels of success in localising sound from about the
age of one year, but that a decrease in localisation ability between birth and two months
is also possible (Feldman 2010: 123).
Acoustically, segregation and integration of sound streams in music from ‘Are’are has
been explored in a structured geometric fashion. An 'au tahana ensemble requires four
players to stand at right angles to one another. "The four musicians play in circle
formation with their backs turned to the exterior" (Zemp 1973 (Vol 1), Tai 1997). Facing
inwards in a four-man circle, the players are better able to segregate each other’s parts
from the overall sound, than if they were standing in a line. The added advantage of this
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ensemble pattern is that the people listening around the outside of the circle of players,
are better able to hear a complete sound, that is, the sound of the ensemble verses the
individual parts. The resulting direction of the overall sound wave is Omni-directional
(although not necessarily exactly spherical as shown in Figure 4.2) (Michelsen 1978:
348).

Figure 4.2 On the left the direction of sound of a hypothetical line of players leaves a 'dead' spot
behind the players heads; on the right, in the 'au tahana ensemble the players stand in a circle
facing inwards.

While infants discriminate sounds well from about six months (for instance, a one note
change in a six note melody might be noticed), other musical characteristics, namely
rhythm and key, are also picked up well at this age. Developing a sense of rhythm is a
primary task of the infant. Cyclical patterns that signify individual behaviours contribute
during this time to a degree of awareness. At this point reflexes are also showing signs
of automation. These stay with us, help us protect ourselves and act as the foundation
for future, more conscious, behaviours. Fine motor skills and gross motor skills (both of
which are needed to play musical instruments) gradually develop over a predictable
timeframe, albeit with substantial cultural and individual variations. The singing of a
lullaby plays a role in a child developing an ear for music and an awareness of all the
natural concepts that music embodies. Music contains useful lessons for the infant to
learn in developing reflexes and instincts.
In very young children, the musical qualities of song may be less important than the
reassurance gained from the person singing to them. One suggestion is that the
mother's voice is the key, as some preference is shown by the intensity of suckling
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infants for songs recognisably sung by their mothers before and after they were born
(Feldman 2010: 123). A further study found that a mother's voice induces stress
reducing hormones; that the soothing action of mothers singing to their babies makes
perfect biological sense and that “infants prefer the musical meter of their own culture”
(Pessin 2012).
4.3.2 'Are'are Song Contexts in Honiara
In Honiara I was fortunate to meet Eddie Hoasihata, originally from 'Are'are. He
introduced me to his uncle Edward Waiwaimae and we discussed how indigenous
knowledge holders today perceive research given the experience they have already had
of participating with researchers in the past.5 On this subject, former Anglican Bishop to
Malaita Terry Brown wrote:
There is still quite a lot of genuinely traditional Are Are [sic] pan pipe
music and drumming around, the kind recorded and published by
Hugo Zemp. (There is a whole mythology about Zemp's project; by
the way, with theories that he made a fortune on it, which I think is
not true. It would be useful to have some good public dissemination
of information about that project. How Zemp is regarded could affect
your reception.) I do not think the traditional music is endangered as
there is a commitment to continue it and involvement of young
people in the groups. I have also heard what sounds to be quite
genuine traditional pan pipe music in Kwara'ae, Bita'ama, north
Malaita bush and Kwaio. The Are Are [sic] drumming is also very
impressive.
However, alongside this old style music is a style of "modern" pan
pipe music that is also flourishing and when groups get hired by
hotels in Honiara or sent overseas to cultural festivals, it is as likely
as not that these are the groups that are sent. It would be very
interesting to explore the relationship between these two kinds of
5

Eddie Hoasihata and I planned a trip to see his uncles Ishamael Rehoraru in Ru'ahuia and Ishamael
Iristapa'a in ApuApu, in 'Are'are. Ishamael of ApuApu is currently writing a new dictionary of English-'Are'are
and is actively researching. Our plan was to leave from Honiara to discuss 'Are'are music, however, we were
postponed by Eddie's uncles because of the national election pre-occupying our hosts. After the trip was
postponed, the opportunity was lost and the trip became impractical.
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pan pipe groups. (In the Solomons as a whole, some of these
"modern" panpipe groups seem to emerge from places such as
Ysabel where the real thing does not seem to exist any more or
where it may never have existed such as Tikopia.) Therefore, the
economic side may be just as important as environmental or other
issues. It would be interesting to see whether or not genuinely
traditional pan pipe groups (with all their dissonances to the western
ear) shift to more "modern" forms (e.g., western harmonies and
tunes) when there is economic incentive to do so; and what would be
the economic incentive to prevent that. I suspect there is some
movement from the traditional to the modern but is there any
direction in the other way? One wonders if the ethnomusicology
federation you mention will include the modern stuff too (Brown,
Terry 07/04/2010 Personal Communication).
Specifically, the problem remains that past research by Zemp and de Coppet is
inaccessible to people in the provinces. I discussed this matter with Hugo Zemp by email
who agreed that there is sometimes a problem: “Even if the library of the Museum has
off prints of each article, will 'Are'are persons on passage or living in Honiara go to the
museum to read them? Even if the articles would be on Internet free for 'Are'are people,
how many 'Are'are have access to Internet? How to make sure that only 'Are'are or other
Solomon Islanders would get free access? I am thinking about it while writing to you. A
solution could be to ask the journal Ethnomusicology” (Zemp, H., 2011 Personal
Communication). According to Edward Waiwaimae, some people are hesitant to
participate in future research, citing futile past efforts to exercise their rights to access
earlier research and the extended periods of time they invested.
Although not many people in 'Are'are have access to computers, it is possible to connect
to the Internet there and people from 'Are'are who live in Honiara have ready access.
Narasirato’s updates to their Facebook page partly demonstrates that 'Are'are people
can access the Internet and that they may begin to steer future research collaborations
in the direction of open access journals – if they are not able to gain access to journals
such as Ethnomusicology, which can be cost prohibitive. With “Open Source in its DNA,
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Facebook is an enthusiastic champion”, providing options for the open access of
information (Jagielski 2010).
Edward Waiwaimae was Hugo Zemp's sound recordist, a fact Zemp confirmed in a
personal communication (August 2011). Although Edward Waiwaimae warned me of the
reluctance that some people have to participate in research, he was happy to talk things
over with me.
This conversation focussed in part on the types of 'Are'are lullaby. Edward Waiwaimae
described these as:
•

Amaamata - sounds of crying and the different sounds that take place during
crying.

•

Aniha /amaisuisu - East 'Are'are/ West 'Are'are respectively – a song relating to
crying or grief.

•

Raeuruha - Sorrow, expressed through a lament (when lonely or missing
someone).

•

Mauha - When death is most recent and the song is most heart breaking.

•

Nuu isuisu - A song sung by women during times of menstruation in the
moonlight, or at night.

•

Roroweara - A cradle song (generic term).

•

Kana - A type of men’s song used to work out why people are sick or something
is lost.

The analysis that some lullabies are better suited to being sung in their original
environment – where they were composed – can be made because of the relevance of
their content to the location in which they are sung. Of the types described above none
of these types would be inappropriate anywhere in 'Are'are communities. This is tribute
to the value of the lullaby song genre, which often acts as a keep-safe – that children
and adults can take with them wherever they are.
Eddie Hoasihata disclosed to me that the actual content of these songs is sensitive and
that it would not be appropriate for him to tell me about them. However, in the Solomon
Islands Museum library collection, some published 'Are'are lullabies from all over the
Solomon Islands were to be found in anthology form. The workshop which produced this
anthology was the first ever Women Writers’ Workshop in the Solomon Islands. The first
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workshop, Poru Poru, produced a collection of lullabies from people around the Solomon
Islands and each lullaby is printed in both the language of the area it originated from and
in English. The following entries represent 'Are'are (Crocombe 1980).
'Are'are:

Translation:

Meomeo,
Au tarimai haku.
Meomeo,
Vake rae kori niu
Meomeo,
Kori niu marimari
Meomeo,
Tai paruahea,
Meomeo.

Children,
Put out your net for me.
Children,
I can scrape coconut for you.
Children,
Scraping sweet coconut.
Children,
Then loose your net,
Children.

'Are'are:

(Note: This is evidence of the high regard
in which coconut is held. Examples like
this one may be more apparent to
children whose lifestyles still involve daily
use of the palm)
Translation:

Ta Ne O-ta
Ta ne o-ta, ne o maai?
O kareni mane ne o mai?
Kareni mane mora e mai rou.
Niu pauni pani rii ke maai
Hoo-hoomauri rii ke maai?
O rae keukeu ne o maai?
Keukeuha mora e maai rou,
Ke poro-paina rii ke maai.

What have you done that you are holy?
Is it because you are the son of a man
that you are holy?
An ordinary son of a man is not holy.
A blessed coconut, that is holy.
A sacred pudding – that is holy.
Because you go to plant taro – you are
holy?
Just planting taro isn’t holy.
But a sacred holy man
He is holy.
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'Are'are:

Translation:

Roro Pau
Roro pau
Pau masuri
Suri orokai
Oro kai pina
Pina I ini
I ini tere
Tere ruka ana
Ruka ana pero
Pero anasia
Anasia pina
Pina avahia
Avahia eke
To pau kirori.

Rock your head,
Your sleepy head
After your mother’s gone
To cut the yam’s head.
The Hornbill’s flying over
And makes a frightening noise.
They feed him now
Before they chase him away,
The Hornbill that makes a whistling noise
That chases the cockatoos and parrots
too.
(Note: The lullaby tells of a bird, the
Hornbill, called “Pina” in 'Are'are
language, which has large wings and a
long beak. Children are supposedly
frightened of this bird. )
Translation:

'Are'are
Vari Make
Vari Make,
E teke hoi ote.
Toi torina hote,
Mamanu i Arite.

Ripe fruit
Fallen in the valley deep,
It goes on floating,
Floating to be the island of Arite.

'Are'are

Translation:

Riri
Riri varu kareku inau riri
Kira rae husi au riri
Toronai hunuri riri
Poro ma ureure riri
E Hurai nau rii riri
Kai ani nau rii riri
Tana aena kuruna riri
Kuru toko naiana riri.

My poor children,
They had gone to cut bamboo
Right in the heart of the bush of Hunuri.
Now the big giant has come,
His name is Poro Ma Ureure,
He has come to eat me
At the back of his teeth,
His toko back teeth.
(Note: 'Toko' is a term of abuse)

Table 4.2 'Are'are Roroweara (Lullabies)

We can see that these lyrics are consistently concerned with aspects of daily life in the
places in which these songs are written. They are perhaps more generally relative to
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these places' tropical features than to the special circumstances of every village and
family. Evidently they would have less effect if removed from their tropical climate with
the environmental influences of: “planting taro”, “blessed coconut”, “hornbills”, “yams”,
“cockatoos”, “parrots”, “putting out your net” and “going to cut bamboo”. All of these
6

things are weighted with the significance of place. The means of cultural transmission is
a very important concept in matters relating to cultural retention.
Cultural ecology has often focussed on the adaptation of culture to nature while
focussing less on the adaptation of nature to human intervention. This balance is
demonstrated when traits and beliefs are diffused into new environments. The idea that
geographic context is an important aspect of culture is alluded to by Terry Rambo in
Conceptual Approaches to Human Ecology (1983). Rambo highlights a religious context
and demonstrates that for the greater part of tropical South East Asia the spread of
Islam has been limited to areas sufficiently close to the coast that fish could be
sufficiently substituted for pig meat. Consumption of pork is forbidden in Islam. Next to
the theological reasoning against pork consumption, there may also have been health
reasons for this practice. On the Arabian Peninsula, where the religion of Islam
developed, pig farming would represent an inappropriate use of land resources for
health reasons (Voelker, Katharina, October 2011 Personal Communication). Now
Muslims in South East Asia are forbidden by their religion to engage in the cultivation of
what is probably the most land efficient animal protein that can be raised in tropical
conditions. The point here is that religious convictions may appear to be ecologically
rational in the first inflection of a faith, as is the case with the Muslim prohibition, “since
pigs are poorly adapted to the arid environment characteristic of the Arabian peninsula”
(Rambo 1983: 12). However, on diffusion into other environmental areas the same
principles may no longer be rational concerns. In 'Are'are lullabies, the transplanted
awareness of a hornbill still teaches relevant lessons of environmental apprehension,
despite the “hornbill” itself being no longer present for people living out of 'Are'are.
6

There is an expression in English: Ne'er cast a clout till May is out. Clout is an old fashioned term for cloth
and May is the height of the Northern Hemisphere Spring and traditionally the time when the May (hawthorn)
flowers bloom. This saying is a reminder not to shed your winter clothes until the May flower is in bloom. As
an analogy, the saying tells us that the wisdom of this perspective is based on the ecological event of the
Mayflower. Taken literally, its usefulness is limited to the parts of the northern hemisphere where May
flowers bloom. The saying, however, has been carried throughout the world with the spread of the English
language, to the point that its meaning, where used in the southern hemisphere, is a cultural memory bound
to former literal interpretations.
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4.4 'Are'are Leadership
One significant aspect of traditional 'Are'are leadership is the presence of chiefs (araha).
In the Solomon Islands, the chiefs have no direct position in the national government (in
the way they do in other Pacific Islands, Vanuatu for example). This is not so much an
indication that traditional chiefs have not retained authority, or that they have no interest
in an office of government, rather, it is an indication that government has not yet
legislated their responsibilities. Traditionally there are three types of chief in 'Are'are
holding hereditary and non-hereditary titles (the latter relates to personal achievement).
In discussion with Edward Waiwaimae he was able to also provide information to confirm
that three councils of chiefs exist in 'Are'are. He located these as Namoaraha in the
East, Arahanimane in the West and Hahuarahana in the South.
A Namo chief, or Namoaraha, is a person known for being a peacemaker or lawenforcer and for upholding religious and social norms. To become a Namoaraha chief is
very much dependent on personal achievement. A second type of chief, known as
Haa'arahana, is an inherited position, found more commonly in the southern part of
'Are'are. The third category of chief in 'Are'are, called Arahanimane, are sometimes
known as "big-men". Their leadership is demonstrated through leading and organising
successful feasts, dances and other village activities. Chiefs are important in 'Are'are
because of the role they play in securing and controlling land, which has spiritual
significance as well as being the basic foundation of subsistence.
In the ‘colonial era’ the pressures from people looking to take advantage of the land for
development, and a tendency towards more individual use of the land under ‘cash
cropping’, required that the customary 'Are'are leaders were particularly aware of
influences eroding their traditions. In the early 1990s, the logging of forests began to
accelerate and became the most controversial type of development. Up until the late
1970s, logging only took place on government land or customary land that had been
leased to the government. In later years, large-scale commercial logging in Malaita has
been met with strong opposition. Independent companies were restricted by a
moratorium; several companies have been brought under suspicion surrounding
unlawful extensions to contracts and dubious means of obtaining licenses.
The 'Are'are area of Malaita is mapped into five wards (Naitoro 1993: 149). Logging
companies have placed unaccustomed pressures on landowners by relying on this
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system of topographically mapping the land. Licenses that are issued according to what
forestry officials considered sustainable have been exceeded and released without
proper consultation with all landowners. Small timber operations in the area have largely
been pushed out of business by larger scale logging. At the time of writing, Solomon
Islands' logging practices are the country's greatest economic source of income (roughly
70% of net income compared to 50% in 1994) (Allen 2011). This gain occurs at the cost
of literally hundreds of non-timber forest resources. The current practices unfortunately
suffer from a “rubric of corruption”, where a less than optimum percentage of the monies
are returned to the land-holders (Allen 2011). This means the various schemes in
operation now are not effective enough at generating an income that could offset the
scheme’s long-term impact.
Many 'Are'are people are highly mobile and have a long history of travelling within and
outside of Malaita. This is evident when meeting people in Honiara. Labour migration
has been an important part of resettlement over the past hundred years. This continued
until the 1960s when flexible hiring arrangements were put in place for hiring workers on
plantations. Migration, nationally and internationally and the history of plantation based
work in Queensland, Australia and other areas such as parts of Melanesia, also
contributes to, and has influenced, the political and economic life in the area by making
connections with people and power structures from elsewhere.

4.5 'Are'are World View
Traditional 'Are'are stories may have parallels in a range of cultures. Specific details and
the understanding of words in these stories may require detailed prior knowledge, yet
the wider interpretation can help transcend cultural boundaries. Indeed the cross-cultural
psychologist, Craig Sorti observes that the average expatriate, even the average tourist,
returns from a stay abroad having learned more about his or her own country than the
one just visited (Levine 1997: 207). John Naitoro describes two of the most basic
conceptions of 'Are'are worldview’s, as warato’o – literally 'the word' – and rioanimae,
the 'common ancestor' (Naitoro 2000). Waratoo is the belief in the spontaneous power of
the word and the energy "vested" within it, which is associated with the spirits. The belief
was that humans could spontaneously ‘will’ events to occur while possessing the power
of the word. The belief that humans were able to exert force on either spiritual or
physical reality by uttering words had its limits however. Greater power was bestowed to
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words that respected the will of the ancestors. The key to legitimation of waratoo was
rioanimae, or the common ancestor (Naitoro 2000). The waratoo concept was
considered to be universal across 'Are'are, where the common ancestor contained
diversity, with many common ancestors corresponding to the number of family groups or
sub-clans at any one time. The variations between these sub-clans is symbolised by
their totems and the rituals associated with them. A totem is an animal or object believed
to have spiritual significance and is adopted as a special symbol that in this situation
represents a common ancestor.
Land rights have in the past been affirmed by tracing descent. However, without the
continued practice of the ceremonies and rituals associated with these customs, for
large numbers of 'Are'are people the associated land rights have lost currency and in
places the old music has lost immediate relevance. At the same time that the intensity of
land use increased, for some people a new sense of importance has been given to land
rights with people much more aware to the full extent of their rights. Marriage conducted
outside of traditional ceremonies has been one of the more significant aspects of this
change. Marriage ceremonies played an important part among the rituals with which
music and song were associated. Cultural change has given rise to a new
consciousness and process of self-reflection.
Naitoro suggests of 'Are'are people that they typically do not believe they have to
abandon their past in order to live in the modern world. This sentiment is echoed
passionately among those who maintain the currency of the old music (Naitoro 1990).
Naitoro writes of the 'Are'are population concentration in Honiara that, although there
has been no detailed research on this subject, based on his own experience and on a
short investigation into Honiara squatter settlements, in general 'Are'are people fill a
wide range of jobs and occupations (Naitoro 1990). Possibly the most serious limitation
to working in the city is a lack of accommodation and capacity to build, and the
comparatively low wages that many of the town dwellers are being paid. One of the
answers to this problem has been to relocate people living in squatter settlements on
unoccupied government land inside the town boundary and on the customary land of the
local Guadalcanal people outside of the town boundary. Increased pressure to
accommodate people from other provinces has been a source of tension in the past.
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Associated commercial and social differences have compromised the customary land
use of the Guadalcanal people.
Many people in urban settlements have taken steps to ensure elements of their social
structure are retained. This era of urban resettlement has occurred at the same time that
churches have moved to take a significant role in social counselling and reconciliation.
The perception that resource use should be of collective advantage is talked about as
the wantok system (literally 'one talk'; people of a kin-centric language group). The
wantok came about during a period of intense rebuilding and sense of solidarity following
World War Two. Wantok solidarity predates the political unity brought about after
colonial independence in 1978, and is still a visceral part of Solomon Islands society
today. The assumption among rural people that those living in town are able to raise
sums of cash relatively easily, has le d to an association between the wantok system
and business practice where people end up working for their wantoks (Crowdy, 2008:
246, Gravelle 1994).
Naitoro suggests that "living by money" was a strange custom for these people. Only in
the last ten to twenty years (up to the 1990s) has the strangeness of “living by money”
been considered out-dated. The consequence of that change is that there is now a
conceptual and material gap between rural and urban people from 'Are'are. Despite
developments in village life that have resulted from kinsfolk exploring aspects of urban
life (musical instruments – guitars, technology – water pipes and many other additions),
the gap is expected to continue to grow as the urban population and “living with money”,
becomes a more accepted way of life.
People’s involvement in musical activities has an established history of contributing to
fundraising and community building projects in Honiara. In 1988, an event was
organised to raise money for expenses associated with administering an action group
known as the Ruhahihanua Rural Development Association Inc. (Naitoro 1993: 160).
The event was known as "Music Champ" and was held on the last week in January in
1988. In many ways, it consolidated the existence and need of The Indigenous Music
Foundation in the Solomon Islands. The event raised a significant sum which served well
to illustrate the difference between the economic reality of Honiara and a typical 'Are'are
village.
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One of the greatest difficulties for landowners is to understand the options available to
them in light of legislative developments. Naitoro (1993) was of the opinion that the
government did not value customary land or timber rights. Further investigation will have
to be centred on developing rural people's own ways of functioning within the regulation
and development spheres. In the Solomon Islands where, musical ceremonies often
defined land rights, where song content and song form related to land use and totemic
ancestry, the effective purpose of the music has changed in its homeland and among the
people from that homeland regardless of where they now live. A current operative and
educational stance for the music-culture of 'Are'are needs to be found through
constructive accommodation to house music in this new ecology, which also caters to
commercial and national interests.
'Are'are is the part of southern Malaita lying approximately between 160°50'E, 161°30'E
longitude and 9°10'S, 9°35'S latitude. Most modern 'Are'are villages are found at the
mouths of major river mouths (marihkahu) or well-sheltered harbours. Manawai harbour
is one of the largest harbours in the East. John Naitoro was born in the central highlands
in 1959. In the 1990s John wrote his thesis about 'Are'are political development while
based at the University of Otago, Dunedin (Naitoro 1993). His thesis reflects the wishes
of 'Are'are leaders for young people to question the motives of modern development and
participate more in shaping the future of 'Are'are.
Perhaps the strongest contrast in the Solomon Islands today is
between rural and urban living where this corresponds to the
difference between a subsistence based standard of living
without the conveniences of electricity, piped water and modern
houses and a life supported by wage employment in town and all
the conveniences associated with that. In reality, all urban living
is not the same standard just as all rural living is not the same
either and there are disadvantages and advantages in both
locations. People living in urban squatter settlements, as is the
case with some of the 'Are'are in town, are regarded as worse off
than people in rural villages (Naitoro 1993: 3).
By
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alternative
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colonial
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administrations, the gap has grown between rural and urban and between the top and
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bottom political and economic strata of 'Are'are people. The unease felt living under
colonial rule has remained significant as people come to terms with the legacy of
colonial rule that continues to dominate political activity. 'Are'are people are now
involved throughout the governmental and economic hierarchy, while culture is
synthesising with these inherited hierarchies in a way that today resembles a panarchy.7
4.5.1 New Media Appropriation
In the 1960s and 1970s, in many South Pacific countries, an educated elite of
indigenous but mostly male bureaucrats and professionals began to replace departing
colonial administrators. As part of the decolonization process, institutional support was
given to students (and a few village artists) to explore their experiences of this period of
change and to develop political awareness through poetry, short stories, plays and other
art forms. The appropriation of traditional stories and art to new forms of media allowed
a re-evaluation of the messages in these stories, while still achieving the learning
objectives contained in the originals and without compromising the ability of people to
access the original.
The Women's Writers group that produced the lyrics in Pora Pora (the lyrical volume
cited earlier in this chapter) is a product of an entrepreneurial and community initiative.
In the 1960s, lecturer Ulli Beier started a creative writing course at the University of
Papua New Guinea. In subsequent years Beier, and other teachers, promoted young
writers' identity through contemporary literature and published student works for
fostering the growth of culture. In addition, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, and with
similar intentions, Samoan writer Albert Wendt and other lecturers at the University of
the South Pacific (USP) in Suva, and at USP extension campuses, encouraged and
collected for publication the works of students from Fiji, the Solomons, Vanuatu, Samoa
and other Pacific Islands countries. Creative writing and films, for example Iu Mi Nao
released in 1980 have been used as a way to help people shape the Solomon Islands
nation in the wake of colonialism, as well as new visions of regional consciousness and
translocalised cultural identity.

7

Panarchy: forms of social organisation at once under the influence of a reciprocal cause-and-effect
relationship, between the effects of the global and local; and dynamic system of creative and destructive
self-organisation.
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At international conferences, writing groups and groups such as the Y.W.C.A., the
Australian and World Councils of Churches and Pacific regional and university
associations, promoted Pacific women's freedom of expression and their creative efforts.
To “slip the bonds of gender, class and poverty and to find one of the rare spaces of
freedom . . . the places created by networks and flows of information” (Godlewska
2004:177). Publications, relevant to music studies for their lyrical and prosodic content,
such as Women Speak Out! "Mi Mere": Poetry and Prose by Solomon Islands Women
Writers and Pacific Women on the Move, have encouraged a less elitist approach with
more villages and non-university educated women participating (Zimmer 1995).
A Solomon Islands Creative Writers Association (SICWA) has existed since the late
1970s and aims to encourage writing in young and experienced writers alike. SICWA's
mission statement states that helping individuals to produce creative writing enables
them to empathize with others. Personal, fictitious and real issues are all bridged by this
discipline of helping people cope with years of social unrest. More recently, an edition of
the magazine, Rorongo, was launched by SICWA and jointly published by the Ministry of
Education. Free copies will be available for secondary schools (Moore, Clive 2011 14
June Solomon Islands Information Network). The process of writing by independent
South Pacific writers has been important for revealing authors' personal political views
and experiences. Whether the content agrees or disagrees with the political agenda of
the time, the power to create locally orientated media aids people to adjust to newly
stratified societies. This content, influenced by foreign and local educators, businesses,
churches,

government

personnel,

local

and

international

groups,

is

shaping

contemporary Pacific societies.
The 'Are'are Araha Totorawara (news spread by drumming) – 'Are'are Community News
and Tribal News local group newspaper – is reportedly the first 'Are'are ethnic language
newspaper. Editor and local journalist Campion Ohasio, thinks of it as a way to preserve
what is mostly an oral heritage. He believes it will partly bridge the gap between rural
(not necessarily traditional) 'Are'are and the modern Solomon Islands. 'Are'are Araha
Totorawara Publishing Association (AATPA) President Gerry Kauhorosiwa, is also
confident the publication can restore dignity (after the civil unrest at the beginning of the
21st century) through the power of information. However, since 2009 the paper has
struggled to find funding for publication.
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4.6 Collaborative Networking for Indigenous Music Foundations (IMF)
Advocacy for the development of new music that focuses on the potential to use new
media to create locally orientated content can do so by using computers and home
based sound studios. While I was conducting this research I helped to establish for
these purposes a Google Group called, “The Solomon Islands Indigenous Music
Foundation” (SIIMF 25/5/2010). The SIIMF was established following a document
circulated by Placid Walekwate expressing the aims of a Solomon Islands Indigenous
Music Foundation. Placid has also previously been involved in a former Federation of
Musicians of the Solomon Islands. The decision to create a Google Group for the SIIMF
was made on the recommendation of David Leeming, following the successes of the
Google Group concept for a Youth and Women's Learning Network based in Isabel (the
IYLN). The Indigenous Music Foundation of the Solomon Islands will work towards
promoting and facilitating various cultural exchanges and a greater level of economic
empowerment for Solomon Islands indigenous artists and their communities.
During my first meetings with Morris Anioa, Placid helpfully enabled us to overcome an
initial language barrier. While communicating with Morris became easier during the first
few meetings, Placid's presence at our first meeting enabled us to speed things along.
Another contributing factor to our ability to communicate was the rapport we had
established with email. On reflection, however perhaps the most important factor that
allowed us to communicate was that Morris understood my motivation. I had been
recommended to study 'Are'are by Professor Richard Moyle, who considered it an
excellent environment in which to study musical inspiration based on natural resources. I
think that Morris was right to feel a certain sense of pride that his home might be
recognised from as far away as New Zealand for having this quality. Together we had an
affinity and a mutual appreciation for an environment that is conducive of music culture.
Morris was quickly able to provide me with the example of Aiawa Reo, friction sounds,
that are referred to throughout Chapter Three.
A link was drawn (from SIIMF) to the Isabel Youth and Women's Learning Network
(IYLN), a valuable precedent and a network established with similar, although potentially
more diverse and implicitly stated, aims to those of the Indigenous Music Foundation.
Contact between these groups was made with the aim of providing further opportunities
for youth involved in generating content for their local networks. As the only major city
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sized settlement in the Solomon Islands, Honiara youth perhaps have the most to gain
from the establishment of a community action group in the form of an Indigenous Music
Foundation.
The IYLN has been able to distribute audio content to its rural receivers, including
musical content. Lessons to be learned from IYLN’s establishment include the practical
limitations of providing computing solutions in a rural island environment. David Leeming
helped IYLN’s establishment in consultation with the Solomon Islands rural Internet
provider the People First Network (PFNet). Both David and Placid have been involved in
computer recording workshops and have demonstrated interest in developing the digital
medium as a way to encourage creative content.
Collaborative networking may, as a strategy, eventually be one of the ways to highlight
and revitalise music which reflects the local biome and biota – life, avifauna, “web of life”
and environment. Living things in an ecosystem are interconnected through networks of
relationships to one another and depend on this web of life to survive. For example, “a
network of pollinators promotes genetic diversity; plants, in turn, provide nectar and
pollen to the pollinators” (Capra 2004). A networking strategy, as well as being a natural
mechanism, is a philosophical basis through which syndicated groups may utilise ICTs,
thereby reflecting climatic conditions that include social climate and technology in a
reflection of current trends.
With ICT influence, music can serve as a motivation to direct technologies so that they
are better suited for individual communities. Tony Matelaomao provided background on
IYLN and The People First Network. PFNet was established to assist communications in
the Solomon Islands to aid rural development and makes use of short wave radio and
modem technology. I was fortunate to meet Tony who had been mostly working out of
fishing boats at a distance from town. Tony asked if I would attend a workshop run by
the Commonwealth of Learning (COL), a sponsor of the 'PFNet' network. The COL
workshop enabled us to discuss some of the finer points of the PFNet set up and the
implications for rural communication, including the possibility of using music as a way of
generating support for broad based media projects.
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Figure 4.3 Information Communication Technology Reticulation of a Music Foundation

Figure 4.3 follows a strategy diagram that is based on the PFNet model provided by
Tony. In the original diagram, the solid arrows feeding into the ICT 'hub' included fishing
authorities as an example of the sorts of rural feeders that are a significant part of the
rural infrastructure. PFNet and the Isabel Youth and Women's Learning Network rely on
infrastructure that has been developed by way of Internet consultancy. Tony
Matelaomao and David Leeming did a considerable part of this work. By exposing
groups like the IYLN and the SIIMF to each other, the opportunity to discuss an
Information Communication Technology (ICT) enabled Indigenous Music Foundation
(IMF) grows and interest in networking potential combines with knowledge sharing
already established among members of the IYLN and SIIMF.
The current PFNet model relies on an equipment cache, left behind from a United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP) project for strengthening provincial
government. The funding for PFNet training has come from the Commonwealth of
Learning (COL), the British High Commission and European Union. COL mandates
funding specifically for training, not for equipment. This training mandate is broad and
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music and media projects are considered good ways to gain support for other more
fundamental initiatives such as health-care and education. Facilitation and training in
conjunction with the Solomon Islands Development Trust (SIDT) is possible, but the
SIDT partners would like to see more responsibility shifted from the current NGO sector,
where the expertise currently resides, to provincial government. The Solomon Island
Development Trust was founded by Dr John Roughan for “teaching awareness and
sharing information” and became an important and reputable NGO following Cyclone
Namu when an SIDT team conducted a survey that helped bring millions of dollars of aid
to the Solomon Islands (Roughan 1994).
The precedent set by the IYLN of utilising the UNDP and PFNet equipment, cannot
easily be reproduced because UNDP involvement is no longer active. Investigations to
obtain other sponsorship opportunities, that might be available for similar projects in
'Are'are have led to both the office of the European Union and British High Commission.
Both EU funding and British High Commission funding has already been explored to
help maintain and extend the PFNet range. Through my research at the British High
Commission, useful links were provided by Deputy High Commissioner, Tom
Oppenheim, to Professor Martin Hadlow's background on community radio, and the
history of “radio in a suit case” in the Solomon Islands.

Image 4.2 'Radio in a Box' Image Source: Martin Hadlow

Community radio can provide informal and community learning programmes. Community
radio uses participatory methods to involve groups in the community in making
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programmes. The implications of this are significant for applications of ethnic music
practices. Through entertaining formats and drama in the form of radio plays, schools
can be involved and it is a very powerful way to promote local perspectives with
educational debates reaching many people in local languages.
David Leeming suggested that I submit a paper to PacINET 2010 (a Pacific focussed
Internet and Communications themed conference). The topic of this proposed paper, as
we discussed it, involved ICT enabled networking for community driven web and radio,
and using the capacity of the OLPC laptops and other applications of open source
recording programmes, to create locally orientated content. This topic aligned with
discussions I had with Placid Walekwate on the establishment of a Solomon Islands
Indigenous Music Foundation. David recommended I make contact with Ian Pringle,
education and community media specialist at the Commonwealth of Learning, who
facilitated the IYLN/COL workshop that, through Tony Matelaomao, I was invited to
attend. This was held at SIDT in China Town. David also recommended making contact
with Barry Vercoe, Head of Massachusetts Institute of Technology's (MIT) Music Mind
and Machine Media Lab. Professor Vercoe was influential in the sound set up for the
'One Laptop Per Child' (OLPC) platform and subsequent software for the TamTam
music activities, as well as the MPEG (mp3) format. MPEG audio formats are a low
latency file format used for audio. The main advantage of MPEG formats is the relatively
small file size with respect to the sound quality that is kept. This is relevant to situations
where limited bandwidth capacity is an issue, for example, where satellite
communications make up the majority of computer Internet connections, as is the
situation in the Pacific islands.
The discussion prepared for presentation at PacINET looked at the development of
ideas that promote a broad base for music projects through use of information
communications technologies. Both David and Placid have had extensive experience in
recording workshops that use computers, an area that was also targeted by Denis
Crowdy and Adriel Tahisi in their work in the Solomon Islands in a case study on
“Homesound Studios” (Crowdy 2007). The computer workshop is something that is
presently more relevant to the urban environment where the availability of equipment is
more plentiful. However, some proposals, workshops and recording sessions have been
held in provincial areas. Modern recording equipment, for example, the Zoom H4 digital
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hand held recorder, which I carried with me on my visit to 'Are'are, are very portable and
flexible.
A resolution to my own personal computer access was reached when David suggested
that I should borrow an OLPC XO laptop for a first-hand experience while working on a
PacINET paper submission. Travelling to the Solomon Islands I had decided not to take
a laptop. I made this decision carefully considering the conditions the computer would be
subject to. For instance, when I left the urban environment I could not guarantee that I
would be able to power a computer. Knowing that I would be using canoes as a means
of transport influenced my decision not to carry a laptop. In the end, the ideas that I
worked on with David meant that we needed to test some specific features of the OLPC
XO laptop and its operating system Sugar. As it turned out, I did not have residual
access to electricity for most of the time I was in the Solomon Islands and the OLPC XO
that I borrowed was a brilliant resource. Some wireless Internet access is available in
Honiara, in some hotel lobbies and Internet cafes. One of the Internet Cafes is run by the
People First Network (PFNet). The PFNet cafe was the first Internet cafe in the Solomon
Islands, set up in 2000 (Kupiainen 2006).
As well as OLPC and PFnet's capacity to increase the quantity of digitally inspired
indigenous music, some of the work that David has been involved in, relevant to the
focus of ICT access for assisting foundations of indigenous music, has involved other
interested organisations. People I was able to meet to discuss community approaches to
ICT and media included Tony Matelamao, Walter Turasi, Jordan Russell and Elison
Gito. Tony and Walter were available for separate meetings in Honiara and Elison and
Jordan I met later at the SIDT hosted workshop on Learning Networks, run by the
Commonwealth of Learning.
4.6.1 Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation Workshops and Initiatives
Placid Walekwate asked if I would talk at a workshop in Tulagi, Central Province about
some of the applications of ICT that have potential uses in Indigenous Music Foundation
activities. Unfortunately, on the 31st of July when the workshop and our crossing were
scheduled the weather did not permit our passage. For this workshop, we had planned
to talk about the Isabel precedent of community radio, web 2.0 type applications, for
enabling more content, and some recording, file compression and playback operations
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using the open source and free-to-download computer program Audacity. This sort of
workshop had been run by Placid already and Denis Crowdy had run similar workshops
in Honiara and, with Adriel Tahisi, in 'Are'are. The success of previous workshops
focussed on recording techniques, and hinged on prior consultation with the participants,
to deliver a programme that was appropriate to their level.
The Pacific Arts Festival is held every four years and includes thousands of performers
from around the region; in 2012, it was held in Honiara. In consultation with the Solomon
Islands Music Foundation, Placid helped advise in the process of organisation. Placid's
experience with Solomon Islands music includes working with different communities to
encourage their potential to explore their traditional music using new technology and
applying commercial incentives such as creating and selling CDs. He is also active in
organising fundraiser concerts around Honiara.
In 2010 under Placid’s guidance, a BBC documentary crew making a series called
Human Planet travelled to Northern Malaita. Human Planet is a TV series of eight
episodes that has navigated the biomes of Earth. The name Music Planet was given to
the accompanying sound track and radio show. Music Planet and Human Planet both
follow the diverse environments and landscapes of the Arctic, Oceans, Grasslands,
Rivers, Deserts, Mountains, Jungles and Urban environments. Within this series there is
an episode featuring an instrument from Kwaio in Northern Malaita similar to the ‘Are’are
'au nimako.
In addition, with Placid's guidance I was able to attend a fundraising event at the ‘Iron
Bottom Sound Hotel’, where dancers and panpipe players from Isabel were blending
traditional dance and costume with amplified sound and a mixture of traditional and nontraditional electro-acoustic instruments (drum kits and electric guitars). Placid works with
many indigenous musicians of varying backgrounds, who each provide examples of
what it is that causes, or gives rise to, music – and what elements of music are retained
on departure from the place of its original setting. The equipment used for the fundraiser
was provided by the Indigenous Music Federation. During this concert, I observed the
sound engineer position the microphones near the top of the panpipes from where the
sound emanates.
The earlier Indigenous Music Federation, of which Placid was the president for a time,
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has created some strength among musicians, who had reason to be concerned that they
were being exploited by studios and commercial radio stations. Adriel Tahisi recounted
one case that had motivated him into helping ensure musicians’ rights were observed
through a union initiative. A musician had recorded a song in a studio. That same night
the musician heard his song being played while he waited to enter a nightclub. He was
turned back at the door for not being able to meet the cover charge. Adriel would like to
see an agency like APRA (The Australasian Performing Rights Association) set up a
branch in the Solomon Islands to help educate musicians about their rights as artists.
4.6.2 Performing Rights
The Solomon Islands music industry exists quite independently – compared to other
places in the world – and is disproportionally prominent in Papua New Guinea (Crowdy
2007:143). A case study of Homesound studios in Honiara, by Denis Crowdy, addressed
how computers have become an increasingly important tool in the recording industry.
The means of recording and producing music is becoming more accessible. Crowdy
(2007) suggests that an increasingly broad base in the recording process will lead to an
experimental and radical range of influences from a greater proportion of the community.
Whether or not greater access to recording suites would lead to a dilution of production
quality would depend on whether studio setups are trying to capture high fidelity audio or
creative content. If all resources were put into one recording studio, the result would be
higher rates of sound quality. Today resources can be spread more evenly and still
achieve an acceptable sound quality but there is a limit as to how effective this sort of
diffusion can be. This issue of recording production quality standards was relevant for
The Narasirato Panpipers, who are arguably the Solomon Islands most successful
export. Despite the group having travelled to professional studios in Australia to have a
CD recorded, their European release date for Narasirato Panpipers Vol. 1 was held up
due to higher audio industry recording standards in the European market (Mane, John
2010 Personal Communication).
Among the advantages for a broad basis of recording content is that creative freedom
can be expressed by more people at a greater number of points in the process of
creating music. The freedom is there to record, save and produce, with the added
freedom of remote collaboration and musical syndication via social networking. Within
island communities, it is suggested by Crowdy that, with broad community based
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access, valuable potential coexists in being able to turn the focus of recording to the
“everyday, vernacular” aspects of music. Productions that market the music of these
places as 'exotic and foreign' or as 'world music' sometimes ignore or gloss over
practical “mundane” lessons which are part of the traditional transmission of music and
are imbued in the actions of dance, like the pounding of taro. Studio-centric exoticism,
instead of truly exploring the didactic concepts which music exemplifies in everyday life,
hyper-inflates the idiosyncrasies of a remote target audience (Crowdy 2007).
Considering the connections between kindred understanding and relatively exploitative
commodity driven music product, more discussion is needed to find a balance of power.
On a sliding scale a logical understanding with no visceral affinity would be at one end;
people empowered by a synthesis of ideas liberally applied and mutually beneficial
would be somewhere in the medium zone; and genre based productions for world music
audiences with large budgets making money for record labels would be at the other end.
At one extreme on this scale is the intent of creating a scholarly resource, an
ethnomusicology of cooperation for both the community hosting the study and the
community of the researcher. A drawback of recording and documenting may be that the
format the research results are expressed in is not always readily accessible to the
participants of the research, as was observed in Hugo Zemp's suggestion that 'Are'are
people contact the journal Ethnomusicology. At the other end of the scale, “world music”
productions, as they are described here take away the opportunity for local content to
flourish by controlling the recording industry.
Productions like Anthony Copping's “Last Voices from Heaven” (Siva-Pacifica), are not
made for the people on which they focus, based on the evidence that Solomon Islanders
don't and can't listen to much “world music” of the generic type (Crowdy 2007: 145,
Loong 2008).
Last Voices From Heaven is the story of the most dangerous
journey ever undertaken in the search for indigenous music. Music
producer Anthony Copping risks his life to seek out and record the
magical and endangered music of Melanesia's peoples in an effort
to keep some of their songs alive (Crowdy 2007: 145).
The first part of “Last Voices from Heaven” is music recorded in its natural environment.
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The second part is a mix, fusing elements of other influences such as synthesisers and
incorporating the expectations of electronic music aficionados. These recordings are part
of a land-music dichotomy that serves a commercial purpose and are therefore not (yet)
self-sustaining within the system of influences from which the music originates. This can
be seen as problematic insofar as economic self-reliance is an issue in developing
Solomon Islands communities. A solution is to establish more long-term relationships
with ongoing support from individuals or organisations with a mutual level of commitment
towards sustainable development.
Sydney based Lawyer, Terri Janke, was commissioned by Elise Huffer, of the
Secretariat of the Pacific Community (SPC) in 2009, to write about the copyright of
performance material for the 2012 Festival of the Pacific Arts. In this report, Janke looks
at the background of the infamous ‘Deep Forest Case’. In this case, electronic
musicians, Deep Forest, ‘sampled’ some of Hugo Zemp’s field recordings. According to
Professor Stephen Feld, the samples of Zemp’s recordings taken by Deep Forest
appear to have been a copyright breach (Feld 2000: 145-171). Janke reports that no
compensation was payed to the people of Malaita and that Hugo Zemp is the owner of
the 'Are'are recordings involved in the case (Janke 2009:10).
Janke highlights Anthony Copping's (1997) Siva-Pacifica project as being more culturally
respectful than the Deep Forest debacle and quotes the inside cover: “All performers are
Pacific Islanders. Recorded in the South Pacific. A portion of proceeds from this record
will assist in setting up a Music Foundation in the South Pacific" (Janke 2009:11). Janke
claims this strategy is fairer than the Deep Forest case, but bases her evidence on fair
intent and the use of future tense (i.e. "proceeds from this record will assist" in
establishing a music foundation). Without evidence of a “Music Foundation in the South
Pacific” brought into existence with funding from the Siva-Pacifica recording projects, the
question remained in 2009 (the time that Janke's report was written) whether the
intentions of an album recorded in 1997 by Copping and Siva Pacifica substantiated a
fair arrangement.
It may be an incentive for a community to participate in recordings that could in theory
generate an income. However, such productions are largely uni-corollary (i.e. the
product is largely determined before the recording). These participants bring an
international voice to the recordings. The downside of channelling their efforts in
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recording into a fixed format exist along with more general consequences of introducing
venture capital into a situation which does not, or has not, used economic models of
development to previously employ musicians. Crowdy analysed a John Blacking report
to the Papua New Guinea government and UNESCO in aid of evaluating the
effectiveness of cultural centres of or within institutions. Blacking and Crowdy both
assert that “essentially capitalist” growth, while extremely successful when actually
working, “offers little, if any sort of buffer of protection when the opposite is the case”
(Crowdy 2002: 7).
Recording industry platforms, for the musical products of the Pacific Islands, often
involve corporate facilitation from outside the country from which the music originates. In
contrast, grassroots initiatives have struggled to gain long-term financial support, while
corporate investment in local communications is under-explored. To remedy the
temporary nature of industry sponsorship in the Solomon Islands, an Indigenous Music
Foundation may facilitate long term projects by establishing diverse, bio-diverse,
sustainable and stable channels within which musicians can network. Advocates of
objectives compatible with those of the SIIMF, for example the World Association of
Community Radio Broadcasters (AMARC), may work to accompany and support the
establishment of a democratised media sector. AMARC advocates for the right to
communicate at the international, national, local and neighbourhood levels, and defends
and promotes the interests of the community radio movement through solidarity,
networking and cooperation.
The SIIMF music network is not reducible beyond community vision and reconciles the
foundation with the individual. Members of the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music
Foundation (the Google Group) include: musicians, audio engineers, logistical contacts
(with experience in the local and regional music industry), the Narasirato Panpipers'
management, academics from Australia, New Zealand and Fiji, the Museum of the
Solomon Islands, government representatives, Internet consultants, a British Museum
(Melanesia Project) staff member, local and international NGO representation (including
from WikiEducator and the Commonwealth of Learning) and members of the 2012
Festival of the Pacific Arts organising committee. Precisely because the music network
is made explicit, the advantages of a foundation help create the diversity of conceptual
approaches among individuals.
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4.7 Commonwealth of Learning Workshops
Some relevant lessons were to be had during discussions at the COL workshop about
the centres of learning that are currently desired in 'Are'are. The workshop was held at
the main office of the Solomon Islands Development Trust in Honiara and discussed the
community radio setup in Isabel, which is the most significant example of a community
radio network to date in the Solomon Islands. I had the opportunity to talk with COL
facilitator Ian Pringle, before he arrived in the Solomons. Ian was interested in talking
about the idea of using music to generate support for other fundamental initiatives in
health-care, education, natural resource management and sustainability.
The COL workshop presented an opportunity for people who had travelled from Isabel to
talk about their experience with PFNet and the IYLN. The IYLN is a unique network of
small (approximately 30 watt) radio transmitters. Supporting the development of the
IYLN, in 2004, eight email stations were connected to eight FM stations presenting the
community with new learning challenges around license issues, costs and ownership. In
2009, the IYLN added a Google Group, content training and other online resources to
the list of activates achieved by the community. Around this time the first operators, who
had learned the skills of running the FM and email stations, were beginning to show
signs of moving on and this staff migration presented a challenge to the community. The
provincial government would also take a leading role at this time in helping manage the
network. Workshops in health programmes were run in 2009 and 2010. In 2010, a
review that the COL workshop in Honiara was a part of, sought to identify the future
challenges in content creation, operation and training.
COL's Healthy Communities Initiative (HCI) draws inspiration from the Canadian Nurses
Association (2005) definition that health is: “a product of many different, but interrelated
factors – biological, social, environmental, cultural and economic. Other factors are
where a person lives, their level of income and what they eat. Equally important is that
people have a say in the decisions that affect their well-being.” In 'Are'are, the concept of
Waratoo, referred to earlier in this thesis, has parallels to COL's HCI, in that early
'Are'are culture recognised the power of the word and the value of community members
empowered to speak.
The successful organisation of a learning network, which is able to maintain and
generate learning opportunities, is empowering for people who require learning
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throughout their lives. Community radio has a role to play in presenting opportunities to
rural communities who, although they have primary and secondary schooling available,
have limited opportunities to follow through with education at post-secondary level.
There is more likely to be an existing infrastructure catering to some of the challenges of
replicating a learning network in the Honiara area than there is in ‘Are’are. However, the
big challenges everywhere, whether facilities exist or not, are in human organisation,
training and communicating feedback from communities and station operators. Where
there is the issue of staff migration and retraining operators, committee members need
to come to an agreement regarding accountability. Training includes creating
educational programming with assistance from committee reps, radio producers and
health workers.
Technical problem solving, as well as equipment maintenance of facilities for production
and digital editing, is increasingly part of computer literacy skills. The village based
community radio station and email station, like the setups in Isabel, are in many ways a
quantum leap towards a rural open access university. Creating experience and practical
exposure to technology gives people a chance to operate it at the level of a ‘natural
resource’.
Co-ordination with community media, as well as with national and other provincial media
providers, is needed in order to mainstream pilot programmes into regular features and
to help monitor evaluations. National broadcasters like the Solomon Islands
Broadcasting Corporation (SIBC) and leadership from the provincial government have
provided assistance to help organise a number of radio stations. Community radio
organisation includes balancing the number of stations; many small stations provide
greater coverage but may suffer from a maintenance shortfall. A single transmission
frequency allows technical repairs to be achieved more easily and ensures better
completion rates of existing programming content.
During the Honiara Healthy Communities Initiative workshop, facilitator Ian Pringle, told
us that as participants 'there is no backseat role at a workshop'. We took this opportunity
to identify the challenges of continuing the learning network through partnership and
sustainability. The group came up with a list of challenges that could be clearly identified.
Firstly, it was thought that a lack of a framework was hindering the progress of the
network. The Isabel Learning Network, while unique, still uses lessons and experiences
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that have been useful in similar situations, for example the experiences Ian was able to
relate from his time in India, Africa and the America's. The implementation of radio
learning networks each have unique circumstances surrounding them and trying to
group them into a standard operational procedure may fail to account for the strengths
and weaknesses of each community.
The COL workshop successfully outlined outcomes for the IYLN participants; it
addressed the challenges they had identified. The following flow chart was designed to
illustrate the goals of the IYLN constitution:

All partners work
and agree in the
constitution for the
IYLN

Roles and
responsibilities
clarified: job
descriptions and
terms of reference

Funding Model

•
•
•

Sponsorship
Source Delivery
Local

Technical
Support
Arrangements

A Monitoring and
Communications
Framework

Standards

It is important to remember that to develop a constitution and a coordinated approach,
these roles and responsibilities for communicating and monitoring progress have to be
relevant to the individuals involved.
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The workshop attendants were able to suggest some 'how to' guidelines from their
previous experience of sustaining a network infrastructure. They highlighted: a
developing sense of ownership, a memorandum of understanding with all partners, a
provincial champion (of the network) supported by the provincial government, linking
communications with monitoring and evaluations, diversification of content, building
procedures for monitoring into existing communications and an annual conference.
Concerning the last point in the flow chart these should be standards within the
constitutional framework, as opposed to imposed standards towards which the IYLN
should aspire. The workshop looked at five areas, which might represent specific roles
and different skills. These were identified to provide a future strategy for keeping the
IYLN and its established foundation operating. These five areas are: Communications,
Training, Technical, Content and Sustainability.
1) Communication

issues

occur

across

all

learning

networks.

When

communications break down, then the intrinsic value of the network is lost.
2) Training, in contrast is only required for long-term sustainability, but is important if
this is a strategic goal. Training involves operators, managers and technicians,
awareness of campaigns and staff meetings. Some of the general training needs
can be met by stakeholders like COL and community training centres such as the
Community Education Training Centre at the Secretariat of the Pacific
Community (CETC/SPC). Industry experience can also be provided by SIBC.
The current model is able to draw from associations with health workers, PFNet
and the University of the South Pacific.
3) The strategy arrived at for technical needs addresses the resilience of technical
equipment and the facilities for its housing. Production design using digital
editorial skills is increasingly important for the future goals of the ICT integration
of the learning network. Addressing these needs, the group strategized some
possibilities at the level of 'national' infrastructure. These possibilities for
assistance could recognise the needs of other communities who may require
some assistance if ever attempting a similar integration of an ICT enabled
development. Any group wanting to do something similar has an experimental
precedent not only for some great initiatives, but also as a guide for mistakes to
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avoid. Funding within a national framework is an ad-hoc relationship depending
on the abilities of individual NGO offices and provincial governments. In the
Solomon Islands, consultation with SIBC is available for technical questions.
SIDT, the country's oldest NGO, is active in community development and
available for consultation on technical questions. Their facilities include a
community radio station that has a current license from the Ministry of Aviation
and Communication. In 2011 SIDT staff helped develop plans to broadcast the
2012 Festival of the Pacific Arts in Honiara. At the time of writing, SIDT Honiara
is looking to build a sound proof studio and a new theatre stage. The SIDT
success is due to having more people being involved. The Media Association of
the Solomon Islands is affiliated with groups like the Pacific Islands News
Association (PINA), who advocate high standards of journalism and freedom of
the press.
4) The workshop attendees identified that content needed to cover local news,
health information, agriculture and fisheries, local stories and recipes. Music is
presently available via CD and cassette from Honiara studios. This issue is
discussed in detail in Chapters Five and Six. Programming and broadcasting
originates from the village-based studios, and the studio operators present
programs. The broadcasts are usually for around four hours per day and occur in
the evenings when most people are around to listen. The content is mostly live,
although ICT integration can increase the ways in which content is stored.
Importantly content is created locally meaning that those stations with computer
and Internet facilities are able to create archives, send and receive media
formats. The local orientation of content is greatly empowered if facilities to
create media types like CD's or mp3s and flash (USB) media are enabled.
Emphasis is needed on the implications of community radio and locally enabled
content creation. With the creation of local content, the problem of music being
extraneous is avoided because the media format includes the sustenance of
feedback, demonstration, democratic inclusion and educational outcomes.
5) Sustainability is the fifth area looked at by the COL workshop and Healthy
Communities Initiative. Sustainability relates to community radio and its ability to
produce locally orientated media. Therefore, it also relates directly to the
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foundations of indigenous music. Community radio is of benefit to the
transmission of music.
One scenario from an action, enabled by community radio and its learning
network content, is in the practice of increasing cash crop yields. People
managing new plots of land for development, who are looking at ways to
increase the resilience and effectiveness of their plot, gain significantly by their
ability to share traditional ecological knowledge. Getting together and talking
about challenges can be lost as demands increase on individuals to attend to
more specialised tasks that take them away from community involvement.
Learning network content has a role in pragmatic and creative opportunities. For
this reason the learning network that acquires ICT integration, has the
responsibility to ensure that more domains than just the commercial are satisfied.
Because by entering into the contemporary context other domains and social
meeting places are compromised. The ICT enabled community learning network
is both a way to generate knowledge and promote methods of creating quality of
life for people.
4.7.1 Healthy Communities Initiative: 'Lisa's Natural Dawa'
‘Community Forests International’, is an organisation that connects people to the forest.
It fosters sustainable environmental relationships while strengthening the community's
resolve against negative impacts of climate change. Community Forests International is
an excellent example of the potential for community media and ICT integration for the
purpose of educating and using media for a community's sustainable future. During an
internship with Community Forests International, volunteer, Lisa Hansen, was asked
repeatedly throughout the growing season, by people working on agricultural plots in
Chasasa, Tanzania, for a medicine for trees. The ‘medicine’ was actually a chemical
pesticide that contains endosulfan, an insecticide banned in over sixty countries
(including in 2009 New Zealand by the Environmental Risk Management Authority) for
its bio-accumulative effects on the endocrine system. Community members were
sometimes applying this product to their crops and seedlings without access to
information about the long-term implications of its use. This is a cause for concern given
that plants were available at the local market from which to develop a safe, natural and
affordable alternative to the chemical pesticide:
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Testing different doses of the recipe on seedlings during low and
peak sunlight periods to evaluate its ability to burn leaves and
otherwise harm seedlings proved it was safe for application.
Excited by the prospects of this natural pest deterrent, Lisa
began to teach the Chasasa community how to make and use it.
The results were great, no more pests!
Three weeks later, a trained Chasasa nursery member took responsibility for preparing
the 'plant medicine' and community members could then apply it as needed. In response
to its sheer effectiveness, other communities are training in its preparation and use:
Lisa’s ‘natural dawa’ lessons reflect organic farming theory and
plant care by highlighting prevention vs. [sic] reaction as the best
strategy for healthy nurseries and farms. Community members
are often familiar with these concepts in relation to maintaining
good human health. Homemade medicines from plant materials
are still widely used on Pemba and people are aware of their
effectiveness to ward off bacteria and viruses. Attendants easily
understood the idea that plant medicine for our bodies can also
be useful for plants. Attendants were also trained to experiment
before application and learned that to be a good plant doctor you
have to be a good cook, a good mother and a good scientist!
Natural Pest Deterrent:
4 bulbs of garlic
2 onions
4 hot peppers
1 tbsp. of soap
1.5 litres of water
Chop garlic, onions and peppers and place in water for 24 hours.
Strain and pour into spray bottle and add soap. Spray in the
mornings or evenings, to avoid burning plants, after you have
watered plants to avoid washing it off. Keep it in the fridge for
prolonged use as it will spoil after a couple of weeks. Spray all
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over the leaves, on ant colonies targeting larvae and increase the
frequency of your application at times of infestation. Monitor it’s
[sic] effectiveness and change the dose of ingredients as needed
(Hansen 2011).
The natural pest deterrent, quoted above, is an example of the sort of critical content
that makes successfully navigating the process of adapting modern practices and
integration with ICT enabled society possible. The opportunity to share knowledge is
retained and commercial developments keep in step with this philosophical grounding.
John Roughan's doctorate developed the idea that, development is a cultural and
political issue as well as an economic one, “Dollars do not equal development and
economics cannot be seen as the dominant issue” (Roughan J., 1994). Cultural and
political development involves sharing information to help remove misunderstandings.
This grants scientific freedom to individuals and communities who respect this ethic of
information sharing. The alternative is a virtualisation of information, which may be
neutral by nature but quickly becomes channelled if left to propagate as a liberal
application of conservative methods.
Sustainability, which was the fifth specific skill area that the IYLN group identified for
development, is effectively the involvement and participation of everyone – including
women and children, overcoming barriers such as shyness, and contributing through
interview and song. Issues have to be relevant to the target audience and cater to the
different interests of listeners. Music for youth culture is one such approach. The
guidelines for running an effective community-learning network can be further developed
by linking information to additional resources and action. Use of language and the
sequencing of messages into a structure that is appropriate is needed in order to attract
people with a participatory and a voluntary attitude to the service.
Another guideline that seems to succeed in radio programming is the ‘testimonial format’
– in contrast to a top down methodological approach to programme content. The
testimonial might take the form of an interview and deliver content applicable to the
community by way of a tribute to the person’s character and qualifications. This
approach of integrating community members with 'community messages' can signal
systems that support the programme and coordinate planning and skilled teams and
producers who bring their own qualities to the content. This might involve simple
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messages and effective formatting to include storytelling, songs and appealing
characters from the respective communities to provide lessons.
The entire network, and broadcast receivership, can experience direct interaction,
discussion and the facilities of the studio. If the content is pitched appropriately, it can
reflect attitudes and role models. Authentic evidence based information can be gathered
and create continuity on the network by linking programmes to one another using
contests, quizzes or a series of programmes. One example was suggested via a
community radio associate of Ian Pringle's in Nepal, Gaurab Raj Upadhaya. In 2000, an
Internet Radio Programme was hosted on Kathmandu’s Radio Sagarmartha, the first
Community FM Radio in South Asia. This radio show involved local people sending in
questions throughout the week with the radio presenter then researching those
questions on the Internet. While reflecting Nepal's limited Internet infrastructure at the
time, the popularity of the programme meant it eventually attracted funding as the
Internet gained momentum in Nepal (Upadhaya 2002).
On replication and diversification, if it is authentic-evidence based information people
have a need for, then it is important to remember that the examples and principles
guiding a community are applicable whether a learning network is radio based, utilises
the Internet – or is a combination of the two – or is based on word of mouth. However, if
prohibitive maintenance costs result in obstacles and individual UNICEF or other NGO
offices are random in their allocations and abilities, the correct conditions must be
aligned for corporate funding to be granted out of social responsibility. Application
reports to such funding bodies can be helped by a concise unified structure in
relationship to:
1. Directive: is the report responsive to the initial instruction?
It is important that a proposal responds to an initial instruction and clearly
describes any deviation from that directive.
2. Evidence: are the recommendations based on evidence and analysis?
Reviewers will ask that conclusions be consistent with accepted scientific
theories. A report should be careful not to go beyond conclusions supported by
the evidence and not take refuge in the sentiment of the reviewing body.
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3. Uncertainties: are the uncertainties in the data recognised?
A report may wish to ask what uncertainties are left given the useful evidence
and consider how big is the effect in question. How many inputs could possibly
contribute? If the total uncertainty is very large, is it recognised?
4. Clarity, is the report clear and concise, or is the proposal nebulous?
Proposals that become nebulous may speak of qualities to be measured without
explaining how those qualities could be reduced to measures. Forced
conclusions may be no more than conjectures. However, trying to represent all
possible views may involve writing at great length.
5. Completeness: is the report complete?
A complete report may require emphasis on questions not recognised by the
charge, or responsible agency (supervision).
6. References: how does the report relate to the published material surrounding
the subject?
Reference to other publications is clearly needed if the accuracy and
dependability of those documents is part of critical commentary.
7. Fairness: is the report fair?
Does the report serve a self-perpetuating agenda, arguing for a bigger budget or
extended timeline?
8. Policy: are policy questions handled with proper care?
A report may provide a firm base for presenting the options for a policy or decision but
should leave writing the policy to the reviewing committee (Mac Lane 2005: 268).
Even more important is the belief that the result will harness the best possible use of
technology and funding, achieving the best possible results for all those involved
(Lubetzky 2011). For 'Are'are learning networks (including meeting houses, email and
radio networking technology), similar to those that have been successful in Isabel, to
secure outside donor type support it must be established that there are people in
‘Are’are who can champion the implementation. Funding for equipment is the next step
once it is affirmed that there is a need.
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Communications technology is altruistic to the extent that it enables people to have
convivial relationships (Kamenetz 2010: 116). Community radio can play a significant
role contributing to conflict recovery for the added security and safety net it provides.
4.7.2 Dance and Dinner at Lumbu Kakabona
An additional outcome from the COL workshop was the opportunity to organise a dance
in Kakabona, about fifteen minutes from central Honiara, the village in which I was
resident. Throughout the COL workshop, we had looked to see who would be interested
in attending the dance. I sent an email invitation to all my contacts, including a message
to the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation (SIIMF Google group), which
generated several replies:
I have been staying with a family in Kakabona, Lumbu village
opposite Lela beach. A couple of nights ago they put on a
semi-impromptu dance for me. I was impressed across the
different ages of the dancers and am writing today to see if
anyone would be interested in coming down one night to
watch something. The dancers would use the opportunity as a
fundraiser for upcoming competitions including the build up to
the Festival of Pacific Arts that will be held here in 2012. If a
few people are interested we would be looking to hold it on
Friday night, in the next two or three weeks - possibly Friday
the 3rd - at about 6:30. Again depending on what people are
keen to do there is the option of a meal cooked on a traditional
oven and using traditional foods. I think that they would be
happy with a donation on the night, but for a meal might want
$100 (Sol) per person. The more the merrier if you want to
bring friends and family or tell who else you can (Linton, S
2010 Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation Google
Group).
For the attendees at the workshop, it was a good opportunity to wind down at the end of
the day, enjoy a meal and evening of traditional dances from the Lumbu village area. We
had roughly ten people from the COL workshop come and join us in Lumbu and another
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dozen or so from other contacts and word of mouth. The dances organised for the night
were traditional entertainment used for ceremonial purposes; firstly, performances were
by young children, then older boys and lastly women. The last of the women's dances
demonstrated the digging and preparation of the ‘kasava pudding’. The dancers’ actions
show the preparation of the pudding; then the dancers take their puddings – balanced on
their heads – to the markets where they are sold for a few dollars. After spending the
money from the pudding stall on drink the women become intoxicated.

4.8 Nationwide Networking for Indigenous Music Foundations
Various organisations and institutions support indigenous music foundations at the
national level, either directly or indirectly, through education, broadcasting and the
monitoring of environmental conditions. In this next section the thesis looks at some of
the government and non-government organisations consulted in this research: The
National Museum of the Solomon Islands, The Solomon Islands Broadcasting
Corporation, The Ministry of Youth, Women and Children and the Meteorological Office.

Image 4.3 'Are'are 'o'o log drums displayed at the National Museum of the Solomon Islands,
Guadalcanal, Honiara and used for cultural programmes on the museum’s grounds (Belo, Edna
7/09/2011 Personal Communication in role as National Museum Secretary) (Personal
photograph by author July 2010)
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4.8.1 The National Museum of the Solomon Islands
At the National Museum of the Solomon Islands, the dominant feature of the museum's
display is a contrasting collection of traditionally built houses. Each of the houses
represents a different area of the Solomon Islands archipelago. Each is built in a
correspondingly unique way. Today, styles of architecture are often similar due to the
use of modern uniform resources. An implication of this change in materials is that
instruments like the 'o'o, or conch ('u'u), which had been used for sending messages and
for drawing the attention of many people to a single location, are being phased out. This
is mainly due to the introduction of technologies like cell phones, radio and even
doorbells. The space in which the sounds of the ‘o’o and conch exist in is also less
common, due to modern noises such as chainsaws, powerboats and helicopters. In
Honiara, cars and other traffic and road sounds add to the noise pollution and so other
means of communicating are needed. The ‘Are’are drums shown in Image 4.3 and on
display at the National Museum in Honiara, communicate that the purpose of these
drums has been reinvented. The sound product has been repurposed for entertainment
or educational use.
Individual staff members who were interested in this study facilitated meetings at the
Museum in Honiara. The Museum Director, 'Are'are-born John Tahinao, was interested
from the perspective that he might have some applicable knowledge of the subject
surrounding the 'Are'are panpipes and ‘Are’are music generally. John was also
interested in helping introduce me to people he thought might be helpful with my
research. Museum Secretary and Librarian, Edna Belo is also keen to see researchers
taking an interest and I was grateful to her for giving me access to the museum library.
Edna was interested to know that I had recently heard from Hugo Zemp who had asked
if I would take account of the material from his fieldwork held at the museum, with the
idea that if there was anything missing he could send replacements. After introducing
Hugo and Edna via email, Edna suggested that logistically it would make sense for Hugo
to send the list of possible items (which he did).
Facing challenges to maintain its facilities (Foanaota 1987) Sosimo Narasia, an audiovisual technician at the National Museum of the Solomon Islands, expressed his concern
for the future of the Museum's resources after I enquired if a collection from an earlier
research project, known as MABO, was available for viewing. MABO stands for
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Museum, Archives, Broadcasting and Osaka University. The MABO project created
written, audio and video material of musical and cultural works from various provinces of
the Solomon Islands (Tai 1995). MABO was a joint action group aimed at facilitating
research projects in the Solomon Islands (Foanoata 2001: 963, Tai 1995).8 The MABO
project was initiated in the late 1980s. Its first phase involved informing provincial
authorities about the project and obtaining their consent for the research. The second
phase was to conduct research in areas that had not already been covered by outside
researchers or past indigenous institutions. The third phase was to visit the cultures
involved with phase one studying the changes since the original documentation. The
MABO operation has been wound down since the 1990s.
The media format that the MABO project was archived in has since expired. The cost
and unavailability of shipping either a U-matic or Betacam videotape unit is prohibitive.
The advice I was given was if the material is particularly important, commercial services
could make the conversion to digital formats if the tapes were sent to either Australia or
New Zealand. The Archives NZ office in Dunedin provided the contact details of David
Smith, Senior Advisor for Audio Visual Records based at Archives NZ in Wellington.
David could only confirm that Betacam and Betamax were in competition to the more
widely accepted VHS, while U-matic was from the mid-1970s. David mentioned that both
of these formats are now obsolete but that occasionally machines do turn up (Smith,
David 04/2011 Personal Communication). Another problem that David raised in this
correspondence was an issue of mould on tapes. The mould is dangerous to health as
well as the machine heads. The most viable solution to this problem is probably to have
the tapes sent to Australia or New Zealand where they can be cleaned professionally.
However, the cost of this would be something the Solomon Islands Museum would have
to consider with the providers of this service. This is an issue across the Pacific and
David Smith alerted Mark Crookston, of the Pacific Branch of the International Council of
Archives (PARBICA), who has previous experience in this area.
4.8.2 Solomon Islands Broadcasting Corporation (SIBC)
After having checked in with people at The Solomon Islands Broadcasting Corporation, I
was shown the studios and introduced to the library staff who were digitising the library.

8

Mabo may also mean 'peace' in local dialects (Foanoata 2001: 963)
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SIBC broadcasts roughly 60% local (Solomon Islands made) music content. In contrast,
“in 1970, the Solomon Islands radio devoted to traditional music and oral literature
together, all in all, fifteen minutes a week” (Sagan 1978: 191). While the library at the
station is quite comprehensive, the staff there also suggested, as a resource, various
retailers in town where CD's are sold along with merchandise and tourist souvenirs. The
studios at SIBC are currently multipurpose in that they are used for broadcasting,
recording and the engineering of local artists’ work. They hold some of Zemp's
recordings as well as recordings of the contemporary 'Are'are panpipe groups:
Narasirato Panpipers, Wasikananara Panpipers and Nukuuruwara Panpipers, whose
music is digitally mastered and available on CD in album format. Although they are from
different villages, these groups all come from the western side of Malaita’s mountainous
interior.
The SIBC staff that I talked to thought it feasible to broadcast online what is usually
broadcast at the frequency 1035MW (AM). The 2012 Festival of the Pacific Arts had
been considered as a possible catalyst to bring about the step toward online coverage
'webcasting' from the Solomon Islands. The SIBC are not necessarily the group who
would be best suited to manage the project however, especially as the expertise and
industry support of Internet and satellite (Television) personnel would be required. This
service had previously been provided from the Solomon Islands for the national soccer
team by R2, an Internet webcasting company run by Richard Naylor, quite independently
of traditional AM/FM transmitters (Naylor, Richard 02/2011 Personal Communication).
4.8.3 Development via the Ministry of Youth Women and Children
I met with Adriel Tahisi who is an active advocate for music in the Honiara area and
whose studio connections link with those of Dr Denis Crowdy. Denis took a MOTU and
Laptop recording technology to Adriel's home in the South of 'Are'are during his fieldwork
(Crowdy 2007). Adriel and I discussed the idea of a studio for youth, similar to the
proposed SIDT facility. Subsequent discussions lead to the Ministry of Youth, Women
and Children issuing a letter of approval outlining that they supported this study (see
appended). In further meetings, we discussed the IYLN model and the possibility of
implementing similar strategies in other areas.
A Local Music Survey Questionnaire designed by Adriel Tahisi was carried out as part of
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a music-training programme. It was aimed at getting first-hand information on local
artists' music products. Adriel asked that people provide genuine information in
answering the survey, which he hoped would help provide a framework for some of the
local music production in Honiara. Questions included: “How old is your radio station?”
and “What method do you mostly use to collect songs from local artists?” A list of check
boxes with options asked participants to tick, where appropriate, one or more of: Paid for
Original CD, Copied CD, Internet, Donated Copy, or From Friends. Further questions
asked participants to estimate their collection of local music in songs, 500-1000, 15002000 . . . 5000 +. Adriel's survey also asked “In a day how often do you play songs from
local artists?”
4.8.4 The Meteorological Office and Relevance of Climate Data
When looking at the effect of environmental influences on music, some of the influences
are likely to be a result of climate. Climate data is a useful indicator of the state of life
systems. In Honiara, some information can be gleaned from a Meteorological Office.
However, the advantage of approaching a study of this relationship on location in
'Are'are is first-hand experience of the environment. In 'Are'are, the emphasis was
naturally on environmental conditions, whereas in Honiara the emphasis shifted to data
on weather and climate. We typically talk about weather in the short term – a matter of
days – and climate in the longer term – over many years. Climate reflects the long-term
average of weather patterns. So when a Su'u village gardener from East 'Are'are says
that it's a dry wet season, he might be implying that there will still be plenty of wet days,
but on average it is drier than a wet wet season – which could equally still have the odd
dry day.
To explore the options people in Honiara have of integrating technological methods, with
the creating of musical content from indigenous origins, I discussed with local people
how scientific knowledge of their environment is useful. By way of meteorological and
ecological methods of accruing data, people begin to explore the environment in ways
that have not yet been factored in traditional ecological accounts. Planting cash crops
and commercial logging, for example, are ways that people have altered their
environment. The effects of these activities on the greater ecological sphere can be far
reaching. In consultation with staff at the Solomon Islands Meteorological Office, I was
able to confirm some of the information given to me by local people. One of the
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observations people I talked to made, was that water consumption is higher than it used
to be. Water shortage is not generally a problem for rural 'Are'are's lush catchment
streams. However, Slade Rurumai, who works at the Vava Ridge Upper Air Station in
Honiara, mentioned rates of flow and the potential vulnerability of the 'Are'are ecosystem
especially in relation to commercial logging, and the effect that has on traditional ecology
and the forest resources used for making musical instruments.
Deforestation of upland catchments often leads to disruption of
hydrological systems, causing year-round water flows in downstream
areas to give way to flood and drought regimes. This is especially the
case in the humid tropics, where the forests exert a “sponge effect”
and soak up moisture before releasing it at regular rates. While forest
cover remains intact, rivers not only run clear and clean, they also
flow throughout the year. When the forest is cleared, rivers start to
turn muddy and become swollen or shrunken (Daily 1997: 216).
The vertical layers of the tropical forest operate like a multi-storied structure, helping
break down the impact of tropical downpours. Slade commented that when riverbanks
are logged, in his experience, river levels drop. This theory is supported by trees drawing
water up from underground sources and binding the soil into channels with their roots;
when water does hit the ground it is distributed through these channels (Mark 2008: 28,
Kuta, Robert 2011 Marlborough District Rivers Investigation Engineer, Personal
Communication). Trees also alter “hydrology, nutrient cycles and soil stability, as well as
humidity, temperature, wind speed and light levels” (Jones 1994: 378).
Slade's experience was that logging the banks of rivers would eventually lead to a
diminished water supply. A loss in the volume of trees may result in a weaker river flow
where that loss equates with an overall energy loss in the ecosystem. This has
consequences for surrounding habitats, including those that support vegetation. It should
not be assumed that this is a simple case scenario for all riverbank areas. Many
variables determine the ecology of trees in river valleys. Planted trees may also be a
disadvantage to a river's rate of flow. The forestry equation that only values trees suited
for making timber and kills surrounding foliage can leave a lasting scar on the greater
environment.
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There is a positive correlation between determined forestry practices and the loss and
deterioration of water resources. The essence of our interactions with the environment
and the importance of acknowledging the environment's complexities means going
beyond thinking of trees in terms of how they are useful to people and acknowledging
their holistic ecological utility (Higgins 2010:147). The Dreaming Festival, mentioned
throughout this thesis, has a sibling festival called The Planting at the same site and run
by the same organisers. It is possible to see how social resolve concerning
environmental integrity and indigenous thematic approaches is emerging from these two
music festivals.
Slade observed that the wet season in East 'Are'are runs approximately from June to
July. This supports the observations of Willy, a Su'u village gardener, who pointed out
that correspondingly it is the dry season for the North coast of Guadalcanal and in
Honiara. Slade informed me that the Solomon Islands Met Office (Sol Met) has a climate
change unit collecting long-term data. Slade's responsibilities at Sol Met include
launching weather balloons and logging data of daily climate variables. However, there
is no data station at 'Are'are to provide the statistical evidence to support Slade and
Willy's assertion that Eastern 'Are'are and Northern Guadalcanal have a different dry and
wet season.
The forces of climate change that are significant to the environmentally inspired
characteristics and determinants of music-culture and instrument structure, should be
acknowledged. The following variables help to expand upon the related question of how
music and musical instruments of the 'Are'are people of Malaita communicate conditions
of the local biome.
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Atmospheric (over
land/sea/ice)
Surface

Oceanic

Terrestrial [2]

Surface

Air Pressure *

Precipitation *
Surface Radiation Budget *
Water Vapour *

Sea Surface
Temperature **
Sea Surface
Salinity **
Sea Level **
Sea State **
Sea Ice (N/A)

River Discharge -- (ECV T1
Standards)
Water Use -- (ECV T2 Standards)

Wind Speed and Direction *

Current **

Upper-Air

Ocean Colour (for
biological Activity)
**
Carbon Dioxide
Partial Pressure
Sub-surface

Air Temperature *

Cloud Properties **
Earth Radiation Budget (including
Solar Radiation) **
Upper-Air Temperature **

Temperature

Water Vapour **
Wind Speed and Direction **

Salinity
Current

Composition ***
Aerosol Properties ***
Carbon Dioxide ***
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)[1]
***
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons
(HCFCs)[1] ***
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs) [1]
***
Methane ***
Nitrous Oxide (N2O) [1] ***
Ozone ***
Perfluorocarbons (PFCs) [1] ***
Sulphur hexafluroride (SF6)[1] ***

Nutrients
Carbon
Ocean Tracers
Phytoplankton

Ground Water -- (ECV T3
Standards)
Lake Levels-- (ECV T4 Standards)
Snow Cover-- (ECV T5 Standards)
Glacier and Ice Caps-- (ECV T6
Standards)
Permafrost and Seasonally-Frozen
Ground -- (ECV T7 Standards)
Albedo -- (ECV T8 Standards)
Land Cover (including vegetation
type) -- (ECV T9 Standards)
Fraction of Absorbed
Photosynthetically Active Radiation
(fAPAR) -- (ECV T10 Standards)
Leaf Area Index (LAI) -- (ECV T11
Standards)
Biomass -- (ECV T12 Standards)
Fire Disturbance -- (ECV T13
Standards)
Soil Moisture [3]

Table 4.3 Essential Climate Variables http://gosic.org/ios/MATRICES/ECV/ECV-matrix.htm
*Measurements taken from Honiara's Henderson Airfield; **Measurements taken from Vava
Ridge Main office and Upper Air, Honiara; ***Probably not recorded at Solomon Islands
Meteorological Service; Not recorded at Solomon Islands’ Meteorological Service.

Some of the variables in the GOSIC matrices in table 4.3 will probably never be
measured in the Solomon Islands (sea ice, for example), but air pressure is measured
as part of the current operation. In context air pressure is both a scientific variable of
climate science, as is indicated above, and is also immediately relevant to the pitch and
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frequency of wind instruments and crucially how far their sound travels (Michelsen 1978:
358). In future The Solomon Islands’ Met Service operation could consider expanding to
include more of the “essential climate variables” like those relating to soil composition
(see table 4.3). Commercial planting has started to have an impact on the Su'u
agricultural area in the last two years (cocoa is the most recent crop in Su’u as it is in
Marovo (Hviding 2000: 201)). The ecological effect of this may not be fully realised for
many years.

4.9 Political Effect
On the day of the 2010 General Election (August 4 2010), the Solomon Islands
government declared a public holiday. The election had an effect on the possibilities for
travelling to 'Are'are and who would available to meet with. For instance, it was not
possible to meet with Alice Aruhe'eta Pollard, as she had a role as an overseer in the
election process. Accompanying Eddie Hoasihata to see his uncles in 'Are'are to discuss
music was also postponed indefinitely because of election issues.
4.9.1 The National Election from Lumbu, Kakabona
Night-time in Lumbu, Kakabona can be quite noisy with the sounds of generators,
speaker systems blasting aloud music as well as the normal nocturnal noises of cats,
dogs and roosters etc. Mornings are relatively peaceful and for people walking into town
the road is full of cheerful greetings. The nights in Lumbu (Kakabona) before the election
were punctuated by the sounds of trucks full of people chanting and shouting their
support for the various candidates of which there were fourteen in the electorate of my
Kakabona residence. On election night itself however there were no loud or noisy
supporters; in the days after the election, a peace ensued.
This was in contrast to the aftermath of the previous election when the Lumbu area and
Kakabona had seen some significant disturbance, including houses being burned.
During this election, members of the older generation had requested that loud music,
which was an ordinary occurrence throughout the night in Lumbu, should not be played
in the period around the election to maintain a state of vigilance.
Once the Prime Minister and his government had been voted in, the political climate
returned to the level of stability prior to the election. Music parties for instance that made
use of independent sound systems returned to the local beach. This music can be
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played loud enough to significantly drown out a diesel electricity generator, and is similar
volume to the music found playing in the buses that travel to and from Honiara
throughout the daytime. These small (12-16 seater) buses have a driver and a
conductor. The conductor's job is to take the fares from the passengers and to call the
stops as they are reached. He also is responsible for the music played from the sound
systems that are a standard feature on all of the privately owned buses. At first, this loud
music seems to be an intrusion but after several journeys, the devotion of the conductors
to their reggae influenced music selection can be appreciated and bus journeys provide
an insight into local lifestyles and culture.

4.10 Chapter Summary
In summary, this chapter looked at 'Are'are music from a Solomon Islands nation
perspective. It began by exploring this music in the context of Honiara's urban
environment. Honiara is something of a musical melting pot and has a pronounced
influence on 'Are'are – with the exception of some of 'Are'are's more remote and rural
areas. The influence has not been one way. 'Are'are music has also had an influence in
Honiara, the cultural crossroads of the Solomon Islands nation. 'Are'are music has
therefore had a nationwide impact, in turn this has influenced 'Are'are music. In the latter
part of the chapter, some of the influences that have come from the state, NGOs,
individuals and other diverse networks of people have been discussed. The following
chapter looks at the way in which 'Are'are music is developing today in the international
arena.

Chapter Five: Global
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter will discuss how musical practices originating in 'Are'are are balanced in
conjunction with the influence of international practices. The music of 'Are'are is
developing a number of national and international attributes and sustainable initiatives.
Locally orientated performances may become a less prominent aspect of the music,
giving way to commercial recording opportunities. The significance of music within the
eco-system (discussed in Chapter Four) may in turn give way to useful engineered
concepts through which skills, relevant to other present day practices, can be
developed, such as the skills needed in operating computers, editing audio, video and
writing code or text (Wratten 2011).
New contexts for music can also encourage inclusive social development by
emphasising the benefits of interacting with nature for inclusive social wellbeing, healthcare, civil liberties and education. Contemporary settings may promote virtues that
already exist in the foundations of indigenous understanding and traditional ecological
knowledge. How these new contexts can focus some of the inherent ecological
concepts found in 'Are'are music can be determined by the way environmental
resources and inspiration are part of any new opportunities for music making.
In discussion about the international influences and future directions of 'Are'are music, it
is apparent that the direction in which 'Are'are music will go, beyond latent sustainability,
is to incorporate technology into the strategies for the distribution and transmission of
music. The start of this chapter looks at technological tools for ensuring the
sustainability of 'Are'are's music from a Pacific ICT viewpoint, given that many
conditions that are relevant for implementing technological solutions across the Pacific
are applicable to the Solomon Islands. Later in the chapter, some specific examples are
discussed. Beyond technological considerations, the remainder of Chapter Five turns to
the international influences that co-exist through incorporating learning epistemologies
of international consequence into the ingenuity and creative opportunities behind
research, performances and activities of significance to the people and environment of
Are'are music.
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5.2 International Influences
'Are'are music has in recent years gone beyond conventional regional and international
associations. International influences have emerged as various neighbourhood
organisations like the Honiara based, Islands Knowledge Institute, Solomon Islands
Indigenous Music Foundation and Brisbane based Champion Sound, use technology to
learn from each other’s community initiatives. This reciprocal learning ensures
development is sensitive to the attitudes and characteristics that are unique to the way
each locale develops rurally, agriculturally or socially. Computers (and various ICTs)
can be used alongside community learning networks to generate knowledge, link and
empower people and harness international relationships, enabling communication and a
strengthening of traditional relationships resulting in user centred outcomes.
Some of the unique attributes of 'Are'are’s music and instruments, songs and
ceremonies of the 'au, naturally limit the cross-cultural development of applied
strategies for development. Yet for the development of an Indigenous Music
Foundation, empowered by present day social circumstances, it is natural that people
may look at contemporary influences, as well as older more established music. From
other parts of the Solomon Islands and Pacific region, precedents influence ways to
achieve intergenerational bridging and cultural renewal.
In the context of this research it would be erroneous to lose sight of recent
developments that have taken the music of 'Are'are around the globe. It would also be
an error to use globally inspired 'Are'are music to renounce particular differences found
at the local level, and lose sight of the traditional music that motivated people in the past
(Mels 2004: 23). Lawyer, Antonio Oposa, said that every generation has a responsibility
to the next to preserve the rhythm and harmony needed for the full enjoyment of a
balanced and healthful ecology. Oposa adds that each generation's assertion of their
right to a healthy environment constitutes, at the same time, their obligations to ensure
the protection of that right for the generations to come (Batac 2012). Sustainable living
can be seen as an issue of eco-cultural renewal that concerns people who will benefit
from having a balanced (harmonic) environment.
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5.2.1 Pacific ICT context
Computers and Information Communication Technologies (ICTs) may come into being
as part of a gradual enculturation in 'Are'are. Such a gradual acquisition is in contrast to
any sudden acculturation where new technology would assimilate traditional behaviours
(Page 1988). The gradual acquisition of new technology will not necessarily introduce
radically new behaviour. In other words, culture and creativity can be a powerful force
that subverts technology from its original intended function into serving a purpose that it
was not necessarily created for, enabling people to meet the challenges that exist in
their environment.
This analogy extends to the way people in 'Are'are have in the past used given a set of
resources with which to build their houses. Over time, these houses have changed as
new tools and materials have been acquired and developed. The modern 'Are'are house
has gradually evolved by the incremental adoption of new tools and techniques without
being radically redesigned, or transformed to have a different social function. By
extension, adopting technological communications facilities in the context of international
dynamic relationships provides a facility to share information, which in turn enables
these relationships to be founded on an equal footing. Sharing information and learning
is an essential part of the ICT-enabled-network that, by definition, seeks to replicate and
share information across multiple sites.
Communities are thereby enabled to keep up-to-date with developments, without being
over-whelmed by an influx of world events. International relationships have ramifications
for the social organisation of village life, for the “domestic union of agricultural and
manufacturing pursuits” (Marx 1951: 9). In general, a village production system that
operates with fewer negative external points of economic dependency is likely to be
more sustainable. It is also possible that for an initial production base, certain village
systems will have some external costs – and that a degree of cost efficiency must be
sacrificed.
To remain reciprocal, external costs and relationships that are enabled by
telecommunications should acknowledge how an organisational structure enabled by a
telecommunications network will be received and reflected on at a relatively
unconnected village level.
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The advantage of living in a community with ICTs is akin to playing a war game on a
side with walkie-talkies. Image 3.1 (Chapter Three) shows a photograph of a house in
'Are'are with a sign outside which proclaims that “Su'u village is now weapons free”.
Political tension in recent history has stifled the Solomon Islands' economic and social
development. Community radio, linked with web technologies, is one strategy that has
been successful that could be employed for environmental rejuvenation and building
convivial relationships – without which the peace and prosperity needed to foster
musical initiatives may flounder.
Communications and media designed at a local level, without the need to externalise
content, serves to strengthen community relationships. Recording and broadcasting
song content in the local village represents an infrastructure model that equates with an
amplification and continuation of local orientation and way of determining appropriate
content. This model of demonstrating song content helps to avoid conforming to a
commercial viability model determined by centrally located studios in urban
environments with high overheads – where recording and broadcasting are an
externality – occurring outside of the perceiving community.
The versatility of communication technologies allows natural resources and customary
management of land to be brought together, conceptually, as content that bridges
generational and traditional knowledge. The Solomon Islands, Fiji, Papua New Guinea
and Vanuatu have similar tenure and customary land regulations and face similar
economic and political situations. Specific Solomon Islands Traditional Ecological
Knowledge resolutions will most likely have to originate within Solomon Islands
communities ensuring these communities have curated their own constitutions (David
Tuhanuku from the Solomon Islands Prime Minister's Office “Solomon Islands
undertakes crucial land reforms” Pacific Beat Updated May 10, 2011).
Where it is determined, those information communications technologies are needed and
culturally appropriate, there may be negative impacts for these communities in the
absence of these communication technologies. Nathan Parker, Principal of Warrington
Primary School in Otago, New Zealand, related concerns surrounding a deployment of
recycled computers to a school in Papua New Guinea (El-Dessouky 2011). Parker's
concern was that the communication technologies being introduced to island
environments are not being handed down to satisfy the needs of the donor party – a
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supply and demand cycle of co-dependency where the recipient of the communications
technologies becomes dependent on external donations. The need must have come
about naturally and not by being coaxed. That recycled computers result in e-waste
issues is of primary concern for future recycled computer initiatives. In island nations that
receive donated machines – that will eventually create e-waste issues – it must be
measured whether communities could suffer a greater negative impact to their
environment if they had to live without technology at all, or, through developing
industries, find the means to facilitate new resources.
The value of a recycled computer compared to a new computer is relative to its disposal
costs. Furthermore, the value of each computer is relative to the value of the network by
which it is acquired. Case by case, a recycled computer initiative may have just as much
merit as any other initiative. Acquiring either used or new technology involves learning
about an interconnected system. If, in acquisition and operation, a recycled computer
initiative involves ‘grassroots’ groundwork to be established these connections are likely
to be useful when it comes to disposal of the computers.

5.3 Case Studies
How natural resources, the environment and traditional ecological knowledge (TEK) are
looked at in the contexts of music making (including where traditional music has a global
presence), can communicate lasting effects of environmental and cultural inspiration.
The Narasirato Panpipers demonstrate how the continuation of locally specific content in
international environments enables a tradition of sacred stories and songs and the
sustainable vocational development of community goals to encourage unique attitudes,
behaviours and characteristics.
The renaissance, of hosting international events is a further example of how a modern
context can invigorate people to renew and revive their traditional art forms. Events such
as the quadrennial, Festival of the Pacific Arts, organise traditional art forms through
modern methods and, significantly, synchronise them with a stage that reflects
intercultural assimilation with the way societies are currently developing. In this way, the
non-linear music (discussed in Chapter Three) of the perceptual world that has
environmental origins analogous to those of a natural language, is able to keep time with
those new means and methods associated with a more universal, UMT (Universal Mean
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Time) orientated day. On Honiara's Mendana Avenue (named after Spanish explorer
Álvaro de Mendaña de Neira b.1542 – d.1595), concerts are regularly held in a public
domain space that is in the heart of the city. As crowds gather attracting people to stalls
selling local produce and handicrafts, it is possible to see how the modern means of
amplification of instruments made from non-local resources, are fusing and assimilating
with influences from the Solomon Islands.
Traditional music and art forms survive as emblems of a society’s past. Ola Ledang
writes of his country Norway that the making of flutes and whistles – traditions that were
once associated with herding livestock – has survived relatively unaffected even though
the herding of livestock is now rare. These instruments are now cultural artefacts as well
as being musical instruments and they are no longer used to aid farming practices
(Ledang 1990: 114).
The idea of repurposing instruments can be made through the context of Pacific Arts
Festivals. New reasons for music making may arise out of a greater awareness of social
behaviour, a change of focus, and easier access to literature, technology, print or
media. In many cases, change is driven by crises, learning and redesign. Examples of
societies that have managed to integrate the three goals of ecological sustainability,
social fairness and allocative efficiency exist because by balancing these three goals
they behave in a sustainable fashion – and we only observe societies that have
survived (Daily 1997: 55, Hardin 1968).
Case studies, in particular from comparable Pacific Islands, show us how indigenous
communities are growing and are able to adapt to the cultural influences of the wider
world. These studies include suitably regionalised applicable networking, conferences,
Indigenous Knowledge Centres and festivals, where similar strategies for growth and
change stem from Pacific island backgrounds that are empathetic with a number of local
issues. In the rural areas of Pacific Island Countries (PICs), it is possible that power
supply will be an issue that will affect the useability of technology for long-term use.
Similarly, in many PICs, access to information over the Internet is accessed by a satellite
link, which has its own limitations.
A university education in PICs has traditionally required Solomon Islanders to travel to
the larger population centres of Australia, New Zealand or Fiji. That necessity is
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changing as “virtual” universities and online educational resources begin to have an
impact and countries like the Solomon Islands continue to forge their own identity in the
higher education sector. In July 2011, the Solomon Island Government were consulting
on the possibility of converting the Solomon Islands College of Higher Education
(SICHE) into a national university (Marau 2011). Subsequently, a Solomon Islands
National University Bill (SINU) was drafted in 2012 to diversify the higher education
options for Solomon Islanders.
Creating a unique institutional identity enables local people to reflect local values
through course content, structure, method of delivery and learning materials. Tertiary
music studies provide an excellent basis for nation building, the links between music and
statehood traditionally being very strong in many parts of the world (Taylor 2008). The
potential to contribute to national issues exists for both the municipality of Honiara and
the greater Solomon Islands. Furthermore, steps have been taken via the building of an
in and outdoor auditorium, to facilitate the 11th Festival of the Pacific Arts – the theme of
the festival is 'Culture in Harmony with Nature' (Au 2011). Real world costs may render
the construction of new buildings to be prohibitive, however, it is worth bearing in mind
that an auditorium can be regarded as an example of what Goethe called “petrified
music” – architectural and social permanencies of a city that punctuate rhythms through
their practical second uses (Mels 2004: 30, Clark 2004: 147).
5.3.1 PacINET
PacINET is an annual conference held by the Pacific Islands Chapter of the Internet
Society (PICISOC). PacINET is one of the leading Information and Communication
Technology conferences in the Pacific Islands. The conference hosts practitioners,
developers, researchers and anyone interested in the development and empowerment
of Pacific cultures. PacINET moves around the Pacific states and is hosted in a different
country each year, providing opportunities for conference goers to learn from the
precedents and case studies of other parts of the region. The grand theme at the 2010
conference was “Next Generation Internet: Security and Governance”. PacINET 2010
ran from the 13th to the 17th of September 2010 in Port Vila, Vanuatu at Emalus campus
of the University of the South Pacific.
Discussions involved the use of technologies for enabling information exchange and
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system design. At previous conferences, anecdotal experiences from presenters have
ensured a contextual approach that is relevant to communities from the Pacific region.
Discussions focus on opportunities for Pacific Island communities. Kapeni Matatia, for
example, from the Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environmental Programme
(SPREP), was among participants at PacINET 2010 and led a round table discussion on
e-waste in the Pacific region. E-waste is an issue that is of crucial concern for the
management of sustainable resources and the preservation of the inspirational value of
nature vital to music as discussed in Chapter Three (Section 3.3). This can be
highlighted as an example of how regional forums are helping people of Pacific island
communities push ahead in new directions.
The PICISOC conference is an excellent opportunity for people from all backgrounds to
learn about their region and realise the natural potential of technological tools. Prior to
attending PacINET 2010, I discussed the conference with Adriel Tahisi at the Solomon
Islands Ministry of Women, Youth and Children’s Affairs, as he had attended a previous
conference hosted in Honiara. Adriel suggested that PacINET could be thought of as
part of an inclusive set of strategies to educate, motivate good practice in technological
and international development and balance a paradigm of contemporary music with a
traditional focus. The challenges overcome by the Narasirato Panpipers, of creating an
international profile while staying true to culturally recognised song form, are a good
example of this balance. Recently the Narasirato Panpipers have begun uploading
media to a fan-site hosted on web servers at Facebook. As Facebook is a free service
and this strategy can be seen as a practical precursor for other groups in the Solomons
or 'Are'are to make use of the same technologies for their own purposes. The Narasirato
Facebook page is used to update fans on their movements, recent releases, upcoming
tour dates, favourite concerts and photo albums from festivals and gigs. The band is also
able to link songs that are available online at “SoundCloud”. Fans, friends and family
who wish to comment on the band's activities can do so via this site.
While in past years PacINET themes have been orientated toward learning about the
technical development of the Internet, in 2010 the organisers included non-technical
streams and issues that would enable more people from the region to participate. The
PacINET 2010 conference, under the theme ‘Next Generation Internet - Access for All’,
addressed disability Issues, rural livelihoods and women and youth in development
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through ICTs. On day one the discussions around ‘Next Generation Internet’ centred
around: Leveraging Traditional Knowledge, One Laptop per Child (OLPC), Educator
Presentations and Workshops, Virtual Museum of the Pacific (VMP), Social media and
Cloud Architecture, Community Radio, Web2.0, Web3.0, Traditional Music and Free and
Open Source Software (FOSS). On day two the theme was: Next Generation Internet in
the Pacific – Many Players, One Team. Updates and presentations from regional
organisations and governments plotted directions for PICISOC, PacINET's parent
organisation. Day three's discussions were around Next Generation Internet with IPv6 as
the dominant theme, including a forum with representatives from the Asia Pacific
Network Information Centre (APNIC) and the Internet Corporation of Assigned Names
and Numbers (ICANN), on the latest developments of the Internet as it moves toward
the implementation of IPv6 (Internet Protocol version 6). Day four looked at ideas around
Next Generation Internet – Disaster Management, Internet security and the safety of
young people on the Internet.
PacINET conference themes, while usually technically orientated, take the form of
demonstrations, tutorials, workshops, panel discussions, invited talks and paper
presentations. In the last few years (circa 2007), the conference has split into dedicated
technical and non-technical streams. The themes discussed have particular relevance to
the future of Indigenous Music Foundation initiatives as they concern the development of
vocational life skills that reflect 21st century interconnectivity with the world. Indigenous
Knowledge Centres that make use of ICTs to access, store, or communicate locally
derived media will also benefit from some knowledge of these ideas:
•

Client Server Computing: To explore the possibilities of collaborative networking.

•

Computer Applications: To explore how computers can be used to encourage
creative content.

•

Database Systems: For knowledge of the various “links in the chain” (Roughan, P.,
2010).

•

Internet Governance: As 'e-music' develops and contributes to a broad base of
support, i.e. ministerial backing for creative industries needs to keep pace with
current initiatives.
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•

EWaste: Issues surrounding ecosystem neglect and respect.

•

Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing: How cultural mapping
systems, in the hands of community members, is a part of the de-colonisation
process.

•

ICT

for

Development:

For

Socio-economic,

international

and

Millennium

Development Goals.
•

ICT Policy: ICT for Development can be a powerful enabler of human rights and
policy that reflects this may provide popular frameworks for procurement.

•

Internet Security: Network Neutrality is to ensure that the systems people are
operating in are transparent and do not favour any particular agenda.

•

Open Source Systems: Open educational resources are vital to the encouragement
of learning networks especially where resources are constrained.

•

Networking and Routing: In island environments, moving information presents some
challenges. However, strategic use of local networks and wider area networks can
alleviate some of these problems. A local area information server can be
incrementally updated and provide a long-term view of the wider area.

•

Protocols and Standards: Use of transparent protocols and standards make stronger
networks and significantly extend the lifetime of equipment.

•

Risk Management: Keeping the ideas of cultural safety intact regardless of the
various modes of operation.

•

Rural/Remote Telecommunications: Addressing the outer reaches of social
development zones to ensure progress is inclusive.

•

VoIP (Voice over Internet Protocol) and Convergence: Where the adoption of digital
infrastructure is taken up, steps are made to ensure the power of 'a voice' is not lost.

The manifold result of the PacINET conference is in signposting concepts of ICT and
computer networking, which along with the continued efforts of the PICISOC community,
help to foster progress in the advancement of democratic and stable systems by working
with communities and popular ICT frameworks. With speakers and workshops centred
around security and disaster management, the importance of team work (e.g. 'Many
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Players, One Team'), an Internet based on standards for protocols (including IPv6), as
well as 'Leveraging Traditional Knowledge and Internet Safety', PacINET contributes to
an ever changing dialogue with ramifications for where people look to find musical
influences and how they share knowledge.
5.3.2 Virtual Museum of the Pacific
The Virtual Museum of the Pacific is an experimental social media platform developed in
collaboration between staff at the Museum of Australia in Canberra and at the University
of Wollongong. The virtual collection is organised so that users can navigate its
collections either by an object’s conceptual use, or place of origin (Figure 5.1 for
example, container, lime container, Melanesia, Solomon Islands).

Figure 5.1 Formal Concept Analyses
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Figure 5.2 The Virtual Museum of the Pacific (referenced October 2011
http://epoc.cs.uow.edu.au/vmp/)

Through a natural process of development, various transnational regions, countries and
provinces begin to show leadership in their respective areas. The effect of non-uniform
growth is exaggerated across scattered island communities that often include a
significant range of climates and unique cultural and environmental influences. For
instance community radio initiatives, predominantly centred in the Isabel province of the
Solomon Islands, are a good example of a regional innovator in media and
communications. Other parts of the Solomon Islands are yet to become established
using their own resources for creating media content.
‘Virtual museums' and online resources have come about through a need for people to
familiarise themselves with artefacts from locations that may be remote. “A display in a
museum may simply be telling a story, but the existence of a museum has a story to tell”
(Johnson, N., 2004). Although museums often lead people to believe that artefacts are
just for display, museums have allowed some of their instruments to be played in the
past. Today, however, the status of artefacts within the museum is something that
reflects the availability and scarcity of the artefact in the outside world. A change in
classification – from rare to extremely rare – indicates people's ability to continue to
utilise the environment to produce those artefacts. That is, how scarce the instrument, or
artefact, is as a piece in the museum, and how scarce it is with respect to an
environmental capacity to reproduce it.
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Museum curator Fuli Pereira, at the Auckland Institute and Museum, suggests that
advancements in the conservation and care of artefacts have, more than anything else,
changed museums’ views on the use and handling of collection items. In the past
Auckland Museum allowed musical instruments to be played, cloaks to be borrowed and
worn at private and public functions and artefacts to be lent to community groups for
display during gatherings. Over the years however, attitudes have changed regarding
the care and preservation of collected items, “our institution has put into place policies
and restrictions around use and display of objects” (Pereira, Fuli 3 Aug 2009 Personal
Communication). International standards for preservation can be found on the website of
the International Council of Museums (ICOM) (Chenhall 1995, Foanaota 1997).
5.3.3 Appropriating Technology
Many Pacific states rely exclusively on satellite technology to access the Internet. As of
2010, only the Federated States of Micronesia, Papua New Guinea, the Marshal Islands,
Samoa and The Fiji Islands were connected by submarine fibre optic cables (Van Rijn
2011). Satellite links are typically slower and more expensive than connections that
utilise submarine cables. As countries from the media-rich side of the ICT digital-divide
continue to aggregate data at increased rates, media formats are increasingly designed
to maximise potential for better rates of transaction. Estimations are that there will be no
fibre optic cable to the Solomon Islands before 2014 (Thomson, Ian 8/10/2010
Communicating to the Pacific Chapter of the Internet Society PICISOC, Van Rijn 2010).
However, the Pacific Regional Information and Communication Technology Connectivity
Project (or Pacific Regional Connectivity Project, PRCP) and Asian Development Bank
(ADB) anticipate that a wide range of socio-economic benefits will result from the cable
and it could be established with the major co-financing coming from the ADB.
Ways to negate the effect of the ‘digital-divide’ include education for people on protocols
for computer networking. In order to address these two increasingly divergent
information ages (through the topic of “Access for All” and the digital divide), discussion
on these themes and issues of capacity building and education help illuminate
contemporary uses for technologies and other concepts of Next Generation Internet in
the Pacific.
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5.3.3.1 Community Radio
In areas where tropical cyclones are prevalent, having an early warning system can
make a significant, positive difference to the chances of survival. Community radio is
multi-purpose and can play a part in activating disaster management strategies. One
recommendation for disaster management systems is that warning systems utilise voice.
This recommendation was made by Dr Gloria Gomez, who has a background in
interactional education design. Where the voice has instant recognition value, it takes
some time to recognise the long-term benefits of email. Aural perception allows people
to perceive signals where there is visual impedance such as that created by a rainforest
or other geographic features. This is the same principle that has allowed 'o'o to be
successful in their role as communication instruments.
Emergent design may build significantly on indigenous knowledge. An aural method may
be the preferred mechanism of communication, in which case, because of the aural
nature of music, musical technologies can harness support for safety orientated
communication technology. Reciprocally, a disaster management system can be
supported by the communication technology that delivers music through community
radio (Gomez, Gloria 2011 Personal Communication, Cavalo 2000). Radio can be an
effective tool for socio-economic development, by reaching a wide audience in
accessible formats:
Community-based radio takes this concept further, through the
involvement of the community in the management of the facility
and the production of radio programmes. Communities hosting
such facilities can partner with organisations to produce
educational and informative radio content that supports priority
development

themes,

development,

farming

for
and

instance

youth

livelihoods,

and

civic

women’s
education,

environment and conservation and reducing vulnerability to
natural disasters (Leeming 2011).
The playing of instruments that produce sound as a mode of communicating important
messages across the landscape are most effective in a predominantly ‘high context
setting’ – where a high degree of background knowledge is needed to understand the
message system (Hall 1976). In a PICISOC discussion forum, Lynold Wini's opinion on
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communicating using new techniques for was that, “the drums in the past made enough
noise to be effective. At present, I believe the most effective system in PIC's [sic] is one
that resembles people’s lives and how they live it. Texting and mobile phones are big in
other parts of the world . . . the radio is ours” (Lynold, Wini March 20, 2011
Communication to PICISOC members discussion mailing list, PICISOC@picisoc.org).
The radio is an effective method of communication in PICs and further development of
ICTs can be achieved by an augmentation of radio with web technologies (Pringle 2012).
5.3.4 The One Laptop Per Child Initiative
Some of the more influential ideas relating to the practicalities of Internet and
technological development in the Pacific region surround the issue of remote rural
telecommunications (via satellite) and low power supply (<15w). One low power
computer solution being discussed for PICs, and currently in use in parts of the Solomon
Islands, is the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) organisation's XO computer. The XO can
be considered a practical forerunner and valuable asset among, the options for
computers with low power consumption. The XO computer has been designed to
withstand the treatment of young school aged children, and of varying of climatic
conditions. In parts of the world where high tropical humidity exists rust can damage
conventional machines. The OLPC XO is designed to work in temperatures as high as
60°C. The collaborative process behind the development of this platform maintains a
spirit of community involvement in the advancement of activities.
My discussion with David Leeming on arrival to the Solomon Islands in 2010 served as a
good introduction to, and revision of, some of the basic ideas that have held OPLC
together as an education project. The OLPC initiative is intended to incorporate
education with computers:
1) It demonstrates ownership.
2) It proposes that the personal computer analogy in the classroom should be
literally ‘one laptop per child’.
3) That connectivity to the Internet enables knowledge progress – as long as one
‘mesh’ networked, laptop is connected to the Internet the others are too.
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4) Young age group – given the chance to explore computers while they are young
enhances young people’s ability to utilise technology in a more effective way
later.
5) Free and Open Source – openness fosters a culture of sharing to learn and
learning to share, encouraging a basic human need of expression.
Later these five principles were extended to seven:
6) Enable the Teachers – ensure teachers have adequate pre-training and
classroom support.
7) Engage the Community – includes tribal elders and local languages (Vercoe
2012).
5.3.4.1 TamTam
Working with the developers of the educational music software, for OLPC's TamTam
Music Suite (Version 60), I was able to provide ethnographic data that helped diversify
the design of the OLPC music programmes to include the Solomon Islands pipes. This
was an example of ethnographic input to user centred design – in this case
demonstrating the potential for educational software to play a part in communicating
indigenous music cultures. After discussions with founders, Professor Barry Vercoe and
Professor Jean Piche (TamTam project leader at Universite de Montreal), it became
apparent that the regions of the world to which the OLPC computers have been
distributed could be individually represented by a version of the TamTam suite that
contains musical instruments and objects that are specific to each region. Version 60
(September 16, 2011) is the first version to include Solomon Islands pipes. This
implementation was given a personal recommendation by Professor Vercoe.
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Figure 5.3 Screenshot of TamTamSuite. XO activity for reproducing selected sounds of musical
instruments. The black arrow points to Solomon Islands pipes. This virtual instrument uses
photos and sound samples provided by the author.

A photo and sound sample were supplied to programme designers Aleksey Lim and
Manuel Quinones and processed at Sugar Labs (See Appendix 3). This collaboration
demonstrated a user centred approach with global design implications. In the TamTam
activity, clicking on the photo activates a sound sample (shown in Figure 5.3) that can
then be controlled by the top row of letters on the computer's keyboard (usually Q across
to I) to change the pitch of the sample – producing a higher or lower note. The lines of
the keyboard above and below play sharps and flats. The Solomon Islands pipe that this
virtual instrument is based on does not ordinarily contain sharps and flats. The
frequencies of these pipes do not ordinarily conform to a perfect major scale. The
number of frequencies available to the TamTam user, in the case of the Solomon
Islands pipe, is greater than, but not strictly equal to, the frequencies of the physical
instrument. This might be seen as a peculiarity of the software (Whalley 2005: 260). A
degree of authenticity should be expected of these instruments so that the software is
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genuinely representational. Each instrument's sound is reproduced as an impression of
the sound that each of the instruments is ordinarily capable of producing.
On the TamTamMini interface – one of four activities in the TamTamSuite – to the left of
the grid of instruments and objects (see Figure 5.3) controls can be found for duration,
complexity, tempo, volume, playback and a random beat generator (dice) for a drum
sequence, which can be used to accompany an instrument chosen from the gridded
array. Below the drum machine control panel the user can choose from a ‘family’ of
percussion instruments, such as the contemporary jazz or rock drum kit (selected in
Figure 5.3) and from other ethnic percussion kits. Version 60 (and all subsequent
versions of the software activity) will be distributed around the world, including a
Solomon Islands deployment, where the panpipes are also symbols of musical heritage.
One significance of having representation in this software activity is that other objects
contained in the programme are also recognized as musical instruments, as a result of
their on-screen association with Solomon Islands’ instruments.
Worldwide distribution and user centric appropriation of software activities beyond the
Solomon Islands pipe example is a wider and separate project. This could be achieved
by including updates, which represent local instruments and enabled by online updates
of the TamTam activities over a network, or installations by USB flash media. The
TamTam software-activities have a good representation of instruments from around the
world built into the program already, but at this stage, they are not tailored for different
regional environments. The ethnographic information contained in this educational
OLPC software – how many instruments are in TamTam and where they are from – can
further contribute to transparency surrounding how the inbuilt representation can be
extended and refined. There is a difference between a user accessing the TamTam
activities, whose local music culture is represented by the software activity, and a user
whose musical instruments are not included in that software activity. The activity is a
valuable educational experience in either case; the first user can see that his or her
culture is part of this worldwide project and the second has the opportunity to see
instruments from around the world.
With the XO computer (and OLPC initiative) people have the ability to contribute creative
audio content and distribute it locally, or non-locally. In this situation, even though placespecific-instruments are not always installed as a part of the music iconography of the
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OLPC software suite, coupling community radio with other audio frameworks can
promote locally generated content and augment radio possibilities (e.g. virtual online
radio). One concern that could be raised is that OLPC exacerbates the problem of the
'haves' and the 'have nots'. However, as long as a focus of the project is 'contributing to
building communities through learning and networking', the technology itself is beneficial.
The OLPC platform and TamTam suite represent a good opportunity to introduce world
music perspectives to young people. This opportunity could be extended to introduce
more comprehensive recording concepts through studio packages on a bootable USB
flash drive: a "Sugar Studio" version of the Sugar operating system, similar to the
"Ubuntu Studio" version of the Ubuntu operating system. Initiatives for XO integration
with Indigenous Music Foundation activities are also being explored through sound
recording, using programmes like Audacity, to record interviews and songs and create
other locally orientated content. For example the Filemix activity (for the XO) takes
sounds that the user can load and mix together; children are particularly encouraged to
make their own natural soundscapes (Hunkins 2011).
5.3.4.2 Drum Beats

Figure 5.4 Drum Beats for OLPC Canada
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In the Drum Beats activity developed exclusively for the OLPC Canada deployment,
users are able to explore instruments and the concepts they represent within a virtual
room.
Buffy Sainte-Marie walks children through the Nature of Sound
and Native American/Aboriginal Instruments in order to
introduce children to what sound is, the characteristics of
sound,

wavelengths

and

how

sound

travels.

Hands-on

experiments and a vocabulary resource provide students with a
working knowledge of words and meaning, as well as an
understanding of Indigenous, Aboriginal, Native American
music and sound terminology. This programme was modified
for OLPC Canada by Buffy Sainte-Marie (Sainte-Marie 2010).
The Drum Beats concept could be ported worldwide from the computers in Canada.
Local versions could then be created, drawing on specific local culture. It should be
noted that Drum Beats is a software activity unique to OLPC Canada. This unique
software is characterised by the singularity of the activity – the fact that it only occurs in
Canada – as well as from depictions of locally relevant, culture-specific visualisations.
Using this activity as a template, other distributions with visualisations of their own local
culture could create uniformity, negating the software’s unique status. This however,
would be contrary to the intention of encouraging the exclusive expression of local
indigenous music. The general educational value of the Drum Beats template to
visualise specific culture may yet out-weigh its present value as a template and interface
that is unique to Canadian computers.
OLPC Canada, as are most OLPC projects, is a charitable organisation, which is
administratively

and

operationally

(Johnson,

Wendy

January

2011

Personal

Communication on behalf of the Belinda Stronach Foundation, primary sponsor of OLPC
Canada). For that reason, it would useful to see some more discussion on funding and
resources for a study exploring the potential of the Drum Beats graphical user interface
to equip OLPC, or similar compatible technologies (e.g., tablet computers), to provide
insights into more specific locations. Concepts of sound within a Native American
framework have also been explored as a teaching resource by the Cradleboard Project.
The Cradleboard Project’s multimedia lessons help contextualise flutes, drums and
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mouth-bows in multi-sensory ways that relate frequency, amplitude, decibels and
wavelengths to the traditional and contemporary instruments that illustrate these
theories.
As far as strategies for ‘applied world music studies’ are concerned, the highly graphical
user interfaces of Drum Beats, TamTam and the multimedia aspects of Cradleboard
offer a contrast to a programmable environment that emphasises sound reproduction
over interface culture, and teaches extendable skills in the process. Professor Vercoe
suggested that a very direct lesson about musical instruments and their properties could
involve learning object orientated programming with Python and C-sound op-codes,
upon which the graphical user interface of the TamTam activities is built (Vercoe, B.,
2011 April, Personal Communication). Similarly, Andrew Sorensen's Impromptu
(sometimes known as Extempore), an embedded programming environment, might
provide more long term potential for sound reproduction (Sorensen 2010). However, this
would be at the cost of basic operability associated with graphical user interfaces (GUI)
and learning environments (like Drumbeats or TamTam) that people can become
accustomed to without learning new programming languages.

5.4 Empowering Locally Orientated Media Content
Technological applications appropriate for the empowerment of music in the Pacific
include other low power consumption computers aside from the OLPC deployments.
Options include building computers from component boards. This may sound
complicated, but it is exactly the training that can be offered at PacINET forums.
Experienced help is on hand at these forums for people who decide that this is the
option for them. Commercial parts for building a personal computer might include
Beagle-board's USB powered low cost fan-less computer. Beagle-board’s motto is:
'Unleash community development with laptop-like performance'. The reference to
community development in this motto signals the widespread adoption of open source
systems for these computers, systems which are freely distributed among the general
public and which are able to run many practical applications.
PacINET 2010 featured a seminar on loading Angstrom Linux onto a Beagle-board
computer (Lanteigne 2010). Housed in a 'BeagleBox' – a sturdy metal case – these
computers are robust and portable. Advantages include low power usage (approximately
2 w). There are also low power display options, including small LCD monitors and low
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power projectors that display a monitor sized image during sunlight hours that can be
enlarged at night-time. Component board computers, Beagle-board, Arduino and
Raspberry Pi use USB, headphone and microphone ports enabling networking with
other devices. The Raspberry Pi computer is a bare-bones low cost computer but has
been built with the hope that, as a tool to be used in schools, they can help reverse a
lack of programming interest in the general population (Cellan-Jones 2012).
With “The Internet of Things” (expecting to connect 15 billion devices by 2015), and
small footprint computers, a number of devices (including cell phones) are empowering
people to get and stay connected (Reddi 2011: 72). Enabling people to access and
explore technology allows the recording of traditional music, broadcasting and online
collaboration within local and wider area networks, to include migrant communities
abroad. Something which is increasingly possible with “The Internet of Things’” approach
to connectivity (IPv6) is that small low cost devices like cell phones are now able to
access information as well as conventional and relatively expensive desktop computers.
Low cost connection in the Solomon Islands is a factor in helping alleviate the effect of
the crisis years during which most existing government structures and functions,
businesses and most other civil society structures in the country collapsed. During these
years (late 1998 until August 2003), at times only charitable workers could reach certain
communities and provide assistance (Kupiainen 2006). Today, many people are able to
communicate from their remote villages – also adding significantly to individual safety.
The activities of ICT development could be viewed as unsustainable co-dependent
cycles of well meaning, but, ultimately harmful activities – where doubt surrounds the
disposal of e-waste resulting from the donations of computers (Oakely 2012). However,
carefully considered initiatives, that are able to avoid a 'pathological altruism' may work
alongside indigenous stakeholders to achieve mutual goals. In this vein an Aboriginal
activist group in Queensland in the 1970s were quoted as saying, “If you have come
here to help me you are wasting your time; if you have come here because your
liberation is bound up with mine, then let us work together” (Aboriginal activists group,
Queensland, 1970s).
As well as contemporary music festivals, such as The Dreaming, WOMAD, Glastonbury
and Fuji Rock, the use of computers the Internet and other ICTs can encourage a
renaissance of the arts. Used in a plethora of ways to record audio, and given a broad
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basis of connectivity to ICT networks, people may revitalise indigenous music products
by using the digital convergence of Information Technologies, Telecommunications and
Consumer Electronics (ITTCE). In the past, recorded material was produced in a
commercial studio in order to be recognised in a common media format. Limits imposed
by studios on the viability of a recording were based on many factors, including
commercial incentive, and the physical limitations and suitability of the location of the
studio to cater to the recording artist's capacity to reproduce their music in the studio.
Large groups like the Narasirato, who draw from a pool of musicians, cannot all leave
the village they come for the recording studio at the same time or the village could have
a shortage of workers.
By recording in a commercial studio, the end product must appeal to a wide audience,
defined by access to a common media type, rather than defined by traditional tribal links.
Studio recordings – the standardised formatted medium – appeal to a broader band of
society than the traditional participants of the same music. Owners of a Narasirato CD
are less likely to be attached to this music than people who have lived among it their
entire lives. However, as the Narasirato apply themselves more to their professional
recording projects the need to make music in the village becomes less of a priority.
Recording music in a studio places limitations on that music's aesthetic potential. That is
where music was once part of a multi-sensory experience – of visual, sonic, communal
and substratum vibration – a recording is almost purely sonic. While a recording may
increase the popular appeal of a song, listening to a recording as opposed to a live
performance represents a reduced ability for the music to invigorate on many aesthetic
levels.
Fitting a multipurpose format, or common audio mediums such as audiotapes, CDs or
mp3s, and appealing to a cross-section and broader base of listeners, turns the
production of music into an easily accessible media format. The 'play button' enhances
the notion that music comes from purchasable media, for instance the popular musicplayback computer programme, iTunes has no record button or function.
Big differences exist between a culture of music-making that determines that purchasing
instruments and recordings is the norm, and a culture that values producing its
instruments. The culture that suggests musical instruments are typically bought and that
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performance is the goal of practice and of owning an instrument reduces the
environmental understanding brought about through the construction process of an
instrument. Consumer music culture has, in turn, elevated stage performance and
subsequently reduced the role of other contexts in which instruments can be found that
could constitute an equally significant musical experience (Ledang 1990). This sort of
understanding of artefacts is not exclusive to musical instruments. Arthur Grimble writes
in A Pattern Of Islands (1953), on the construction of old style tiger shark fishing hooks:
“the outstanding virtue of this gigantic instrument was that it could be grown with magic,
trained with magic, cut with magic and trimmed with magic” (Grimble 1953: 104).
Where a society's ideals of musicality relate to the common understanding of how
instrumental procedures relate to the surrounding environment, an over-emphasis on
performance serves more than anything to re-enforce the procedural and often
emotional depth of the performers. This emphasis may often represent a compromise to
the holistic understanding of music that communicates on many levels and exemplifies
an experiential perspective of the environment (Mels 2004: 15).
The human ear has a dynamic range of stimuli. The ear will respond to very small
amplifications of pressure (e.g., an air displacement of roughly ten thousand millionths of
a centimetre, about 1/100th the diameter of a molecule) when a tone is of a suitable
pitch (around the top octave of a piano). The loudest sounds from an orchestra of 75
performers in a concert hall are up to 20 million times louder than the faintest sound (e.g.
a violin used at its quietest) (Jeans 1956). This suggests that music, which provides
specific acoustic details, may contribute (however subtly) to the syntax of human beings'
unique relations to one another and to the world. Oliver Sacks writes: “The primal role of
music is to some extent lost today when we have a special class of composers and
performers and the rest of us are often reduced to passive listening. One has to go to a
concert, or a church or a musical festival, to recapture the collective excitement and
bonding of music. In such a situation, there seems to be an actual binding of nervous
systems” (Sacks 2006).
The community approach to media, radio and audio, as well as providing critical lifelines
in the case of emergencies to the outside world, liberates the recording process from the
compromise of non-reciprocal ebb and flow that commercialisation can represent. By
empowering locally orientated media content “an essential quality of expressive
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behaviour is added to the technological process” (Ledang 1990: 21). Ledang calls this
essential quality a “rhythmic interplay”. This means that the rhythm involved in
harvesting resources, making instruments and playing instruments is considered as part
of the musical process, which is enhanced by speaking and chanting during the “critical,
unpredictable and uncertain phase” of, for example, “... flute” making (Ledang 1990: 21).
The Narasirato Panpipers have, to a degree, defied the previously described
characteristics of commercialisation and have extended what it means to make use of
'Are'are musical characteristics to empower locally orientated content. While they
evidently now function as a community based initiative, albeit with professional external
management, Narasirato have gone some of the way to achieving this bona-fide balance
between extending the influence of their music beyond the album format and live act
dimension, to maintaining a media and web presence. This invokes another sense of
community that solidifies the band members’ experience of the vocational activity
through both the performance and practice aspects of their music.
5.4.1 Champion Sound and Online Resources
John Lumley, of Champion Sound based in Brisbane, a grassroots movement aimed at
generating vocational opportunities, empowering community media and knowledge
through creative industries, describes the process of making multi-threaded, or multidimensional,

rich

musical

experiences

through

Champion

Sound's

activities.

Furthermore, Champion Sound is an organisation that aims to engage youth and
develop a sense of community, especially around creativity, physical activity and healthy
lifestyles. Predominantly involved with programs and workshops around Queensland,
Champion Sound aims to assist emerging artists and young people to learn about
recreational and vocational opportunities that exist through the creative industries (June
10 2010 John Lumley comments to the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation
Google group mailing list).
Learning from the initiatives of organisations like Champion Sound, can strengthen The
Solomon Islands’ Indigenous Music Foundation. The Champion Sound workshop model
could be tailored to suit the needs of Solomon Islanders. Individual and grassroots
movements, such as the Indigenous Music Foundation of the Solomon Islands and
Champion Sound, have begun working together in youth engagement and development
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initiatives to try and build capacity in this area, while also taking precursory lessons from
one another.
Champion Sound contacted the SIIMF mailing list and, since then, a number of useful
residual tools have been discussed to help people follow up on what they have learnt at
the organisations’ workshops. These workshops occur in the context of isolating 'digital
divides' that exist between different sectors and regions. Their outcomes are closely
connected to the motivation, necessity and usefulness of creating open educational
resources with creative commons licenses.
A parallel exists in North East Queensland where some communities are very much
online and computer literate and others for a variety reasons are not. This parallel is
echoed in Melanesia and the Solomon Islands and adds to the relevance of combining
these strategies for connecting people. Although the Champion Sound approach is
typically one-on-one, and this is a strategy emphasised in their educational philosophy,
the idea of leaving people with an online educational resource after a workshop can help
instil the notion that computers are good, general, learning tools. A resource hosted by
‘Google Documents’ on the topic of acoustics and recording was updated to the SIIMF
Google Group as an example of creating content using Google Documents – an openly
available application (September, 11 2011).
Online open learning resources include: Ubuntu, Mozilla, Google Search, Google
Groups, Libre Office, Oracle's Open Office Suite, Red Hat, Fedora OLPC Wiki, Ardour,
Audacity, GNU Image Manipulator and WikiEducator. These all provide the tools needed
to create local media content (Reddi 2011: 70). The toolboxes of these various
applications have not been ethnographically refined in the way the OLPC TamTam
suites were to include Solomon Islands pipes. In the future ethnographically informed
features could be considered for iterations and versions of the above-mentioned
resources, a good example of this would be Google Māori (see Figure 5.5) (Keegan
2011).
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Figure 5.5 Google Māori

Village based community radio and computer technologies can subvert the idea that the
primary reason to record music is for commercial gain. The process of recording music
may cultivate understanding of community, environmental and economic values.
Champion Sound released a compilation CD in 2009 with two tracks from local
musicians in the Solomon Islands. Champion Sound had decided to try to create better
links outside the city of Brisbane and consolidate the community involvement they had
already achieved through workshops in Brisbane and Queensland. They set about
creating links between Australian, Melanesian, Micronesian and Polynesian artists,
working to develop networks to distribute music, promote artists and hold countrywide
events with opportunities for Solomon Islands’ artists to perform in Australia and
Australian artists to perform in the Solomons.
In the Western Solomon Islands, in an area called Marovo Lagoon, a version of the 2009
Champion Sound CD was released in partnership with the University of Queensland’s
(UQ) Marovo project. This CD was distributed free of charge by the UQ project
throughout the Marovo Lagoon area and included a bonus track to be found only on this
edition. Notably, both of the Solomon Islands songs on this CD have a conservation
theme. One of the tracks is entitled “Environment Belong You Me” (Papae 2009). A
conservation theme featured on a compilation album, intended to build creative
opportunities for performing artists, could be an indication of the sorts of far reaching
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positive outcomes that can result from the many layered community ecosystem
approach, which has become synonymous with Champion Sound’s success (Lumley,
John 2010 Communicating to the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation mailing
list).
Translocalisation is moving music, from a traditional and temporal relationship with
natural events that create a unique context and define a people and place, to incorporate
national and global contexts. Translocalisation may also imply the processes by which
people build new forms of locality and communality based, partly on their own cultural
backgrounds and partly on the opportunities and sociocultural contexts of additional
social influences, in ways that interconnect different localities (Kupiainen 2006).
Changing the method and affecting the processes of music alters the relevance. Only by
ensuring that values are in place throughout the transformation does the music retain
conventional meaning. This is in contrast to what may sometimes be perceived as a
necessary commercialisation in the process of translocalisation through digitalisation
(Kupiainen 2006).
A revitalisation process that reaffirms the functions of a traditional activity, such as
making music that reflects the environment, works at the level of finding and asserting
relevant and aesthetic concepts of the music. “Digitalisation offers genuinely new
opportunities and platforms to preserve and maintain local language and culture and to
empower, diversify and improve the agency of local communities and villages in their
activities. Digitalisation also contributes to the strengthening of local democracy, social
and gender equality and civil society” (Kupiainen 2006). As a constant feedback
mechanism, the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation and Champion Sound
can ask why their community radio and workshop initiatives and activities are relevant. If
the recording or broadcast's purpose is predominantly to share and relate experience,
how may it also be sold as a commodity if, and when, that course of action is deemed
appropriate? This strategy is proposed as an alternative to looking at the relevance of
recorded music from its commercial potential.
5.4.2 Improvisation of Technology
Hearing the sound of bamboo in the light winds that follow a cyclone and making a
musical instrument that replicates that sound, is human improvisation of a natural
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resources for musical ends. To highlight this concept it is useful to consider other
examples. The term exaptation generally implies that a pre-existing structure has been
converted to such an extent that it no longer functions in its original role. An example of
exaptation is when a woodpecker burrows a hole in a tree and then leaves the area for
good to live in other trees allowing other small birds and insects to make use of the
woodpecker's burrow as a nest. The point is that the intended use or purpose of
something (technology and music technology included) is often subverted or bypassed
altogether, when more interesting uses for it are found.
DJ POWA, a well-known disc jockey in Jamaica, released a music track in 2011
remixing a television news sound-bite. This was an example of creating a new music
product by subverting technology. In what ethnomusicologist Denis Crowdy described as
“a

great

example

of

participatory

culture”

(Crowdy,

Denis

2011

Personal

Communication), this original news item featured a story about a community in Jamaica
struggling to continue with their day-to-day activities as a result of a flooded river that
had made their road impassable. The original news item was turned into a popular song
and video, with the help of digital editing and synthesis. The DJ POWA musical remix
“Nobody Canna Cross it” from this television news report is a case of the empowering
ability of locally created content. The DJ POWA remix received approximately a million
visits to various YouTube hosted video sites in the first three months it became available
(June - September 2011). It made use of the natural rhythm and melodic nature of
engineer Clifton Brown's voice. Samples of the audio and video were taken and
syncopated to create a drum and sequencer backing-track, with the repeating the
message “Nobody canna cross it” (and other prominent phrases used by Clifton Brown).
The DJ POWA remix provided an interesting example of awareness raising media, and
music acting as a vehicle for support for community messages.
The video could be thought of as inconsequential, but clearly popular with people and
entertaining to watch, or exploiting people's misfortune. It is clear the people need some
support to cross the river and the remix pointed people towards the original news item.
Near Honiara, in the Kakabona village to the west of the city, a washed out bridge
makes the river only passable if the river levels are low enough. The DJ POWA example
from Jamaica could have relevance as similar conditions prevail in the Solomon Islands.
The YouTube video of this remix reached many people quickly informing them of a local
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problem (DJ POWA 2011 “Nobody Canna Cross It Remix Video”). Community media
has demonstrated an ability to foster locally generated content and, linked with web
solutions and transparency of access to web solutions, versatile platforms are creating
new precedents for exploring indigenous knowledge networks.
For people whose lives reflect an increased awareness of the World Wide Web, “Internet
Society” discussions are helping people to stay informed by using tools for social and
business solutions. Where the process of commercial expansion is being explored on a
preliminary level “Over-emphasis on mono-cropping a wide range of export cash crops
like copra, bananas, cocoa, oil palm, sugarcane, coffee, ginger and butter pumpkin
(squash) ... has brought complete removal of countless tree groves and individual fruit
trees” (Thaman 2008: 56). It is at this preliminary stage of development that communities
may fall into supply and demand cycles, losing the “means, magic and meaning” from
their ecological resource base (Ledang 1996).

5.5 Land Use and Sustainable Exchange
Migration is a recurrent theme among factors that have an influence on land use. Quality
of data, on the extent of forest cover in 'Are'are, can be validated through consultation
with local people, for example, John Maneniaru and Slade Rurumai, referred to in
Chapter Three. Within the tropical forest, production of cash crops has in places
corresponded to a “diminishment of their mystery and hence their awe” (Jong 2006:
266). For musical systems, which rely predominantly on forest ecology functioning
normally, changes in land use may contribute directly to a change in an instrument's
melodic range. This may occur as changes to land use result in the introduction, and
crosspollination, with other instruments. An instrument that changes in this way may
represent a quasi-static process. Significant social change may be exhibited in the
history of an instrument as an acknowledgement of environmental conditions.9 It may be
convenient to refer to this as a cultural evolution based on the primary significance of the
environmental, musical and physical contexts.

9

The panpipes have changed significantly in 'Are'are, serving the various functions for which they were
made. Some panpipes resemble 'prototypes'. Their binding sometimes feels unfinished and lacks the robust
strength that modern instruments have acquired. On the other hand, the instruments the Narasirato
Panpipers tour with must be able to survive constant long haul travel. The question becomes whether the
instruments' strengthening has enabled touring capacity, or if touring capacity has enabled more
professionalism and time to be spent strengthening and finishing the instruments.
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In some communities, concerns about the sustainability of land use can be alleviated by
growing awareness and acceptance of peoples’ rights to information. Media
Development Loan Fund (MDLF) Indonesian Programme Director, Tessa Piper, explains
how the potential exists to replicate community radio models, based on their relatively
modest costs in relation to proven, positive and profound impacts (Piper 2011, Dursin
2012). In the Papuan Highlands, Radio Pikon Ane, is an example of where subsistence
farming communities broadcast news about crop prices. This allows the farmers’
cooperative to coordinate sale prices and sales via the radio, improving the bargaining
power of the farmers. The station has also begun to play a part in health care education,
broadcasting messages every day about home health. This helps people maintain
facilities that are in need of improvement by communicating their needs to meet
recognised standards that are important to the quality of life.
By pooling resources into single purpose media representation – of tapes or CDs –
community music may fall short of providing a feedback mechanism that previously
defined the music's role in the community; and fail to connect music with natural
information feedback mechanisms. One of the reasons for the introduction of the OLPC
computer and for the introduction of community radio, in remote parts of the world, is to
give people access to information while enabling them to create information. It is in
peoples’ interests to maintain the balance of their ecosystem and the means of
producing information as well as the means of accessing information. This facility is
connected to the survival of traditional ecological resources, including the means and
meaning of creating music, and the long-term sustainability of economic relationships
with offshore trade.
Internet coupling with other media, for example community radio, is empowering and
why one-way information, while granting access to knowledge, may frustrate the process
of learning. An information network is one thing and a personal learning network is
something else. It could be argued that learning networks require information networks
to exist in advance. However, the more important factor in a successful learning network
is that it connects people who use it to learn and pursue intellectual and creative
passions (Richardson 2011). In other words, the success of these networks is
determined not by what we know, but how we learn to learn.
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5.5.1 Ubuntu and Cloud Computing
Ubuntu is a freely distributed computer operating system for home computing and
business enterprises. Ways to enable people to create personalised learning networks
include using open source operating systems and Internet tools like browsers and
search engines. Ubuntu exists because of the global community who because of a
mutual understanding of the benefits of sharing continue to develop it. Championed by
Nelson Mandela (2006), “Ubuntu” is an ancient African word that, in a greatly simplified
sense means 'humanity to others'. The Pidgin English phrase “iumi iet ia”, “we continue
to work as a group”, has a similar meaning (Anioa, Morris 04/2012 Personal
Communication). The operating system is named after this philosophy and Ubuntu, while
far from being without values, finds solutions for implementation and provides platforms
for effective learning directions that use technology.
The contemporary computing paradigm known as “The Cloud” (an analogy for the
storing of remote data) requires little knowledge of technological infrastructure
(Gschwendtner 2010 Anderson and Rainie 2010). A 'Cloud' computing solution gives
people the ability to store and access information that has been created elsewhere,
either securely or openly. One example of a cloud computing solution is SoundCloud.
The Narasirato Panpipers in 2011 revamped their web page, narasirato.com, with an
embedded SoundCloud player (see Appendix 2). Websites offer something that CDs
cannot namely that they can be updated regularly. The Internet offers a mode of
communication that reflects dynamic and evolving information (Berkes 2008: 250). David
Leeming, administrator of the Isabel Youth Learning Network, also considered this
solution to hosting music online (http://wikieducator.org/User:Leeming) as an alternative
to their NING hosted site, after NING started charging for web page hosting in July 2010.
While people face the challenge of integrating and storing traditional information with
present day techniques, these new media storage options allow people to mix and
match and find the best fit between specific information and an intended audience
(Berkes 2008: 250).
In 2011, David Leeming also established a WordPress site for working with community
media in the Solomon Islands (Leeming 2011). The WordPress site works as a web log
(blog) for individuals and organisations working to inform each other via community
media. It is possible to upload multimedia and educational resources (embedding
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YouTube videos or SoundCloud clips is also possible). The Commonwealth of Learning
Healthy Communities Programme is an example of content currently being migrated to
this platform.
Complete web hosting solutions required from one service, in contrast to syndicating
multiple servers, are becoming increasingly rare in the cloud-computing paradigm.
Instead, people are embedding videos from YouTube, holding discussions via Google
groups and WordPress web logs, keeping pictures on Facebook or songs at
SoundCloud. For start-up groups still seeking funding, a Google Group is adequate for
discussion purposes.
Another option, for an Indigenous Music Foundation in the Solomon Islands, is to have a
Facebook account or to subscribe to WordPress and build a personal web log, such as,
the WordPress option taken by the community media Solomon Islands group. Songs
uploaded to SoundCloud represent standardised reusable hypertext mark-up language
(html) that will embed a track through any html editor for personal websites (See
Appendix 2).
Through such procedures, the web environment emulates an ecosystem's approach to
the distribution of music by embodying the core ecological concept of embedded and
nested systems, while incorporating media into the greater online ecosystem. After
several months of online availability the SIIMF SoundCloud account has generated
some interest and has been of practical use in sharing recordings made during this
research. Although this sharing has been mostly by 'word of mouth', it may also occur by
way of connections via networks and email between other SoundCloud users. For
example, a user in Japan, Taisei Okazaki, complimented the collection of recordings and
left a link to his own uploaded collection. SoundCloud embedding can also be
implemented through 'point and click' methods to popular hosts like WordPress or
Facebook.
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Figure 5.6 In this screenshot, a group of women in Vanuatu are seen playing rhythms in the sea.
This video is hosted by YouTube and shared through Facebook (reproduced on consultation with
AJ Hickling, 4/2/2011 who asked that it be credited to his web site at www.evolvingrhythms.com,
referenced October 2011).

As well as recently developed 'Cloud' services various open educational resources –
Virtual Ocean and WikiEducator for example – are playing important roles in ensuring
the future of sustainable learning materials. The concepts behind OER and WikiEducator (and the Wiki concept generally) take advantage of the capacity of ICT
networks to move multiple sources of information and many targets in multiple directions
simultaneously. By encouraging feedback, the problem-posing process becomes a
reciprocal learning experience. These tools have been created from the mutual
experience of the benefits created by access to the learning experiences of people
(Chow 2010, Vollmer 2010). A recently built Wiki, the Traditional Tune Archive
(http://tunearch.org/wiki), provides information about the historical and social context of
melodies.

5.6 Learning Epistemologies
The benefits of exploring the potential for further institutional syndication in the Solomon
Islands can be reflected on, in light of discussions with qualified Solomon Islanders who
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have provided information and research findings, such as those outlined by Smith
Masika, discussed in detail in Chapter Three.
In conceptualising the possibilities for higher-level musical studies in the Solomon
Islands, Masika argued for the creation of a 'higher education' facility to better cater to
the needs of local people. Smith Masika attended the Solomon Islands College of Higher
Education (SICHE) and completed his teacher training there. University systems in
industrialised nations reflect the post-industrial segmentation of workers' skills,
sometimes as a struggle of naturally interdisciplinary “renaissance” men and women
who are “enquirers into many things” in a world of specialisation (McGilchrist 2009: 313).
David Gegeo raised an interesting take on accounting for multiple cultural backgrounds
and approaches in research methods in an online seminar in 2010. Presenting from his
position as Senior Lecturer in Pacific Studies at the University of Canterbury, he
emphasised that research is as old as humanity and stems from phenomena. The
distinction between method and methodology is the inclusion of pedagogy in the
research process; hence, knowledge research is not always metro-centric and can be
juxtaposed with indigenous epistemology (Gegeo 2001). Decolonisation is a form of
epistemic juxtaposition (Gegeo 2010).

(A)
In this picture, the small clouds represent individual research projects, and their direction
represents their independent approaches. The large clouds are scientific disciplines.
Scenario (A) shows two research projects with enough momentum to move past but be
closely attracted by the magnitude of each disciplinary cloud, remaining as original
pieces of work without being subject to established disciplinary conventions.
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(B)
In this picture (B), the small cloud has lost its momentum and not managed to escape
the attracting forces of the research cluster, possibly because no other influence has
compelled it to follow its own course. It will become part of an established discipline.

(C)
In picture (C), the large clouds are moving towards a super collision that will bring with it
a new set of exciting reactions and transdisciplinary relationships. The small cloud
research projects have given the big magnetic cloud disciplines enough mass that they
are now also sufficiently attracted to each other and will combine.

(D)
Success! After scenario (C), the ‘clouds’ have combined, from the backgrounds of their
respective disciplinary conventions, and have juxtaposed to become an epistemic
system.

Interdisciplinary or ‘trans-disciplinary’ theories may be challenged for having overlooked
the depth of any one discipline (Hull 1999: 477). On the other hand, the collision of
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disciplines often amounts to creative energy and gestalt (something which is greater
than the sum of its parts) (Johnson S., 2010: 59, 163, Koestler 1964). This said,
interdisciplinary teams are also more likely to research real world needs (Maffi 2005:
613).
5.6.1 Institutional Model
The Solomon Islands, a part of the world with very little industrial history needs to
decide whether to reflect the structure of modern institutions, of the industrialised world,
when structuring its own modern learning institutions. Examples, like that set by
Narasirato using the Internet and Facebook as hosts for Solomon Islands music
represent an interesting precedent for a dialogue through which to stimulate further
growth. In modern learning institutions, which reflect the industrial segmentation of
workers skills, interdisciplinary studies may become the exception rather than the norm,
as 'music' or 'computer-science' departments sit alongside one another as part of a
“fragmented reality” (Mann 2011: 40, van Dam-Mieras 2006: 15). Hugo Alroe points out
in an analysis of the “non trivial problem of cross-disciplinary research and the structure
of scientific perspectives”. Within the differentiation and specialisation needed to create
scientific knowledge, there exists a deep paradox in the production of this type of
knowledge, that, “the growth of science leads to fragmentation of scientific expertise”
and consequently a fragmented view of knowledge (Alroe 2011).
The institutionally pervasive reality of cost associated with “specialist” education, or
education which reflects the industrial fragmentation of worker skills, is debated the
world over by students, academics and economists (Hayward 2005: 6). The use of
economic models to define institutional sustainability begins to falter however where
those models encroach on global ecological sustainability. An example of this is when
resources can no longer be produced to write off 'debt' that cannot be sustained by the
ecological system.
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Ngram Viewer search of Google books for “economic”.

Figure 5.7 Ngram Viewer search of Google books for “Internet”.

Figure 5.7 shows the popularity of the terms 'economic' and 'Internet' over the last two
hundred years as a percentage of all words in a sample of several million books. The
downtrend of the term “economic”, shown here from the 1990’s, coincides with the
exponential growth of the popularity of the term “Internet”. This is an indication that
people are revising the ways in which they relate to, and describe, the world.
“The timing of the Internet should not be construed as a happenstance occurrence.
Sharing intelligence may be the only way to save an endangered ecosystem” (Stamets
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1999). In the inter-networked model of sustainability, the human population demands
that sustainable means are guaranteed for more people through the multi-purposing
and recycling of resources and significantly that the 'designed to be thrown away'
paradigm is outmoded, when there is no 'away' to throw things to anymore (Leonard
2010).
Searching several million digital versions of books, the sample depicted in graph form in
Figure 5.7 looks at books that were published between the years 1800 and 2000. These
two graphs express the frequency of the terms “economic” and “Internet”. Assuming
books are an unbiased sample base from which to gather data on the terms “economic”
or “Internet”, as a percentage of all words, “economic” was approximately as popular at
the turn of the 20th century as “Internet” is at the turn of the 21st. Institutional models that
recognise the need for open access and online educational resources, have moved
some way to recognising this scientific paradigm shift from economically pervasive
models of sustainability and institutional learning. The ramifications of an exponential
increase in human population mean a lateral exponential growth in information and
learning. The construction of universities to cater to this demand is cost and resource
prohibitive and methods for sharing information need to reach more people more
effectively than can currently be offered by fee based courses housed on built up
campuses. As recently as 2012, an Open Educational Resources University (OERU)
has begun providing accredited courses.
5.6.2 Cultural Exchange Learning Opportunities
Juxtaposed epistemologies can balance the kind of social engagements that provide the
cognitive or conceptual structures that are involved in effective learning opportunities. In
other words, juxtaposed epistemology takes learning from an individual acquisition of
knowledge to an applied system of learning and participation within that system (Lave
1991: 14). Traditional music that is reciprocal with environmental influences and that
relates to the acoustemology of a place – the sense of knowing the environment
channelled through sound (Feld 1996: 97) – is an example of an applied system of
learning with a naturally changing basis.
The Narasirato Panpipers have outlined a cultural exchange opportunity in 'Are'are with
the view to creating sustainable cultural exchange programmes in the context of
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ethnography, effective learning opportunities and eco-literacy. The initiative entails
staying in the village and learning directly about the music and instruments through
intensive lessons as well as some more general day-to-day things common to the
ethnographic field research method. The workshops outline traditional dance,
instrument construction and playing techniques, music overview and information about
traditional culture – including subsistence gardening, fishing, canoeing, traditional
language, history, food collection and other practices. This is a targeted opportunity to
study music, and is in contrast to traditional ethnographic methods that seek to explore
music as a cultural form, through an extended and general impression and reflection of
cultural foundations.
The human population of the island of Malaita has more than doubled since the
ethnographic fieldwork by Daniel de Coppet and Hugo Zemp in the 1960s and 1970s. To
consider this when taking into account the impact of contemporary migratory patterns in
the area is only reasonable. If many more people have developed an interest in
ethnomusicology since Hugo Zemp collected sixty plus instruments for French
museums, it might not be sustainable for modern researchers to repeat this pattern. Nor
is it possible to arrive in 'Are'are with the same intent of being absorbed into the local
culture and to document details of uncharted music to the same effect.
It is of great benefit to the international presence of ‘Are’are music that the Narasirato
exchange opportunity should be didactically musical. Because it is an experience that is
available among a range of cultural exchange opportunities throughout the world,
representing a range of objectives, the Narasirato cultural exchange can be considered
as a phenomenon of migration, as an aspect of tourism and notably, in the Narasirato
case, as a way toward inclusive world music studies.
Cultural exchange opportunities of direct musical relevance may also be found by
looking at indigenous music and arts festivals. The Narasirato exchange is offered by the
group's community in the village of Oterama. For the Narasirato Panpipers themselves
exchange opportunities are a way to refresh their influences. They are also able to meet
people on their own terms by facilitating people 'at home', in contrast to the terms in
which they meet people on tour. A series of lessons and workshops, as part of the
cultural exchange opportunity, ensure that their music retains the characteristics of
'Are'are and they are less likely to lose track of these characteristics if they are actively
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teaching them to people. This suggests that a musical intention, made by prior
agreement between parties before converging on Oterama, is useful for research in an
environment that has a reduced capacity to cater to general ethnographic survey. This
cultural exchange can be considered not only as an aspect of population movement and
ecotourism, but also a music study.
What can be seen from the outset is that approaching a cultural exchange programme,
which is representative of a larger area than Oterama, may result in a range of each
programme's level of establishment and breadth of scope. For example, the East West
Centre in Hawaii has details of exchange opportunities that can be found online on their
web site. Other considerations for exchange programmes are that while some, like
Narasirato's, prioritise the transmission of musical material as a conceptual motivation
for exchange, others may focus on disciplines that could include musical knowledge as
part of the teaching, but are motivated primarily for other reasons. Ecological restoration
projects taking into account ethnic and indigenous knowledge of land-use to achieve
their ends, serve as one such primary motivation for an exchange program. The
Narasirato exchange is a special case, where ecological preservation can be taught
through music.
Nuku'uru Wara, another panpipe group from East 'Are'are, attended the Taiwanese
Indigenous Arts Festival in 2011. Nuku'uru Wara attracted a crowd of around 4,000
people in Taipei. For people from Africa, South America, Canada, Kiribati, Palau and the
Solomon Islands, the 2011 Taiwanese Indigenous Arts Festival was an opportunity for
the participating performers to share and learn from each other’s culture (Akosawa
2011). Also in Taiwan, a study camp for young leaders was held in mid-2011 and a
group of young Solomon Islanders attended. The “scale, rate, range and reach of
development” taking place in Taiwan is “amazing” according to one attendee, Wilson
Karamui (Huffer, Elise 04/08/2011 Communication to the Secretariat of the South Pacific
“Culture Talk” mailing list). What is encouraging for the Solomon Islands is that not long
ago Taiwan was in a similar financial position receiving aid. Now the Solomon Islands
receive aid from Taiwan. Karamui says that in Taiwan many historical and traditional
artefacts have been preserved enabling tourists to learn about and understand the
country’s history. The Solomon Islands, while preserving history and tradition, is also
encouraging and improving tourism.
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In September and October of 2009, the work of Professor Nancy Turner, from the field of
ethnobotany, brought her to the University of Otago in New Zealand, on different type of
cultural exchange, where she presented a series of seminars and workshops (Turner
1995). At Turner's presentation some new perspectives for understanding how the field
of music can be approached, from an ethno-ecological perspective, were considered.
Although ethnomusicology studies tend to reflect on the ‘music-culture’ relationship, an
exposition of the ‘music-ecology’ relationship is also assailable within the parameters of
ethnomusicology research.
Turner refers to refugium, “areas that remain habitable, conserve genetic information
and help retain the structure of and interactions within, an ecosystem” (Turner 2004).
Ethno-ecology looks at links between ecosystems and social systems. A refugium is a
linking concept. Ecologically, a refugium is a habitat, an ecosystem or fragment of an
ecosystem that remains intact through a time of great change or disturbance. It can be
as large as an area left un-glaciated during the Ice Age, or as small as a single tree
spared in a forest fire. Refugia serve as a way of repopulating the surrounding areas that
were disturbed, and in the context of ethno-ecology, this disturbance may be either the
social system or the eco-system. With that in mind, the Oterama village-based exchange
opportunity and the proposed sites at Puritoro, John Anioa's site at Su'u and Smith
Masika's site at Tariuna, are potential refugia of 'Are'are music and the eco-literacy of
the 'Are'are environment from which this music began its journey.
One of the reasons an eco-literacy approach is relevant to this thesis is the potential for
the presence of information communications technologies to empower indigenous music
foundations and traditional ecological knowledge. Music may come to reflect the
environmental influences of a particular area in which it is found. This same music may
also be susceptible to changes in the surrounding environment and biota. In 'Are'are,
music has accommodated influences from around the world as well as retaining its own
unique features. Eco-literacy facilitates ethnobotany and ethnoecology and in turn can
facilitate specific approaches to ethnomusicology.

5.7 Chapter Summary
This chapter has reflected on the global expansion of 'Are'are music, in particular, over
the last fifty years. From the beginning, there have been environmental influences that
have inspired instruments and songs, suggesting that the 'Are'are environment is
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conducive to musical amplification and exemplification. This environment has fostered
music that, in relation to the retained integrity of the eco-system, has embodied the
resilient characteristic of the natural dynamics of that space. In more recent times,
changes to the landscape have had an impact on livelihood, through modernisation and
patterns of migration. The same music that coexisted between people and place now
signifies a cultural context in which it can also exist without the primary environmental
influences it was originally created from. This chapter has looked at how 'Are'are music
now has a significant presence on the world stage, literally through performance and,
metaphorically, through contributing perspectives on the value of bringing world music
cultures to the forefront of learning and networking.
The music of 'Are'are is playing a role in the diversity of information upon which the
modern era has flourished. The expanding foundation of 'Are'are music relies on how
well, in the modern era, the core concepts of peace, community and education are
embodied in any new opportunities for the music of 'Are'are.
In the same way that issues of national and global presence have been discussed as
ongoing themes, in Chapter Six sustainability is addressed as an ongoing theme for
'Are'are music. Chapter Six looks at issues of sustainable flow for 'Are'are music that
may not always be explicitly brought into focus as sustainable solutions but contain
implicit indicators of future directions.

Chapter Six: Sustainability of 'Are'are Music
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6.1 Introduction
Responding to the thesis statement that the acoustemology and environmental
influences of 'Are'are music communicate from local, to national, to international and
contemporary settings, this chapter asks how the practices that ensured sustainability in
the past are being integrated into future practices. This signifies an additional dimension,
which demonstrates how the reach of 'Are'are music goes beyond the conventional,
local, national and international networks and partnerships, and includes a sustainable
online presence.
'Are'are music could be focussed on from technological, sustainable, cultural or
environmental perspectives and with emphasis on inherited particulars or environmental
influences. A sustainable perspective, as discussed throughout this chapter is one where
development “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on Environment and
Development, 1987: 43). Topics relating to the sustainable development of 'Are'are
music have been approached throughout this chapter by focusing on technology
enabled learning networks, as one way in which the music of ‘Are’are will sustain into the
future. In this chapter opportunities for sustainable development brought about through
technology enabled learning networks are applied to the specific goal of creating
sustainable pathways for music.
According to Hviding and Bayliss-Smith (2000: 320), local narratives of sustainable
rainforest use, by nature of their complexity and biodiversity, are far from uniform and
monolithic. Similarly, for sustainable practice to become a process of learning, the
capacity to adopt sustainable practices of any-one subject area should be recognised as
being unique. One question to ask regarding the sustainable development of innovations
that rely predominantly on the functioning of the rainforest ecosystem is: “What social
institutions can be devised by indigenous people, so they can incorporate on more
satisfactory terms the commoditisation of their main resource, the rain forest?” (Hviding
2000: 320).
In the subject area of music, for example, lessons in sustainable development need to
be applied that are specific to music if sustainability is to be applied as a discipline. If
people are uniform in an unchallenging way, an overarching ‘sustainability’ may become
the unrestrained pursuit of self-intrest and lead to environmental degradation. Where a
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scarce natural resource is available to all, the pursuit of this resource, as an overarching
or monolithic view of sustainability, becomes “the tragedy of the commons” regardless of
intent (e.g. for social justice reasons, energy management, conservation or cultural
preservation) (Hardin 1968).

6.2 ICT Enabled Development
A foundation of indigenous music may help develop life skills that reflect 21st century
vocational development. One inference of this suggestion is that the sustainable future
of 'Are'are music can be preserved by implementing opportunities that arise from
information communications technologies and the Internet.
How can ICT be applied in a traditional environmentally inspired music context? This
chapter aims to help demonstrate the value of promoting a seemingly objective ICT
experience to become a subject of debate and critique. That is, how ICTs are inferred
implicitly through the means of research, and referred to explicitly as content of
research.
“We should focus more on this digital environment because this is exactly what our
longstanding research objects, the world’s indigenous and ethno-cultural communities,
are currently actively doing when they employ digital technologies in the diversified
forms of their everyday lives and construct ICT-assisted networks in diverse fashions”
(Kapiainen 2006). In relation to this model, 'Are'are music is part of a diverse and
expanding scope of methods and sources of communication that are flourishing in the
information age.
To consider in what way 'Are'are music reflects acoustemology, environmental
influences and sustainability, where an environment's strengths are that it is ecologically
stable, technologies that have an impact on that environment can be reflected in
traditional music and the knowledge of ecology. In other words, 'Are'are music that
interacts with ecology can also reflect the added presence of ICT influences as they
become part of the environmental space of ecological interactions representing
sustainable social developments. This approach recognizes the contribution made
digitally and expressed by Solomon Islanders and other project participants who have
contributed to this research in a digital context, through email exchanges, blog sites, fan
sites and mailing lists.
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The products of literary research (papers, books, theses) all rely on ICTs. What does this
mean to the participants involved? As discussed in the methodology and reciprocity
section in Chapter One, the criteria for this research has been constantly adjusted to
reflect the counsel and guidance of the people who have contributed. This thesis hopes
to present to the 'Are'are musical community theories on why the music of ‘Are’are has a
broad reach and appeal.
6.2.1 Sustainable Foundations of 'Are'are Music
Throughout this chapter and thesis, the term ‘foundation’ is used in two main ways.
Firstly, to describe the incorporating of environmental influences, inherited culture and
other contributing factors that make up the foundation from which 'Are'are music has
developed. Secondly, foundations have also been referred to in the context of
associations of people, as in the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation. To
remain representative of people and place, the sustainability of the foundations of
'Are'are music rely on how the core concepts of peace, community and education are
embodied in any new opportunities for music.
By simultaneously reflecting on themselves, the world and their place in it, people
increase the depth of their perception. Every perception has a zone of background
intuitions or 'background awareness'. Intuition involves the state of ‘turning towards’ and
the "conscious experience" or "consciousness of". When the co-perceived objective
background comes to the fore, as a debated and subjective tool, apprehension gives
way to comprehension.
Brazilian education theorist Paolo Freire puts this another way: “That which had existed
objectively but had not been perceived in its deeper implications (if indeed it was
perceived at all) begins to "stand out”, assuming the character of a problem and
therefore of challenge. Thus, men and women begin to single out elements from their
"background awareness" and to reflect upon them. These elements are now objects of
their consideration and as such objects of their action and cognition" (Freire 2007: 63).
Charles Darwin reminds us, in his theory, The Expression Of Emotions In Man And
Animals that “Respiration for example is partly voluntary, but is mainly reflex and is most
natural without the interference of the will” (Darwin 1965: 36).
Darwin adds that a number of mixed emotions, constituting a number of channels
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through which our physiological energy might flow, are similarly brought about from
“background awareness”. If I am to look into a mirror because I want to see how I appear
when I am feeling happy, the image I see is not one of pure happiness, but one that is
mixed with an expression associated with expectation, a combination of happiness and
expecting to see a happy face. This is consistent with the Amosov idea in Ellen Koskoff's
The Music Network (1982), where the idea unit may be representational and yet
irreducible to a singular conception (Koskoff 1982, Fordyce 1971: 5).
'Are'are music may be highlighted by an ICT paradigm by acknowledging the
associations between the different means of making music that coexist inter-culturally.
Fashioned from a tree, to communicate information, the ‘o’o log drum is in its own way
an information communication technology. McGilchrist (2009: 122) refers to this
confluence of drumming and communication as “rhythmic drum telegraphy”. In this
context, through the link between musical instruments and ICTs, the 'o'o join a company
of objects made up from musical instruments and informative tools (telephones,
idiophones, aerophones, membranophones and chordophones). To help understand
how rhythmic drum telegraphy conforms to a type of ICT, it is useful look at it from a
neuropsychological perspective. ICTs often make use of an incremental dialogue
whereby a communications protocol is established between parties. Rhythmic drum
telegraphy is also an incremental communicative action.
Furthermore, in the context of this incremental dialogue, in archaeology when artefacts,
relics or fossils are discovered they are interpreted with a predating knowledge related to
the knowledge of the present day. For example the ancient Irish horn, an instrument
closely related to the Australian Aboriginal didgeridoo, was once a penchant of Ireland's
musicians; its playing was all but extinct until recent reconstructions were assembled
based on discoveries of several original instruments during archaeological excavations
(O'Dwyer 2004: 11).
Evidence exists to suggest that these musical horns were part of a rich musical tradition.
However, this interpretation of the Irish horn’s playing technique (O'Dwyer 2004: 148)
may have been the result of musical links that have since been forged between Ireland
and Australia. The popular recognition of the horns, as didgeridoo-like instruments, is
agreeable because of the archaeologists’ knowledge of the Australian Aboriginal
didgeridoo. This may of course simply be an explanation that made sense to them and
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found a convenient (but maybe incorrect) analogue in the didgeridoo (Marx, Felix G.
12/12/2011 Personal Communication).
Evidence to support that culture develops along these lines can be found in McGilchrist's
(2009), The Master and His Emissary, where it is suggested that mirror neurons,
particularly in the context of gestures, are partly responsible for making connections
between actions and descriptions. Because neurons, which are involved in finger
movements and gesticulation, are also activated when watching others carry out hand
movements, it is not by coincidence that we speak of ‘grasping’ what someone is saying.
One idea is that referential language may have evolved not from sounds at all, but
actually from gestures and hand movements – specifically those to do with grasping.
Through the networking of mirror neurons, a parallel between the Irish horn and the
didgeridoo could now be drawn enabling the Irish horn to be rediscovered by
reinterpretation of archaeological relics (Joseph 1991: 56). The traditional 'o'o log drums
of 'Are'are, and the case for rhythmic drum telegraphy, further encourages the idea that
the mirror neurons are active for those gestures that are recalled through rhythms which
correspond to established meanings.
On this basis, making use of established protocol, it is possible to discuss ‘o’o log drum
communications in the context of information communications technologies (ICTs). The
definition of 'o'o drumming as rhythmic drum telegraphy exists in addition to a discussion
that describes these instruments as 'sound producing instruments' or 'musical
instruments' (Moyle 1989, Fischer 1983). With added ICT criteria descriptions, 'soundproducing' and 'musical' can be alluded to with an additional function. An intrinsic reason
that these instruments exist, which neither ‘sound’ nor 'music' producing explains, is that
they establish sustainable procurement of community development through the
communication of information. Therefore a communications or “ICT” definition for the
traditional and ecological 'o'o, is not as anachronistic as it may first seem.
Whether sound producing instruments are more properly called musical instruments or
“ICTs” is only relevant where a healthy tradition of music, communications, or the soundecology of the ecosystem survives. The shifting definitions of how an object is perceived,
such as the 'o'o, changing from communications device, to musical instrument, to sound
producing artefact, to cultural (museum bound) artefact, show a response to changing
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environmental conditions. Where adaptation is bound up with a response to crisis, it is
the solution by which the crisis is resolved, not the crisis itself, by which the impact of the
crisis is measured.
Environmental influences from the resources and the inspiration for music from the
Solomon Islands are comprehended as an aspect of a culture in nature. 'O'o have in the
past played a role that ICTs of today are able to complement. Reaching more people
through innovative early warning and alert systems of weather events can significantly
reduce risk and vulnerability at a local level. The ICTs and the 'o'o provide a similar
foundational need, of security and safety (See Chapter One “Introduction” Figure 1.3
“Needs Diagram”). By addressing the needs of communications systems that reflect the
contemporary landscape and respective soundscape, the needs and foundations of a
music system can be catered for.
A globally connected volume of material of various genres and media might result in
local musical production being swamped, especially given that limited access to nonlocal music has previously been a protectionist factor in Melanesia (Phil Hayward
12/2010 Personal Communication). It is problematic to approach a solution by
prohibition. In trying to make that point, looking at ways access to ICT can enable the
possibility of locally produced content, needs to be emphasised. Only where the
possibility of creating a contribution to digital content is not possible does the digital tidal
wave seem insurmountable. The availability of a broader range of influences is a natural
consequence of the ability to produce local material digitally. When people are able to
contribute to a 'world wide web', they have the opportunity to include contemporary
social influences into their lifestyle.
6.2.2 Foregrounding 'Are'are Music in an ICT Context
How can traditional ecological music be brought to the forefront in an ICT context? This
chapter was developed in response to that question. In connection with a paper
prepared for and presented at PacINET 2010, it aims to address the implications of
producing a study of relevance for all the cooperating participants. The paper presented
at PacINET 2010 was entitled “ICT Enabled Networks for the Development of
Indigenous Music Foundations” This paper proposed that a robust and versatile
foundation for indigenous music will help cater to the development of creative content
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and community driven projects. This chapter aims to convey some of the features ICT
enabled networks are bringing to a community interested and motivated enough to
invest time and energy to ensure the survival of their musical identity.
A range of needs exist for different communities within a networked association of
indigenous music. The advantages of having a foundation or association for the
preservation of indigenous music are made explicit by enabling the various conceptual
approaches found among individuals. ICT enabled indigenous music foundations may
return added strength through access to people and skills that are otherwise out of a
community’s reach. A robust and versatile foundation for indigenous music helps cater to
the development of creative content and community driven projects. Because different
communities have a range of needs, within a networked association of indigenous
music, the advantages are commensurate with the conceptual approaches found among
individuals and communities.
In Koskoff's music-network theory, there are differences between our ideal concepts and
what is actually happening in individual thinking and action. This theory demonstrated
that an idea might be representational and yet not necessarily reducible or singular
(Koskoff 1982). A concept is thus conceived as an experimental model to test the validity
of grouping a class of actions or objects into permutations of all their properties. This can
be an interesting experience – especially if the concepts involve the growth of an idea.
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6.2.3 Rethinking Audio Experiences For Culturally Situated Sound

Figure 6.1 Culturally Situated Design Tools: dancer responding to a programmatic command to
the left hip joint. (Eglash CSDT)

Visual evidence has been shown to mislead people when purposefully shown
inconsistent auditory information (Martyn 2006: 19). The implications of this are
significant for audio products. Representation achieved by solid 3D images, for
manifestly '3D languages' such as this ‘Break Dancing’ software (Figure 6.1), have been
pioneered by Ron Eglash and his team of researchers working on ethno-computing and
culturally situated design tools (http://csdt.rpi.edu/). In this programme, different body
parts are moved at the required angles to create dance moves. The motivation behind
this software is to create a means of exploring literacy through break dancing. Just as
visual information that is consistent with auditory information is helping people to show
empathy toward a sound matrix, this social-software is relevant to the situation in the
Solomon Islands. The alienation of women, youth and children needs greater empathy
and creative outlets – more thought and application of culturally situated tools to
developing appropriate lateral conceptualisation, as well as linear capacity building is
needed (Hayward 2005, Todd 2010).
A conventional software depiction of a sound source will often appear as a Time Domain
Representation (TDR), the common image of a sound wave having undergone the (Fast
Fourier) transformation to a graphical user interface:
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Figure 6.2 Sound wave, Time Domain Representation (TDR), a one second sound sample of the
'au tahana piece Amamata represented by two-dimensional planar geometry, showing amplitude
on the -y axis and time on the -x axis.

Figure 6.3 The Corresponding Spectrograph (Frequency Domain Analysis, FDR) of the sample
displayed in Figure 6.2 shows the dominant frequencies measured against amplitude in decibels.
This analysis is of the right channel only.
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Figure 6.4 Co-ordinates of stereo geometry (from Greek “stereos” meaning “solid”)

Figure 6.5 A hypothetical sine wave moving through time on the - z axis, with frequency (Hz) and
decibels (dB) on the – x and – y respectively.

An analogy could be drawn between the diagram in Figure 6.5 and a television, or insect
antenna. The scale of the antenna and space between the arms is equal or proportional
to the corresponding wavelength of the frequencies being received. In this diagram, the
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synthesis of this idea of the latent potential of TDR is combined in the image with FDR to
depict sound and music in three dimensional space or solid geometry, as network, axis,
nodes, spectrum and flow (i.e. the convergence points of the spectrum are nodes in the
network view). Parallels exist between these diagrammatic features and the ecosystem
concepts referred to earlier of flow, dynamic balance, networks, (perceived) cycles,
development and (embedded) nested systems. Given that, a systems dynamic approach
to thinking about this relationship between music and the environment can be
considered.
Ecology has developed throughout the years into a mathematical science. Defining how
musical and ecological concepts are embodied by a similar core of ideas (i.e. flow,
dynamic balance, development, networks, nested systems and cycles, entrainment,
rhythms and physical concepts such as acceleration) could also be mathematical (Reich,
Peter 2011 Personal Communication). This parallel can be translated into a shared
language and suggests that a foundation of music may include scientific perspectives.
Clearly, this is not a new idea, mathematical descriptions of harmony in music (i.e.
syndication and networking) date back at least as far as the Greek mathematician
Pythagoras.
Accessing musical knowledge from individuals’ understanding is achievable through
their biographies and made objective by a network that supports a range of notions
surrounding the ideals of musical concepts. This suggests that a broad base of creative
and emergent initiatives can help ensure the freedom and expression of indigenous
music and highlights the strengths and weaknesses of biography as a tool for
discovering culture. By analogy, a computer mesh-network is a network of
communications devices in which each node of the network is able to act as a router. If
any one node breaks down, the others still operating are able to re-route their signal to
form an alternative path (Johnson, D., 2007). The ICT enabled music foundation may
succeed from a similar position of strength.
The basis of this foundation as a concept may exist in a deep seated and collective
consciousness or unconscious behaviour and even in the “dreaming”, of a culture,
society or people. ICT enabled networking is a realistic basis for foundations and
associations of indigenous and, or, traditional music to facilitate the goals and aims of
group strategy.
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6.2.4 Cultural Safety
In the establishment of the ICT enabled Indigenous Music Foundation, by ensuring
partnerships are mutually responsible, different functions of indigenous music
foundations can reflect values from conservation to preservation to creative cooperation. “ICT enabled” equates to a broader community, which in turn equates to a
more robust foundation, while mailing list syndication enables rapid brainstorming. Initial
guidelines also serve to pace what, and how much, the group is trying to achieve. The
cultural safety of participating groups can be addressed by thinking about: compromise,
security, responsibility, versatility, respect, humility, gratitude and the confidence needed
to work together. Finally, is it the Indigenous Music Foundation's (IMF) destiny to be
captured, or to have an uncontrolled destiny and healthy ambiguity of networked
associations (Moller 2009)?
The essence of a foundation for indigenous music may never be captured, because
music is always unfolding in time – never experienced in exactly the same way upon
different hearings. McGilchrist adds that because music is never captured and is always
“new”, capturing the essence entirely results in inauthenticity (McGilchrist 2009: 75). A
parallel guideline can be taken from the InternetNZ lobby group, whose aim is to ensure
the Internet is open and not captured by any one corporate interest. The InternetNZ
example is a useful precedent demonstrating the usefulness of open environments of
unfettered access. On establishment of a networked association of music foundations,
other questions might include: What is being produced and achieved? How and by
whom? Who is using this? How do they use it and how do they access it? Moreover,
who are the different links in the chain of training and funding? (Roughan, P 2010, Todd
2010).
Placid Walekwate, who first proposed the Solomon Islands Indigenous Music
Foundation by way of a discussion document, was in agreement with the four-point
strategy of start-up, pacing, cultural safety and capture. His experience in working
toward an industry focussed federation of musicians in the Solomon Islands showed that
while intellectual property is important to artists, an open ended definition of how a
foundation for indigenous music is formed can be beneficial for the creation of content.
The federation's role as an incubator of talent and producer of music might be
complemented by a broader based foundation with international ICT peripherals acting
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as a resource or accumulator of knowledge. One step that can be taken toward an ICT
enabled indigenous music foundation is that of establishing a network with some
common (ascribed) goals. To add strength to this network and to the underrepresented
legal status of musicians' resources, the Pacific Islands Legal Information Institute
(PacLii) provides free legal services.
There are very few cases of musicians’ rights, with regard to their access to the
availability of indigenous resources, in comparison to the much more commonly debated
subject of performers' rights. This is consistent with the findings referred to in Chapter
Five, in which the notion was discussed that the performance context is the sole musical
context around which all musical contexts hinge. This is in fact only true where the
dominant paradigm of music is performance and is symptomatic of a consumer society
where an instrument's ecological significance is often abstracted by the acquisition of the
instrument through financial means. Such abstraction of music occurs when instruments
are acquired as a corollary of financing. When an instrument is purchased, instead of the
musician occupying the reflective and meditative state that occurs during harvesting and
construction of instruments, the connection between the ingenuity needed to obtain the
instrument and the creativity needed to apply oneself to it, is not made.
Assuming that performance is the musical context from which all other musical contexts
can be judged assumes that a culture differentiates between participation and
performance. Through the means of instrument creation, reflection and performance,
music may reflect environmental influences and concepts of nature and technology.
Without investing ingenuity into music as well as reflecting creativity, performance
contexts may become disconnected. Where just creativity is reflected, and ingenuity that
is derived from the surrounding environment is missing, there is a tendency to reflect on
music as an outlet for abstract creativity.
Musicians who might see a future in sustainable development through advocacy for their
raw materials may register with PacLii's services, though because there are few
precedents of musicians making claims to indigenous ecological knowledge, prior to it
being conceptualised as intellectual property. Such an expression of rights is a relatively
unproven way of securing support (Forsyth, Miranda October 2011 A.N.U. Personal
Communication). Resource issues surrounding bamboo scarcity are becoming relevant
in 'Are’are. Materials used for traditional instruments are typically gathered from the
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forest. If bamboo becomes available, only as a commercial commodity, local ecologically
interdependent music may become less widespread. Historically in the transition of noncommercial resources into commodities, radio, and now web-radio, access to
communications may aid a community’s needs.
Groups, affiliations and projects that make up the activities of an indigenous music
foundation that is ICT enabled, make up a technological community bonded by a
creative initiative to help ensure the active presence of indigenous music. The key
phrase here and indeed the strength of this bond, is the potential to revitalise – not to
simply revive, but to affirm a vital freedom of expression that has often been associated
with indigenous music and can be helped by information communications technologies.
This can even be quite compelling since the "creative industry" has huge importance for
people's well-being and livelihoods – in particular youth – by giving them creative outlets
and allowing free expression (Paul Roughan 05/2010, to SIIMF Google Group).
The Isabel Youth Learning Network has shown that natural partnerships between web
and radio can create a relationship that promotes recording content and local media
production. Through the IYLN, a precedent has been set for community driven radio,
using community centres as email hubs and radio transmitters, to extract programmes
from media sources. Isabel Island tries to maintain eight community FM stations, each
serving about twenty villages, each broadcast by separate units. Broadcasting licenses
in the Solomon Islands are issued by the Ministry of Aviation and Communication; they
are more easily obtained when applying in rural areas than in urban areas. Notably,
licenses are not so necessary when working with a greater number of smaller
transmitters.
The themes of the IYLN encourage dialogue on environmental and natural resource
issues, on reviving (revitalising) culture and customs and on issues associated with
urban drift. These goals parallel those of the Indigenous Music Foundation circulated by
Placid Walekwate to the SIIMF Google group mailing list. As far as these two groups
have similar aims there is potential for actions, which have been successful for one
group, to be applied to the other. Placid's Indigenous Music Foundation’s aims and goals
keep pace with and surpass, through their specificity, the guidelines for the preservation
of intangible cultural heritage set out by the United Nations Educational Scientific and
Cultural Organisation.
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UNESCO defines Intangible Cultural Heritage as:
•

Oral traditions and expressions – Including language as a vehicle of the
intangible cultural heritage

•

Performing arts

•

Social practices, rituals and festive events

•

Knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe

•

Traditional craftsmanship

(Article 2.2 of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage).
Safeguarding is only one part of heritage preservation. Music foundations can also base
their goals for community development on the community’s wishes. For example, by
taking into account the “ABC” - Attitudes, Behaviour and Characteristics - of a time,
place and people, before attempting to get to the “D” for Development.
In relation to ICT enabled networking, aims and objectives of SIIMF include:
•

Recording and promotion

•

Raising the local and international profile of music groups

•

Providing greater economic opportunity

•

Addressing social issues with creative

•

Culturally focused approaches

•

Capacity building

•

Cultural exchange opportunities (Walekwate 2010).

The SIIMF's aims and objectives can learn from the IYLN precedent and its trials and
successes. In the future, when facilities may not be identical, development and planning
will require flexibility on the part of a transcendental or unifying Indigenous Music
Foundation and require similar flexibility from technology, funding and training bodies.
This means that an association must recognise different needs in different places while
also learning from, and utilising, the residual tools that have been acquired from previous
efforts.
A range of functions that utilise the relatively unexplored territory of the Internet can be
recognised: advocacy, documenting, preservation, recording and resource management.
These technologies can be used to implement the goals and objectives needed, to be
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transparent enough, so that operation and acquisition can be imparted as methodology –
and not something that individuals should be expected to conjure as a test of ingenuity
or rite of passage (Hayward 2005).
Online syndication, or ICT enabled networking, can contribute to providing advice and
support in a range of situations, whether advising a recording studio in the city, or a
community education programme on the reliance of traditional music on non-commercial
forest assets. Both of these examples can easily be part of an indigenous music
association's mandate because of the 'unified diversity' brought about through ICT
enabled networking where advocacy and technical knowledge come together.
Reflection of sustainable forest resources is one way in which traditional music might
communicate environmental conditions with which people, within a foundation of
indigenous music, have an influence. The ICT enabled indigenous music foundation
maintains and registers the distinctions between local cultures from the regional
consciousness and generates content that is transmittable across conventional
geographic divides. For example, MediaWiki (quick media) technology is empowering,
because it is a useful tool for avoiding a single source of organisation and input. If we
can respect different environmental surroundings within a foundation of indigenous
music, the basis of musical identity may shift from a captured past, or recovered history,
and respond as an active presence and part of a shared environment. This is analogous
to mesh networks, in that resources are not constrained if one 'node' or point of
information relay is constrained.
With interactive networking, a robust conceptualisation is needed to encourage currently
existing community driven initiatives and media, bringing projects together in web, radio,
A/V, drama & theatre, print, debates or talkback, narrations, interviews, storytelling, song
and lyrics. The joining of these project types, like web applications to enable community
radio programmes, is a way to support the wishes of communities.
Reflecting on music and environmental resources in the context of linking web and radio,
ICT enabled networking can fit with this environmental picture. It does this by reviewing
the historical ecological or bio-climatic horizons of traditional rural music, to include uses
of mineral resources and overseas trade. It can do so by representing the wishes of
communities and in allocating resources to ICTs for work with Indigenous Music
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Associations and Indigenous Knowledge Centres.
"The community are simultaneously listeners, learners and actors in the community
development process" (Leeming, David in Pringle 2010). This is also true of community
development that requires a readjustment of collective thought, or criteria introspection,
to attitudes and adjustments in behaviour and recognition of characteristics that are
unique to each area (See Figure 1.4). The active presence of traditional music can make
use of new means and methods of transmission and teaching. By taking stock of the
natural resources available to create instruments, this greater stratigraphy can be
explored, citing new knowledge of natural resources and inspiration. As part of a greater
effort to revitalise and contextualise traditional ecological knowledge, by reflecting on the
contemporary landscape or sound-scape and resources, 'Are'are music continues to
acknowledge tradition and change.
If access to the forest is restricted, the means by which traditional musical instruments
are made may not be lost, but respect for the forest embodied in songs maybe. With that
loss, a body of knowledge that could inform us of the environment and bio-climate, ways
that may help contribute to scientific understanding, could also be lost (Alroe 2011).
In Eastern 'Are'are, where there are no formal weather stations, the nearest rain gauge
is situated at the police stations in Maka and Apio at the South-western end of the
Malaita passage. A recommendation was made in a 1976 report on the land resources
of the Solomon Islands, of what was then the British Solomon Islands, by the Ministry for
Overseas Development, that a small weather station be installed in the mid-altitude
region to record the climatic variables of rainfall, sunshine, temperature and radiation
(Hansell 1974). After the 1978 declaration of independence, priorities may have been
switched to more pressing issues.
Migratory doves known as the pora (which are also noted for their diving ability and
accelerando) indicate the seasons in Su'u by their numbers. Pora inspires local music
and helps people distinguish between the arrival of the wet season and a few wet days.
It was a discussion about these birds that prompted my hosts to tell me that, in July East
'Are'are is wet, while for the more westerly island of Guadalcanal it tends to be
consistently dry. This is a fact conventional weather stations cannot presently verify. It
can however be verified using satellite technology.
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In 2010, the delicate ecological balance in the village of Su'u had many outside
influences. These ranged from satellite technology to the effects of interisland trading for
example in 2007 a church was built, and the mobile phone coverage in the area is
comprehensive. While I was there, a short wave radio receiver was used to receive
information from the world, but no medium wave (AM/FM) radio was being transmitted to
Su'u. Despite the continued and current presence of traditional music in Su'u, it is likely
this music will change with the passing of the current generation of knowledgeable
elders. Although young people are interested in traditional music, there are many
technical skills to acquire if they are to take their place in the modern world.
Symptomatically, whether or not these changes are due to changes in acoustic ecology,
the background fabric of communications has changed. While travelling, my friend and
guide Morris Anioa was asked to call home on his cell phone when we arrived at our
destination. We were in an area where, two hundred years ago, people were still carving
'o'o log drums with stone axes. Rhythms in this time corresponded to important
messages that permeated throughout the music system – rhythms of making ‘o’o were
interlaced with rhythms of playing ‘o’o.
‘U’u conch shells, in the village of Su’u are still used in the mornings to call primary age
children to the water’s edge in order to prepare them for school. The role of the conch
shell is similar to that of the ‘o’o used to call people to church services. Both of these
traditional instruments are becoming more difficult to find in ‘Are’are. In meetings with
people involved in 'Are'are music, I was not surprised to find contemporary initiatives and
responses among the strategies that people, concerned for music’s survival, are putting
in place.
Traditional music may appear to be fading along with the passing of the current
generation of elders, but steps are being taken to ensure it will remain relevant in the
future. Progressive inflections – of instruments and songs – that begin to make use of a
different set of resources, may become the norm and take on forms to reflect this, such
as in radio content and inclusion in computer programmes. My friend and I talked about
how I could return useful results from the research and recordings from Su'u; one
answer was “mp3s are better than CDs”. However, as I discovered, mp3 is a format
under copyright and not always straightforward to encode. An open source resource that
could be used as a close equivalent to mp3 is the “ogg vorbis” audio format (the irony
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that we ended up using CDs will become clearer in the following discussion, Section
6.3).
The case for Indigenous Knowledge Centres (IKCs) was proposed by people in 'Are'are
on four separate occasions. This confirmed my belief that information centres or
Indigenous Knowledge Centres are a good way to reflect and encourage traditional and
ecologically inspired musical products and their transmission. Combined with mineral
resources acquired by trade and telecommunications, IKCs can help ensure the survival
of traditional music in today's world.
The proposition is that IKC facilities could accommodate instruments and eco-tourism,
and promote museums and learning centres. The extent of each of these proposals
ranges from an additional village house to a specialist research facility. Of these
proposed specialist facilities, still in the concept stage, the Puritoro Information Centre is
the nearest to opening. It is in Puritoro, in the 'Are'are highland area, where music has
generally remained close to its traditional forms and practices. Puritoro Information
Centre is being set up by a community of supporters and is expected to house
computers as well as Internet connections. Discussions have been entered into on the
possibility of working toward community radio from a Puritoro vantage point. As the
centre nears completion, there is interest from the contributing parties to use the web
and radio to connect to other Indigenous Knowledge Centres (IKCs), each of which
would be able to contribute their own content. While there are precedents that provide
transplantable models, and a practical and theoretical basis for the IKC concept
generally, Indigenous Knowledge Centres are purpose built facilities. They are places
where individuals and groups can go to learn, as well as network within the community
developing new opportunities. A result of these combined influences may be a repository
for a very specific knowledge base.
A centre in Puritoro is among a number of repositories or knowledge centres proposed
by individuals from 'Are'are. Puritoro will be an example of an Indigenous Knowledge
Centre that people from 'Are'are as well as researchers from other areas will be able to
use to conduct studies. The model of the Isabel Youth Learning Network and community
radio stations, show that ICT enabled networking has helped to develop a foundation for
indigenous music through supporting more general community issues such as
communication and development. With training, e-mail stations can help people with the
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recording and facilitation of indigenous music content; this is presently being looked at
as one of the many roles played by the Solomon Island Development Trust.
Projects in music and community media content, or indigenous knowledge, are key
examples of generating reciprocal support for wider aims and objectives like healthcare
and education. If the Isabel example can be applied in the 'Are'are context, details of the
IYLN and community radio stations could be utilised among plans for future development
in other places. With the aim of defining a workable model with similar user interfaces –
email, web, radio linkage and Internet connections via satellite and the radio waves – the
establishment of Indigenous Knowledge Centres (IKCs) can provide:
•

Access to information and knowledge via books, multimedia and the Internet,
including a range of online learning opportunities

•

Cultural revitalisation by offering a place to record and share local songs and
stories and a place for material objects and local knowledge

•

Flexible meeting places and community hubs for formal and informal local
activities ranging from children’s’ and young peoples' programmes to courses for
adults, concerts, exhibitions or group meetings

•

The potential to support economic development by providing support to local
enterprise through the provision of the information and communication
technology necessary to plan, establish and develop local businesses and
partnerships

•

Employment and training information and education, ranging from literacy skills
to ICT
State Library of Queensland 2009

6.3 ICT Enabled Indigenous Music Associations
The contemporary use of existing network infrastructure is being linked to ways of
sharing audio content via the Internet and community radio hubs. Digital audio, using
recording programmes like “Audacity” has brought about changes to the way the
recording process is approached. Whereas the 20th century recording industry was more
or less exclusively in the domain of artists dedicated to music careers, and therefore
relied on commercial viability, some changes have occurred in recent years and
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contemporary recording concepts have emerged. It is now possible for just about
anyone with a connection to the Internet to record, send and receive songs in the multitrack format in which they are engineered.
Access to the components of a recorded piece of music implies a degree of versatility
and resourcefulness. Similarly, by using services like Mixlr and Spreaker (mixlr.com and
spreaker.com), it is increasingly possible to broadcast from multiple sources, for
example, individual laptops or workstations. As these services become available online,
multi-track collaboration, which is a similar technology to online document collaboration,
is changing the method of recording. Because of the increased versatility of networks,
the need to produce closed media is ending. What this means to the traditional links in
the chain of music making, recording, engineering, mastering, releasing, producing and
publishing, is that the release link is less significant or important, due to the sheer
number of artists producing work for distribution. Additionally the promotion aspect of
artistic endeavours in the 21st century is a creative variable and not controlled by
markets or recording industry. The potential for people to experience the methodology,
as well as the product of recorded music provides an explanation of the processes
involved.

Figure 6.6 “Spatial order of twelve types of Net music” in relation to the dimensions of interactivity
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and openness, interplay with network characteristics, complexity and flexibility. These twelve
types were identified as types of music relying on network interactions. (Foellmer 2005) (Image
reproduced on consultation with Golo Foellmer, Personal Communication, October 2011)

Working toward a disposable multi-track file format, which can be shared rapidly online,
for the exchange of template tracks as well as polished products ready for radio
programmes, extends the limits of who can create content. This opens up a debate
circulating around the possibilities and limitations of Net music, in relation to the axes of
interactivity and openness, complexity and flexibility and the interplay with network
characteristics (illustrated in Figure 6.6, a “Spatial Order for Twelve Types of Net Music”
(Follmer, G., 2005). This debate may follow the format it has done in the past, with
respect to a series of extremes that comprise the nature of playing music. These
contrasts

of

continua

include:

“quiet

to

loud

(silence/sound),

slow

to

fast

(tempo/frequency), sparse to dense (rhythm/harmony), low to high (pitch), rough to
smooth (texture), relaxing to agitating (intentionality)” (O’Connor 2011).
The exploration of the potential uses of interactive technology empowers people to
appropriate it as they see fit. An exploration of uses could potentially focus on youth, as
well as the 'professional musician'. The portable stem-file is becoming an explored
concept. In 2011, University of Otago music lecturer John Egenes released an album in
stem format, where each instrument played on a track (vocals, guitar, bass, drums et
cetera) can be accessed one at a time, rather than as a mix, which is the present day
convention of recorded music products. From an educational standpoint, the key
difference is interactivity and an ability to create a remix based on a selection of these
original stems and any others that the user should wish to add.
In the context of ‘Net’ music, there are some generally applicable constraints as to what
is possible. Golo Foellmer, at Martin Luther University's Institute of Media, Ian Whalley,
from Waikato University's Computer Science department, and other practitioners of Net
music have begun to explore and document the types of interaction and collaborative
experience available with music online. Because timing is of the essence in musical
interactions, some constraints as to how flexible Net music can be are felt. For example,
how renderable an Audacity activity is in relation to the template collaboration tools
embedded in the Sugar operating system.
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6.3.1 Audacity on Sugar
Other practical forerunners for creating local content include One Laptop Per Child
(OLPC) XO computers. The One Laptop Per Child project has, to date, shipped more
than a million XO devices to children and schools around the world, including the
computers mentioned in Chapter Five, which went to the Solomon Islands. The OLPC
XO is setup with the ‘Sugar’ operating system. Sugar and the XO hardware work as a
good example of computer technology that is designed to develop ‘educationally
situated’ literacy and understanding. The strength of the XO hardware is in its wireless
Internet hubs, which are core technologies in the associated teaching philosophy.
The potential of the software activities ‘Record’ and ‘Audacity’ for creating local content
can be cited. The natural vehicle for sound file creation on the XO is the Record activity.
However, more advanced recording functions can be accessed by installing Audacity –
the digital audio editor programme – to apply simple effects like noise reduction and
equaliser adjustments, or to create portable media formats.
After personal experience testing an XO computer in the field, I found the XO runs basic
operations such as recording, loading and saving and compressing waves (into .ogg)
without too many difficulties. The 'net-book' like specifications may make it prone to
memory shortages if trying to compute operations that are more complex. One feature
that Audacity offers is to generate pure tone frequencies in Hz; these can be used for the
tuning of instruments.
There are currently two clear ways to install Audacity on to the XO. The first is from
Linux shell commands and the second through a web browser. A variety of versions may
also be available from individual developers (Pedro Ceriotti 2010 Sugar Development
Mailing list).
Ideally, a fully featured integration of Audacity with Sugar would make use of the Sugar
system's built-in sharing function. This enables the user to 'share to a neighbourhood' as
easily as saving to the desktop on other computers. The XO machines are built around
their network capabilities and, built into many activities, is an option to share with other
XOs in the neighbourhood. Sharing enables XO users to view the activity their peers are
working on and contribute where appropriate over the network connection.
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Figure 6.7 Neighbourhood view of the 'Sugar' Linux Operating System.

OLPC asked for help from Collabora Ltd. to build flexible ways for group collaboration
into the user experience. OLPC had decided they needed collaboration features that
went beyond simple one-on-one text chat. They began exploring a spectrum of
collaboration options, where seamless application-to-application communication enables
programmes

on

different

computers

to

talk

to

one

another

(http://www.collabora.com/services/case-studies/olpc, referenced October 2011).
Sharing applications between computers is greatly assisted by the presence of a server
with which two or more computers can interact, to make use of a mutual cache for the
short-term storage of information. Typically, the sharing of application data between XO
computers or an XS server is achieved by one or more of the following combinations:
•

XO + XO

•

XO + Internet + XO

•

(XO . . . XOn) + XS

•

(XO . . . XOn) + Internet
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(XO . . . XOn) + XS + Internet

Each of these connectivity options has its advantages. XO + XO enables users to share
and collaborate wherever they are. The limit of this option is that without server support,
applications sometimes limit sharing to a one on one basis to ease the strain on the
hardware. Multiple XOs connected to an XS (School Server) requires the XO to be in a
central location orientated in the proximity of the server's location. The server's presence
enables multiple users to connect and participate in one activity. A group can be
‘virtually’ gathered around a document, brainstorming or mind mapping, with each user
contributing.
In Figure 6.7, a Neighbourhood view of the Sugar operating system, we can see a
screen shot with an arrangement of icons. Figure 6.7 shows multiple XOs, an XS school
server and a connection to the Internet. Each child represents a cross with a circle (an
XO). The neighbourhood view tells each user which activities are currently being worked
on in their area. The top right cluster, with the greatest number of people focussed
around a single globe icon, tells us that this group is collectively viewing a web page.
These web pages are either hosted on the school server (for example a School's
Wikipedia is included in the server deployment) or come from an external connection to
the world. In the classroom context, this is a web resource being referred to by the class
as part of a lesson. In the centre are a group of five looking at a painting activity and to
the left a group of eight also centred on a painting activity. Each of these groups might
be in separate rooms, or in different areas of a single classroom, enabled by the wireless
connections between these computers.
Theoretically, an 'Audacity session' or ‘audio editor recording activity’ could be shared in
the way that writing, painting or browsing sessions currently are. Sharing is a key
attribute of this interface, and is one of the fundamental underlying concepts of music, as
are rhythm, harmony and tempo. Because the nature of sharing music requires timing,
this means the Audacity sessions have to be synchronised. Here the clock in each
computer is synchronised over a network, usually with a central clock between the two
sharing computers. This is achievable with careful cooperation and developers of
applications, like netJACK, are exploring options to make this a regular feature of digital
audio workstations (http://jackaudio.org).
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Because Audacity is not an application that is a standard part of the OLPC software, the
implementation of this feature would require more advanced computing knowledge than
most children with XOs, or teachers who are using XOs in the classroom, have. Based
on feedback from Audacity developers, it is unlikely that Audacity is actually the ideal
interface

to

be

applied

to

the

OLPC

XO

type

technology

(http://sourceforge.net/projects/audacity/ mailing list 'audacity-developers' 21/082011).
The rationale behind this is that Audacity is currently built around single-process access,
where one task accesses the computer's processor and executes a single command at a
time. The problem in sharing lies in how to merge changes from multiple sources in
multiple directions. Audacity may simply serve as a good start toward the online
collaboration concept that, as cited earlier, can provide an explanation of the recording
process. Although Audacity may not be the ideal tool, other projects with synchronising
support may emerge as this issue is debated more.
Another aspect of the Sugar system that could be integrated with Audacity is the
Journal, which is a temporal file management system. This is in contrast to the spatial
file management layout, or 'tree analogy', to display where data is kept that most
computer users are used to seeing. The Audacity programme naturally saves audio files
in an uncompressed format. This is not practical on the XO computers, because the
XO's built-in data storage capacity is not intended to handle the large file sizes of
uncompressed audio. On the Sugar operating system (through the temporal nature of
the Journal file management system), rather than “save” files, sugar activities "keep”
them.
There is no reason why “keep” could not be linked to the exporting of mp3 or ogg in
order to integrate files of manageable size within the journal. The huge files of the native
Audacity format could be saved onto an external storage medium, such as a flash card,
which could be used in the role Audacity plays, working as a tool for community radio
content.
For web-based work mp3 or ogg (or other compressed audio formats) are important.
The process of exporting in Audacity is a good introduction to the file system (i.e. looking
past the Journal management system). If an mp3 or ogg is required, exporting enables
the user to choose a file name and type and save it on the hardware or mountable
media. USB flash memory cards are a convenient storage medium and XOs also have a
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useful SD card reader, which potentially gives the XO several additional Gigabytes of
storage space per card.
The irony of using CDs to return recording results to 'Are'are, referred to earlier, was a
reference to my limited ability to encode the mp3 format while in the field using the
OLPC XO. The XO was designed to cost as little as possible. The designers deliberately
left the proprietary mp3 codec out of the operating system.
On the XO, to export an audio file as an mp3, firmware libraries need to be installed. An
mp3 encoder can be straightforward to install, depending on the level of experience with
the operating system, but it is not always completely intuitive, as I found out on the
Sugar OS. Before attending PacINET in 2010, on my way to Vanuatu, I consulted
Software Engineer Robert Loomans, and Senior Research and Development Scientist,
George Michaelson at the Asia Pacific Network Information Centre (APNIC) in Brisbane,
to go through the steps of installing an mp3 encoder on a single XO computer for testing
purposes. The method involved installing various support packages using the Linux
command line and was discussed at PacINET.
The lack of a native mp3 encoder on the XO is not a problem if open source alternatives
for compressed audio, such as the ogg vorbis format, can be substituted throughout the
system of recording, from playback to distribution and community broadcasting. Some
media players however, may be manufactured to play only Mp3 or other proprietary
formats. If commercial products rely on mp3, the OLPC community could end up divided
on this issue if others are using mp3 players that have had patent royalties offset in the
cost of the device. These sorts of hurdles should not detract from the aims and goals of
a learning initiative like OLPC. In the words of Professor Rory McGreal, Associate Vice
President of Research at Athabasca University: "In education, we must go forward.
Restrictive copyright laws can best be addressed by supporting open and collaborative
approaches to the creation of learning content" (McGreal 2010).

6.4 Symbolic Representation Across Cultures
In 2011, The Internet entered a period of significant global change. This transition was
necessary because Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) addresses effectively ran out. The
IPv6 protocol for address space allows for a vastly greater number of Internet addresses
than the IPv4 protocol. This transition will have a lasting effect for the end-user because
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it translates to more devices being able to take residence on the Internet – an 'Internet of
things'. (World IPv6 Day, June 8 2011 http://www.worldIPv6day.org/).
At the same time, other changes mean that the domain name system can now support
many more languages and character sets. This means the top level domain names
of .com, .org, .net and country code TLDs .nz, .au, or .sb, for example, may now be
joined by many more. Perhaps the greatest significance of this will be the ability to write
Internet names in many more languages and character sets. Extending the reach of the
Internet this way can be heralded as a step toward network neutrality in representing the
many cultures and peoples who use the Internet. To the Internet Corporation of
Assigned Names and Numbers' (ICANN) Chief Executive Officer and President Rod
Beckstrom, this change respects the “rights of groups to create new Top Level Domains
in any language or script” (Beckstrom June 20, 2011).
One Laptop Per Child is a cross-cultural organisation of computers. IPv6 will be helpful
to OLPC operatives, who will eventually be able to distribute computers more closely
aligned to the places in which they are used. Not just with added instruments to the
TamTam suites, as outlined in Chapter Five, but with embedded virtual 'tool boxes' that
are genuinely representative of each place's material culture and of user centred design,
informed by ethnographic dynamics. Universal symbolic information was also highlighted
as being important by OLPC in their design philosophy of symbolic depiction and on
screen aids. For example in Figure 6.8:

Figure 6.8 = One Laptop Per Child

Concerning symbolic representation across cultures, it is tempting to think that certain
arrangements of known symbols suggest the same mathematical meaning, as an
inevitable logical consequence. With this in mind, it is interesting to note that when the
Pioneer and Voyager spacecraft were launched, they carried with them symbolic
messages from Earth as a means of communicating, should they encounter extraterrestrial intelligence.
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Launched in 1977, the Voyager spacecraft carried recordings with sounds, music and
scientific images. The recordings contained no economic data regarding the cost of the
expedition: it was thought that what other forms of intelligent life would be most
interested in was music, art and altruistic scientific pursuits (Brin 2012). One of the
musical recordings was of a panpipe from Malaita, it being a well-known link between
the environment, music and technology. Voyager, and its recordings of panpipes from
Malaita and other places, is now in the outer reaches of our solar system
(http://voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/spacecraft/music.html referenced October 2011).10

Figure 6.9 The plaque attached to the spacecraft containing the Voyager Record.

Voyager’s recordings are an early example of an information communication technology
context for the music of Malaita. Any kind of cosmological significance of this music that
the 'Are'are people or people of Malaita had considered previously, was also affected at
this time by the arrival of the age of space exploration. These events had a bearing on
the cosmological significance of this music. The coded messages on these records are
meant to be decipherable by any intelligence that might possibly encounter them (Sagan
1978).
When OLPC was founded, forty years after Voyager, and its recordings were launched,
the philosophy behind the design also made use of semiotic on-screen aids and
symbolism that sought to communicate indiscriminately, to any member of the human
race. It is unsure how effective these cybernetic messages are without knowledge of the
context surrounding them, but author Ian Stewart (2006), mathematician, argues that
10

”Bamboo cut from the forests of Malaita, played by indigenous people to a tune handed down over the
centuries and now aboard Voyager I on its journey seventeen billion kilometres beyond our Earth. Amazing
and matching the criteria of a study in music, environment and technology.” (Hadlow, Martin 27/08/2010
Personal Communication)
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“human math” is more closely aligned to individual experiences, psychological and
physiological preferences, and in particular, our imaginations, than to a single universal
meaning. The basis of proportion and ratio in music, and shape in geometry for example,
may seem natural yet the features of geometry and concordantly of music, also dissect
the natural world. Arithmetic, on the other hand, has probably arisen through the timing
of the seasons and commerce. Stewart suggests that it is possible that 'ideal' forms of
mathematics are ‘out there’ and that they might exist by being logically consistent. That
conceptions of mathematics are social constructions, therefore, seems to be likely where
there is any sort of communication involved, even if we cannot imagine what this
communication “intelligently” strives for.
Changes to OLPC and TamTam music software activities discussed in Chapter Five,
such as adding instruments from photos and audio samples, could help efforts to
maintain elements of indigenous music culture. Retaining the identity of instruments from
the places in which the computers are distributed, encourages the sharing of culture on
transposable mediums. In the present context, this has involved Solomon Islands
bamboo pipes being included in software activities and shared with computers and with
other cultures around the world. It is the nature of the worldwide deployment that many
more instruments than those packaged at source, are part of the indigenous music
cultures with which the computers have the potential to interact. Overall, however, I
would argue that the instruments represented by the TamTam activities constitute a
range of concepts – friction, wind and percussion, for example. These instruments are
iconic forms of a range of representational concepts, mirrored in an educational
experience in cybernetic and semiotic interpretation.

6.5 ICT in Solomon Islands Time
The Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation Google Group is available to the
public online (Google search for “Indigenous Music Foundation – Solomon Islands"). The
support for this idea is based on being involved with mailing lists and communities that
increase the diversity of expertise across members of the SIIMF. The Earth Ear project,
for example, is being established to link the soundscapes of the world to a worldwide
documentation project; such documentation initiatives can incorporate Wiki media.
The broader functions of an Indigenous Music Foundation (IMF) supported by ICT
enabled networking would be greatly assisted by a voluntary catalogue or digital
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directory. Indigenous Music Foundation Wikis, can create a record of what music is
being created and produced – who is using this music, how they use it, how they access
it, and who the different links in the chain are in training and funding (Paul Roughan
Chair, IKI, June 15 2010 email to the SIIMF Google Group).
Wikis are very useful tools where large amounts of data need to accessed and edited
concurrently from multiple sites. In the ICT context, Wikis can bridge projects like the
OLPC, The Virtual Museum of the Pacific and other music associations. The email
discussion group that started as the Google Group "Indigenous Music Foundation of the
Solomon Islands”, was initiated early in 2010 and could conceivably expand into a Wiki
of interested contributors. The IMF Google Group is made up of a diverse group of
people with a wide range of experiences supporting the idea that ground-up Indigenous
Music Foundations are built on a diversity of approaches and lateralisation up to, and
beyond, the point of ICT enabled networking.
Communities or artists who have established the web-radio linkage can extend their
presence to the World Wide Web and the global flow of information. It could be argued
that it is the less established artists that a community driven Wiki initiative wants to cater
to. Single groups with good followings may address broad arguments by speaking to
bigger issues. The main issue to consider in the study of how established music groups
provide examples to start-up music groups is how broader perspectives can be
addressed. Narasirato, for example, offer an interesting opinion on national culture
production and relationships to the commercial industry (Crowdy, Denis 07/2010
Personal Communication).
During the course of this research, one consideration has been an examination of the
process of creating online access to Solomon Islands FM stations, which could become
a natural resource for broadcasting events to the world, as seen in the 2012 Pacific Arts
Festival. One of the challenges ICT enabled networks face is transporting working
initiatives that are conceived using high-speed networks and scaling down operations
without losing basic functionality. The potential is there, through relationships between
community radio and the web, to look at the benefits of access to, and knowledge of,
recording applications and their effect on the creation and distribution of music
programme content for community radio stations. From a greater regional perspective,
radio and web representation from the Festival of Pacific Arts (FPA) in Honiara in 2012,
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will have benefits for the Pacific region and distance learning programmes and the
greater regional development strategies of government, local government and bodies
such as UNESCO. An e-learning component of the festival is proving to be a good way
of revitalising involvement, disseminating results and preserving cultural heritage. A web
site, www.festival-pacific-arts.org.sb/, was created in September 2011 for the 2012
event. What ICT enabled networking can do now, and what it can be used for in the
future, will reveal whether it is lower file sizes, faster networks, more freedom around file
formats or a combination of the above that will resolve issues of stagnated
communications.
While formats like mp3 and ogg are relatively quickly transmitted audio file formats,
different Internet protocols are helping move audio and content for people without
access to 'ultra-fast broadband' (e.g., User Datagram Protocol [UDP], over the more
usual Transmission Control Protocol [TCP/IP]). The big difference here is that UDP does
not guarantee that all the data will get through, but, on a micro-digital scale, this is not
usually a problem given our brains’ natural ability for phonic restoration when working
with audio (See Chapter Three, 3.3.1) (McClymont, Johnny 07/2010 Personal
Communication, Boulenger 2011).
Continued transparency of methodology surrounding these topics will be valuable
(Foellmer 2005, Kim-Boyle 2009). If the reality of the network is that mp3 and ogg files
are difficult to move around, countries that cannot afford to create fast networks will be
further disadvantaged if they remain without the ability to rapidly propagate community
based content.
While the current initiatives into low latency sound file formats have already made online
collaboration much more practical, steps can still be taken to advance these formats if
the future of this type of musical exchange is going to be far reaching, extending into
areas with limited bandwidth.11 Raising these issues in an appropriate forum (which
connects to SIIMF) could help put this technology in the hands of musicians' thereby
giving them more control over their end product.
Recording and broadcasting are excellent ways of preserving musical heritage. This way
11

Professor Barry Vercoe's Music, Mind and Machine group, has developed structured audio technology
capable of delivering the most complex, high-quality digital sounds quickly and at lower bandwidths, without
losing quality.
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of preservation is relatively static, next to more dynamic demonstrations that disseminate
sustainable flow by imparting methods of teaching, as well as understanding music. To
recover an element of this dynamic, enabled by demonstration in the context of music
technology, a push toward remote collaboration and syncopation between computers
intercepting the unfinished recording process can be encouraged to enable currency
within the creative process, so as not to rely exclusively on end results.
Establishing links between knowledge centres in 'Are'are during a recording, rather than
on completion, could help revitalise a process of spreading ideas where changes in
village lifestyles have left 'Are'are music production facing new and unfamiliar forms of
output. This is of value because of the practical utilisation of the environment that forms
part of an Indigenous Music Foundation’s knowledge base. The ICT enabled network will
help generate the working content, often not present in published media. This will enable
more opportunity to show working and open up the versatility of open source mechanics
and education through problem posing feedback. As networks become more complex,
their architecture becomes more transparent. This happens by architectural necessity
and is in the nature of information networks that seek to replicate information. It is also in
accordance with the nature of sharing protocols. The more a culture shares its protocols,
the more that culture becomes transparent.

6.6 Chapter Summary
Chapter Six, has considered the sustainable flow of 'Are'are music predominantly
through the application of this music within an ICT context. This has involved detailing
how the sustainable foundations of 'Are'are music are foregrounded in a sustainable
ICT context while considering cultural safety, authenticity and integrity, and exploring
ideas that empower the ICT enabled development of Indigenous Music Foundations.

Chapter Seven: Conclusion
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7.1 Overview
This thesis has asked how 'Are'are music is subject to environmental influences of local,
national and global significance and how these influences are incorporated into
sustainable practices. The discussion has involved the contemporary and traditional
music of 'Are'are, by looking at acoustemology, the environmental influences and
sustainability.
In order to learn how the ecological structure and function of environmental influences
are instrumental in the music of ‘Are’are, it has been necessary to concentrate on how
this music is the result of influences flowing from the natural environment. This thesis
has shown ways in which the music of 'Are'are parallels ecological functioning and
structure, and how sustainable and dynamic environmental relations can be understood
through music, instruments and acoustemology. For environmental influences to be
sustained through music the furtherment of opportunities to reflect this practice rests on
the view that the value of the environment cannot be divorced from human judgement.
This thesis has discussed how the constituent parts of music – that typically divide music
into perceptible dimensions of pitch, rhythm, tempo, contour, timbre, loudness and
spatial location (Levitin 2000: 34) – have significant ecological parallels through
concepts such as networks, cycles, pulses, dynamic balance and flow.
One conclusion that has been reached is that music that recapitulates environmental
influences can exemplify a nonlinear, dynamic, system through syncopation with
aperiodic events in nature. To expand on that idea, that music can act in accordance
with other life systems, has entailed discussing ways in which 'Are'are music reflects
environmental resources and how it is responsive to environmental conditions. This
discussion has considered how core ecological concepts of flows, pulses, dynamic
balance (dynamism), networks, nested systems and cycles, are embodied within and
enable 'Are'are musicians to maintain connections with the environment.
This study has focussed on the significant inimitable effects of the unique environmental
influences on the music of 'Are'are. In order to discover how musical examples
recapitulate empathic experience of environmental influences, it has been argued that
the generative grammar (the set of logical rules formulated so as to render a 'language'
capable of an infinite number of combinations) of music does not belong exclusively to
the domain of a purely musical system of representation. One reason for the structural
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parallels between systems of music, physics, ecology and biology at the level of their
implicit order, is that each of these systems of representation has a dynamic biological
function and a relationship to the physical environment of influences (Goodwin 1995:
202). While physics, biology, or music all take widely different areas of consideration on
the surface level, at the level of their constitutions, core concepts are shared between
them enabling them to be communicative, ecological, compatible and natural systems of
representation. Brian Goodwin, the late Professor of Biology at Britain’s Open University,
has put this as follows: “Similar patterns of activity can arise in systems that differ greatly
from one another in their composition and in the nature of their parts” (Goodwin 1994:
77).
It has been demonstrated throughout this thesis that the music of 'Are'are has gone from
a local to a national and global context with a sustainable, nested and dynamic balance
of cultural and environmental influences. Some of the basic constituent parts of
acoustemology across musical contexts can be established by asking how musical
sounds are produced, made relevant, where, in what way, to whom and how.
Acoustemology – the concept of knowing a place through sound – is therefore used to
understand music’s ecological significance. It is useful in describing how information
about the environment is communicated sonically, and how knowledge of sound
conversely contains knowledge about place, through which we may learn about nature
and the environment.

7.2 Significance of the Research
Part of the significance of this research has been to relate cross culturally the origins of
musical instruments and songs. Local narratives retain a dynamic capacity to relate with
each other spontaneously through their dynamic relationship with the world. In the case
of a musical system that demonstrates an environmental influence with sustainable
dynamics, the distinction can be made between a musical system that has retained this
facility, and the implications of borrowing from, or lending to, music with international
cross-cultural and assimilative content. The invention of the 'au, and the existence of
panpipes in other parts of the world, independent of cross-cultural assimilation, is
indicative of the relatedness of musical instruments, each having its own dynamic
relationship with the world.
In 'Are'are, an example of an environmentally generated song is “Kaekae ni hero”
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(depicting 'The Movement of Wind Through Trees'). Messages in songs about the
ingenuity behind the creation of instruments and playing techniques may have crosscultural archetypes; this prosodic evidence can be used as a further example of how
local narratives have the facility to relate to one another through a dynamic relationship
and connection with the world.
In 'Are'are, 'au waa means open-ended bamboo. Open-ended bamboo can occur
naturally when the force of the wind during a cyclone breaks off the tops of the bamboo
stems, leaving the broken stems standing in the grove. These open stems become an
inspiration for the panpipes when light winds, which follow the cyclone, blow across the
tops of the open-ended bamboo stems, thus creating musical tones. This event is similar
to the story of 'The Piper at the Gates of Dawn’, by Kenneth Grahame. In his 1908 book,
The Wind in the Willows, Grahame writes of a “great awe” which falls on two central
characters (Grahame 1908: 154). Journeying through the river-reeds, the two characters
are caught in the grip of an “august presence” when they are struck by the enigmatic
presence of Pan (who in Greek mythology is guardian of pastures and groves) who they
find playing the 'panpipe' amongst the reeds. In the new dawn, the vision fades and the
birds return to their branches in the soft winds that follow. The stories of the sound of
bamboo pipes emanating directly from the grove without any human intervention have
had a lasting effect on people in 'Are'are, and clearly have significant parallels in other
environments, where similar stories exist about instruments made from reeds.
By taking account of the implicit and explicit, physical and metaphysical resources
people are able to take inspiration from the ecosystem. This means that music in
'Are'are relies as much on bamboo and hard wood for panpipes and slit drums, as it
does on the tranquillity, general health and educational opportunities that are
synonymous with the structure and function of this environment. The characteristics of
music, through which people can empathise with environmental behaviours, enable
people to effectively live and interact within harmonious human – eco-system
relationships. Music inspired by the tropical rainforest conditions of 'Are'are is inherently
different to music that is inspired in sparse and harsh mountain environments or in
deserts or grasslands where, there is no tree life to inspire songs such as “Kaekae ni
hero” discussed in Chapter Three as inspiration from wind moving through trees.
In 'Are'are, the availability of keystone resources (as defined in Chapter Three 3.3.4.2)
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have traditionally been monitored and musical practices have been concordant with an
ecological balance.12 This balance is threatened when international commoditisation
reduces how intimately connected people are to the network of ecological functioning
that has gone toward creating these points of trade (Marx 1951: 9, Leopold 1968: 214).
The music of 'Are'are could be thought of as one of the gifts of nature – one’s ideas must
be as broad as nature if they are to interpret nature. This research has shown that such
music has always been a dialogue, existing throughout an ecosystem and not only
significant to cultural and linguistic groups (Louv 2006, Neuhaus n.d.).
This thesis has discussed how research into 'Are'are music may be relevant to research
in more diverse fields than those of cultural studies or ethnography. Methods used
throughout this research have overlapped with contemporary thinking in acoustemology,
eco-literacy studies, computer science and sustainability studies. This overlap has arisen
as a result of an original combination of influences, from which, the participants who
contributed to this research have responded to the challenges of overcoming new
problems.
In 'Are'are, music is part of the social system and ecosystem. This research has
suggested that 'Are'are musicians have a role to play in the engineering of their
ecosystem. This is the result of their direct and indirect control and modulation of biotic
and abiotic resources that occur throughout their traditions and ceremonies. An 'Are'are
musician can be thought of as an ecosystem engineer, and this has implications for how
we view the role of music (Jones 1994). One of the roles of music can be to help people
understand and benefit from time spent in nature.
Contemporary urban musicians have often moved away from the influences of their
traditional cultural heritage, where music was shaped by natural features and where
rhythms were set by the patterns of nature. A new language of music emanates from a
creativity more suited to “modern ears” and “modern eyes” and has its own rhythms and
metaphors (Louv 2006: 97). Yet, despite its relative distance from natural landscapes,
this new creative music may have an affinity with traditional music and core ecological
principles in that it is implicitly nested in a culture of environmental influences that stem
from core ecological concepts – networking, flow and dynamic balance.
12

The global challenge that music may continue to exemplify ecological significance is brought to mind by
the controversy that surrounds the ongoing ecological and moral validity of producing ivory keyboards.
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This thesis has analysed the percepts of music in relation to the component structure of
core ecological concepts. It has been argued that music is not inherently abstract
(Copeland 1952), or necessarily an “abstract form of communication” (Limb 2006). The
music discussed throughout this thesis has come from an empathic experience and
dialogue with an ecosystem. The empathic experience through music has distinct
ecological significance, prior to the reification, abstraction or “topological penchant” that
subjects nature and music to measurement (Mels 2004: 34). The philosopher Arthur
Schopenhauer says, there is a universality that belongs uniquely to music, together with
a precise distinctness, that gives it high value. Accordingly, music, regarded as an
expression of the world and of core ecological concepts, is in the highest degree related
to the universal significance of these concepts, in as much as these are related to
particular things. This universality is by no means the empty universality of abstraction; it
is united with unmistakable distinctness (McGilchrist 2009: 478). Composer Felix
Mendhelson expressed a similar view, “What the music I love expresses to me, is not
thought too indefinite to put into words, but on the contrary, too definite” (Mendelssohn:
1864).

7.3 Further Research and Key Conclusions
Further research generating from this thesis could aim to establish greater scientific
understanding of music's utility in exemplifying core ecological concepts. Such research
could enable people to better understand the role of music in interpreting core ecological
concepts by showing structural and functional neural correlates in the perception of both
music and the environment.
Musical concepts that directly connect to the world may be examples, ecologically, of
both the natural world and of brain structure. For example, a study by Boulenger et al
(2011) suggests that a structure and function of syntax for music may co-exist along with
a structure and function of syntax for language. While both language and music are
connected in many respects at this level, together they form the following epistemic triad
with ecological structure and function:
Ecological Structure and Function

Music Structure and Function

Language Structure and Function
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Music has structural and functional connections to the environment, while languages
across the world also have demonstratable connections to the natural environment.
These structures exist in the brain to interpret and discover patterns of environmental
influences (Gegeo 2010: 25, Stewart 2006: 198, Goodwin 1994: 77). The capacity of
syntax to allow restorative reconstruction – for discrete interruptions in language and
music – has ecological parallels for species, filling niche roles in overall ecosystem
functions. It is possible to restore ‘lost’ phonemes of music, as it is possible to restore
phonemes when language is interupted, this pattern of recovery has a significant
structural parallel to an ecosystem's ability to restore niche functions lost through
disturbance to individual species.
A correlation between systems of music, of language and ecological interactions implies
that connections are interpreted in the brain. Einstein described this as “the relativity of
simultaneity” (“unless we are told the reference-body to which the statement of time
refers, there is no meaning in a statement of the time of an event” [Einstein 1999: 25]).
This implies that the perception of relative independence between autonomous systems
(Sprecher 2012: 6) that are each connected through an experience of the world provides
a (simplified) copy with which to perceive the objective structure of the world “out there”
(Goodwin 1994: 77, Gegeo 2010: 25, Stewart 2006: 198).
Studies in brain imaging (Levitin 2005) can establish whether concepts exemplified in
music, in language and in the natural environment show activity across similar areas of
the brain. Certain words, used to describe music, have a greater or lesser corresponding
meaning from the perspective of neural activity (for example, it has been shown that the
word “staircase” used to describe an ascending tone pattern, has a direct neural
association to the ascending sequence of tones the word describes) (Limb 2006 439). A
further test of this hypothesis could look for corresponding neural activity between the
ascending tone pattern and the established link with the word staircase and an image of
a staircase, or signifier of what the staircase suggests to the brain, for example danger
and fear of falling (Lanchester 2010: 114).
A scientific investigation to establish a positive correlation of concepts that exist across
different domains of representation (for example, music and language, or music and
ecology) might entail recognition of acceleration – one of the concepts discussed
throughout this thesis. Experimentally, acceleration examples would be given in physical
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terms, via 'Newtonian Carts' under laboratory conditions, which leave trails of marked
ticker tape to show velocity and acceleration. Based on natural-world examples,
acceleration could be exemplified by ducks taking off and leaving trails over water. In
musical examples, a doubling meter or a variation of note values in melodies could also
signify acceleration (e.g. a phrase of quarter notes, followed by the phrase in eighth
notes, followed by the phrase in sixteenth notes etc.). Each of these examples could be
analysed to demonstrate active brain regions associated with recognition of acceleration
across a specified sphere of activity or knowledge, to exact proof of music's role in
exemplifying patterns that are present in nature (Stewart 2006: 198).
Future scientific studies could also look at core ecological concepts with significance to
music to expand upon the examples established in this thesis. Flow, for example, or
“time-flow” (Naimpalli 2005: 59), might allude to the successful ‘streaming’ of online
media, a water-flow or flowing river water, or simply through the perception of time
where there is continuity of events.13 The presence of repetition and flow in music are
often perceived simultaneously. Understanding music helps the understanding of “timeflow”, and is developed by recognising that cycles and repetitions are sometimes
perceived but not actually experienced (Naimpalli 2005: 59).
Networking concepts have also been mentioned in this research linking the ideas of
individuals from local to national and global contexts and the traditional and
contemporary dimensions of environmental influences of natural-world contexts and
musical behaviours. During brain development, neural networks can become
increasingly specialised for encoding the musical structure of a particular culture
(Hannon 2007).
A water molecule is an arrangement of elements that retain a unified structure when
combined. In the natural world, water molecules and other syndications or chemical
networks create unity among the biotic and abiotic patterns that we observe every day.
In the same way that leaves from a particular tree distinguish it from others, in music an
example of syndication, or networking of ideas, is important for a confluence of how
each person's ideals of musical concepts (e.g. rhythm, pitch, flow, accelerando or
dynamic balance) relate to a composition of core elements. Harmonic relationships
13

Http://flowmill.org is an electro-acoustic musical machinery, which is powered in part by tides.
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between instruments demonstrate that the networking of ideals creates musical
expectations. Despite musical instruments having unique qualities, each instrument
demonstrates a prior networking that is involved in syndicated musical expression.
This research has considered the exemplification of environmental cycles that are
demonstrated through musical events, one example being the aperiodic cycle of
inspiration and reflection which relates to the stories of the 'au and other aeolian (airreed) instruments. Cycles that exist on periodic predictable time-scales (e.g. the annual
or daily influence of astronomical cycles) have an impact on seasonal ceremonies and
related songs. These cycles observably link people with the availability of resources at
any one point in time, and understanding these cycles predisposes people to ecoliteracy or chronotherapy (therapy which takes into account the body's natural rhythms
and cycles). The role of environmental-influences in music, lies in coordinating the
natural rhythms of the body, and of social events, with external cues from the
environment: for example, for people re-learning how to walk after a stroke, rhythmic
music can facilitate rehabilitation (Koen 2009: 146, Sprecher 2012: 1).
Grahn and Rowe (2012) have suggested that to learn about and interact with our
environment, we must grasp the structure of recurring patterns to make predictions
about events. The accurate perception of temporal patterns (cycles and rhythms) is
crucial to hearing, speech, motor control and music. This thesis has argued that cyclic,
temporal, recurring patterns are among a number of core concepts crucial for people's
full interaction with the environment and an understanding of music’s environmental
associations. This means that cycles and rhythm are indeed part of our perception, and
that no one core concept can provide the foundation of how we interact with our
environment and how we understand music.
A further core ecological concept discussed throughout this thesis of embedded, nested
systems may also be recognised in simple mathematical scales. Ten millimetres are
embedded (nested) in one centimetre, sixty seconds occur within one minute and so on.
Musically, this sort of embedded scale can be useful to describe rhythmic interplay,
when one musician plays at double the tempo of another, or through more complex
ratios than that of two to one. We also know that music and sound exists, nested within
the electromagnetic spectrum, where audible frequencies make up a limited part of a
wider array of oscillations, vibrations, wavelengths and amplitudes.
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7.4 Summary
This research has brought together themes that look at how acoustemology and
environmental influences on the music of 'Are'are are found in a local, a national and a
global context. Parallels, with ways to describe core ecological concepts, have been
found throughout this music. Where these concepts in nature sustain life, their musical
parallels also perform a significant role sustaining and engineering ecosystems.
This thesis has followed how the dynamics of 'Are'are music are retained and change,
as this music moves from local to national and global audiences. Functioning within and
as part of a range of geographical locations, music may provide ways for people to
dynamically interact with the ecosystem. By reaching out to play a part in national and
global dynamics, ‘Are’are music may take on additional purposes – to act as a cultural
ambassador or an economic point of trade.
The relationships between music and nature contribute an understanding that may assist
with learning about the forms and structures of a system of representation that is
reflective of environmental influences. The approach to studying how music may
contribute to an understanding of 'Are'are's tropical island influences is appropriate
where inspiration for this music is taken from the environment and the music's material
culture has strong relationships with the geography, climate, natural resources and other
aspects of 'Are'are life.
Where environmental influences provide both its inspiration as well as resources, it is
proposed that, through studying a cache of core concepts, an understanding of music
and environment can evolve, and an interdependency and parallel representation can be
observed between musical and other systems of representation. In suggesting that
musical and ecological concepts are be embodied by comparable ideas, that do not exist
exclusively in the domain of any one system of representation, the implications of this
research apply to specific examples of how environmental change affects the resilience
of cultural and musical resources.
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The following edition can be conferred with the artefacts catalogue at the Musée de Quai
Branley Website: http://www.quaibranly.fr/en/documentation/the-artefacts-catalogue.html
with the search criteria: “'Areare”, “Selectionner un critere de recherche”: “Ethnonyme
(s)”. This search reveals sixty results from both the collections of Daniel de Coppet and
Hugo Zemp. Refinement of the search field, limiting to just musical instruments, yields
forty-two results (Web site referenced October 2011). Alternatively searching the
museum's catalogue with “Hugo Zemp” as the criteria, sixty-six results are returned.
None of the artefacts in the Daniel de Coppet collection are musical instruments. Some
of these sixty plus results from Zemp's fieldwork are from other places of the Solomon
Islands and some have 'Are'are vernacular names but have not been included in an
'Are'are, “ethonyme” category. These more informally categorised instruments, some of
which are from 'Are'are, account for an additional nineteen examples on top of the fortytwo found under “Zemp” and “Are'are”. Those additional nineteen instruments have been
associated with 'Are'are in this catalogue, because of their vernacular names. Whereas
instruments with an associated vernacular name but distinctly defined ethonyme have
not been included. For example, item 71.1970.101.52 has a vernacular name which is
the same as a group of instruments from 'Are'are “au ware”, this item's “ethonyme”
however is defined as Baegu, another region of Malaita.
The musical instruments from Zemp's field work held at Musée du Quai Branley cover a
comprehensive range of the 'au categories defined during his field work between 1969
and 1977 (Zemp, H Personal Communication Jan 2010). The Museum's cataloguing
includes the 'Are'are vernacular terms, as well as the object type and dimensions. These
details are online at Musée du Quai Branley as well as being attended to within Hugo
Zemp's written work. It cannot be said that this catalogue is necessarily still
representative of the range of instruments available today to the 'Are'are musician –
which he or she might consider as indigenous, Zemp acknowledges this when he
suggests that extra musical instruments introduced to 'Are'are are called 'au. The
instruments at MQB were all obtained during the years 1969-1977 when Zemp was in
contact with 'Are'are musicians. He is no longer sure if any of these people are still alive
or whether traditional music, as it was defined during his time, is still made. Some years
ago the Narasirato group, who now standout as cultural ambassadors for 'Are'are music,
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failed to impress Zemp when they sent him a cassette tape, on which Zemp comments:
“No specific musical characteristic of 'Are'are music had been preserved” (Zemp, Hugo
Personal Communication 10 Jan 2010). If since then a return to the values and
originality of 'Are'are music has been made, Zemp's comments suggest that this group
has undergone a transformation, rendering a new form of music which may not be
traditional in the historic sense but is irreducibly representative.
The following translations for various 'au can be considered after reference to Geerts'
(1970) 'Are'are dictionary: Au Rerepi, a flute; Au Takiori and Au Keto, the large
panpipes; Au Tahana, A measure (fathom); Au Ahai, a dance; Au Kiro, a dance and
water game; Au Rokoau, the meaning of rokoau is unsure. All instruments are listed
here according to the level of importance with which they are held. Although the 'au
tahana is listed first and according to Zemp is considered the most important, panpipe
ensembles are inspired from earlier solo panpipes (Zemp 1978: 51).
The first four groups of instruments alluded to here are the four most important
instrumental ensembles. Their basic scale is equiheptaphonic, the octave being divided
into seven equidistant intervals.
It is apparent that three themes for composition can be cited. Firstly, those pieces which
serve a function within a musical performance or ensemble’s repertoire; a piece that
marks the first or the last of a performance or tests the competence of the players.
Hence, these pieces have a musicological role. Secondly pieces which derive from
sounds and movements which are part of the ecology and the acoustic ecology of
'Are'are and reflect the specific biota of a unique time and place. Finally, the third clear
inspiration in the repertoire collected by Zemp shows pieces that have a range of cultural
associations attached to them.
Type of Object: 'au tahana, panpipe raft (sg), ensemble of four panpipes (pl)
Vernacular Name: 'au tahana
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
43 x 17 x 3.6 cm, 115 g
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39 x 4 x 2 cm, 102 g
23.5 x 14.5 x 2 cm 46 g
23.2 x 14.5 x 2 cm 43 g
'Au Tahana comprise an ensemble of four panpipe rafts, it is considered the oldest, most
difficult to play and most important of the panpipe ensembles, presumably not by
coincidence that tahana means a measure (Geerts 1970) and so it might be assumed
that other instruments are measured by the Au tahana. Zemp writes that the recorded
repertoire is one hundred and seventy four. These instruments generally have fourteen
pipes. The music is composed for a two part polyphony each part being doubled at an
octave's interval. Another device of harmony is used, called rapi 'au where the musicians
blow into two pipes at the same time. Zemp has devoted an entire side of his record
series to the 'au tahana. Each of the pieces are given a brief description, the first, which
is called suru 'au indicates the start of an occasion. Different suru 'au signify the
expected length of the following festivity. The four musicians stand in a circle facing
inward.
Pieces inspired by the sounds and movements of nature feature amongst the eleven
tracks recorded by Zemp collected in the 1973 release. Pieces such as Suri, a reference
to a small parrot and its song, from the coconut palm tree. Riko Kiteitoro, “Parrot by
Kiteitoro”, the composer of this piece Kiteitoro has been inspired by the calls of a parrot.
Rawauuruuru, “spider”, referred to earlier, which is a case of motion, of the spider
swinging from its web, which has inspired a piece; another piece Aanoaanoha, is a
reference to crawling. Uusuusuha, “drop by drop”, this piece is inspired by the sounds of
raindrops. Poo We, “pigs cry”. Kukua, “rooster”. Finally, among the pieces clearly
inspired by the environment is Pisi Ni Tootora, named after a sacred bush the pisi and
an important ceremony, the Tootora. It is intended that this piece embody the same
qualities ascribed to the pisi bush during the Tootora ceremony, the power to assemble
resources and people.
The last piece on the record's side is also the last piece of the 'au tahana playing order,
called toto 'au its significance is that it is always played last. An 'au tahana ceremony
contains sets of ten pieces and the number of toto 'au is proportional to the tens of
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pieces played earlier, one toto 'au for every ten pieces. The term toto 'au is also said to
mean 'fill the bamboo' (with food for cooking) (Zemp 1973I)
Type of Object: 'au paina, panpipe raft, ensemble of eight panpipes
Vernacular Name: 'au paina, 'au paine (large bamboo)
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
148 x 32.5 x 6 cm, 676 g
147.5 x 32 x 2.2 cm, 663 g
93 x 24.5 x 6 cm, 269 g
94 x 23 x 4.2 cm, 255 g
48.6 x 16.5 x 2.3 cm, 84 g
47.6 x 17.2 x 2 cm, 80 g
43.5 x 15 x 2 cm, 43 g
43.2 x 14 x 2.5 cm, 33 g
The ensemble 'Au Paina has eight instruments and like the 'au tahana, its music is
composed for a two part polyphony. Four instruments each pitched at an octaves
difference play each of the parts. The instruments all have eleven or twelve pipes. In
times of euphoric excitement, one or two of the musicians may stop their playing and
sing their respective parts. Zemp tells us that there are eighty-five recorded pieces in the
'au paina repertoire and that it is the second most important of the panpipe ensembles
among the 'Are'are people. In the 'au paina the eight musicians stand in two rows facing
each other.
Another entire side is devoted to this ensemble; the themes of its pieces reassemble the
sounds of both nature and culture. The first piece is called Paoro, meaning rooster, this
is derived from the English 'fowl' as we know from the 'au tahana collection that the
'Are'are for rooster is kukua. ‘Eke, track two, is the sound of the cockatoo. Its call while
flying over the forest is thought to be recognisable in this piece. The sound made by a
pig when it is caught to be killed is recapitulated by a piece with the title Hoehoe Tani
Poe, unlike the 'au tahana piece Poo we which is inspired by the pig's regular cry as in
'call'. The next pieces (I B-4 - 10) are all culturally inspired, their source material stems
from personal events that have in some way affected the people who thought to
compose them. Finally Roko 'au is the equivalent of Toto 'au, roko, meaning to bring
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people together (Zemp 1973I).
Type of Object: 'au keto, panpipe raft
Vernacular Name: 'au keto, Maani 'au*, Too'au**, Rehe***
Dimensions range (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
**

62 x 9 x 2.3 cm, 79 g
56.3 x 9 x 2.4 cm, 76 g

***

46 x 10 x 2.5 cm, 61 g

*

46 x 8.5 x 2 cm, 66 g
43 x 8 x 2 cm, 65 g
36 x 9 x 1.7 cm, 56 g

**

31.5 x 6 x 1.5 cm, 27 g
31.5 x 7 x 1cm, 39 g

*

24 x 6.5 x 1.5 cm, 25 g
23 x 6.5 x 1 cm, 25 g
22 x 7.5 x 1 cm, 23 g

***

21 x 7 x 1 cm, 23 g

'Au keto is made up of six musicians. One distinction of the 'au keto is that music is
composed in three part polyphony. However like the 'au tahana and 'au paina each part
is doubled at an octave's interval. 'Au keto's repertoire is slightly smaller at forty-eight
recorded pieces. In a similar fashion to the 'au tahana, the six 'au keto musicians stand
in a circle facing inward. The 'au keto is constructed using the 'au tahana as a guide, it
could be said it is an inflection of the 'au tahana.
As an equivalent to the suru 'au of the 'au tahana and 'au paina, the 'au keto ensemble
features an introductory piece, called Maani 'au. Other pieces of the 'au keto, which
comprise another complete side of Zemp's 'Are'are records, are taken from a repertoire
of pieces inspired by village life. Riko Riuhanua, parrot by Riuhanua, was written after a
parrot woke somebody called Riuhanua. 'Uta'Uta Paraha which means necklace of white
shell-beads has been composed after the rhythm which comes from polishing the shells
(Zemp 1973I).
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Type of Object: 'au taka'iori, panpipe raft
Vernacular Name: 'au taka'iori
Dimensions range (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
54 x 8.5 x 2.5 cm, 75 g
50.2 x 7 x 2 cm, 73 g
46.2 x 12 x 2 cm, 99 g
41.5 x 11 x 1.5 cm, 88 g
25.5 x 5.5 x 2 cm, 34 g
27 x 7 x 2 cm, 31 g
23 x 8.5 x 1.5 cm, 30 g
23 x 9 x 1cm, 28 g
21 x 8 x 1.5 cm, 26 g
21 x 8 x 1 cm, 24 g
In the 'au taka'iori ensemble ten pipers play a four part polyphony. This polyphony is
made of two melody parts played by four musicians and two accompanying parts played
by six musicians that mostly hold one or two pitches. The melody parts are played on
seven and eight tube instruments, each being doubled by an octave's interval and the
accompanying parts are played on four or five tube instruments each being tripled at an
octave's interval. The ten players of the 'au taka'iori stand in two rows facing each other.
Significantly men and women use the music of the 'au taka'iori to dance to, it is also the
only panpipe ensemble which might be accompanied by other instruments. In the
records produced by Zemp the 'au taka'iori is the last of the major panpipe ensembles
which requires an entire side of a record. This repertoire is introduced by 'Aitaru, “folded
leaf”, this piece refers to a large leaf folded in such a way that it can be used to bail
water, from a canoe or a small dammed section of a river. 'Asi – “taboo-sign” – this
reference is to the croaking of a sacred frog called, 'ori pasu. These frogs are meant to
live in a sacred part of the forest; the same frogs provide the basis for a piece played by
the slit drum ensemble. As a sacred piece, the composer is an ancestor and its
performance has powers of good fortune and protection. Although today musicians have
not experienced the reason for the title of the fifth piece on this record it is clearly
interesting potential nonetheless: Waru Hau Ni Aahe Na'ona Aau, meaning “The eight
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river-floods during the trade-wind season.”
Another variant, the 'au taka'iori ni Marau (from Marau) is the music of a small group of
'Are'are people who have gone to live on a small group of islands situated at the southeastern tip of Guadalcanal. Slight differences exist between this variant and the first form
of 'au taka'iori, one difference is that while on Malaita men and women beat upon
bundles of leaves as an accompaniment, on Marau they are known to clap branches of
Sago palm. The repertoire is more extensive; fifty-five from Marau next to thirty-two from
Malaita and the pieces are similarly inspired by localised events. 'Eke nai Haoro; Haoro
is a place where the composer heard the cockatoos. Wisi, a white-bellied graybird, has a
common cry on Malaita and has inspired many compositions on a range of instruments
(Zemp 1973II).
Type of Object: 'au ni mako, stamping tube set
Vernacular name: 'au ni mako
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
60 x 19 x 6 cm, 404 g
46.5 x 12 x 85 cm, 296 g
Literally 'bamboo of the ground', the 'au ni mako are sets of twelve bamboo tubes. The
hollow bamboo of different lengths is pounded end on against a stone. In some cases, a
musician will play solo, holding up to ten tubes or as part of a group, play four tubes.
Compositions for 'au ni mako continue or repeat the themes of the panpipe ensembles;
Ire'ire Reepi is so named because Reepi heard the cry of an Ire'ire bird while it was
feeding on a mango tree (Zemp 1973II).
Type of Object: 'au ware, transverse flute*
Vernacular name: 'au ware
Dimensions range (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
*

110.5 x 2 x 2 cm, 58 g

*

75.1 x 2.3 x 2.3 cm, 44 g

*

70.7 x 2.2 x 2.2 cm, 49 g
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37 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm, 35 g
36.5 x 4 x 3 cm, 38 g
36.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm, 37 g
28.5 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm, 40 g
This transverse flute is blocked at both ends by the nodes of the bamboo, an
embouchure is pierced and a similar hole is pierced at the other end which is used to
produce the two notes of the flute's range, other pitches can be achieved by over
blowing (Zemp 1973II).
Type of Object: 'au 'ni aau (panpipe raft)
Vernacular Name: 'au ni aau (bamboo of the western north) Pupuramarama (pupu)*,
Kirakira**
Dimensions range: (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
*
27 x 10 x 1.7 cm, 38 g
*
27 x 11.5 x 1.2 cm, 42 g
*
27 x 12.5 x 1 cm, 42 g
*
26.6 x 10 x 1 cm, 33 g
*
26.5 x 10.5 x 1 cm, 29 g
*
25.5 x 11.5 x 2 cm 44 g
**
25 x 12.5 x 1.7 cm, 45 g
24.5 x 9.5 x 1.6 cm 36 g
**
24 x 13 x 1 cm, 38 g
23.5 x 8 x 2 cm, 31 g
22 x 9 x 1.7 cm, 36 g
22 x 9 x 1 cm, 24 g
**
20.5 x 13.5 x 1 cm, 28 g
19.5 x 9 x 1.7 cm, 25 g
Some of the many panpipes that exist for solo playing are made up of between five and
eleven tubes. The Kirakira is named after a bird of the same name. Although the solo
panpipes are not considered as important as the ensemble pipes their original inflections
were the models of the ancestors (Zemp 1973II).
Type of Object: Zither on a stick without a resonator (mouth bow)
Vernacular Name: Pasiawa
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
41 x 1.5 x 1.5 cm, 6 g
41 x 3 x 1.5 cm 15 g
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The mouth bow, which Zemp explains is called a Pasiawa could be grouped
organologically as belonging to the zither family of instruments. It is played primarily for
amusement but is as old as the first panpipes “All this is said to have happened in the
mythical time when knowledge came to human beings, when the primordial ancestors
kiiramo succeeded the wild men ma'ema'ehunu, thirty four generations ago according to
one informant” (Zemp 1978: 51).
Type of Object: 'au waa (panpipes)
Vernacular Name: 'au waa
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
51 x 7 x 7 cm, 153 g
Eight tubes open at both ends, although only seven are played, the remaining tube is
interchangeable (Zemp 1973III).

Type of Object: panpipes in beam
Vernacular Name: o'p'o = cote
Dimensions (Height X Width X Depth, Weight):
40.2 x 2.5 x 1 cm, 37 g
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In the latter half of the fifteenth century, a variety of musical expressions mostly originating in Italy became common in the
language used to describe music. Some of these terms can be useful describing examples of bio-phony and geo-phony.
Musical Term

Original Definition

Accelerando

(Lit.) Getting faster

Aeolian

(Greek) Sound
produced by wind

Allegro

Cheerful or a fast
tempo
(Lit.) Means to walk

Andante
Appoggiatura

Arpeggio

Refers to a certain
melody of notes
moving quickly from
one to another, or
above and below a
commonly produced
tone
The single notes of a
chord played in rapid
succession

Bio-acoustic
example
Wing beats

'Are'are
Term
Rawahi

A whistle-like tone
when wind blows
through a medium of
different lengths
Birdsong, morning
birdsong
Walking, e.g. for insect
or frog

Kokokou,
nana kore

Frogs and insects

No'o
rawahia
(Lit.) fast
song

No'o rawahia
(Lit.) fast song inspired by birds

Humpback whale and
Swainson's thrush

hoa au
(Lit.) bit by
bit

SukuSuku configurations inspired
by the aparuru beetle

Sisi, Keke
raeha

“Are'are Example”
'A'arana (wild duck) takes off and
lands over water
The aeolian origin of the au' wind
instruments requires a great
storm. Light winds “nana kore”
blow over the bamboo afterward
Sisi oro, or keke oro, are songs
about birdsong
A song called rarara denotes an
animal walking
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Bagatelle

A short character
piece – which may
make use of the 4ths
and 5ths of the
western scale

Animals are known to
use these intervals

'au tahana

Ballad

A form of music that is
lyrical and tells a story

Communication: biophony of any forest
conveys lyricism and
narrative if you are
listening for those
characteristics

Roroweara
(Lit.) lullaby

Cadenza

A clever improvisation

Sounding above the
natural world, standing
out by sound

Koko ahuta
(Lit.) the
owl sound
travels far.
Au'ware,
Suku'suku'
au

Au'ware, Suku'suku'au, informal
and improvisation based
performances

Choir/Chorus

A group of singers

A type of bio-phony

Chord

Three or more notes
played in harmonic
unison
A subjective: “things
don't sound right”

In the natural world the
number is often higher

rapi'au

Made by panpipes when played in
unison

e ma nono
rete

The sound of unsustainable
logging

Dissonance

'au tahana intervals and scale –
can be inspired by these intervals
and this range of frequencies.
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A constant tone: other
things make
themselves heard in
relationship to this
thing

Duet

Bass bamboos

Couples

Often for panpipes
From soft to loud
pp: Maemaekoa
p: Maemae
pf: Maemaekoa paina
f: Paina
A lifetime of understanding to
understand the interconnectivity
of sasani bio-phonic examples

Dynamism

Characteristics: loud
and soft, short and
sharp, percussive,
non-percussive.

Sonic universals of
music which are like
geometry for the ears

Ear training

Learning to make
distinctions

Flauto

Flute like

Becoming familiar with
sounds that make up
the environment,
'listening for music'
See bagatelle

Gong

Harmonic

The relationship of
one tone to another

Improvisation

See Cadenza

Legato

A smooth transition
from tone to tone

“The sound produced
biologically by the
walrus “ (Krause 2007:
54)
Most animals,
distinguish one group
of animals from
another by
understanding
harmonic tendencies
The term applies to
birdsong as dawn
transitions to daytime.

Nani amu

'au rerepi

See bagatelle
Church bells, made from a
disused World War Two gas
cylinder

e nono
ware ware

Suku'suku'
au
tara
mona'a
nono

Suku'suku'au configurations are
kept informal without names
Soundscape example: tara
mona'a nono rotana 'e'e – a
highly figurative example, 'e'e
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rotana e'e

Meter

(Greek) A measure

The natural cycles of
the world

'O'o

Ostinato

A repeated phrase (in
jazz it is called a riff)

Roosters, frogs, in the
rain, repetition in
soundscape

haimaniha

Poco adagio

A kind of slow

Polyphony

(Greek) Many voices –
first appeared in
musical vocabulary in
the 9th century. Has
been part of musicculture for at least
30,000 years
(Greek) Many rhythms
expressed at the same
time.

A bird landing in water,
wing beats slowing to
a stop
Poly-phonically
animals have been
expressing themselves
for millions years

Polyrhythm

Awera
warahania

birds will sing after which it will
slowly start to rain. This was
alluded to by Morris Anioa – who
expanded that the 'e'e bird is
thought to be crying for rain when
it is too dry, naraha hanaruta
(literally crying for rain) in contrast
to narasirato (crying for sunshine/
sunrise)
The highly rhythmic pulse of the
'O'o
Found mostly in improvisation e.g.
Sukusuku'au patterns
(1c3c4c2c1c3c4c2c5. . . )
The ends of the pieces for 'au
tahana panpipe all slow down in
the final bars
A group of eight panpipes

Iwerapulse, or
Uraura
(Source, Anioa 2010)
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SoundCloud audio
Go To: http://soundcloud.com/siimf-soundcloud/sets

Figure 8.1 'Screen Shot' for Solomon Islands Indigenous Music Foundation at SoundCloud

Embedding SoundCloud audio with HTML
The following Hypertext Mark-up Language (HTML code) can be used to embed
SoundCloud media if authoring a personal website.
<object height="81" width="100%" id="YOUR-TRACK-TITLE" classid="clsid:D27CDB6EAE6D-11cf-96B8-444553540000">
<param name="movie"
value="http://player.soundcloud.com/player.swf?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud
.com%2FYOUR SOUND-CLOUD ID%2FYOUR-TRACKTITLE&amp;enable_api=true&amp;object_id=yourPlayerId"></param>
<param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always"></param>
<embed allowscriptaccess="always" height="81"
src="http://player.soundcloud.com/player.swf?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud.c
om%2YOUR SOUND-CLOUD ID%2FYOUR-TRACKTITLE&amp;enable_api=true&amp;object_id=YOUR-TRACK-TITLE"
type="application/x-shockwave-flash" width="100%" name="">YOUR-TRACKTITLE</embed></object>
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Here is an example, where the SoundCloud address for this song is:

http://soundcloud.com/siimf-soundcloud/kaekaenihero
The song-specific syntax is highlighted:
<object height="81" width="100%" id="kaekaenihero" classid="clsid:D27CDB6E-AE6D11cf-96B8-444553540000">
<param name="movie"
value="http://player.soundcloud.com/player.swf?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud
.com%2Fsiimfsoundcloud%2Fkaekaenihero&amp;enable_api=true&amp;object_id=yourPlayerId"></pa
ram>
<param name="allowscriptaccess" value="always"></param>
<embed allowscriptaccess="always" height="81"
src="http://player.soundcloud.com/player.swf?url=http%3A%2F%2Fsoundcloud.c
om%2Fsiimfsoundcloud%2Fkaekaenihero&amp;enable_api=true&amp;object_id=kaekaenihero"
type="application/x-shockwave-flash" width="100%"
name="kaekaenihero"></embed></object>

Figure8.2 'Screen Shot' for ”Kaekae ni hero” at SoundCloud

Example HTML to embed Sound-Cloud in Wordpress blogs:[soundcloud
url="http://soundcloud.com/siimf-soundcloud/kaekaenihero"]
[soundcloud params="auto_play=true&show_comments=false"
url="http://soundcloud.com/siimf-soundcloud/kaekaenihero"]
Embeds a track player that starts playing automatically and won’t show any comments.
[soundcloud params="color=33e040&theme_color=80e4a0"
url="http://soundcloud.com/siimf-soundcloud/kaekaenihero"]
Embeds a set player with a green theme.
[soundcloud height="150" width="250" url="http://soundcloud.com/siimfsoundcloud/kaekaenihero"]
Embeds a group player with 150px height and 250px width.
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From cc09c682884f6e5b3bc605a3e71e6742e78792af Mon Sep 17 00:00:00 2001
From: Aleksey Lim <alsroot@sugarlabs.org>
Date: Sat, 17 Sep 2011 01:51:34 +0000
Subject: [PATCH] Bump v60
--NEWS
| 7 +++++++
activity/activity.info | 2 +2 files changed, 8 insertions(+), 1 deletions(-)
diff --git a/NEWS b/NEWS
index f47bae0..229a386 100644
--- a/NEWS
+++ b/NEWS
@@ -1,3 +1,10 @@
+60
+
+* TamTamSuite names for all TamTam activities #3058
+* Better heart icon for beats (Manuel Quiñones)
+* Add new instrument, Solomon Islands pipe (Sean Linton)
+* Update translation
+
59
* Migrate to the singular sources hierarchy
diff --git a/activity/activity.info b/activity/activity.info
index d8f6f4d..49c9ccd 100644
--- a/activity/activity.info
+++ b/activity/activity.info
@@ -12,7 +12,7 @@ description = TamTam is a suite of four music and sound related activities
homepage = http://wiki.sugarlabs.org/go/Activities/TamTam
license = GPLv2+
-version = 59
+version = 60
stability = stable
icon
= %(component_name)s
-1.7.4.4

http://git.sugarlabs.org/tamtam/tamtam/commit/cc09c682884f6e5b3bc605a3e71e6742e
78792af
http://git.sugarlabs.org/tamtam/tamtam/commit/0fba4c377b356a38f16b85a1d04a15f1eb
88ac64
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MALAITA PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT
P.O.BOX 63
AUKI
MALAITA PROVINCE
SOLOMON ISLANDS
TEL: (677) 40211 or 40071/72
Email:r_dkiddi@yahoo.com
MALAITA PROVINCE

Your Ref:
To:

Our Ref:

Date: 16th / 08/ 2010

Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Education and Human Resource Development
Honiara

Dear Madam/Sir
Re:

ENDORSEMENT OF THE OTAGO UNIVERSITY STUDENT MR. SEAN
LINTON TO CARRY OUT HIS RESEARCH IN WEST ARE ARE, MALAITA
PROVINCE.

Permission is hereby granted for Mr. Sean Linton, a New Zealand student at the Otago
University to carry out his research in the traditional music of the West Are are
communities in Malaita province.
On this note, your kind assistance and support render to facilitate his research permit for
his period of his stay and study in the country would be highly appreciated.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Yours faithful

Robert D Kaua
Deputy Provincial Secretary
For:
Provincial Secretary
Malaita Provincial Government.
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!
Map 1 The Solomon Islands
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Map 2 Malaita
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Glossary of terms
For further terms see Appendix One.
'Au: bamboo, music
'O'o: slit drum
'U'u: conch shell
Acoustemology: (compound) the study of epistemology in connection with acoustic
influences
Aiawa reo: friction sounds
Ererei: the top of a tree
Formula: (in usage) constituents of something
Hote: paddle
Houra: 'o'o rhythm announcing the start of a feast, or possibly that somebody has died.
Kaekae ni hero: piece of music for 'Au tahana, meaning the movement of wind through
plants
Karukarumai: 'o'o rhythm signalling a death
Kaura: frigate bird
Kiroha: the musical sounds of water
Ko'e: frog
Loci: (latin) plural form of locus, a particular point, or place
Mabo: peace
Mani: piece (e.g. of music)
Motu: oven made from a pile of well heated potato size stones
Narasirato: crying for sunshine
Nuhaa: compound of nuu- 'to sing' and -ha which is nominalising (making a noun from a
verb)
Para-ecology: para (Greek) meaning besides or adjacent to and eco- from oikos
(Greek) or home and -ology (Greek) a study of (the prefixing) subject
Pora: dove
Raparapa: 'pounding' song
Ratio Legis: (latin) an underlying principle
Rawahia: faster
Roroweara: lullaby
Tomaha: 'o'o rhythm that means for people to come and be entertained
Totorawara Araha: community news and tribal news
Vinyl: the standard material for phonographic records
Warato'o: 'Are'are world view
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